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I. Introduction

In assessing the relevance of Buddhism to the contemporary ecologic problem, 
it is necessary to state the issue so that the study will be in context.

Essentially our present predicament roots in a view of the world which regards 
it as an object of ego aggrandizement and expansion. The world, its people, 
and resources are there to be used to advance the interest of one’s ego or groups 
with which he may be identified.

What is fundamentally necessary in this context is not merely a tampering 
with the system in order to bring about some small improvement. Rather, there 

must be a transformation of the mind and outlook which will both prevent the 

continuance of such conditions and ensure their improvement.
The importance of religion in the crisis is indirectly suggested by John Lear, 

Science Editor of the Saturday Review,1 who comments on the notable lack of 
direction in this issue coming from the social sciences. It would not be too much 
to claim that the reason for this lack lies in the fact that the social sciences do 
not possess the value orientations nor require the personal commitment to 
fulfill those values. The commitment required to achieve the fundamental 
changes demands a religious awareness and commitment. It is here that Bud
dhism, in concert with other great spiritual traditions, has relevance in focussing 
our attention on the spiritual problem of man and ways to deal with it.

1 Saturday Review, September 5, 1970, p. 43.

There have been many attempts throughout history to make Buddhism re
levant and effective in the social context. Buddhist influence has been most evi
dent in the realm of art through which its ideals and concepts were brought 
home to the imagination of the peoples of Asia. More specifically, Buddhism
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has influenced political and social conditions in India during the reigns of King 
Asoka and in Japan through the activities of Prince Shotoku, not to speak of 
other benign Buddhist kings that appeared in Asia. In the case of Asoka, his 
rejection of war and violence and his respect for life in the cessation of hunting 
expeditions notably symbolized his respect for persons and the environment. 
Through his edicts he devoted himself to the encouragement of a higher spiritual 
outlook and better human relations based on religion—especially Buddhism.

Prince Shotoku supported the spread of Buddhism in Japan, and in his Seven
teen Point Constitution he advocated reverence for the Three Jewels of Buddha, 
Dharma, and Sangha as the foundation of social concord. In more recent times 
the efforts of Anangarika Dharmapala and Dr. B. R. Ambedkar in India have 
opposed the growing materialism of the industrial age and offered some hope 
for the outcaste peoples based in Buddha’s recognition of the equality of all peo
ple. In Burma there has been an attempt, though with some problems, to make 
Buddhism directly relevant to that country’s needs by establishing it as the state 
religion. In Japan the Soka Gakkai-Komeito movement has attempted, though 
not without criticism, to interpret Buddhism to Japan’s social and political 
problems.

Nevertheless, the task of relating Buddhism to the current ecological concern 
must be regarded as exploratory and tentative, since Buddhism developed in 
an age and context where such problems held no threat to human existence 
commensurable with the ongoing problems of man’s inhumanity to man which 
Buddhism knew well. Buddhism proliferated into diverse traditions and some 
of its principles might well be challenged by modern people.

The foregoing qualifications make it necessary to be realistic in considering 
religious insight. All traditions have been involved in the historical-social process 
and have frequently fallen short of their own highest ideals. While some would 
use the deficiencies of religion to dismiss its relevance, noting that religion has 
been frequently the cause of the problem rather than part of the solution, this 
should not deter us from canvassing those sources of human wisdom.

In relation to the issue of ecology, we will first attempt to revise the oft- 
stated assertion that Buddhism, particularly Theravada, is other-worldly or 
world-rejecting, seeking only an emancipation from involvement with this world 
and social existence. With the development of Mahayana Buddhism, the found
ation was laid for greater recognition of the spiritual significance of Nature in
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such principles as Nirvana is Samsara, Non-duality, Suchness, and Void. It was 
in China, as a result of the confluence of Buddhism and Taoism, that Nature 
came to be regarded positively as a revelation of, or channel to, realization of 
Suchness or Void. Nature was the Real, the Pure Land within which one might 
attain enlightenment.

Within the Mahayana tradition in China and Japan numerous schools rein
forced the this-worldly implications of Buddhistic thought on the philosophical 
and popular levels. Following a brief review of these we shall attempt to inter
pret Buddhism to the contemporary issue in the hope that our interpretation 
will be found to be consonant with the great themes of Buddhist insight.

II. The Role of Nature in Buddhist Experience and Thought

From earliest times in the history of Buddhism devotees, monks, and nuns, 
were aware of Nature and its influence on meditation and the solitary life. 
After observing the ways of a bull elephant in the forest, the Buddha commented:

Herein agreeth mind with mind, of sage
And elephant whose tusks are like a plough pole,
Since both alike love forest solitude.2

2 F. L. Woodward, Minor Anthologies of the Pali Canon, part II, Udana and Itivuttaka, 
London: Humphrey Milford, 1935, p. 50.

3 Ibid., p. 41.
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There is the account of the venerable Meghiya’s search for a place to meditate 
after receiving alms:

While taking exercise by walking up and down and to and fro, 
he saw a lovely, delightful mango-grove. At the sight of it he thought: 
Truly lovely and delightful is this mango-grove! A proper place 
surely is this for a clansman for striving (for concentration) ... 3

The centers where Buddha’s disciples congregated were gardens and groves, 
sometimes provided by sympathetic and believing laymen. Outstanding was 
Anathapindika’s park which appears frequently in texts. Buddha counseled his 
disciples to seek out such places.
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As Mrs. Rhys-Davids points out, there was an almost pagan revelling in 
Nature among the early Buddhists whose poetry is preserved in the hymns 
of the brothers and the sisters. A few examples may suffice to illustrate their 
sentiments:

Angulimala also, the one-time dreaded bandit:

Deep in the wild beneath some forest tree,
Or in the mountain cave, is’t here, is’t there,
So have I stood and let my throbbing heart
Transported beat. Happy I go to rest
And pass the day, happy I lead my life.
Escaped from snare of evil ah! behold
The Master’s sweet compassion shown to me.4

4 Mrs. Rhys-Davids, Poems of Cloister and Jungle, London: John Murray, 1941, p. 36, 
quoted from Further Dialogues, Sutta 89.

5 Ibid., p. 39.
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Also:

Who doth not love to see on either bank
Clustered rose-apple trees in fair array 
Behind the great cave of my hermitage, 
Or hear the soft croak of the frogs, well rid 
Of their undying mortal foes proclaim 
‘Not from the mountain-stream is’t time today 
To flit. Safe is the Ajakarani.
She brings us luck. Here is it good to be.’5

Buddhist reflection and awareness of Nature appears most clearly in the use 
of natural phenomena as a source of simile and parable in teaching. Since Bud
dhist doctrine was abstract, it was necessary to find suitable ideas in the world 
of everyday experience in order to convey to laymen and leaders in communities 
the significance of the Buddha’s teachings. The wealth of natural imagery, as well 
as information based in human culture, indicates the close relation of Buddhist 
teachers and the people in ancient times within agricultural and village settings.

K
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The similes and parables relate to animal and plant life as well as natural 
elements and relationships within the world. The illuminating character of the 
sun and moon, the relations of wave and water, and the relation of river and ocean 
are among some of the most widely employed figures. The blessing of the 
Dharma is compared to the breaking forth of green at the onset of summer:

Fair are the flowering tops of woodland trees
In the first summer month of summer’s heat:
Fair is the noble Dharma that he taught,
For yondmost blessing, leading to the cool:6

In a lengthy exchange with a disciple Buddha sets forth eight ways in which 
the Dharma-discipline is like an ocean.7 Although Nirvana is beyond descrip
tion, the famous teacher Nagasena impressed King Menander with its supreme 
importance in an abundance of figures.8

As these foregoing materials indicate, early Theravada Buddhists lived in close 
proximity to their natural environs. There was a deep awareness and appreciation 
of Nature which functioned on the existential and instructional levels. However, 
on the theoretical level Nature was not given effective recognition or function 
in the spiritual quest.

The analysis of reality growing out of the theory of non-soul (fanattaf) under
mined the positive evaluation of Nature, since the environment was analysed 
into the psychological and perceptual components of consciousness which 
produced the delusory consciousness of an objective permanent, abiding world.

Building on the early analytical theory of the five skandhas, the complex 
Kosha school of Abhidhamma taught by Vasubandhu analysed reality and the 
world into 75 elements which came together in momentary flashes to make the 
world of appearances which we experience.9 The intent of this theory was to

6 E. M. Hare, Sacred Books of the Buddhists, XV, Woven Cadences, Ceylon: Harrison and 
Crosfield, 1944, p. 37.

7 F. L. Woodward, op. cit., pp. 66-67.
8 Eugene Watson Burlingame, Buddhist Parables, New Haven, Yale University Press, 

1922, p. 221.
9 Junjiro Takakusu, The Essentials of Buddhist Philosophy, Honolulu: University of Hawaii 

Press, 1947, pp. 70-73.
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give a metaphysical and psychological foundation for the process of meditation 
leading to transcendence and ultimate detachment from this world. Consequent
ly, Nature was deprived of real meaning for religious existence, though it hovered 
in the background as a source of inspiration or illustration.

While Theravada Buddhism remained committed to the analytical approach 
to reality as a major support for the doctrine of non-soul, the proponents of the 
later Mahayana tradition added to the analytical method a synthetic interpret
ation based on the principle of the identity of the essence of things symbolized 
in the terms Void or Suchness. Hence, Mahayana Buddhism established the 
basis for greater recognition of the spiritual value of Nature.

Mahayana Buddhist philosophy developed around the theme of interdepend
ence, mutual relationship and the ultimate identity of all beings in the Buddha- 
nature. A major source for this view was the Avatamsaka Sutra generally called 
the Wreath or Garland Sutra. Its main principle can be summarized in the phrase: 
All is One; One is all. Its exposition in the illustration of the Golden Lion by the 
Chinese teacher Fa-tsang made the point that substance is not other than 
phenomena, and all phenomena are contained in all other phenomena. The 
mutual identity of all things grounds the expression of compassion by which 
potential Buddhas care for, and promote, the welfare of all beings.10

In addition to the Av at amt aka Sutra, the Mahayana Nirvana Sutra and the Lotus 
Sutra reinforced the tendency toward this-worldly affirmation. Indirectly the 
Pure Land Sutras supported this trend. The Nirvana Sutra was particularly 
esteemed because it taught the principle of universal Buddha-nature in all beings 
however low or despised they might be. The Lotus Sutra presented a theory of 
the absolute, eternal Buddha as the basis of the cosmos. The Pure Land Sutras 
in declaring a way of salvation for the ordinary person opened the way for affirm
ation of secular life.

As we have already noted, the teacher Fa-tsang systematized the philosophy 
of the Avatamsaka Sutra emphasizing the essential identity of the Void and the 
world of phenomena. Chinese Buddhism from its very beginnings had to come 
to terms with Chinese this-worldly outlook and interests. The Chinese, as well 
as the Japanese, lacked a sense of the tension between this world and man found
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in early Buddhism and other religious traditions which developed asceticism or 
other-worldliness.

The Chinese characteristic of this-worldliness was manifested even within 
the erudite and subtle philosophy of the Madhyamika school of Buddhism taught 
by Seng-chao and Chi-tsang. Though Chi-tsang has the reputation of being the 
most Indian in the exposition of Buddhist thought, he also promoted this 
tendency:

It is expedient that the three be not discarded, that is that the Real 
State of things be discussed without destroying unreal phenomena. 
cHe (the Buddha), in his state of motionless enlightenment, established 
all the dharmas in their places.’ . . . Since unreal phenomena are the 
same as the Real State, why should they be discarded? ... 11

The mutual identification of all things with the Void or Buddha-nature was 
given elaborate systematic and practical expression in the teaching of Chih-i 
who initiated the Tcien-tcai school. Tcien-tcai demonstrated the interdependence 
and mutual permeation of all things by the principle of “three thousand in one 
thought.” The world of infinite plurality was contained in the smallest conceiv
able particle of time or space while everything exists also within the whole. 
Through mathematical combination of ten levels of being multiplied by the fact 
that each is within each yielding 100 and further multiplied by ten metaphysical 
categories resulting in 1000 which was then multiplied by three types of contexts 
in which all these elements appear, the figure 3000 was produced, representing 
the totality. Through the discipline of meditation the devotee was to realize 
this identity within his own experience.

What may be observed here is the Chinese insight that if the world is delusory 
in nature as Buddhists and Hindus asserted it to be, then there was no need to 
flee from it or go to excessive means in restricting our relation to it. To do so 
would be to attribute a greater degree of reality to it and show that one had not 
become fully enlightened. One is only fearful in his dream, but when he has 
awakened, the fear of the dream vanishes. Rather than leaving the world, one 
may remain in the world and not be of it.

10 Fung Yu-lan, History of Chinese Philosophy, II, Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1953, 
pp. 339-359- 11 Ibid., p. 298.
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The philosophic and contemplative features of Mahayana world-affirmation 
reached their zenith in Ch‘an (Zen) Buddhism. In this tradition the metaphysical 
idealism and depth of Mahayana Buddhism fused with Taoist Nature mysticism 
to produce a totally new form of Buddhism opposed to mere scholasticism and 
different from the elaborate mystical paths of Indian origin.

Its new spirit can be observed most easily in the sphere of art, especially 
painting which focussed on Nature itself rather than canonical symbols of Bud
dhist tradition. Scenes from Nature were employed to highlight the Buddhist 
understanding of reality using concrete things to point to the Void, while yet 
being themselves qualified by it. Chcan discipline itself brought man closer to 
Nature as monks tilled the soil or meditated in the woods. The motto “In carry
ing water and chopping wood, therein lies the wonderful Tao” became a major 
principle of Ch‘an life.

Its approach to Nature is further revealed in Ch'an’s succinct comparison of 
mystical paths:

When I began to study Zen, mountains were mountains;
When I thought I understood Zen, mountains were not mountains;
But when I came to full knowledge of Zen, mountains were again 

mountains.12 (

12 D.T. Suzuki, Studies in Zen, New York: Dell Publishing Co., 1955, p. 187.

13 Guest editorial, Life Magazine, July 24, 1970, p. 2.
14 Ibid.
15 Gary Snyder, Earth Household, New York: New Directions, 1957, P* 4«
16 Saturday Review, March 7, 1970, p. 47.

This passage indicates three states of awareness relative to our world. There 
is the awareness which merely takes the world for granted. It is simply there, 
but perhaps of little significance for the observer. In the second state the in
dividual has embarked on the endeavor to gain spiritual mastery of himself and 
the world. This mode attempts to render the world powerless over us by blank
ing the mind. However, in true perception or realization, the mountains again 
simply exist, but this time the significance of the mountain is heightened be
cause it is revealed not only as being Void, but as a channel to the Void or the 
Buddha-nature. There is here a sense of mystery, wonder and union with the 
mountain where the mountain is in us and we are in the mountain. The moun
tain reveals the depth and the depth enhances the mountain.

We have attempted to show in the foregoing discussion that the development 
of Buddhism manifested a growing awareness of the spiritual significance of

Nature and eventually produced philosophies by which experience of Nature 
could be a means to insight and enlightenment. While these developments were 
facilitated by cultural interaction with Taoism or Confucianism, and in Japan 
through association with the indigenous native tradition, the possibilities for 
interpretation along these lines were embodied in Buddhist dialectic in principles 
of non-dualism and the delusory nature of the world. Consequently, despite the 
fact that Buddhism may not be able to provide specific prescriptions for solving 
the ecological crisis, its basic orientation toward the world may be useful in 
stimulating man’s reflection on Nature, his reassessment of his role in it, and the 
renovation of his mind and spirit necessary to any change in attitude and action.

III. Buddhism and the Quality of Life

The major contribution Buddhism can make in the contemporary crisis is its 
insight into the nature of existence which offers guidance in enhancing the 
quality of life within the modern context. As Rene Dubos has eloquently written 
recently, “It is not man the ecological crisis threatens to destroy but the quality 
of human life, the attributes that make life different from animal life.”13 He goes 
on to state:

Survival is not enough. Seeing the Milky Way, experiencing the 
fragrance of spring and observing other forms of life continue to play an 
immense role in the development of humanness. Man can use many dif
ferent aspects of reality to make his life, not by imposing himself as a 
conqueror on nature, but by participating in the continuous act of crea
tion in which all living things are engaged. Otherwise, man may be 
doomed to survive as something less than human.14

Gary Snyder points in the same direction when he maintains that our pressing 
need is “to look within and adjust the mechanism of perception.”15 Norman 
Cousins in his preface to a recent issue of the Saturday Review dedicated to the 
problem of “Cleaning Humanity’s Nest” writes:16
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Philosophy precedes ecology. What is most needed today are new 
realizations about man’s place in the universe, a new sense of life, a new 
pride in the importance of being human, a new anticipation of the 
enlarged potentialities of mind, a new joyousness in the possibilities for 
essential human unity, and a new determination to keep this planet 
from becoming uninhabitable.

Perhaps as never before in history man needs not merely information but wisdom.
Against the background of Buddhist recognition of Nature and the under

standing that the issue of ecology is essentially a religious and philosophic issue 
as well as a practical policy matter, we shall now attempt to suggest specific 
concepts within Buddhist tradition that offer moral guidance or insight into our 
condition.

A fundamental awareness of the interrelatedness of man and nature and hence 
the development of a sense of responsibility toward that world is an indispen
sable requirement for the formation of adequate policy and regulation in matters 
of ecology. It may be Buddhism’s greatest contribution to focus upon this 
interdependence and to deepen our awareness of its cosmic scope. It is interesting 
to note that when Buddhism has been interpreted to the modern scene, it has 
frequently taken a socialistic formulation. Apart from political reasons, one 
reason can be discerned at the heart of the Buddhist understanding of existence.

In its simplest formulation the interrelatedness of all sentient beings is 
realized through the karmic system in which every being is seen as one’s poten
tial relative as a result of the infinite possibilities of transmigration through 
long ages. In the popular imagination avoidance of eating meat was based on the 
fact that one might eat a relative and this would contradict his respect and 
responsibility to his family.

On a deeper level the understanding of the interrelatedness of beings resulted 
in the doctrine of Ahimsa or non-injury. Here one’s responsibility to other beings 
and their condition was based on the fact of common suffering and anxiety which 
all beings subject to karmic existence feel. The doctrine urged one to be com
passionate in his treatment of fellow beings.

The responsibility to one’s fellow beings, implied in the concepts of compas
sion (karuna) and kindness (mettaf recognized the common destiny of all creatures 
in the sea of birth and death. The pataka tales concerning the Buddha’s past 
lives were influential in developing the sense of community between man and
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the animal world by showing that animals suffer from the same anxieties and 
problems of human kind. The humanizing of animals could lead to a greater 
humaneness toward animals. The story of Banyan, the Gold Deer, illustrates 
the sentiments communicated through such stories.17

17 Ethel Beswick, Jataka Tales, London: John Murray, 1956, pp. 56-59.
18 Ernst Benz, Buddhism or Communism? Garden City, N. Y.: Doubleday and Co., 

1965, pp. 38-44.

The principle of Ahimsa based on the understanding of karma was given more 
expression in the development of Mahayana Buddhism. As we have seen, all 
beings have a mutual relationship by having a common essence—Buddha-nature 
or Void. In effect, to injure another was essentially to injure oneself as well. The 
other was in us and we in him ultimately.

A suggestion of possible Buddhist approach to ecological problems can be 
gained from consideration of Buddha’s attitude to the caste system. Buddha 
demythologizes the human condition and understanding of the world by stress
ing the law of karma and focussing on human actions in determining destiny 
rather than the accident of both. He also rejected authoritarianism. Such a 
perspective permits a more rational assessment and a dealing with human affairs 
in terms of general social welfare. It is a general Buddhist theory that the leaders 
of society have the responsibility to provide conditions conducive to the spiritual 
welfare of the people and to assist their material well-being. As Benz points out, 
Buddhists tend toward a welfare state as the context for permitting wide reli
gious cultivation and caring for the needs of people.18 Those who see Buddhism 
originally as a type of social reformation emphasize the features exhibiting social 
concern such as rejection of caste within the Order and non-injury. Ecological 
concern as an expression of social responsibility would find support in such 
implications of Buddhist thought.

However, something more fundamental and far-reaching is required to bring 
about the transformation of spirit and development of a system of values to 
support continuing concern and sense of responsibility to the environment. 
It is at this point that we wish to develop the ethical implications contained in 
the concepts of non-soul and Void which form the basis of Buddhist philosophy.

IV. Non-Soul and Void: Spiritual Foundations of an Ecological Ethic

As we have already indicated the ecological crisis is more than the mere
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disposition of materials in the environment. It is, rather, a spiritual issue. 
Buddhist insight can contribute to the transformation of perspective, since its 
aim has always been to solve the problems created by man’s efforts to fulfill his 
ego drives.

In appealing to the doctrines of Non-soul and Void in Buddhism as the basis 
for ethical existence, we should take note that Buddhism sought a consonance 
between metaphysical understanding of the world and the way of life it re
commended. In urging the realization of ego-lessness, Buddha attempted to 
demonstrate that there was no substantial essence in things through which 
ego could be supported and maintained.

It has always been the main issue in Buddhism to attain enlightenment con
cerning the true nature of man and the world. Buddhism traces all problems 
within human society to the basic ignorance of man as to where he stands in the 
scheme of Nature. For Buddhism man’s problem does not lie outside of him, 
but within him—in his mind, his thought, his values, and their consequent ac
tions. For Buddhism the ethical problem is also a metaphysical issue. Problems 
can only be solved if there is a deep understanding and effort to make the in
sights real in experience.

The realization of the non-soul and Voidness of all things at the heart of Bud
dhism expresses the deep felt recognition that the world we think we perceive 
just as-it-is is enveloped in a great mystery. When all of existence is pursued 
to its depth, it is discovered that there is no apprehendable reason why anything 
is as it is. At the same time from the formless depth there arises a power and 
vitality which has brought forth the cosmos and life and maintains it. According 
to Dr. Nakamura, this formless Void, “is a living Void because all forms come out 
of it, and whoever realizes the void is filled with life and power and the bodhisat
tva’s love of all beings.”19

19 Hajime Nakamura, “Unity and Diversity in Buddhism,” in Kenneth Morgan, ed., 
The Path of the Buddha, New York: Ronald Press, 1956, p. 381.

20 Suzuki, op. cit., p. 204.

The so-called Nothing which grounds existence is not a mere nothingness 
since we do experience; we are; things do appear. Something must also be called 
into account for the fact there appears to be something. Thus the Void is creative. 
We must hold together the “is” and “is not” of things in a dialectic which 

demands that we realize both statements apply to all experience and are the 
foundation out of which that experience emerges.

Buddhism rejects speculation for the sake of speculation as indicated in the 
famous Silence of the Buddha. The function of metaphysical contemplation is 
the formation of a peculiar consciousness and subjective awareness which would 
enable a person to enter deeply and creatively into his experience of the world. 
Such reflection is an attitude-conditioner—a means of directing a person’s atten
tion to aspects and qualities of experience which he may have overlooked in the 
absorbing activities of daily life. It aims to free a person from his bondage to his 
own creations and the slavery that results from the pursuit of things, in the belief 
they indicate where true value lies.

Dr. Suzuki criticizes the Western view of nature as “brute fact” to be used 
economically with no sense of gratitude or sympathy. He maintains that the 
subjective awareness resulting from realization of Void provides the basis for 
a sense of kinship and unity with the natural order. He states:

Pure Subjectivity, instead of vaporizing realities, as one might 
imagine, consolidates everything with which it comes in touch. More 
than that, it gives a soul to even non-sentient beings and makes them 
readily react to human approach. The whole universe which means 
Nature ceases to be “hostile” to us as we had hitherto regarded it from 
our selfish point of view. Nature, indeed, is no more something to be 
conquered and subdued. It is the bosom whence we come and wither 
we go.20

Consequently the function of metaphysical contemplation aims at qualifying 
man’s pretensions in knowing, using and advancing his own interest exclusive 
of others. The conquest of arrogance has more far-reaching implications than 
just the natural order since it pertains to war, racism, class strife, sex discrimina
tion and urban problems as well.

A deep perception of the Void yields the recognition that there is a limit to 
our significance and our effectiveness. We are relative and interdependent. It 
instructs us that failure to perceive the creative Void leads to actual void manifest
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in conflict, destructiveness and rootlessness. Recognition of the Void underlies 
necessary qualities of tolerance, acceptance of self and others, creativity, spon
taneity and freedom.

The inwardness implied in the realization of Void forms the basis of that radical 
freedom espoused by Nicolai Berdyaev in his work Slavery and Freedom. It is the 
foundation for overcoming the spurious freedom by the defeat of the other. 
Radical freedom is freedom in mutuality through the recognition of our common 
root in the Void. We frequently speak of the uniqueness of the individual merely 
pointing to accidental difference. However, it is the recognition of uniqueness in 
sameness which is the issue. This recognition can only be assured by a deep per
ception of the individual’s root in the creative ground.

What precise practical methods may be used to realize this perception can be 
various, extending from yoga to zen meditation. Perhaps in a paradoxical way 
the realization would come through a good laugh, or a good stretch in the morn
ing and a yawn. Perhaps it comes by intense gazing at a flower. Such activities 
break the hold of the external order upon our minds and awaken once again 
the sense of our own reality. Man has attained freedom and dominance over 
Nature, but has lost his roots in Nature with a consequent loss of meaning and 
reality in his life. In his search for that meaning he has become dominated by the 
sterile order of his own creation—the machine and the irrefragable dominance 
of reason. He has become exteriorized and lives on the surface.

The contribution of Buddhism in this situation has been graphically suggested 
by Gary Snyder:

The joyous and voluntary poverty of Buddhism becomes a positive 
force. The traditional harmlessness and refusal to take life in any form 
has nation-shaking implications. The practice of meditation, for which 
one needs only “the ground beneath one’s feet,” wipes out mountains of 
junk being pumped into the mind by the mass media and supermarket 
universities. The belief in a serene and generous fulfilment of natural 
loving desires destroys ideologies which blind, maim and repress—and 
points the way to a kind of community which would amaze “moralists” 
and transform armies of men who are fighters because they cannot be 
lovers. . . .

(
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The mercy of the West has been social revolution; the mercy of the 
East has been individual insight into the basic self/void. We need both. 
... 21

21 Snyder, op. cit., pp. 91-92.

<
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The Middle Way in Clear Words

William J. H. Collins

Offered with gratitude and respect to the memory of the Masters 
Nagarjuna and Chandrakirti who composed the verses and commentary 
of the Prasannapada Madhyamakavrtti.

Shall I say it again? In order to arrive there,
To arrive where you are, to get from where you are not,

You must go by a way wherein there is no ecstasy.
In order to arrive at what you do not know

You must go by a way which is the way of ignorance.
In order to possess what you do not possess

You must go by the way of dispossession.
In order to arrive at what you are not

You must go through the way in which you are not.
And what you do not know is the only thing you know
And what you own is what you do not own
And where you are is where you are not.

T. S. Eliot, East Coker

/
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The method of critical analysis has always been central to Buddhism and its 
basic doctrines of Anatman and Pratitya Samutpada are the outcome of this. 
The Buddha analysed a living being into its component elements. Thus existence 
was analysed into five groups of the sensuous (rupa)^ consciousness (yijnana)^ 
discrimination Qamjna)^ feeling tyedana), and volition Qamskdra). It was 
analysed as a whole, i. e. consciousness with all of that which it is aware. The 
result was that a permanent entity (atman) could not be found. The component |
elements went to form only a nominal entity subject to perpetual change, but 
the finding of only impermanent phenomena is not the same as denying an 
unconditional ultimate reality which the Buddha actually affirmed. An existence .

130
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1.

2.

question:
At rebirth

On Rebirt

ransmigral

Buddha r? man (permanent Self), hence arose the

i£. there is no Atman?

f something like karmic effects take place, 
is a causal connection from one life to the next.

TWO SCHOOLS OF BUDDHISM -- THERAVADA AND MAHAYANA

I. WHY THE SPLIT?

1. One appraoch would be through careful analysis of events, personalities,
etc. that played across the faith during its crucial early centuries.

2. Or see the conflict as revolt from Theravada faith.
a) Theravada faith leaves many practical problems unanswered. 

-Its psychological insight goes little further than the construction 
of analytical catalogues of mental functions.

-Its precepts are clear but it is not always helpful in explaining 
their practical difficulties.

I b) Hence the great concern of Mahayana: providing "skillful means" for
making Nirvana experience possible.

II. THE TWO SCHOOLS

1. Theravada. Called Southern School since it is rooted firmly in South Asia:
Ceylon, Burma, Thailand, Laos and Cambodia.

a) They claim to represent the original Buddhism as taught by Gautama.

b) Use the Pali language—a Sanskrit dialect spoken by Gautama himself.
9

c) They regard Mahayana Buddhism as corruption of original Buddhism.

d) The Mahayanists called them Hinayana, meaning small raft.
They prefer to call them Theravadas, meaning the Elder Brother.

2. Mahayana (Maha mem great; Yana means boat, vehicle, ferry)
a) Mahayana claim to be tKe~Targer ferry of the two.

b) Called Northern School, because it spread to North: Tibet, Mongolia,
China, Japan, Korea.

c) They claim they never rejected Theravadas or any part of it.
Mahayana regards Theravada simply as incomplete.

j, -As incapable of comprehending the more profound truths of
Mahayana. Gautama taught various aspects of truth at different 
stages of his life.



WCSmith Fatith and belief, 23 -2- (chap 2)

IS BUDDHISM ATHEISTIC?

1. Reasons for atheist verdict:
Buddha deliberately dethroned Hindu gods, both from their final place 
in universe and rfrom their final role in destiny of humankind.

2. Having dethreoned those gods, did Budhist replace them with new gods of
his own?
Answer: NO. Not a God, since Buddhism was non-theist.

Did they form and teach some new concept of God? 
Answer again is NO.

In recent years, this NO answer has been qualified ;
Scholars say, concept Nirvana has all trimmings of Western idea of God. 

Everything Buddhi t say of Nirvana is what Weserns say about 
idea of Divinity or ^Transcendence.

The Buddhist idea± of Dharma has meaning of western idea of God, too.

Though westerns have on the whole been much mire fascinated by Nirvana than 
by Dharma.

They have given it musch more emphasis and attention: it has been 
popularized much ore widely in Western thought.
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Answer one (1) only: (24 points)
Robert Kastenbaum and Ruth Aisenberg, "Death as a Thought”

Explain the various stages of the life cycle an individual passes through 
in acquiring his personal understanding abut the meaning of death.

7.

7.
u

George Fletcher, "Prolonging Life:some Legal Considerations” and W.R. Matthews, 
"Voluntary Euthanasia: the Ethical Aspect”.
State the essential issues raised by each of thse two articles.

7. Robert Jay Lifton and Eric Olson, "The Nuclear Age"
What are the effects of the Hiroshima explosion not only on those who 
survived that blast, but on the rest of humanity as well.

Q



WCSmith, Faith and belief, 25 -3- (chap 2)

IMPERMANENCE - MUJO

TH I EMPIRICAL UNIVERSE IS AN UNMITIGATED FLUX
1. Things come and go

-events emerge, cause other events to emerge, and then vanish

2. Elements coalesce for a moment into patterns, which distingrate again
and are replaced by others

3. The whole sorry tale is one of ceaseless, and ultimately meaningless,
happenstance.

4. In thi socean of events, nothing is stable, nothing is of permanent
significance.

5. He did not deny that in flux there would be fleeting moments of
pleasure;
-but these were balnaced by many moments of pain
-and undercut by their own fleetingness

6. So that a wise man could find noth mg in the flux to which to attach
himself with commitment, or hope, or to which to give a serious 
loyalty.

TODAY, MOST SCIENTISTS AND OTH RS WOULD AGREE WITH BUDDHA.
World is change and flux and process.

BUT THE QUESTION REMAINS:
The great religous question is : is there something more? 

Is there anything beyond the ocean of phenomena that come and go?

BUDDHA ANSWER:
1., Buddha affirmed with vigour that within the ocean, nothing persists. 

Hence this alleged atheism.

Even the gods, he said, rise and fall. 
The ocean is fluid, thru and thru.

2. He did, however, affirm that there is a "further shore”.5
a) Though he refused to describe that shore; nor to speculate.

3. .His teaching wes conqex&gd how to attain life
His seeing that it would carry one acorss (via raft) constitued his 
Vision, his Enlightenement, his Buddhahood.

4. The name of that. Other Shore is Nirvana#
Ths Nirvaa has transcendent quality and ultimacy inBuddhist scheme 
of th mgs.

5. So we have been too hasty in calling hi ^position atheist, or even
world-denying.
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Avery Weisman, ’’The Dying Patient” (24 points)
Discuss the six essentials of a good death, according to Dr. Weisman.

----------------------------------------------------- Q

o



WCSmth, Fatih and belief, 26 -4- (Chap 2)

HUMAN LANGUAGE INCAPABLE OF DESCRIING NIRVANA
1. Human language is incapble of dealring with metaphysical reality 

that our terms and categoirs. and concetual capacityes are just 
inadequate for handling the Transcendent.

2. Nonetheless, he hwas sure that it was there: 
-partly via his pesonal experience 
-partly for other reasons.

3. He knew that it was there—he affirmed, by livng morally.

TH DHARMA.
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Avery Weisman, '’The Dying Patient” (24 points)
Discuss the six essentials of a good death, according to Dr. Weisman.



WCSmith, Faith and blelief, 26 -5~ (chap 2)

THE DHARMA

People could reach Nirvana by living morally.

1. Though Nirvana was a distant relaity, indescirable, not profitable of 
idiscussion,
-yet Buddh saw and preached another absolutere reality immediately 
available to ezery man.

2. This is the moral law.
a) He taught that in universal flux, one thing is firm.

b) In chaos of events, one pattern is permanent

c) In ebb and flow of human life, one form is absolute, is surpreme, is
reliable, is effecie for salvation.

d) Ideas come and go; relgious institutions rise and fall;
-the gdods themselves have thb f histories

-everyitng pass away.

3. Yet thru it all one thing is certain, stable, firm, enduring—and is
always immediately to hand.

GAUTMA DID NOT CREATE DHARMA - HE DISCOVERED IT.

1. Buddha began in 6th Century BC; but the Dharma did not begin then,
it has always been.

2. Nhan a modern Buddhist writes of "The Buddha’s Ancient Path", he doe
not mean that it is a mere 2,500 years old.

3. It was already an ancient path when Gautama disevered it.
"Even so, brethren," he himself said, "have I seen an ancient Path 
an ancient Raoad, trodden by Buddhas of a bygone age...the which 
having followed, I understadn life, and its coming to be and its 
passing away. And thus understadning, I have declared the same."

4. Gautama became wise and great man because he awoke ot to the
pre-existent truth that is the Dharma.

M©.. hecaera the Buddha by discovering the Dharma.

5-.- All^else- is evanes-een-t.;. the- Dharma , th’e True.-Law,.. is..1ete£nali.



(Print last name first)
Religion 394 July 3, 1930 
First Summer Session

Answer any three (3) questions only. (8 points each) Be sure to write down the 
number (1,2,3,4,5) of each question.

1. John Hinton, "Speaking of Death with the Dying". State in a few words, the
two issues involved in speaking with the.terminal patiaat.

2. Avery Weisman, "Common Fallacies about Dying Patients". State two of the
common fallacies about dying patients.

3. Avery Weisman, "Appropriate and Appropriated Death". State the difference
between the two kinds of death.

4. Edwin Shneidman, "Suicide". State the three main components of a serious
suicidal act and its triggering process.

5. Colin Parkes, "The Broken Heart". Why is the article called "the broken
heart?" and what is the author aaying?



WGSmith, Faith and belief5 27 -6- (chap 2)

THE DHARMA

THE ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE DHARMA^.

1. Buddhists distingui ed between paramartha saddhanaa* the True Law 
in its supereme or final fowipis
-and samvrti saddharma, meaning that Law in its objecified or 
empirical version*

This latter is Lax? ws taught*

2* The former is transcndent version^ is independent of its being 
transmitted to men by the Buddhs at all.

.DID BUDDHA.'T&A6H THAT MAN MUS-T-SAV-E-ft-SSELF?*-

That there is no outside power that can come to his rescue?

1. Now it is true that Buddha took a rather Pelagina attiutde to moral life.
a>He. firmly believed and taught, that each man could .and must make 

bis.own. deeison.as to whether he would live morality;
-and having made it,, he mst himself implement: that decisoh.

2. For the historial Buddha, there is no vicarious morality.

Nonetheless, there is” At- least thib" B6&WIfi ’iTT?Ff SttS^ to say >
thafc.man cuK save -himStelf.

1. There is in.the. universe,, he proclaimed, an ultimately re^v^
a- final • tuth- itt-sceeiaMe with wM^Cirtif-* a"matr'lines’ hw- will’jj. 
be savegl.

2. If universe consisted only in flux of samsara, if there were no
eternal Dharma, then man could not possibly save hisemflf.

3. If there were only flux, man would be lost.

But it is living according to Dharma, the pre-eisting law, that saves.

The decison so to live is man’s own;
but the fact that living so brings salvation is prior to man, 
independent* of man.

And the confidence that it will work, that it is worth pursuing: this is 
based on a confidence in the very structure of universe.

1. That we live in kind of universe whre such a truth obtans, firm, 
reliable, and permanent, is the ’’good news" that Buddha preached.
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Answer one (1) only: (24 points)
7. Robert Kastenbaum and Ruth Aisenberg, "Death as a Thought"

Explain the various stages of the life cycle an individual passes through 
in acquiring his personal understanding abut the meaning of death.

7. George Fletcher, "Prolonging Life:seme Legal Considerations" and W.R. Matthews, 
"Voluntary Euthanasia: the Ethical Aspect".
State the essential issues raised by each of thse two articles.

7. Robert Jay Lifton and Eric Olson, "The Nuclear Age"
What are the effects of the Hiroshima explosion not only on those who 
survived that blast, but on the rest of humanity as well.

o



U)-G. AmTK
WCSmith, Faith and belief, 29 (chap 2)

THE GOOD NEWS OF BUDDHISM

HE P6 STS TO THE OTH R SHORE
"There is, 0 mnks, an unborn, not become, not made, not constructed. 
Had there not been that unborn..." (etc), "no way could be discerned 
here of transcending that which is born, become, made, constructred. 
But inasmuch as there is an unborn...(etc), "so a transcending is 
reocognized..."

BUDDfi SM IS GOOD NEWS

1-. Someties said that early Budhidst preaching is pessimistic.

w. Simpy wrong: it is a gospel, good news, a joyous proclamation of a 
discovery of a tuth without which life is bleak, is suffering.

3. Becuase there is Dharma, he can be saved.

IS TH'. IS SAVING TRUTH - JUST THERE TO ACCEPT PASSIVELY?

1. Go to life of Gautama. When he attained Enlightenemtnt, he was faced 
with challenge to keep it to himself or share it.

Mara pointed out to him that other men are obtuse and distraced, 
that they would not understad his teaching, nor follow it, so 
why not keep teaching to imself.

2. Buddha rejected this and spetn next 45 years of life walking up and down 
India, proclaimgn good news.

3. Why? Part of truth that he had found was precisely that to live for 
others is way to live one’s onw life well.
"As with her life a mother cares for her own, her only child, 
so in your hearts and minds let there be boundless love for all 
ebeings great and small."

Infinite compassion is part of the central Truth.
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(5. Avery Weisman, "The Dying Patient" (24 points)
Discuss the six essentials of a good death, according to Dr. Weisman.

------------------------------------------------------------------ ■---------------------------------------------------------------------- Q

Q



Cd.C.WCSmith, Faith and belief, 30 -8- (chap 2)

DHARMA - BUDDHA AND TH THINDUS

INDIAN CULTURE

B
1.Buddha was born into a world of Indian cultue where the fundamental 

notions were those of God and gods, an ultimate transcendent Realtiy 
which could ot be mundanely known, 

-an elaborate system.of religous observance,
-a caste system
-and a striving to transcend the ordinary workaday world by ascetic 

austerity, by inspiritual insight, in ohter ways.

1 2. Within the total ideological complex was a concept of dharma, 
designating propriety or custom or obligation.

a) Each caste had its own dharma, its own pattern of relgio-social 
behavior.

b) It was important to obsrve dhamram, the moral law, so long as one 
were operating at level of mundane living,

c) But major endeavour, in both religous and intellectual worlds, 
was to trasnscend that level, to attain a Reality beyond it.

QWHAT THE BUDDHA DID
1. What Buddha did was to reverse the order of these levels.

For him, Brahman and the Gods, wh ie not negated, becme aptt of this 
wolrd;
wh ie dharma was elevated to finality, to absolute transcenednce.
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Answer one (1) only: (24 points) 
7. Robert Kastenbaum and Ruth Aisenberg, "Death as a Thought"

Explain the various stages of the life cycle an individual passes through 
in acquiring his personal understanding abut the meaning of death.

7.
o

George Fletcher, "Prolonging Life:seme Legal Considerations" and W.R. Matthews, 
"Voluntary Euthanasia: the Ethical Aspect".
State the essential issues raised by each of thse two articles.

7. Robert Jay Lifton and Eric Olson, "The Nuclear Age"
What are the effects of the Hiroshima explosion not only on those who 
survived that blast, but on the rest of humanity as well.



WCSmith, Faith and belief, 30 -9- (Chap 2)

THE ONE MOST IMPORTNAT Tfi NG: WHETH R ONE LIVES A TRULY GOOD LIFE

Buddha launched a radical revolution in ideological and social complex 
of India of his day by proponding a bascially simple yet profound and 
fundamental thesis.

1. Essentially one hears him as saying that n last analysis it does not
really matter what theology a man espouses,
-what ritual observances he performs
-what caste he belongs to
-what intellecutal or mystical or ascetic feats he may ri.se to.

2. All th i is beside the pont:, of no final signifcance.

e.Thre is ony on ething that really matters: it is whether one lives 
a truly good life.

All else is vanity, or worse.

r. This good life is the one etrnal principle in a universe otherwise 
choatic.

a) Just as everything else can be depended upon to pass say, to 
let us donw, so this can be depended upon always to hold, 
always to save us,

-in fact, to carry us across raging sea of evanescent 
phenomena to indesdribable bliss of ultimate serenity.

METAPHYSICS OF MORALITY
- 1. In theoretical terms, this is a metaphysics of morality: that the 

only final truth is goodness,
-that a human life well lived reflects, exemplifies, transcendent 
reality.

2. The point is not to transcned the world, but to live well within it.
If you do live well within it, you will find that you ahve transcedned 
it.

3. Act on faith in this, he said in effect, and you shall be saved.
Man has been made restless till he finds rest in this law.

’’The sky will fall, and the moon and the stars..but what the wise 
have said will never prove false.”

1. Buddha taught human morality not as part of, and subordinate to, the 
historical flux but as cosmically derived, and cosmically justified.

2. The moral law is absolute; and human life lived in accord with it is 
thereby delivered from relativity in which all else consits, to 
particpate in transcendence.
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Avery Weisman, ’’The Dying Patient” (24 points)
Discuss the six essentials of a good death, according to Dr. Weisman.

--------------------------------------------------------------------Q

Q



WCSmith, Faith and belief, 31 -10- (chap 2)

We, c©m.e. now to the crux--.of gwargument**

What I wish to submit is not that early Buddhi £s belieed this to be true, 
but that they found it to be true.

1. It is on this that the whole matter finally turns.

2. Thru Buddha’s character and personality and impact,
-thru movement that he lauched and teaching that he formulated, 
-gnen -and- wame®- we®e* enabl‘ed“-‘-to"reco‘gft'ike''''But more"*fep©rtant * to 

discovery tha^trAn&ceiidfie'cfdis' hot another tftrf^td. 
it is. tlujL wsoide.Liaed in truly, compassionately

3. They heard the teaching, and the appropirated it, and passed it on
to their hcildren, to neighbors, acrodss the world—becuse it worked.

4.And so the movement has persisted for 2,500 years.

THE BUDDHIST MOVEMENT IS RELIGOUS
1. Movement is religous because thru it men lives were lived in what 

the Western world has traditionally called the presence of God.

2. Thru their § jstems of beliefs, they were enabled to live lives of 
faith.

3. They tastd transcendence; and accordingly their lives were touched 
by compassion and courage and serenity and ult imte s Jgnificance.

BACK TO THE QUESTION:
Did they believe in God; naswer is NO.
Did they have faith in God—answer can be YES.

Yes, if one means by God, at least n part, that quality of or reality 
in univesr in which he and they did have faith.

(END OF CHATPER)
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Answer any three (3) questions only. (3 points each) 
number (1,2,3,4,5) of each question.

Be sure to write down the

1. John Hinton, "Speaking of Death with the Dying”. State in a few words, the 
two issues involved in speaking with the.terminal patiant.

2. Avery Weisman, ’’Common Fallacies about Dying Patients’’. State two of the
common fallacies about dying patients.

3. Avery Weisman, ’’Appropriate and Appropriated Death”. State the difference
between the two kinds of death.

4. Edwin Shneidman, ’’Suicide”. State the three main components of a serious
suicidal act and its triggering process.

5. Colin Parkes, ’’The Broken Heart”, Why is the article called "the broken
heart?" and what is the author saying?



KING ASOKA (2nd century B.C.)

1. Lived in Northern and Central India

2. Became patron of Buddhism

3. Send embassies missionaries to spread gospel.

4. Set up edicts/inscribed in pillars and rocks.

5. Sent missionaries to Macedonia, Syria, Cyrene--first mission to West.
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LECTURE AND ARTICLE BY PHILIPPE ARIES (5 points)

7. According to the lecturer and Philippe Aries, it is not so much that medicine 
has conquered death, but that it has succeeded in

LECTURE NOTES 

8. Choose one only. (8 points)
8. Death is the most definitive of all my parts.
8. Death is a way-to-be.

"8". Death""conceals within itself the presence of Being.



NICHIREN

RELATION BETWEN NATION AND BUDDHISM.

1. For him, security of nation depended on strict adherence to true form
of Buddhism.--his.

2. He insisted on supremacy of Lotus Sutra—as intped by him.—over all
other teacings of Buddhism.

3. He demanded that governemnt establish his teachings as national
religion to exclusion of all other forms of Buddhims.

4. His intoleneace was result of:
a) his conviction taht many natural disasters and political upheavals

which Japan had expericned had been prophesied by the Buddha 
as punsihemdnt for not adhereing to the truth.

b) Ver soon, he taught, the final punishement would come with invasion
of Mongols.

If- a-&—-off' JapariJ'.

1. He held strongly to primacy of Buddhism over the state
-in contrast to traditional politcla subservience of Buddhism.

2. HIs outspokenness and uncompromising attiutde brought him
persecution and banishment.

HIS UNDERSTADNING OF HIMSELF.

1. He characterized himself as the '’pillar of Japan”

2. He believed he was the Jogyo Bosatsu, promised gy Sakyamuni in the Last
Age in the Lotus Sutra.

3. He broughtH.s misionary zeal to bear in challenginth the govt, people
nad contemporary religous institauiotns (Zen, Shington, Puee Land).

4. He expereined persection; attacked by mobs, chased from temples,
banished several times, and even once nearly met dedath.

5. Thee events only strengtened his confdece that he had the truth.

6. In addtion to street preaching and other varied acitivies, he wrote
voluminously.

1. Mongols attempted to invade Japan in 1274 and 1281.

INDIVIUAL AS WELL AS NATIONL SAVLATION
1. He was also moved by a storng national feeling (not just individulal)

a) Buddhism was not purely an idnvdiaul matter but of utmost importance 
to life of whole society.

2. In relating Buddhism and the sate, he didffered from tardinal thinkers
in placing Buddhism above the state.
aS He believed destiny of state depended on its adherence to true 

form of Buddhism.



Far EAstern Relg Traditons, 275 2]-

His intolenerace went beyond hat of other schols in seeking aboliton of 
all other schools.

1. Method of Shakubuku, forced conversion or a way of aggressively 
conqeuering evil, was widely employed by Nichiren and by his 
later folowers to present day.

HIS CACHINGS

1. Doctinrally he related to Tendai traditon, though he modified it
by establishing his own Mandala (sacred symbolic diagram).

2. Based on view of eteranl Buddha presented in Chapter 16 of the Lotus Sutra, 
ht a) Ulis is the ultaimte BudBha who stands ehind the historiacl

Sakyamuni Buddha.

3. The true Buddha is the timeless reality, not a person who at a specific
time and palce attiaed enlightement.

a) Ths histordical was only to accommodate men and guide them to 
deeper faith.

4. In the Last Age in delcine of Buddhist teaching, the most profoudn
teaching must be given
-just as very ill person must be given the most effecive and powerful 
medicine.

5. At this point Nichiren differd wth Pure Land traditon in that the means
of salvation must be correlated directly with capacites of people 
of that time.

a) As it was a corrupt age, an esay way to savlation was necessary.

6. The religous practce was recitation of title of Lotus Sutra,
Namu -My oho -Renge -ky o.
a) This practice was probably influence dy bdevleopment of Pure Land.

TREU ORDINATION PLATFORM.
1. Like Saicho, Nichiren wanted to estalish the true ordination platform

based on his teaching.

2. Within context of Japnaese Buddhism this would signify state acceptance
of his doctreine as a recognzied religon.

3. In this case the ordination platform would represent official adherence
only to Nichiren’s intp of Buddhism,
-rather than mere inclusion of Hs teaching with others.



fa Far Eastern RElg TRaditions, 276 -3-

1. Nichiren is signifcant for the*ay in which he adatped the abstruse Tendai 
philosophy to needs of ordainrary man.

a) The Tendai phil: ’’three thousand in one thogh" by wich all things in 
world express the Buddha-mind itself.

Nichiren intepreted this idea in this-wrordly terms.

b) He tied it to his recitation of Name:
one’s mystic unity with reality wihtin hings is achieved threu 
recitation of Daimoku (title of the Lt»t>us Sutra) 

rather than elaborate mediation in Tnndai.



Ellwood, Many people, many faiths, 130 -1- (Nagarjuna)

NAGARJUNA

HIS TWO
1.
2.

BASIC PRINCIPLES:
Samsara (the phenomenal world) and Nirvana are not different
And that the most adequate expession for this totality is Sunyata (void)

SAMSARA

L.

IS

It

NIRVANA AND NIRVANA IS SAMSARA
means that one does not "go” anywhere'to''”enter"lkrvana.

2. It si here and now; we are all in it all the time, and so we are all 
Buddhas.

3. Expereicing getting up, walking down street, etc as Nirvana rather than 
as samsara is simply a matter of tow it is een.

4. The way to see it as Nirvana is with complete nonattachment and nonegotism,
which maeans making nothing whithin web of our exp more impt or more 
prior than anything else.

5. Neither self, nor any god, nor Buddha, nor any concept, pimicples, are
to be made into a basic upon hich rality is constructed.

6. None of these exist or persist of thier own power.

7. They are all ’’hollow”—impermanent, part of flux of entities and ideas
out of which the comsmos is constructed.

&

8. All xeixst not of ’’won being" but in ther interrealtionsips only.

1. Nirvanic angle of vision is to see all things as endless eries of inter
dependencies and inerrelationsips.

a) This unvierse neither starts nor stops anywere.
b) Itebst all things are continulally rising and falling and moving m

in and out of each other,
-nothing is stable expect totality itself.

c) This^framework in hiwhc this frameless and endless oving picture is

situated.

VOID
1. Becase the cosmos has no pivot or foundatin or point of refenerce within 

iself, no staring or enidngline, Nagarjuna elived the only adequate word 
for it is "

empitness” or void.

2. To say cosmos is void is not to say that nothing exists.

3. Term ’sunyata" is only a metaphor.
But emptiness ar void are only apprpriate words for Nargaxnjuna's cosmos, 
since any oher word would imply some stadnard of ’’relaity" to be grasped 
in order to understand it.
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13. The statement "one with Brahman” means:
1. to becane aware that we are already one with Brahman
2. to do everything possible to. become one with’Brahman . . .
3. ‘ to experience'rands'grow-into the-.realization of.,becaning one with Brahman.

14. As scripture,' the' Vedas'have'been’ and' still' are considered ' - - ■_____ .
1) schultz 2) sairhitas 3) samaveda 4) shruti 5) smriti

15. A state of continual rebirths- is called / CV.- ti// / ,
1) karma 2) samsara 3) maya 4) moksha

16. As scripture, the human*commentary on the eternal truth'bf the Vedas is
. called ■ '; ' .

1) maya 2) samadhi 3) smriti ' ' 4'j sh±uti: , ;•

17. "Verily,, one becomes good by good action, bad by bad action." This
quotation refers to:i .; 4 -t -.Zi>

1) karma 2) yoga : * 3) dharma. ; J M) bhakti;
18. In the Gita, appears as the Supreme God, who, if made the

. object Jof devotion, will, jsajne men..'! : / ‘ ' •'
1) Vishnu 2) Rama 3) Krishna '/ 4) Sit^ ' " y:’!' ' 1

19. Avatara means:
■ 1)' reincafhation : 2) samsaraf?' -<30 jmsksha. incarnation.-

20. As the great ascetic, ■ ■' ■ ■ r‘ ■ •' "is often depicted' with a garland of skulls
and surrounded, with ghosts and demons.

1) Vishnu ’2) Shiva !3j''Krishha 4) ;’Rama'’•’ f

1.

• i ‘ -'2.

3. 
is

22. According to the Upanishads, what!brings1 an'ebd tb-rebirth^'y’''"'
1. The knowledge that man can be liberated if he believes in Brahman.
2. By. emphasizing, the' uniqueness of man in' His'ability to,; experience his

own'liberation. '' ' ' ’ ' " ■ '-
3. The knowledge of Brahman-Atman. ;• ■i;‘ 7‘-r

23. (Structural analysis: Nature) The textbook contents that unlike the religions 
of> Vfestescn cultures,: Hinduism, tended to keep.- H
1. gods and humans apart and distinct from each other
2. gcds and humans within cosmic milieu
3. gcds and humans within cosmic milieu with the idea that man can control

the gods.
24. In the Mvaita Vedanta system: ? ' . i

1. No outside help Is needed—nd 'mediator, 'ho savior. ;,Each person does it
himself, with the help of a teacher.

2. A mediator, a savior is called upon to help’ the person to do his own
liberation.

3. No outside'help is'needed, 'exchpt'in special cases, where.a person may
seek the grace of Brahaman for his liberation.



Ellwood, Many faiths, 130 -2- (Nagarjuna)

1. Void communicate the nograspable quality of conditioned realty.

2. Like inside of a dewdrop or a soap bubble, Mahayan reality is, s& to
speak, done with mirrors—it is full of light and color, but everything 

is just a refleciton of everything else,
-and there is nothing to seize.

a) 8k One who tries will be like a man hwo attempts to lasso a rainbow 
or bring home a sunset in a bucket.

PRAJNA

1. The secret is the insight-wisdom called prajna.

2. It is able to see things as they re without being attached at same time
to any sturcutre of thought.

3. Theores try to make it possible to see things by interpeting them, but 
the use o such tools also ti-wsts them out of shpare.

1. Importance of prajna came abut inthis manner:
Mahayana began in part in discssuion of six paramitas, or areas in 
which one could attain Buddhist perfeicotn:
-donation (exchange of gifts)
-morality,
-patience
-zeal
-meditation
-prajWk or wisodm.

PRAJNAPARAMITA, the perfdction of wisdom.
1. The supreme paramita is prajnaparamita, the perfecitn of wisdom.

2. It must be built on foundation of perfection in tie Others.

3. But it is prajna that gives lightning flash of final insight uniting one
rifrmly.

4. This is prajanaparamita, the "wsidom which has gone eyond” or
’’the perfection of wisdom'*.



Religion 150 (1) First Exam; Hinduism September 21, 1981

Textbook: Denise, John Carmody, Ways to the Center

In my first lecture, I mentioned the seven factors to:keep-in the back of your 
mind concerning this course. . The statement is either True (1) or False (2)
1. Each religion is an organism and; has to be understood .in terms of the inter

relation of its different parts.
2. Each religion is a monolithic faith whose beliefs are universally accepted

by all its believers.
3. Religion is primarily a system of beliefs and doctrines—dogmas one has to

believe.
IDENTIFY: Dates 1). 800-400- . 2) 788-820 3) : 2750. B.C.E. ; 4) 1500. * 5) 500-200

. 4.,Grcwth of civilization. i in Indus Valley .
5. Upanishads . ' .
6. Aryan.invasions; Vedic; literature -
* * * * * * *, * * * .* * . , , , .
7. In 1924 excavations at two sites along the Indus River, called Harrapa and

MohenjoOdoro, furnished the first.extensive evidence
1. of a unstable ancient Indian, culture,
2. of ah' illiterate' ancient Indian dulture/'
3. of a high ancient Indian culture
4. of a low ancient Indian culture. ' '

8. The essential feature of the Indus' Valley religion was its: emphasis on:
1. stability ...
2. fertility
3. worship of man
4. conservatism

9. The word veda means
1. liberation

■ 2.’ ritual ' ' ■ 1:
3. sacred. t .
4. wisdcme : : : ■' ; : ■' ~ ' ' ' ' ' ' ■

IDENTIFY: ' 1)' Rig.-Veda 2.) •• Yajur-Veda 3) < Sana-Veda 4). Artharva-Veda
10. It is the oldest, largest and most important of the Samhitast
± ie ± * * * * * * ., ; ■■

11. ______ __ is the cosmic energy by which Brahman veils its true nature.
1. samsara 2. maya 3. dharma 4. karma

12. The statement that best characterizes Hinduism:
1. It has tended to see a world in which gods and men both have places,

and interact with each other more by agrenent and respect than on the 
model of master and slave.

2. One can say that Hinduism has seldom been, the religion of a society, for
it deals with personal liberation and not much with religion's role 
of legitimizing social institutions like family and government.

3. It is a great organism wherein each person and organization finds a
place and whereby each contributes to the whole.



-1-Herbert Guenther, Lessons from Buddhism" 
in Re-vision, Wmnter/Spring 1979, 74

LESSONS KROM BUDDHISM

First lesson:
1. West seeks for "origins", beginnings, e.g. creation story.

The question of an orgin can have only logical validity.
Origin is not an historical concept.

2. This is already one of lesson, Buddhism can teachus.

Second lesson:
1. West—we think in terms of linear progression.

a) We make the divison: cause and effect and deal with the term
cause as if it acted like a billiard ball hitting another 
ball which hits another ball, etc.

b) We isolate. When we deal with Oriental texts, we are likely
to impose this way of thinking on the texts.

2. Buddhist:
They also talk of cause and effect, but their cause/effect is not 
a linear progression. It is a whole netwrok in hiwhch any pattern 

qq can be at any time the dominant feature within the porcess.

Here is major distinction between traditional Western thinking and
Buddhist thining: Buddhist thinking is basically process oriented— 

qq how things develop, how they evolve, and how, in this evolving
universe, man, also is capable of growth.

MAN IS WITH THE WORLD.

Man is not a fixed entity thrown into an aalien world
Pascal: man is thrown into the infinite spaces.

Rather, man is with” the world.
The world he lives in is the world of his understanding.

1. This is what Buddhist says: emphasis on mental activity.
It is by min’ds understanding/activity that worlds of meaning 
are created.

NOTHING IS SOMETHING
1. It is so difficult to express the utter richness of life.
2. Often we have to use negative terms, because it is peculiar phenomon

of our language that whenever we make what sonunds like positive 
statement, we exclusde, we limit, we narror down.

3. So we must use negative terms, "not this, not that. No thing, nothing
4. But nothing is not a nothingness which lean elevate into a kind

of absolute principle.
5. It is an openness, an open dimension, constantly teeming with forms.

It is not something which is there once in a while, it is 
always there.

J?
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9. The Second Noble Truth is:
a) there can be an end to drive
b) all life is suffering
c) we experience a sense of inadequacy in ordering life because we are always

trying to cling to things

10. "I take refuge in the Buddha, I take refuge in the Sangha; I take refuge in the

a) Sunyata b) DaBum c) Holy Order d) Dharma

11. Buddha preached a religion:
a) of intense self effort
b) of devotion and salvation
c) stepped in authorities
d) filled with rituals and liturgy

12. Nirvana:
a) must be articulated in our understanding before it can be lived
b) is a transcendental place where the enlightened ones go
c) the blowing out of all flames of attachment

13. The third of the Four Noble Truths is:
a) ignorance causes desire
b) suffering is caused by ignorance
c) dependent origination
d) none of these

14. The best description of what Buddha thought of himself:
a) I an awake
b) I am the savior of mankind
c) I am one with God
d) I have attained the goal

15. Gautama the Buddha held the following doctrine of samsara:
a) rebirth takes place with our actual soul substance passing over from one

existence to another
b) rebirth takes place because we want to return tothe world to be of some

service to our fellowmen.
c) all that passes over to the next life is the dharma structure of truth
d) just as one is neither identically the same person from one moment to another,

but is at any moment whatever the karmic forces make him be, so is the 
same principle applied from one life to the next

16. According to Buddhism, the reason for the sufferings of existence lies mainly in:
a) the fundamental inadequacies and weakness of human nature
b) fundamental ignorance of the true nature of existence
c) the unfuliflled pursuit of enlightenment
d) the failure to obey the prescribed disciplines of religion 

The
a)

b)

c)

statement that best expresses Nagarjuna’s concept of "void” is: 
the ability to see all things, including oneself, the observer as all part

of one great plan of creation 
neither self, nor any god, nor any concept, are tobe made into a basic

upon which reality is constructured. None of these exist or persist of
their own power

Neither self, nor any god, nor any concept, are to be made into a basic upon 
which reality is constructured. None of these exist or persist of their own 
power. All exist not of "own being" but in their inter-relationships only

17.
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BUDDHISM --LIFE/TEACHINGS OF GAUTAMA THE BUDDHA (563-483 B.C.)
. A -

V

BIRTH

1. Born 563 or 560 B.C. in northern India

SfgA 2‘
-'^OUTH,/;

Personal

-r-

name: Siddhartha. Family name: Gautama7(Sankrit), Gotama©

. Marriage to Yasodhara at 16; had son, Rahu'la ft
> Time of discontent, deep probing 

Le.gend of. the Four Passing Sightsold, sick, dead man,
. The Great Renunciationt-_cC^g_

QUEST FOR ENLIGHTENMENT

1.
2. 
'3. 
4’.

, . z.
_T-^.-vy Tried the two most advocated/yoads, to enlightenment 

r-a) .studied'-under two great sages fo'r one year 
b) tried rigors of "asceticism for 5 years /

Sat underz-Bodhi-tree, he.was 35 years of age

. THE ENLIGHTENMENT

,>

G Temptationof Mara; the Enlightenment; last temptationof Mara 

MINISTRY'FOR 45 YEARS

. 1. The first sermon in "Deer Park Sermon
. .His .first converts - the five ascetics 
.The "Great Commission"

.The establishment of tlie-Sangha (Order).

HI'S DEATH .

HIS' METHOD OF ANALYSIS AND MEDITATION

. ■■ &-A.......................... .....................

* H X

A. Characteristics of his method: 
a> .empirical 

n k) pragmatic
- Bo The^process of his

TEACHINGS OF GAUTAMA

Three Si^ns $f Being; 
Impermanence (anicca) 
No-self (anatta) 

,buffering (dukkha)

If
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How belief in permanent self causes suffering

The Four Noble Truths:

Next

Next
f .

that constitutes the

a) To exist is to suffer
b)
c)
d)

-2- (Buddhism)

in a state of permanent change

b. bf nothing permanent, then, no

What is this thing we caM "se 
It is composite of constantly 

called skandhas.
Made up of: body, feelings, 

consciosness .
It is union of these skandhas

Cause of suffering is desire (tanha)
Suffering can be ended
By practicing the Eightfold Path:

First two steps called higher wisdom: x
-right understanding « :
-right purpose^^5*^ife\

ethical ldiscipline:three steps called 
-right speech 
-right vocation 
-right conducts 
three steps caller 
-right effort 
-right 
-right

1. Love (metta)
2
3 ________
4 • Equanimi ty (up ekklia^/^fec^^r; '

Compassion (karuna) 
Joy (mudi ta)^^ & A

FOUR..STATES OF/CONSC 10USNES'

KARMA' AND DEPENDENT ORIGINATION

1. Rested upon Hindu understanding of inexorable nature of causality (karma)

2« We divide into two:
-what we do and what is done to us

3B Karma says: no, there is only the Doing, the Deed, Event.

4, Gautama's followers, later on, gave this fact of karma a profound 
philosophical analysis and clarity: doctrine of dependent origination
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5<
/X.

Dependent Origination means: nothing exists independently.

-we live in a world where all things are interdependent upon each 
other.

SAMSARA
1.
Z,

NIRVANA
1.

2.

3

-all phenomena are dependent in their orignation upon combination 
of causes and have no identity apart from them.

v t/U&i-

Like Hindu concept of rebirth
fa#

An event--a new experience of great liberation

What Nirvana means: "blowing out" or "extinction" of desire, 
-when ignorance and attachment.end, desire ends;
-when desire ends, the perpetuation of individual ends.

It is not that the self has been extinguished or eliminated, 
since there never was a real self.

a) what has ended is the ignorant clinging 
identity.

to selfhood and personal

b) when the present life ends, there is no 
the enlightened one.

subsequent rebirth for

TWO SCHOOLS OF BUDDHISM

!• Theravada (the way of the elders)

-called Southern School, rooted firmly in South 
Thailand, Laos, Cambodia.

-claim to represent original Buddhism as taught

Asia: Ceylon, Burma,

by Gautama the Buddha.

2. Mahayana (Maha__great; yana_ferry)

-called Northern School, because it spread to north: Tibet, Mongolia, 
China, Japan, Korea.

-it regards Theravada simply as incomplete.

it it it it it it it it it it it it it it it it it it

MAHAYANA BUDDHISM -- ;ITS BASIC CONCEPTS

I. CONCEPT OF SUNYATA (void) - "All things are sunyata"



symbols.It explains: what is called ’’reality” is beyond words, ideas,1.

Background of problem and Nagarjuna’s approach:
a) Gautama’s^silence was deliberate.

He had his encounter with reality, but this reality he 
sunyata (empty). It cannot be said to exist ornot

cal led 
to exist.

Another Mahayana term for reality: ’’tathata” (suchness)

Role of concepts like ’’sunyata” and ’’tathata”: 
employed as instrument to bring mind beyond sense of duality; 
to attain release.

CONCEPT OF THE BUDDHA

It is now the Eternal Buddha, not the historical Buddha

Doctrine of the Three Bodies:
a)
b)
c)

Nirmanakaya or ’’Condescension Body” 
Samhogakaya or ’’Body of Bliss” 
Dharmakaya or ’’Body of Truth”

doctrine of Three Bodies mean:What
Iwe all have the Buddha-nature in us.

a)
b)
c)

III. CONCEPT

the inner nature of what we are is the Eternal Buddha, 
potentially, we are the Buddha now
in end, all may become Buddha

OF NIRVANA IS NOW CHANGED

1. Nirvana now means attainment of Buddhahood.

2. Nirvana is the Dharmakaya.
-to know it, to realize it--is the meaning of Enlightenment.

IV. BODHISATTVA

1. Bodhi-sattva is literally an enlightenment-being; a buddha-to-be.

2. Characeristics of Bodhisattva (e.g. Kwan Yin)
a) compounded of forces of wisdom and compassion
b) he is ”empty”--one who is truly without ego

V. UNIVERSAL SALVATION

1. Now everyone will be saved--thus Mahayana (great vehicle)
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POPULAR BUDDHISM — BUDDHISM OF FAITH AND DEVOTION -

I. SALVATION BY FAITH AND DEVOTION (grace of Amitaha)

II. THREE IDEALS WHICH UNDERMINED ^'CLASSICAL" BUDDHISM:

1. Transfer of merit -

2. Buddha-nature 'in us that does the seeking

3. Creation of various saviours:

a) Manushi Buddhas -
b) Bodhisattvas .
c) Dyhani Buddhas -

III. PURE LAND OF AMIDA BUDDHA

ZEN BUDDHISM

I. WHAT IS ZEN?

A. Zen translated: meditation.
1. Comes from Sanskrit dhyana (meditation); in China translated 

ch8an (from ch’an-na, a corruption of dhyama)

B. But Zen is not meditation.
It tries to jnake us realize enlightenment.

II. ZEN IS THE CONCRETE

1. What Zen seeks above all is the concrete; therefore, it wants
living experience.

2. Zen is against abstractions, condepts, theories.
a) Zen uses abstractions - but only to get beyond them.
b) In the end all language is only pointing.

III. WHAT IS THIS CONCRETE REALITY?

1. This reality is the Suchness (tathata) of our natural world.
a( recall section on sunyata.

2. For Zen, the world of Suchness is just as it is.
a) it is neither one or many; good or bad
b) since the concrete is reality itself, one cannot speak of

purpose, meaning.

IV. ’’DIRECT POINTING”
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1. Difficulty of Zen:
a) to shift one’s attention from abstract to concrete
b) So Zen created the method of ’’direct pointing”

-in direct pointing the master throws the concrete reality at you-.

V. ZEN METHOD AND TRAINING

1 Receive guidance 
a) He seeks to 

from mind

from a master 
transmit not ideas, 
to mind.

but an awareness directly

2. Training: zazen, koan, and sanzen
a) zazen: literally ’’seated meditation”
b) koan - problems
c) sanzen - consultation concerning meditation-

VI. SATORI

1. Where does the training lead you?
To that intuitive experience called satori (enlightenment)

2. Satori is not just a psychological state; not just subjective experience.
-satori is enlightenment; a real experience.

3. For Zen, satori is only the point of departure 
-there must be further satoris.

VII. LIFE OF SATORI

Pali Tradition 137f
Theravada/Mahayana

Tipitaka; Pali Canon
Life/Teachings of Gautama 139f 
birth; parents; search
Deer Park Sermon
Three marks of existence 
dependent origination 
kamma; rebirth; Nibbana

Life in Sangha 150f
three refuges; nature of
Sangha; admission ceremonies

Moral precepts 152f
Buddha Bhakti 161f

stupas; Bodhisattva
Lotus of the True Law

Amitabha
Madhyamika 1-8'0 f
Nagarjuna; shunya/prajna
Three Bodies

Chinese Buddhism 317-333
its assimilation
Schools: Hua-yen; T’ien-t’ai
Ch!an, Pure Land

Japanese Buddhism 368-374 
Prince Shotoku; Saicho, Kukai 
Dogen.

Popular Buddhism 375-380
Kannon; Namu-amida-Butsu

Doctrinal-.Buddhism 380f
Tendai; Shingon; Jodo-Shu;
•Shinran; Rissho Koseikai
Soka Gakkai

Japanese
Perspective
337-42; what 
is it?

SHINTO 343f
Shrine/sect; 
folk

Kojiki
Nihongi
Kami
Izanagi/Lzanami
Saisei-itchi
Norinaga
Atsutane
Pure Shinto

1. Natural, spontaneous life
”in walking, just walk. In sitting, just sit. Above all, don’t 
wobble.”

2. The Moment is the only present.
Life is complete at every moment and does not need to justify 

itself by aiming at something beyond.

* k Vr * * k k k k k k k k k k k

BUDDHISM/SHINTO EXAM
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More persistently than any other strand of 
the entire human past, Buddhism has stressed 
the transitory character of life, the imperman
ence and dynamic movement of events. The 
Buddha is the man who awakened to the corri- 
pulsive grip of self-centered goals and goods 
which dominate and exploit every individual 
who serves them.as ends. His name itself 
comes from the Sanskrit root budh, meaning 
to wake up, to become aware, and to know. 
The tradition originating twenty-five centuries 
ago is a major resource in the battle for the 
good earth. It opens new vistas on human 
fulfillfnent. It is part of the funded experience 
of the race. ; ■ -

< THE CONCRETENESS OF.". ~
THE NEW ENCOUNTER/' . / -

Buddhism offers a more fundamental basis 
for solving the most pressing problems of the 
superindustrial age than could ever be offered 
either by a reconstruction of the most ancient 
Buddhist teachings or by an ideologicaPsystem 
of any description.1^ The new encounter of 
Buddhism with the modern world is not 
another way to perceive and interp ret th at 
world. There are concerte forces and trenda . 
already at work. Buddhism moves freely into 
the experience of men and women whose ' 
identity and sense of,social participation have . 1 
been caught between froms of life no longer ' . 
relevant to their most pressing problems and 
creative experiments designed to celebrate the 
joy,and wonder of being alive..-Millions of 
people of all ages are behaving as though they 
knew one of the central features of the Bud
dhist orientation; narnely, that .creative resis
tance to coercion from what President Eisen
hower called "the military-industrial complex" 
can be achieved only by people who live deeply 
out of the vivifying flow of quality in the, / 
ultimate dimensions of existence. Feeling the 
'iializing sources of energy (for quality equals

K^iergy at the human level), these individual 

men and women have discovered that only the 
sickland emotionally handicapped-do hot expect 
expect life to be creative and joyful: Every-, 
where around them they see people in various 
social classes living to keep on.living, repeat
ing some previous satisfaction until it is rubbed 
free of value,.and following the general custom 
of postponing the joy of life into an indefinite 
future..

Individuals are multiplying in unprecedented, 
numbers who feel the fullness of life ripening 
into creative handling of anxiety and stress and 

/into victory over thoughtless ego-centered, 
; culture-centred rape of,the good earth. They' - 

seek in new ways to. use logic and reason and 
the tremendous power of science and technol
ogy to experiment with new linguistic, artistic, 
and social possibilities in which largely unex
plored feelings and imagery of "the world of 
silence" are f r§e to enrich the qualities of their 
lives.15 Symbols are emerging which convey 

the subtleties lost in conventional forms, and. 
rhodes of mutual understanding are slowly 

. maturing which have not had time to acquire 
the feeling of reasonableness ideas have when 
they have "grown on us" in common affairs. .

Among these multiplying millions change 
in the underlying assumptions and attitudes is . 
not like the weathering of rock; and they are . , 
not forever celebrating the ancestral rites of a - 
period long passed away. They are not help- 
less victims of cultural claustrophobia; for 
centuries mankind's favored way of perishing. < 
The^are not unable to slough off the cate- - 
gories and world view in which they were 
reared. Thus they are not exhausting them
selves' trying to solve the problems of the 
superindustrial age. with the cultural artifacts . 
and dominant ideas of the past. They do not 
find the pressures of social conformity or even 
coercion irresistible. They are winning.the 
battle against encapsulation in the cocoons of 
relatively closed cultures which have'been - 
tossed willy-nilly into the superindustrial age.

- Other remarkable forces and trenda are at \ 
work whlch.converge with the Buddhist . 
orientation. All large-scale social organiza- 
tions begin to look like toadstools alorig the . 
road. Thoreau should be alive .to witness this 
new perception of social institutions spread-:.-, 2 

(continued on p. 8)



DOING SOMETHING ABOUT LIFE*

Mr. Ted Clause
■ - Honolulu Attorney

Essay, continued from
KALAVINKA July 15,

• 1976-1-4 . -

Most people have the idea that there is 
something one can do to improve his lot in 
the world. How does this notion, this sense 
that there is something we can do about life, 
square with the Zen injunction to see into the 
self nature? The self nature is empty of all 
content It would seem, from the Zen point 
of view, that if one does something, anything, 
he will most certainly not be able to see into 
the original nature and thus achieve emancipa
tion.

When we do things, whether the ordinary 
tasks of daily living or religious training, we 
experience a sense of individuality or selfness. 
We suppose that we have individual authority 
in the matter of life. We have a sense of at 
least some choice among alternatives. We 
suppose that once we find the proper course 
to follow, we can gain the desired result. 
Hence, we have the idea that we can, indeed, 
do something to improve our lot in the world.

But who is it that acts?. Is there In. reality a 
"self" whose "will" can make a difference? 
Ordinarily we divide the .content of our aware
ness into all of that which Is "not me" and 
"me." We have a sense that there is an essen
tial, differential self. This essential self seems . 
to be something apart from the things one 
perceives, apart even from ones feelings and 
ideas. We are tempted to suppose that the 
essential self Is our very "consciousness." But 
that is not satisfactory, at all. St does notILI av« u SW -• IV V’MX w-r. J / ~ - —- - - -• -- . -

account for who or what it is that governs the dualism of self and non-self, of subject and
focus of consciousness. As to that, we simply . 
cannot be certain. We might speculate that it 
is some intangible soul-like entity within us 
not subject to the laws of worldly physics. Or 
it may be the result of countless items of past perceives. Such is the "self being" being 
experience somehow processed and integrated 
by a computer-like brain. Taking either ofuy a mi am. i^aixu iy iv. j-----.---- 1---- ----------- ------------ - z V
these views of the matter, the "self" is but a self nature is not quieting the mind. It is 
surrogate of some superior unconscious power. seeing the mind!

6- ‘
The alternative is to suppose that the . 

ultimate governor of what we see and don't 
see resides outside us, that it is not the 
"self" at all. But that goes counter to our 

. intuitive sense of self. It simply doesn't fit 
our experience. Our experience, our intu
itive sense, is that there is a self that acts 
and that it is not a slave either to a predeter
mined course of action or to mere chance. 
Yet somehow we can't quite seem to get a 
hold of it. It is simply impossible to estab
lish with certainty a conscious, differentiated 
"self" that has either the power or the wis
dom to determine by itself what the "correct" 
course through life is. It is certainly true 
that one might discover the right course. 
But if so, it is hard to see it as other than, 
purely luck.

In Zen, however, it is all crystal clear: 
Ultimately all things are of the void. There 
is neither anything to do nor anyone to do 
it. Seeing into the self nature is a pure and 
direct experience of just the. very process of 
being, itself. It is an awakening to just 
"seeing," to doing nothing but just seeing 
the very process of being, itself. It is not 
seeing the content of being, but rather the 
very process, itself. That process is devoid 
of form. The "seeing" is devoid of subject, 
and object. The very process of awakening 
is, itself, the original self nature, the essence 
of mind. This original nature is the ultimate 
condition of perfect truth. By doing nothing 
but just seeing, just knowing, one can directly, 
experience the original nature!

But precisely what does all this mean? 
Just how does one get to the process of just < 
"seeing"? Hui-neng, the Sixth Patriarch of 
Zen, dismissed sitting and quieting the mind 
as wasted effort. His point was that when 
one does "something," he is caught up in.the

. object. And the original nature transcends 
all dualism. The self comes from the process 
of its "self being" to the totality of its con
tent, the infinite multiplicity of the forms it 

itself Seeing into the self nature is just seeing \ 
that, just experiencing that. Seeing into the



Seeing into the self nature is in no sense a 
"quieting" of the mind. Nor is it an unblock
ing of oneself. Nor is it an allowing. Each of 
those involves a subject, the ego-self. And 
each involves an object, a doing "of" something 
—quieting or unblocking or allowing. The 
original nature is the very process of being, 
itself. "Being" is a process that is happening 
to each of us all the time. And each of-us 
knows that. And we each experience it. Each 
of us is all the time experiencing "knowingly 
being." The mind is not obscuring anything. 
There is nothing to obscure. There is nothing 
to quiet. There is nothing to unblock. There 
is nothing to allow. Everything al ready is. And 
each of us knows that with certainty.

The answer to the question of what to do 
in order to see one's original nature is just 
this: See it! If you see it, you see it. If 
you don't, you don't. Either way it's the 
"self being" knowing itself, being just what 
it is being and doing just what it is doing. 
It is nothing more or less than that. And it 
is no more an expression of the truth to see 
it than not to see it. Nor is there any inher
ent value in. seeing it. Either way, it is the 
self being just as it is,Jtself. There is nothing 
to do and ho one to do it. There is just the 
Self Being doing whatever it's doing, and, 
seeing that. And what it all means is that 
each one of us is free to do, not "something," 
but exactly what we do.

It seldom occurs to us to notice just our 
. "being" being just as it is, itself. We take it 

wholly for granted. Instead, we are always 
doing "something." We are always "trying to 
better" our lot in the world. What we see is 
our sensations, our thoughts, our intuitions, 
and our feelings. Indeed, we are enslaved by 
them. The ego-self is enslaved by its point of

< *iew. The ego-self identifies itself and validates 
K^-rtself in terms of it. For the ego-self knows no 

reality beyond the objects it sees from it. 
Until one awakens to the reality beyond his 
point of view, he will remain enslaved. He will 
always be doing something to make his lot 
better than he sees it. And whatever he does, 
it will never be enough.

^Copyright 1976 by Ted Clause

30 MINUTES'TIL HIJIKi .

Alone at twilight
Walking, walking misty Hiei San 

Mountain trails silent... .
Expect for the sound of geta

Kalong, korong, kalong, korong
Bird songs (oh ya sumi na sai) 

And the days rain drops
Falling from nihon Cyprus.. 

Stockingless in October,
I'm the big crescent moon

Our question is whether there is anything 
one can do to see into the original nature. The 
"self being" is being itself all the time. The 
problem is that it simply doesn't occur to us to 
notice. More accurately, we notice all the time. 
But, for most of us, it just isn't of interest. It . 
doesn't change anything at all. And it certainly 
doesn't make life better. So we move on. We 
do whatever we do. But that, just that, is the 
"suchness" of the "self being" doing what it is 
doing! Seeing that, just that, is seeing into the 
original nature! The "self being" is perfectly 
expressing its truth all the time. It is no more 
or less perfect an expression of truth that the 
self does one thing rather than another. There 
is no inherent value in either. The "self being" 
transcends ail dualism. It just is] The "self 

^^being" is being itself all the time! And it is 
doing what it is doing all the time!

Hiding in the darkening sky
Above Lake Biwa.

SOWAKA

Silent Mind
Mirror lake

Reflecting, the seasons moon 
Disappears under the tree tops 
Always to return,

Silent noise
Self-conscious pebble drops 

in the quiet mind;.
Shimmering waves 

Creating self-concentric circles 
without any center

Shunyata!

S. S. Bale
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Jacobson (continued from p. 5) 

ing like a prairie fire, particularly among the 
rising generations. Dominant social institu
tions are perceived as self-serving, in educa
tion, public health, religion, and all the con
trol systems of the military-industrial com
plex J 6 According to a Louis Harris poll jn 
the closing months of 1972 confidence in 
established institutions is eroding. The Harris 
Survey of all elements of the population found 
that between 1966 and 1973 the number of 
people with a "great deal of confidence" in 
major U.S. companies dropped from fifty-five 
to twenty per cent, and in even the U.S. _ 
Supreme Court from fifty-one to thirty-three 
per cent. Fewer and fewer of college youths 
are proud of their country, and in polls taken 
in other countries from year to year the 
majority of young people in many nations 
would prefer to live in a different country. 
Two-thirds of the 400 Yale graduates of the 
class pf 1975 did not consider themselves a 
consenting member of a capitalist social sys
tem. Seventy-one per cent would never join 
in enforcing the laws of their country if it 
meant joining the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation or the Central Intelligence Agency. 
Fifty-four per cent do not believe in God.

- That the surveys are probing fundamental 
social realities is shown in the fact that over 
fifty thousand Americans of draft age evaded 
completely the war in Vietnam in defiance of 
the law, and 213,000 now hold less than 
honorable discharge of their military obliga
tion in what has been called the most unpop
ular war in American history.

X -

concern viewed as being of great value. "It w"^v 
reserved for Buddhist insight to discern the 
servitude in good as in evil."17 ~

. Buddhists have always harbored the distrust 
of so-called public institutions which have ~ 
recently become a major feature of public 
opinion in the United States, the suspicion 
that self-serving vested Interests and presump
tions of authority of man over man are the 
inescapable accompaniments of organizations 
embracing large numbers of people. A recent 
study of Sri Lanka and its problems as a new 
independent nation-points to this Buddhist 
"wariness" of modern social institutions.
This traditional Buddhist position affronts the 
eyes of any American on a sign probably six . 
feet square behind the speaker's platform In 
the auditorium near the World Peace Pagoda 
in Rangoon. "Some people," the sign reads, 
"have a' superstitious belief in the magic of 
cooperation.^They think that some kind of 
manna from heaven is present in this'coopera- 
tion/ There is no such manna. The Buddha.has 
said, 'Each must work out his own salvation 
with diligence."'

Buddhism has never been suspected, how-^*-^ 
ever, of harboring or encouraging the sentiments 
of anarchy. It-is, indeed, the oldest continuous 
social institution in history, having institution
alized its method for conquering suffering and 
celebrating the joy of living. As Govinda em
phasizes, the method is the main element Bud
dhism contributed to Indian civilization. The 
Buddha, he says, "was the first man who dis
covered that not the results of our human think
ing in the form of scientific formulas and state
ments, but the method behind it is what mat-

it is precisely this focus on method, and its 
institutionalization, that has permitted Bud
dhism to enter into the different cultural ~ 
worlds of Asia and make itself at home, with
out ever becoming trapped or encapsulated in _ . - 
any of its numerous forms. It is therefore one 
of mankind's most persevering efforts to keep 
from becoming wrapped into those linguistic 
and symbolic systems that reduce awareness 
and understanding to the limits of the tribe, 
social class, or nation. The method has like- 
wise enabled it to avoid any other kind of I >

I

Everyone familiar with the Buddhist 
orientation will recognize this growing distrust 
of large-scale social organizations as a promi - 
nent feature of Buddhism over the centuries. 
Established as public agencies of some domi
nant interest or concern, such institutions in-, 
corporate an inveterate tendency to move like 
tidal waves through those potent private 
centers of life where vivid qualities fortify 
each other in the novel unities where men and from booming wrapped into those linguistic 
women are memorably alive. They threaten 
the sense of penetrating new dimensions of 
existence. They block an individual's power 
to go deeper in his experience and to IiVe in 
his feelings, particularly when-thev represent a

out ever becoming trapped or encapsulated in



;; V ' -X^from prev. page)

authority. Buddhism nowhere has been based 
upon any authority or tradition except the 
method of increasing the range and deepening 
the penetration individuals can achieve in their 
own experience of being vividly alive in the 
world.

In all its forms, Buddhism has been con
cerned with the sources of vitality and power, 
with the creative rhythm in the flow of life 
itself. Its emphasis upon purification expresses 
the persuasion tested through centuries of 
meditation and analysis that, except for the 
overpowering force of our greed, our self
centered unconscious clinging with body and 
mind, the conduits of personal energy and joy 
are always open. This is what Gautama Buddha 
discovered beneath the pipal tree in Bodh Gaya, 
in the Enlightenment that held him in a state 
of euphoria for forty-nine days and initiated a 
radical revolution in the way millions of people 
would think of themselves, their fellow 
creatures, and the suffering associated with 
'^eir lifeJn the world over the ensuing twenty- 

X_ ye hundred years. At its center the discovery
is the perception that each individual has an 
enormous and unexplored capability for en
larging and deepening awareness, vivifying and - 
enriching the quality of their experience, and in 
apparently limitless degrees becoming more 
profoundly and memorably alive. This is the 
cultural legacy of millions on the continent of 
Asia who may find in the.iiving Buddhist back- ; 
ground the only unifying force for the imme
diate future. Scholars working in the Buddhist 
legacy and tradition, such as Father Thomas 
Berry of Fordham University, sometimes make 
such assertions; "Buddhism is adapting to the. 
urgencies of the present and exerting an influ
ence on the shaping of the future." The Bud
dhism that has assimilated the voices of the 
vast continent of Asia may have perspectives 
strangely required in solving the problems of 
the modern world.

‘4Keiji Nishitani, "The Awakening of Self 
in Buddhism," Eastern Buddhist (September 
1966), 1, 2, p. 3.

15 Max Picard, The World of Silence, trans. 
S. Godman (Chicago: Henry Regnery Co., 
1952).

16Three recent best-sellers are Joseph . 
Heller's Catch-22, Ken Kesey's One Flew Over 
the Cuckoo’s Nest, and Bernard Malamud's 

■A New Life. All these portray the self-serving 
features of various social institutions.

- 17Masson-Oursel, op. cit., p. 208.

18W. Howard Wriggins, Ceylon: Dilemmas 
of a New Nation (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1960), p. 190.

- 9Govinda, op, cit., p. 40.

Leaves circle around
Unseen centers. Beasts, dreams, men,, 
Planets-same pattern.

The moment one dies
One sees one's whole life in scenes. 
Nirvana shows more.

Ruth Birkhoff

Heaven and man are not far apart. Things 
and the principle are not separate. Mind and 
surroundings are not two. A single pure 
thought on the one hand in the relative world 
receives the decree of heaven and receives 
good fortune, and life is long on the other 
hand, according to causation and depending 
on circumstance, in the absolute pure land 
the ornamental lotus world appears. Orig
inally in the empty sky there is no increase 
dr decrease.

Ven, Jiun
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"Devout?" I tried
Tabrah (continued from p. 2)

For me, a Shin Buddhist, a sense of Namu- 
Amida Butsu, of deep awareness and apprecia
tion for life at that moment, for themselves as 
they are and life.as it is, a sense of the true and 
real in a genuine, sincere way, seemed the 
psychological environment of the Chinese ' 
people whom I and my telephoto lens 
observed. .

One night we were taken tothe theater to 
see the famous, revolutionary production, The 
White Haired Girl. This was midway in our 
visit, in Shanghai. In this ballet, the heroine, 
is beaten for having spilt a cup of hot tea, and 
the cruel mistress who has ordered the punish- . 
ment stands before a Buddhist altar, her rosary 
on her hands lifted in gassho before a statue of 
the Bodhisattva, Kwannon. There are two . . .
stock villains in new China's theater, opera, life.in six of-China's cities and spent a day with
and ballet. One is the-Japanese. The other is . the people, in their homes and their fields, m
religion-most specifically; Buddhism. ' two communes; We rode by train for.a day and

a half through the heart of the country to
'My grandmother was a deviousBuddhist!" ■ Soochow. Everywhere, we saw compassion 

lived and practised. Gratitude, and service to 
the people, a turning away from the blind self- 
centeredness of each individual, an overwhek \ 
ing atmosphere of the oneness of life. The. / 
temples, like the Big Goose Pagoda where 
Buddhism began in China in Sian, are.now 
museums. Rituals are no more.. No one wears 
a Buddhist rosary.and yet, to me, a Shin 
Buddhist walking the sycamore shaded streets 
of Soochow, or the dirst lanes of Tung Ting i -
commune on the shores of Lake.Tai, the 
atmosphere was everywhere a Buddhist atmos
phere, a living practise of all that the sermons 
and the sutras urge or teach or celebrate. Not . 
that China.was a paradise. Our Chinese friends 
kept showing us the reality of a country where 

. there is struggle, where not everyone agrees 
that the.path of Mao is the "correct line,", 
where people are human in all the ways of 
bonno.

o 

"Ah! Devout! That's it!" he said. "You 
see," he explained, "if you will read Chairman * : 
Mao's thoughts on religion—"

. - When we flew to Yenan, the cradle of
China's revolution, the cave village where Mao 
Tse-tung and Chou En Lai spent ten years 
designing China's new society, I visited the cave 
and saw the desk where Mao did much of his 
writing. I saw the strong free faces of the 
Yenan people who have lived the new way he 
taught for fifty years now. Again, I felt a 
stronger and stronger sense there in the moun- 
tains of north Shensi province of the essential 
Buddhism of Chairman Mao's new society.

In twenty-one short days, we experienced

the people, in their homes and their fields, in 
........

a half through the heart of the country to

"My grandmother was a devious.Buddhist!" 
said my friend, Chu Pao-chen, who had, in the- 
compressed and intense time of this visit to 
China, indeed become a close friend to all of 
us. "She prayed and prayed and believed if 
everyone prayed, then change would at last 
come and relief for the sufferings of China. 
Well, after liberation, under the leadership of 
Chairman Mao, we learned that our group 
effort, all of us working together selflessly, all > 
of us sharing and caring about the other person, 
we could change China. So we put religion 
behind us."

As Pao-chen spoke the phrase, "devious 
Buddhist," since I knew that he knew I was 
one, I was struck with dismay. "Devious?" I 
repeated the word. "Your grandmother, you 
mean, or all Buddhists?"

This man's English is superb. He had greeted 
us, on our arrival in Peking, with "Welcome; 
malihinis!" He spoke vernacular American— 
any style, with ease.

"Devious—" he repeated. "You know— 
always praying—" A look of chagrin crossed 
his face. "De—" he searched for the word he 
really meant. - •

It was only as I walked out of China, across 
the bridge at Shumjun and back to poverty, to 
beggars, to armed police and pickpockets and 

_ crowded traffic and streets with no trees and 
people with unsmiling eyes and frantic feet 
and shoving elbows that I became convince^ '



p OP BUDDHISM IN CHINA
The idea began 2,500 years ago in a tiny kingdom at the Sou

thern feot of the Himalayas, the lofftiest mountains on earth and 
the dividing line of two major civilisations- India and China, It 
has profoundly changed both as wdll as every other country in the 
Far East, The idea is Buddhism,

Its greatest influence in terms of area, population, and dur
ation has been in China where it went through a splendid transform
ation. It was about 500 years before Christ, A young Indian prince 
Gautama Shakyamuni was deeply disturbed by the bondage of human 
existence- birth, age, illness, and death. Dispite the glory and 
pleasures of royalty, he answered an inner call to severs worldly 
attachments and undergo extreme trials until he became Buddha, the 
Enlightened One. Buddha saw life as a stream of countless indivi
duals going through endless rebirth, every life the result of for
mer lives and every fate the effect of former good or evil deeds, 
Within the cycle of rebirth^suffering is inevitable. To attain 
liberation is to break away7 from this cycle and enter into Nir
vana, an inscrutable state of absolute transcendence, How can one 
reach this state? Buddha’s answer in its simplism<;form was moral 
conduct, deep contemplation, and intuitive wisdom. Buddha’s tea
chings has been compared to rafts crossing the sea of suffering to 
reach the shores of Nirvana.

There are two main schools of Buddhism. The one stressing 
personal liberation is called Theravada or more popularly Hine.- 
yana- the lesser vehicale and the one stressing universal lib
eration is called Mahayana- the greater vehicU,

^During the 3rd century B.C. with the expanding power of the 
Indian King'-Asoka, ;Buddhism burst out of the Ganges Valley and 
spread in all directions. In the Northwest, it took ®oot in Gan
dara _ and Kashmere. From there by the beginning of the Christian 
era it was moving through eentral asian international highways to 
China. The Chinese Dynasty then was Han. S power in the last that 
matched Rome in the west. Han influence dominated East Asia from 
Korea to Chinese Turkistan, from the Gobi Desert to VIetnam. The 
national creed was Confucianism, a benevolent ruler under the mand 
date of Heaven whose will coincides with that of the people. An 
orderly society with a rigged family structure, a moral code based 
on humanity and the practice of perfect virtue for its own sake. 
The cosmic view was Taoism. Tao or the Way of Nature governs 
all life manisfesting itself in Yin and Yang, the negative and 
positive forces that shape all things, A philosophy of passivity 
with avoidance of worldly strife and a return to purity for the at
tainment of eternal life.

Into this self-contained and smug world came trickles of a 
foreign idea. The White Horse Temple, refuttedly the first Chinese 
Buddhist monastery, was founded on the legend that Buddha appeared 
as a golden deity in the dream of Emperor Ming. The earliest his
torical mention of a Chinese Buddhist community occurred in 65 A.D. 
By the middle of the 2nd century, Buddha was worshipped in the pa
lace along with Taeist deities. But not until the period after 
the collapse of the Han Empire did Buddhism gain real momentum in 
China. In the North, under the invading Turkic and Tibetian tribes 
incessant warfare, chaos, and misery provided a climate ripe for a



religion affording physical and spiritual refuge to the masses, By 
entering monkhood common people escaped military and labor services 
as well as taxation. Non-Chinese rulers unshackled by Confucian 
and Taoist traditions embraced this non-Chinese faith to insure 
their victory and prosperity. They listened to advice from monks 
who exercised a restraining influence over wanton killing through 
the preaching of compassion thus endearing themselves to the down
trodden Chinese. In the South, where the Chinese court found haven, 
uncertainty and frustration favored the growth of metaphysical 
speculation. Neo-Taoists considered inactivity as virtue and non- 
being as the origin of all things. The sage must identify himself 
with non-being which is oblivious of self and others, life and dea
th, right and wrong. This seemed to mirror the basic Buddhist i- 
deal of emptiness. Thus, a sympathetic dialouge developed between 
the learned monks and the literator whose influence enabled Buddhism 
to gain converts among royalty and the rich.

In the chaos of 4th century China, the philosophical foundation 
of Chinese Buddhism was laid by a few emminent monks such as Tao-an 
who merged two main currents of Buddhist thought- the practice of 
meditation and the doctrine of emptiness. His disciple, Hui-yuan, 
likened the indestrutability of the spirit io the endless trans
mission of fire from wood to wood and argued at court that monks 
be exempt from bowing to the Emperor. Another emminent monk, Tao- 
sheng, progagated the fundamental Mahayana tenet that all sanctien 
beings possessed the Buddha nature and are capable of becoming Budd
ha. He pioneered in the belief of sudden and complete enlighten
ment after a long process of religious training.

And Buddhism began to change the Chinese landscape. The sta- 
tegic point for transmitting Buddhism into China was Dung Wang 
where the northern and Southern overlands met. As early as the 
middle of the 4th century cave temples were carved out of the hills 
to serve, travelling monks and native believers. Eventually, this 
became a center of devotion for the next 1000 years and a deposi
tory of Buddhist art to this day. Through Dung Wang, two great e- 
vents occurred at the turn of the century. In 399, Fa-shen, the 
first Chinese monk to complete his pilgrimage to India, started 
his journey. In 401, from Ku Che, the high monk, Kumarajiva tra
velled to the capital Chang-an to begin his monumental project of 
rendering into Chinese some of the most important Mahayana Scrip
tures, The Chinese traveller survived untold hardships to reach 
sacred sights along the Ganges and study holy teachings at the sou
rce. Later, he sailed to Ceylon for a short stay. Then, after 200 
days at sea he returned home in 414. By that time, the north had 
been unified by a Turkic tribe whose emperors identified themselves 
with Buddha. The founder of thsis Northern Wei Dynasty encouraged 
the erection of images and temples and invited a monk to be Imperial 
Advisor. However, a Chinese Taoist and a Confucian minister con
vinced the third Northern Wei Emperor that Buddhism was a fictitious 
foreign religion. Thus, the first of three great persecutions of 
Buddhism in Chinese history began. 446, a drastic edic was issued 
to destroy all stupas, paintings, and sutras, to execute all monks. 
Restoration came swiftly after the ruler died eight years later. A 
succeeding emperor considered himself the reincarnation of Buddha 
and appointed Teng-yau the chief of monks in 460. As a symbol of 
the permanence of Buddhism, he created the cave temples of Yun Keng. 
In the first group of caves appeared five gigantic Buddha figures 
representing the past emperors. The next group, housed numerous



images of Buddha- musicians, and donors and bodhisattvas who re
frained from entering Nirvana in order to save other sanctien beings. 
Admiration for Chinese culture motivated the 6th Northern Wei Em
peror to move his capital to Lo Yang. Temple construction in the 
new capital mushroomed until one-third of the dwelling area in the 
city was occupied by monks. To rival the glory of Yun Keng, cave 
temples were created at nearby Lung Mien. In a cave sponsered by 
the Imperial family we can still see the magnificence of the pro
cessions of Emperors and Empresses paying respect to the Buddha.

Meanwhile, the South produced its Buddhist monarch, Emperor 
Wu of the Yang Dynasty, whose hair was shaved to symbolize devotion. 
He constructed numerous temples, gave'-up wine and meat and prohi
bited the use of living things in medicine and sacrifice. He con
vened assemblies to elucidate sutras with audiences as great as 
50,000, including envoys from Persia, Kotan, and Korea.

Back in the North, another Emperor Wu but of the Northern 
Chou Dynasty had a different vision. Aiming to restore the glory 
of ancient China, he favored Confucianism and charged Buddhism 
with fostering disloyalty toward the country and breaking down 
filial piety at hose. The waste of wealth in temple construction 
and the harboring of undesirable elements in a monastic community 
were added reasons for the second great persecution of 57^» Before 
Emperor Wu died four years later, tens of thousands of temples 
were appropriated by the Imperial family and the aristocracy and 
probably more than a million monks and nuns were defrocked. The 
storm was brief.

The founding by Emperor Wan of the Sui Dynasty in 581 ushered 
in the Golden Era of Chinese Buddhism. Calling himself, Emperor 
Disciple of the Buddha, he used this religion as a binding influ
ence in the reunification of North and South. His fame attracted 
envoys from Japan and Korea to seek Buddhist teachings. The year 
600, marked the beginning of China’s role as the light of East Asia. 
The dynastic change from Sui to T'ang in 618 did not affect the 
progress of Buddhism. The second T’ang Emperor, Tai-tsung, pro
fessed to be a Taoist and based his governmental structure on Con
fucian principles but he relied on Buddhism for gaining popular 
support and for the spiritual welfare of the Empire. T’ang's 
influence extended far beyond its boundaries and many pilgrims re
ached India to seek original scriptures. Among them, the most famous 
was Hsuan-tsang, who began his journey in 629. Surviving many perils 
in deserts and mountains he finally reached the Indus Valley, sailed 
down the Ganges and saw the bodhi tree under which Buddha attained 
enlightenment. His fame spread throughout India as he travelled 
and studied. He was honored by the King. After a pilgrimage of 
16 years he received a tumultuous welcome upon returning to the ca
pital Chang-an, With Emperor;Tai-tsung's support, he devoted the 
rest of his life to translating the voluminous texts he had brought 
back. Hsuan-tsang founded the school which explains all phenomena 
in terms of one Ultimate Reality- Mind. The Emperor was so impressed 
by his work that he compared looking at the scriptures to gazing at 
the sky or sea, immeasurable in height and unfathomable in death. 
The height of Imperial patronage was reached under the influence 
of Emperor Tai-tsung's daughter-in-law who became the most ambitious 
and powerful Empress in Chinese history. In 672,, she ordered the 
carving.of the great Buddha or the Brilliant One
at Lung Mien. When she finally founded a new dynasty she claimed 
herself the future Buddha.



In mid 7th century, the Arabs and the Tibetians interrupted 
the central asian land route. Chinese pilgrims had to travel by 
sea to reach India. The first important monk to do this was Yi-jing 
whose voyages resulted in bringing back new scriptures and a report 
of the Buddhist kingdoms in the Southern Archipelago, including 
Java, where he did a great deal of translation. But, the heart of 
Chinese Buddhism is its distinctive and profound religious thinking. 
The transforma cion from Indian to Chinese Buddhism began in mid 6th 
century and was completed m the 71>h and 8th centuries 1 Among na
tive schools four formed the spirit and substance of Chinese Buddhism. 
The T’ien-t’ai and Hua-yen Schools for doctrine, the Ch8an and Pure 
Land Schools for practice. All four belong to Mahayana or the 
greater vehicle which believes that universal liberation for all 
sanctien beings is the aim of the Buddha.

The T’ien-t’ai master, Chi-i, synthesized all forms of Buddhism 
arriving at the conclusion of a three-fold -truth—Emptiness, 
Phenomena, and the Middle Way. All things have no reality and are 
therefore empty. They enjoy temporary existence as phenomena rea
ched by the.senses. Every existence is empty and temporary at the 
same time with the truth of the middle way, Therefore the whole 
cosmos with its realms interwoven and interpenetrated may be pre
sent in a grain of sand or the point of a hair. Cryptically, one 
thought is 3000 worlds which might be interpreted as, in every 
instance of thought all possible worlds are involved. This one in 
all and all in one doctrine leads to the idea that Buddha nature is 
to be found in everything from the biggest to the tiniest. There
fore all beings can be converted to enter the path of the Buddha 
as proclaimed in the Lotus Sutra, Lotus, the symbol of purity, 
rises from the mud but is unsullied. ’

The Hua-yen School concentrated on the garland sutra. Its 
founder was Fa-tsang. Its most famous sermon used as an analogy— 
a golden lion in the palade. Gold is the symbol of principle, and 
the lion is the symbol of phenomenon. The principle has no form 
but may assume any form. The eyes, ears, and hairs are all gold as 
is the whole lion so the whole lion is m the eye, the ear, or even 
a strand of hair. .This is the doctrine of interpenetration and 
mutual identification of all phenomena. It is recorded that Fa-tsang 
used mirrors.to illustrate this concept. As the Buddha figure in 
each mirror is reflected in evdry other mirror so each individual 
phenomenon embraces every other phenomenon. Thus, the Hua-yen 
School proclaimed that the entire universe arised simultaneously 
through reciprocal . , The one is the many, the many is
one. It spread the belief that all things are manifestations of 
the same supreme mind.

Religious philosophy is probably never as readily acceptable 
by the masses as religious imagination. The enchanting picture of a 
pure and happy land presided over by a mactaba- The Buddha of Infi
nite Light, who responds to anyone meditating or calling upon his 
name and good faith is irrisistable to people who toil and worry. 
Thus, the Pure Land School became the most popular in China. The 
Pure Land Sutra describes how a mactaba vowed' that anyone with abso
lute faith in him shall.be reborn in his western paradise. His chief 
minister, Kuan-yin who in later centuries evolved into the female 
Goddess of Mercy, looks in all directions to save people from suf
fering and danger. As the bodhisattva?Of infinite compassion he can 
assume various forms to carry out his mission. He is sometimes 
depicted with eight or eleven heads over the 1000 eyes and arms, the 
better to see all and help all. The main proponents of this school 
were lao—cho and his disciple, Shan—tao. They promoted the practice 
°? . or uttering the name of Amitabha with an undivided

shall.be


with an undivided mind to assure rebirth in the western paradise. 
As well as the practice of chanting sutras, worshipping images, 
meditating on and singing praises to the Buddha, On the other hand, 
they painted a picture of hell with horrors of torture and violence. 
These images of heaven and hell have been imprinted on every Chinese 
mind ever since.

The most important Chinese development in Buddhism is the Ch’an 
or Zen School, Ch’an is intuitive meditation with strict discipline 
through which one’s Buddha nature can be revealed. Legend has it 
that , the first patriarch of Ch’an crossed Yangtze
river on a reed branch to the north where he sat in front of a wall 
for nine years. The story illustrates the emphasis of Ch’an on 
inner enlightenment without words, images, temples or sutras. The 
argument among believers over gradual enlightenment versus sudden 
enlightenment split Ch’an into two subschools the Northern and the 
Southern. The sixth patriarch and his disciples cham
pioned the idea that intuitive wisdom and enlightenment come sudden
ly. This Southern school eventually prevailed over the Northern. 
Ch’an masters differ in teaching. Some use utterings, ges
tures, or acts ranging to the extreme of scolding and beating. Some 
use the case method of question and answer, Some practice medita
tion iM silence. But all-consider words a poor medium and logic 
self-defeating. After all, everyone has within himself the Buddha 
nature. One only has to awaken it to attain a sudden flash of in
sight for the unity of all existence and a great tranquility—the 
true emptiness.

While intellectual followers of Ch’an lived in simplicity, the 
popular Buddhist church catored to Imperial favor and attracted the 
multitude by staging celebrations and memorial services and by of
fering vegetable feasts, story-telling lectures, and colorful festi
vals. Such activities exerted a tremendous influence on Chinese 
fol^-art and literature.

By the 9th century, the wealth and power of the church had 
nurtured corruption within and incurred hatred and jeolousy without. 
The form prospered, the substance decayed. The government weakened 
by rebellions and misrules since 755 looked hungrily at the loss of 
revenue resulting from the tax exempt status of the church. This 
brought about the third great persecution of 845<which spared only 
a few temples. In all, 4600 monasteries, 40,000 temples and shrines 
were demolished. 260,000 monks and nuns were defrocked and 150,000 
slaves taken over. Hundreds of millions of acres of t^emple land 
were confiscated and an untold number of gold, silver, bronze, and 
iron images melted. Although the next year the emperor died, ahd 
revival began with the new ruler this persecution nevertheless marked 
the end of the Golden period of Chinese Buddhism. T'ang ended in 
906.

In the next half century, five dynasties and ten kingdoms once 
more engaged in chaotic struggles. Declin®ing Buddhism served only 
to sure up the dreams of the temporary rulers and to give solice 
to insecure people. The brutality of life sharpened their yearning 
for rebirth in the Pure Land. The popularity of Kuan-yin amounted 
to a universal begging for mercy. The disire for multiple copies 
of sutras, spells and images must have spurred the invention of 
block printing sometime during the 7th to 8th denturies. The oldest 
extent printed book dated 868 was of excerps from the Diamond Sutra 
distributed free by the donor as a memorial to his parents. A land
mark in the history of printing was the 10th century Edition of 
the Chinese Tipitaka or complete Buddhist Canon-printed from 130,000 
engraved blocks. It was ordered by the founder of the Sung Dynasty



who reunified China and Chinese powers. This set is auditioned that 
retains th® saftes and form. Outwardly, Buddhism during the Sung 
Dynasty continued to grace the Chinese landscape with the Pure Land 
School very much a part of daily life. The tranquility and simpli
city in painting and poetry showed more than a trace to Ch’an. 'Later 
Sung paintings of this tendency left a deep imprint on Japanese art, 

Meanwhile, the Hinayana idea of arhats of passionless ones who 
have attained personal liberation became popular from the 10th 
century on. Called Lo Han in Chinese, they proliferated from 16 
to 18 to 500 and acquired attributes of Taoists immortals £uch as 
the magic power to subdue dragons and tigers. When the Mongols rose 
in the 13th century to conquer all of China they embraced Tibetian 
llamaism, which took over the court of Kubla Khan. Llamaism is 
derived from Tantric Buddhism. Its’ practice consists of prayers, 
recitations, special techniques and various forms of meditation 
including even a yoga practice of sexual union which is non other 
that the union of compassion and wisdom as symbolized by the 
or Father-Mother image. However, the highest teaching of llamaism 
is bound in a doctrine dalled Mahamudra- the Great Symbol.which is 
very similar to the priciple of Ch’an Buddhism. With the return to 
Chinese rule in the Ming Dynasty, an emminent llama, 
established a new school in Tibet, commonly known as the Yellow 
Sect so called because of the saffrin attire of its' monks. From 
Tibet, the sect finally spread to the Ordas and Manchuria.

Based upon the addage that different paths lead to the same 
goal, the Chinese tendency to synthesize and harmonize has succeeded 
in merging Buddhism with Confucianism and Taoism. In the process, 
Buddhism has relaxed the rigidity of Confacian ethics and checked 
the abandon of the Taoist to surrender to nature. It has extended 
the Chinese compassion for humanity to all living things. It has 
expanded the Chinese mind by introducing the view of the universe 
as a time space continuum without beginning or end. By interprett^Ag 
creation as reciprocal courses and defects, by presenting all phe
nomena as a projection of the mind and by identifying eternity, 
infinity, and perfect wisdom with emptiness-? a/state beyond words 
and imagination. The all inclusiveness of its doctrine eliminates 
the duality of self and others, the real and unreal, being and non- 
being. As mountains, deserts, and oceans cease to act as barriers 
in the transmission of ideas, the whole span of human drama from the 
travels of central asian monks on ancient silk routes to the maturity 
of Chinese Buddhism has become perhaps merely a chapter in the 
development of world Buddhism which enriched by all other faiths 
will meet the challenge of present day needs and contribute to true 
peace in the mind of man.
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SYNOPSIS

THE GODS OF JAPAN concentrates on Shinto and Buddhism, the two dominant 
religious traditions in that nation.

In both instances, the program traces the often subtle and complex 
developments of these systems of beliefs through the centuries and 
into the present day.

Shinto -- literally "The Way of the Gods" — is Japanls oldest faith, 
without founder, without holy text, with its folklore passed down by 
word and ritual. It is a folk religion, traditionally hospitable to 
new and different ideas, ethics and philosophies.

In the 19th century, Shinto was established as the State Religion 
of Japan, and the Emperor deified as a direct descendant of the sun. 
With the defeat of Japan in World War II, all worship suffered decline, 
and the official State Shinto was broken, and once again became the 
peace-loving faith of the common man.

Buddhism, born in India and modified in China, entered Japan in the 
Sixth and Seventh centuries. In its Mahayana form, it was and is very 
different from the Theravada Buddhism practiced in countries including 
Thailand. To Japanese Buddhists, the Budda is a god, who appears in 
many forms. To followers of the Theravada form, the Buddha is an 
exampl ar, removed from the trials of the world.

THE GODS OF JAPAN details the emergence of sects within the Buddhism 
of Japan, beginning in the Ninth century, and continuing through the 
introduction of Zen Buddhism in the 13th century, as well as the later 
brances including Jodo Shinshu and the Buddhism of the prophet Nichiren.

According to Howard Enders, "Shinto is at the root of the faith of the 
Japanese countryside. But, in the populous cities of Japan, religion 
since the end of the war has undergone great change. Hundreds of new 
faiths have .appeared. And, it is once more the prophet Nichiren whose 
voice is loudest in Japan."

The Buddhist religious-cultural movement, Soka-Gakkai, Enders notes, 
"recognizes no other faith as valid, and calls upon its members to 
convert non-believers by almost any means."
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But, he says, in rural Japan, there is little place for such rigidity 
of faith.

XEROX

"Whatever the course of religion in Japan, in the abundant fields, 
harshness will be softened, the extremes narrowed, the edges of faith 
blurred, and all will be harmonious."

As the story of Japan's religions unfolds, the cameras reveal 
representative scenes including a Shinto festival, monks in meditation 
at a Zen temple, rural villagers worshipping their gods in the fields, 
the beauty of ancient Buddhist temples, and a Soka-Gakkai cultural 
festival at Tokyo Stadium.

Produced by ABC News
Distributed by Xerox Education Publication/Xerox Films
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sponsored by

The Kamakura Buddhism Committee9 The Hawaii Buddhist Council, 
the Department of Religion and the Instructional Resources Center 

at the University of Hawaii

I. THE NEMBUTSU.....THE ATTAINMENT OF THE ONENESS OF LIFE 

The Makiki Jodo Mission

"THE ULTIMATE ATTAINMENT...........THE ONENESS OF LIFE/ The Oneness of 
Life enables us to partake in a daily life of respect, kindness, 
and truthfulness towards oneself and others.....The Jodo philosophy 
is realized through the recitation of the Nembutsu..."

Producers: Clifford Fujimoto 
Diane Isa

Narrator : Carl Becker
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II. THE LIGHT OF AMIDA* S COMPASSION

The Honpa Hongwanji Mission

"...We adore him, 
tender care.....We

for no one 
praise him, 

him we all go to life and hope 
reality as he appears to man. 
tation of man’s concept of reality, 
back of his head symbolize the universal wisdom 
the Buddha.....The candle stands for enlightenment...

is ever lost nor vanished from his 
our father, guard and.guide and to 

eternal.....Amida Buddha is ultimate 
In other words, this is a represen- 

The rays emanating from the 
and compassion of 

st

Producer : Lore Fujimoto

Narrator : Reverend Yoshiaki Fujitani

III. THE 85th ANNIVERSARY OF THE HONPA HONGWANJI MISSION OF HAWAII

These showings will take place on Tuesday, August 6, at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Kuykendall Auditorium, Room 101, on the Manoa Campus of the 
University of Hawaii.
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BUDDHISM, MAN AND NATURE 
by Alan Watts

Even Buddha the Enlightened One, the Master of Life, had to die. But 
why, do we say, Buddha had to die? And why did even his disciples weep? 
We say “had to die" as if death iLs .something 'that happens to us as if against 
our will; because we divide our^ro^t we do and what happens 
to :us. And according to the doctrine of Buddhists, this is the great illu
sion. There is really no difference, as the joyous ones in the heaven know.

n

What happens to us is all his own “karma" and that is a Sanskrit word 
which means "doing." What happens to you as well as what you do is fundamen
tally your doing. All the Buddhist sages have S&SfseaseT'but when we say it’s 
your doing,|it is not the ordinary you that you call your ego or your con
scious mind, (it is the deeper, the you at which point you are one with 
nature. Where man and nature form a single pattern as we say,.] one person, 
just as man is a little more complicated than the trees, that he goes with 
them and the whole thing is one single process,. It isn’t that nature pushes 
you around or that you push nature around. I if you are awake,\ if your eyes 
are wide open and you look at things freshly instead of ordinary patterns, 
ordinary ways in which you can talk to things, you see that the whole 
cess of life is something that just happens.' (The Buddhists call it "ta'Caiu' 
ta." We translate that "suchness"r-just like that^ And so when death comes, 
it is just like the winter. We don't say there ought to be no winter. But 
the winter season scene--when the leaves fall and the snow comes, it is 
some kind of defeat, something that ought not to happen, something which 
we should hold out against. No! Winter is part of the natural courses of 
events. No winter, no summer; no cold, no heat. Just in the same way there 
are no valleys aStuE-mountains, and we don't praise the mountains for being 
high or blame the valleys for being down. We don't blame the trees for 
being crooked or praise them for being curly. It is all pattern, and it 
goes--just like that. (That word, "ta ta ta," "suchness," sounds like "da da 
da." It is based on the word "tat,"Tin-Sanskrfti,, "Dat" is the first sound 
the baby makes, and the baby, when he says "dat dat" is not actually call
ing for his daddy. He is saying that there, look at that. It is all a 
pattern.J

(The whole world is, in the vision of Buddhism, like music. If you 
think that the world is going somewhere, that there are certain things that 
are supposed to happen and there are certain things that are supposed not 
to happen, you never see the way it is like music. Music has no destination^ 
We don't play it in order to get somewhere. If that were the way, the best 
orchestra would be the one that got to the end of the piece fastest. I Music 
is a pattern which we listen to and enjoy as it unfol ds .1 In the same way, 
where is the water going? Where do the leaves go? Where are the clouds 
goipg? They are not gcaiig anywhere, because all nature understands that the 
point of the whole thing is to be here, to be wide awake to the "now" that 
is going on. So when you listen to music, you don't try to hold in your 
memory what is past nor to think about what is coming; you listen to the 
pattern as it unfolds and so watch it as it moves now. It is a dance, and 
dancing is like music-~the way you dance, you dance just to dance. You don't 
aim in a particular place on the floor that is the destination of the dance. 
You listen to the music and then you move your body to it, just at the music, 
as your eyes are following the patterns of the winter.Your eyes, they know. 
They are not going anywhere.
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The idea that something ought to happen, that there is purpose to the 
all, is just words, just a thought in your mind. And in order to seehall 
these, you have to stop thinking. If you were to hear what anyone else has 
to say, you sometimes have to stop talking? and thinking is just talking 
inside your head. So if you think you have anything to think about, you 
have to stop thinking. You sometimes have to stop talking to listen, and 

^the secret of the Buddhist view of life is,to spend some time everyday in 
which you don’t think but just watch, in which you don’t form any ideas 
about life, just look at it. Listen. Smell it. Feel it. \ And then, when 
you get rid of all the talk in your head or the ideas about what I do as 
distinct as to what happens to me or the difference between man and nature, 
of what’s mine and what’s yours, it all goes; and it is just the dancing 
pattern. What the Chinese call ”li," a word that originally meant the mark
ings of jade, the grain of wood, or like this, the patterns on water.

But we can never put our finger on what it is that is order in nature. 
It’s not symmetry. Nature is hardly ever symmetrical. It is something we 
can never define, like the ridges of those mountains, and never quite put 
our finger on it—is the order of nature which always escapes exact defini
tion. So vtafepMi let go of the definitions, or the attempts to pin down 
na tur e --——down-~Hr£e^H~yoiix_jnind-_so—tha-t-y-ou—f eel—one comp l ately. „ in.

ttnmtesit. When you don’t pin it down anymore, whem you don't try to 
cling to it as if it is something different from you,]then your whole life 
has about it the sensation offlowing--like waterIt always goes away, but 
it always comes back; because away and back is part of the something. Let
it go.



Religion 150 (1) - Buddhism; test questions

1. Describe the basic contents of the Pali Canon
2. What is the legend of the Four Passing Sights?
3. Describe Gautama’s search for enlightenment
4. What was the nature of Mara’s temptation when Gautama achieved

his Enlightenment?
5. Gautama’s method was both empirical and pragmatic. Explain.
6. Discuss the Four Noble Truths and the Eightfold Path
7. Discuss the Three Marks of Existence
8. What is the doctrine of Dependent Origination?
9. What is the state of Nibbana?
10. Describe the life in the Sangha
11. What is the Three Refuges and what do they mean?
12. Describe the Four Immeasurables--metta, karuna, mudita,

upekha.
13. Explain the Madhyamika religious system
14. Explain how Buddhism penetrated and seriously influenced

Chinese religious and cultural outlook
15. Describe briefly the following schools of Chinese Buddhism:

a) T‘ien-t”ai School
b) Ch’an (Zen) School
c) Pure Land School

16. Explain how Buddhism entered Japan and what was Prince Shotoku’s
role in the formation of national Buddhism?

17. Explain briefly the role and significance of the following
people in the establishment of Japanese Buddhism:
a) Saicho
b) Kukai
c) Eisai
d) Hohen
e) Shinran
f) Dogen
g) Nichiren

18. Describe briefly the basic stance of these Buddhist organizations:
a) Rissho Koseikai
b) Soka Gakkai

19. Identify; (in one-two sentences):
-stupa
-Jizo
-Kannon

QUESTIONS ON SHINTO

1. Explain the basic characteristics of the Japanese perspecgive
on religion

2. Describe the myth of traditional Shinto
3. Explain: what are the problems of Shinto within the modern

development of Japan?
4. Identify: shrine, Sect, Folk Shinto; Motoori Norinaga, Hirata .

Atsutkane



yj F"!067 BUDDHISM, MAN, AND NATURE C 13 min.
Alan Watts discusses the Buddhist concept of man as a part of 
nature . His words are given a new meaning by the sensitive 
photography of nature interwoven with similar scenes from Chinese 
and Japanese painting. Authentic koto and gagaku music .

Prod-HP Dist-HP 1968

F-1089

“1508

THAI IMAGES OF THE BUDDHA C 14 min•
Uses ancient statuary from the arts of Thailand Exhibit to show the trans
formation of the Buddha image from that of revered teacher to that of a 
supreme diety. Discusses the historical course of Buddhism»

Prod-IU Dist-IU 1964

REQUIEM FOR A FAITH r
purveys Buddhist practices and explains the role of Tibetan lamas 
in developing the extremely religious nature of Tibetan culture.

Prod-HP Dist-HP |968

F-II06 SCIENCE OF ZAZEN

of tT9 fl f°CU -y membere of the Neuropsychiatry Department of Tokyo University recently conducted scientific research on ' 
Zazen, °rZen meditation, and compiled their findings in this

Prod-OEI Dist-OEI 1968
/ F-1068 ZEN AND NOW

an Watts, the west's foremost interpreter of eastern wisdom, em
phasizes the Zen philosophy of living daily in the NOW—develop
ing our sensory awareness, and appreciating the beauty in our own 
back yard. The unusually sensuous photography was actually shot 
in a Connecticut garden . Ordinary sounds that we hear but do not 
listen to were recorded. For several minutes, one is invited to 
meditate.

Prod-HP ’Dist-HP 196

ZEN IN LIFE
Inis film is a unique documentary on Zen, filmed with the coopera- 
tion of Komazawa University and leading Zen temples, revealing 
the life of Zen disciples, meditation, and other various facets of 
Zen, like Kolan.

Prod-OEI Dist-OEI 1968

J F-llll PdE FLOW OF ZEN C 14 min.
Thn walrus boforo and the? waters after, now and farever flowing, 

fallow oaeh other." Ihus Alan Watts begins his talk on the Phi
losophy of Zen Buddhism with this Zen poem, comparing the qual
ities produced by following Zen. His talk prepares the viewer for 
meditation which is basic to Zen teaching. In the last half of the 
film, Buddhist chants synchronized with striking psychedelic visu
als turn the mind inward and induce a state of contemplative medi
tation .

Prod-HP Dist-HP 1968



F-0714 MOOD OF ZEN, 13 minutes, color
Alan Watts discusses the philosophy of Zen as scenes of 
the Japanese countryside and chanting monks are shown. 
Koto music accompanies the visuals.

F-0535 THE BUDDHA 11 minutes, color
Recounts a legend of Buddha. As a young man, he indulges 
in all worldly joys, music, dance and the delights of the 
harem. Upon going forth, one day, he comes upon a beggar, 
a sick man and a dead man. Moved to compassion he becomes 
a Mendicant Monk seeking the path of enlightenment, the 
way of the Buddha. The stone actors at Borobuder enact 
the timeless narrative of the birth, revelationand salvation 
of Gautama the Buddha.

NIRVANA, 30 minutes. Korean Consulate has firm. 
Buddhism as practiced in Korea.
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Japanese Learned Societies Related to the Study of Religion

RELIGION IN GENERAL

Kokusai Sliukyo Kenkyujo (International Institute for the Studies of 
Religions)
Sophia University, Kioi-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo. Tel: (812)2111, 
Ext. 2343. International Religious News; Contemporary Religions in

Nippon Chusei Tetsugakukai (The Japan Society of Medieval Phi
losophy)
c/o Sophia University, Kioi-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo. Tel: (263)6267. 
Chusei Shiso Kenkyu (Studies in Medieval Thought), annual in 
Japanese.

Nippon Rinri Gakkai (The Japanese Society for Ethics) 
c/o Department of Ethics, Faculty of Literature, University of Tokyo, 
Kongo 7, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo. Tel: (812)2111, Ext. 3372. Rinrigaku 
Nempo (Annals of Ethics), annual in Japanese.

Nippon Sliukyo Galckai (Japanese Association for Religious Studies) 
c/o Faculty ofLiterature, University of Tokyo, Kongo 7, Bunkyo-ku, 
Tokyo. Tel: (812)2111, Ext. 2343. Journal of Religious Studies (Shukyd 
Kenkyu), quarterly in Japanese; Religion East and West, annual in 
Endish.o

Nippon Tetsugakukai (The Philosophical Association of Japan) 
c/o Department of Philosophy, Faculty ofLiterature, Hosci Univer
sity, Fujimi 2, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo. Tel: (262) 2351. Tctsugaku 
(Philosophy), annual in Japanese.



Shukyogaku Kcnkyukai (The Society for the Study of Religions) 
c/o University of Tokyo, I-Iongo 7, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo. Tel: (812) 
211 r, I-.xt. 23.13. Shukyogaku Zasshi (Journal of the Study of Religions), 
annual injapane.se.

Taisho Daigaku Shukyo Kenkyujo (The Institute of Religion, Taisho 
University)
c/o Taisho University, Nishisuganio, Toshima-ku, Tokyo. Tel: (918) 
7311. Shukyogaku Neniyo (7 he Annual of Science of Religion), annual 
in Japanese.

T6I16 Gakkai (The Institute of Eastern Culture)
Nishikand.i 2, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo. Tel: (261)1061, (262)7221. 
Tohdgaku (Eastern Studies), bi-annual in Japanese; Acta Asiatica, 
Bulletin of tnc Institute of Eastern Culture, bi-annual in English; 
hooks and Articles on Oriental Subjects Published in Japan, annual in 
English & Japanese; Transactions of International Conference of Orientalists 
in Japan, annual in Japanese & English.

SHINTO
Shinto Gakkai (The Society of Shinto Studies)

c/o Izumo Oyashiro Tokyo Bunshi, Roppongi 7, Minato-ku, Tokyo, 
xcl. (401)9301. Shinto Gakn (Review of Shinto Studies), quarterly in 

Japanese. '
Shinto Shukyo Gakkai (The Society of Shinto Studies)

c/o Department of Sliinto, Faculty of Literature, Kokugakuin Uni
versity, Higasni 4, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo. Tel: (409)0111, Ext. 373. 
Shinto Shukyo, (Journal of Shinto Studies), quarterly in Japanese.

BUDDHISM .
Bukkyo Bungaku Kcnkyukai (Society for Studies of Buddhist Litcra- 

Cure)
c/o Mr. Kobayashi, Otsuka Sakashita-machi 90, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo. 
J cl: (941)5264. Bukkyo Bungaku Kenkyii (Studies of Buddhist Litera
ture); Bukkyo Bungaku Kcnkyukaihd (Proceedings of the Society for 
Studies of Buddhist Literature).
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Bukkyo Gakkai (Society of Buddhist Studies)

c/o Komazawa University, Fukazawa-cho, Setagaya-ku, Tokvo 
Tel: (421)8151. Bukkyo Gakkaishi (Journal of the Society of Buddhk 
Studies).

Bukkyo Kenkyujo (Institution of Buddhim, Faculty of Buddhism 
Risshd University)
c/o Rissho University, Higashi Osaki, Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo. Tel: 
(491)9317- Osaki Caktiho (Report from Osaki).

Bukkyo Kenkyujo (Buddhist Research Institute)
c/o kyukoku University, Omiya Shichijo, Shimokyo-ku, Kvoto. 
Tel: (361)7351. Bukkyo Kenkyu (Studies in Buddhism).

Bukkyoshi Gakkai (The Society of the History of Buddhism)
c/o Hcirakuji Shoten, Iligashitoir.dori Sanjo Noboru, Nakakvo-ku, 
Kyoto. Tel: (221)0016. Bukkyo Shigaku (The Journal of the History of 
Buddhism). ' 1

Inao Bukkyo Gakkai (The Society for Indic and Buddhist Studies) 
c/o Kyoto University, Yoshidahon-machi, Sakvo-ku, Kyoto. Tel- 

j77i)Sm, Ext. 68. Miscellanea Indologica Kiotiensia.
Jodo Gakkai (Association ofJodo Theory)

c/o Taisho University, Nishisuganio, Toshima-ku, Tokyo! Tel - forg) 
733 1- Jodo Gakn (Jodo Theory).

J8do Kcnkyukai (The Society of Pure Land Studies, Bukkvo Uni- 
versit y)
c/o Bukkyo University, Shino Kitahanabo-machi, Kita-ku, Kyoto. 
Tel: (491)0236. Jodo Kenkyii (Journal of Pure Land Studies).

Mikkyo GaRkai (7 he Esoteric Buddhist Society)
c/o Koyasan University, Koya-machi, Izu-gun, Wakayama-ken. Tel: 
2921. Mikkyo Banka (Esoteric Buddiust Culture).

Nippon Bukkyo Gakkai (The Japan Buddhist Research Association) 
c/o Otani University, Koyama Kamifusa-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto. Tel: 
(441)4104, Ext. 27. Nippon Bukkyo Gakkai Nempo (Journal of the 
Japan Buddhist Research Association), annual in Japanese.

Nippon Bukkyo Kcnkyukai (The Japan Buddhist Research As
sociation)

injapane.se
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c/o Hanazono University, Hanazono Kitsuji Kitamachi, Uky6-ku, 
Kyoto. Tel: (463)7171. Nihon Bnkkyo Kenkyh (The Journal of the 
Nippon Buddhist Research), annual in Japanese.

Nippon Indo-gakn Bukkyo Gakkai (Japanese Association of Indian 
and Buddhist Studies)
c/o I-aculty of Literature, University of Tokyo, Hongd 7, Bunky6-ku, 

okyo. Tel: (812)2111, Ext. 2348. Indogaku Bnkkyd-gakti Kenkyh (Jour- 
~ nal of Indian and Buddhist Studies), bi-annual in English & Japanese. 
Otani Daigaku Bukkyo Kenkyukai (Otani University Buddhist 

Research Association)
c/o Otarii University, Koyama Kamifusa-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto. 

~ Tel: (441)4104. Bukkyo Kenkyh (Buddhist Seminar), annual injapancsc. 
Otani Daigaku Shinshu Gakkai (The Otani Society for Studies of 

Shinshu Buddhism)
c/o Otani University, Koyama Kamifusa-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto Tel- 
(441)4104.

lyukokn Daigaku Sliinshu Gakkai (The Ryukoku Society of Shin- 
shu Buddhist Studies)
c/o Ryukoku University Library, Omiya Shichijd, Shimokyo-ku, 
Kyoto. Tel: (361)7351. Shinshhgakn. (Shinshu Studies).

InnsJiu Kongo Gakkai (Shinshu Societies of Buddhist Studies) 
c/o Otani University, Koyama Kamifusa-cho, Kita-ku, Kyoto. Tel: 
(441)4104. ShinshU Kenkyh (Sliinshu Buddhist Studies), 
endai Kenkyukai (Association of Tendai Studies) 
c/o Taisho University, Nishisugamo, Toshima-ku, Tokyo. Tel: (918) 

73H- Tendai Gaktiho (Proceedings of Tendai Studies), 
ohokti Indogaku Shukyo Gakkai (Tolioku Association of Indian 
and Religious Studies) 
c/o Tolioku University, Katahira-cho, Sendai. Tel: (27)6200, Ext. 
2353- lohokti Indogakn-Shhkyogakkai Gakiiho (Proceedings of the 
Tohoku Association of Indian and Religious Studies), 
okai Indogaku-Bukkyo Gakkai (Tokai Association of Indian and 
Buddhist Studies)

c/o Nagoya University, Fnrd-cho, Chignsa-ku, Nagova. Td- Mt) 
5>K Ext 22r7 Tupi' BvWya- (Journal of Tokai Buddhist Studies).

Zengaku Kenkyukai (Society for Studies in Zen Buddhism)
c/o Hanazono University, Hanazono, Ukyo-ku, Kyoto. Tel: (841) 
7171- Zen Bitkkyb Kenkyh (Studies in Zen Buddhism).

CHRISTIANITY
Aoyama Gakuin Kirisutokyo Gakkai (Society of Christian Study,

Aoyama Gakuin Universitv)
c/o Aoyama Gakuin University, Shibuya, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo- Tel- 
(402)8111. Kiristifokyo Ronshh (The Journal of Christian Studies)’ 
annual in Japanese. z’

Kinshitan Bnnka Kenkyukai (Association for the Study of Early
Kirishitan Culture)
c/o Sophia University, Kioi-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo. Tel - (’65)9^11 

Am.tsjd (Kirishiun Studi«); KhMl.,, B.,^
Taiko (Proceedings of Kirishitan Culture Studi-s)

Kinsnyfyo KculcjJSM (Society of Studies in rhe Christian MNot,) 
c/o Dvsitislttt University, Sos.okuji Monzcn-chd, Kamik-vo-ku, Kvo-o

cl: (1,1)23 r r. KHMf (Stodies ■„ the Christian Rcli.s'i.n,) ’
Annual in Japanese. 0

Kirisutokyo ShaWmondai Kenkyukai, Doshisha Daigaku Tim- 
mon Ipgaku Kenkyujo (Study Committee of Christianity and 
Social Problems)
c/o Doshisha University, Imaidegawadori Karasuma Higashi Hairu 
Kaimkyo-ku Kyoto. Tel: (211)2311. Kirisutokyo Shakaimonhi Ken’ 
kyu (Study of Christianity and Social Problems).

Kirisutokyo Sbigakkai (The Society of Historical Studies of Chris
tianity)
c/o Kti.ito Gakuin University, Miharudai, Minami-ku, Yokohama 
Tel: (ojijwor. s:^,, (The JouIIul of of
Christianity), annual in Japanese.

Nippon Kirisutokyo Gakkai (Japan Association of Research on 
Christianity)



c/o Kanto Gakuin University, Mutsuura, Kanazawa-ku, Yokohama. 
Tel: (781)2008. Nippon no Shingaku (Theological Studies in Japan), 
annual in Japanese.

Nippon ICyuyaku Gakkai (Society for Old Testament Studies) 
c/o Tokyo Union Theological Seminary, Mitaka, Tokyo.

Nippon Shinyakn Gakkai (Society for New Testament Studies) 
c/o Theological School, Kansei Gakuin University, Nishinomiya.

Rikkyo Daigaku Kirisutokyo Gakkai (The Society for Christian 
. Studies, Rikkyo University)
c/o Rikkyo University, Ikcbukuro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo.

Tokyo Shingaku Daigaku Shingakkai (Society for Theological 
Studies, Tokyo Union Theological Seminary)
c/o Tokyo Union Theological Seminary, Mitaka, Tokyo.

SHINGAKU
Sekimonshingakkai (Society of Sekimonshingaku Studies) 

c/o Mr. Ishikawa, Zoshigaya 6-1146, Toshima-ku, Tokyo. Tel: (971) 
5693. Kokoro (Heart).

TAOISM
Dokyo Gakkai (Institution for Taoistic Research)

c/o Wascda University, Toyama-cho, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo. Tel: (409) 
0111. Toho Shiikyo (The Journal of Eastern Religion), bi-annual in 
Japanese.

ISLAMIC STUDIES
Nippon Islam Kyokai (Association for Islamic Studies in Japan) 

c/o Wascda University, Toyama-cho, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo. Tel: (203) 
4111. Islam Sekai (The World of Islam), annual in Japanese.

TIBETAN STUDIES
Nippon Tibet Gakkai (Japanese Association for Tibetan Studies) 

c/o Kansai University, Yamatc-machi,Suita-shi,Osaka.Tel:(381)1954. 
Nippon Tibet Gakkai Kaiho (Report of the Japanese Association for



From ignorance to knowledge: a study inthe Kierkegaardia 
and Theravada Buddhist notions of freedom.

By Roy Amore and John Elrod.

Union Seminary Quarterly Review, Fall, 1970.
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Notes: a. Visiting lecturers will be encouraged to come during those weeks
when 2 classes are receiving the same instruction. (Week of Oct. 6 
through week of November 13 and week of January 1 through week of 
January 29.)

b. Classes scheduled to start on legal holidays will commence on the 
next regular work day.

*See page 18 for Master Week Schedule key.



BUDDHISM - FILMS

1. F-1508. Requiem for a Faith. 25 min. color. M.I.T's Huston Smith
prize-winnong documentary on Tibetan Buddhims.

2. F-1107. Zen in Life. 25 min. color. Honored at the lOtj Annual
Competition for Cultural and Documentary Films on Japan. This 
documentary was planned by the Soto School of Zen with the 
cooperation of Komazawa University. It aims at elucidating the 
Eiheiji and Sojiji traditions of Zen.

3. F-1106. Science of Zaxen. 20 min. b&w. Planned by Drs. Kasamatsu
and Hirai, the Dept, of Neuro-Psychiatry, with the Univ, of 
Tokyo compiling the results of a study of medial and psychological 

. aspects of Zen Buddhism.

^“7 The Modd of Zen. 13 minutes, color. Film Service, Lib. of Hawaii. 
Highly effective introduction to Zen Buddhism that emphasizes 
its mood of reflection and contemplation. Alan Watts.

5. F-1067. Buddhism, Man and Nature. 13 minutes, color. Alan Watts.
Interrelationship of man and nature.

6. F-1068. Zen and Now, 14 minutes, color. Watts. Emphasizes the
Zen philosohy of living daily in the Now-developing our sensory 
awareness, and appreciating the beauty in dur own backyard.

7. F-llll. The Flow of Zen. 14, minutes, color. Watts. Comparing
the qualities of water with the qualities produced by following 
Zen. His talk prepares the viewer for meditation which is 
basic to Zen teaching. In last half offilm, Budhist chants 
synchronized with striking psychedelic visuals turn the mind 
inward and induce a state of contemplative meditation.

8. F-1530. Evolution of a Yogi with Ram Dass (R.Alpert) 28 min.
color. It's about Hindu method called Raja Yoga and the techniques 
that help one enter higher states of consciousness.

9. F-535, The Buddha. 11 minutes, color. 1961. Legend of Buddha.
The stone actors of Borobuder enact the timeless narrative of 
the life and salvation of Gautama the Buddha.

10. Nirvana. 30 minutes. Buddhism as practiced mn Korea. Korean
Consulate has film.

11. F-1089. Thai images of the Buddha.



SLIDES ON BUDDHISM

After some slides on life of Gautama....

India

Buddhagaya Temple. Also known as the Maha Bodhi Vihara. This temple 
marks the spot where the Buddha attained Enlightenment while seated 
under the sacred Bodhi tree. It is situated about 7 miles from 
Gaya, some 300 miles north of Calcutta; the tower is 179 ft. high. 
For centuries it was controlled by Hindu priests, but since 
Independence (Indian) the control of the shrine has been shared by 
hindus and Buddhists. For the Hindus, it is one of the sacred 
spots where a dutiful son will perform the ceremonies in memory 
of his ancestors. For the Buddhists, it is one of the most sacred 
of all pilgrimage places.

#2. The Bodhi Tree, Buddhagaya (India). The sacred Bodhi tree at 
Buddhagaya where the Buddha atained Enlightenment. It isa said 
that the original bodhi tree sprang up here on the day of the 
BuddhA’s birth. Sasanka, a Hindu king of Bengal, is said to have 
had the original tree cut down, but another tree rose from the 
roots. In 1870, when Cunningham was repairing the temple, the tree 
fell down, but he had a sapling from it planted in the original 
spot.

#3. The Diamond Throne, Buddhagaya (India). This closer view of the 
Bodhi tree shows the Vajrasana, or Diamond Throne, the seat where 
the Buddha sat as he attained Enlightenment. The present seat 
marks the spot where the Diamond Throne sprang up for the Buddha 
when he sat under the tree for the fckms first time. Buddhism 
began here.

Then more slides, until slide showing Gautama becoming known as Buddha.

#4. Dhamek Stupa, Sarnath (India). This stupa was built at Sarnath, 
near Banaras, where the Buddha preached his first sermon, setting 
in motion The Wheel of the Law. Sams In the foreground are seen 
a group of Tibetan pilgrims. Nearby is the spot where the first 
sermon was delivered, marked by the remains of an Asokan pillar.

#7. Buddha Image, Mulagandhakuti Vihara, Sarnath (India) This isa 
modern image, copying the style of the ancient images most commonly 

i found around Sarnath. This is the Dharmacakra mudra, the attitude
of the, Buddha preaching the first sermon at Sarnath.

Then more slides, until slide showing him attaining Nirvana.

#39. Buddha Image, Kelaniya Temple, near Colombo (Ceylon). This is 
a modern gilded image of the Buddha in the new shrine room at 
Kelaniya temple, showing the Buddha in the meditatin posture.



-2- (slides on Buddhism)
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#60. Buddha Image, Kaba-E, Rangoon (Burma). One of several modern images 
of the Buddha inthe Kaba-E at Rangoon.

#66. Kodatkyi Image, Rangoon (Burma). A sitting image of the Buddha, 
65 feet high, constructed in 1905 as an act of merit by a 
pious Burnese citizen of Rangoon. The image houses a relic chamber 
contaiing relics of the Buddha and Arahats.

#103. Buddha Image, Siem Reap (Cambodia). This is the Cambodian image 
of the Buddha in the temple at Siem Reap.

Then, more slides, then slide of two little boys, head shaved.

#104. Religious Procession, Siem Reap (Cambodia). When a young man enters 
the monastery in Cambodia there is a big celebration which begins 
with a procession through the streets. Here they are on their way 
to the temple to complete the ceremonies.

#105. Festival Musicians, Siem Reap (Cambodia). The ceremonies for 
a young man entering the monastry include a gathering at which 
there is music and feasting.

#106. Gifts on Monastery shrine, Siem Reap (Cambodia). When a young 
man enters the monastic order, his family and friends give many 
presnts to the Bhikkhus. Here is the Shrine in a monastery on which 
they have placed the clothing, cigars, and other gifts for the 
Bhikkhus.

Then many slides, then slide showing Mahayana...and Amitahha Buddhas.

#137. Prajna Buddha, Shingon Temple, Kyoto. This is a-i the Prajaa 
Buddha, the Buddha of Wisdom.

#139. Daibutsu, Nara. The great Buddha at Todaiji in Nara. It is 
56 feet high; the head is 16 feet high, the thumb is over 4 feet 
long the little images behind the head increase in size as they 
go up in order to appear the.same size and are 4 feet high at 
the top. It is the largest.bronze statue in the world.

#155. The Great Buddha of Kamakura. This famous bronze image of 
Amida Buddha is second in size only to the Buddha at Todajji 
in Nara. It was cast in 1252, according to tradition. It shows 
the Buddha inmeditation, the dhyana mudra. Originally it was 
housed in a great hall, but after several matural calamities the 
hall was finally carried away in a tidal wave in 1495 and has not 
been replaced. It is evidence of the expectation that the image 
would be housed that the head appears oversized and the crossed 
legs narrower than they ought to be; the features of the face 
have been made especially distinct, as would be necessary in the 
dimmer light withina building.



-3- (slides on Buddhism)

Then slide showing Kuan Yin.

#129. Kudara Kwannon, Horyuji (Japan) This image is known as the Korean 
Kwannon because it was presented to the Japanese court by the 
ruler of Korea. It is characeristic of the art of the Sui Dynasty 
in China. It is regarded by the Japanese as one of their greatest 
art treasures. It is made of wood which was painted.

#133. Kwannon, Yakushiji, Near Nara. Some of the most beautiful, images 
in Japan represent Kwannon, for Kwannon has for centuries been 
the most popular image in Japanese Buddhism. Kwannon is the 
Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara wkith female features since the female 
characeriaion is considered to be more fitting for expressing 
compassion.

#142. Kwannon Image, Kodo Temple, Kyoto. This Kwannon image with many 
arms.xx Asin Hinduism, the many arms indicate the great power 
to accomplish many things.

e



BUDDHISM IN CEYLON
(color - 21 minutes)

Production: At the request of the Institute for Film and Picture, Munich, 1963

Producer: Deutsche Condor - Film, Munich

Script: R. Siriwardena and Paul Zils

Direction: Paul Zils, Munich

Starting with the ceremonial phenomena of the Buddhist religion, the film is 

intended to lead to an understanding of the teaching of an important world reli

gion. It was shot in Ceylon, since the faith is preserved in the purest and 

most original form there.

The contents are divided into four parts:

1. The phenomena of Buddhist life (veneration of the Bodhi-tree, flower offer

ings , festival of lights, funereal celebration).

2. Lapses in the faith of the Buddhists (Soothsaying, call upon other religions 

for help, devil dancers).

3. Buddhist monasticism.

4. The goal of Buddhist belief (meditation).

These sections are separated by pictures from life in Ceylon: street scenes in 

Colombo, rice cultivation, fishing. The film is intended for instruction in 

geography (ages 16 and up) but may profitably be employed in other subject 

matters (religion, cultural anthropology).

Text of the Commentary

BUDDHISM IN CEYLON

This is no ordinary tree.

It is a sacred tree, for it grew from a twig of that Bodhi-tree, beneath which 

the Buddha had his illumination.

More than 2,000 years ago a shoot of the sacred tree came from India to Ceylon. 

In memory of Buddha’s illumination, every Bodhi-tree in Ceylon is revered.

Be it in a village or in the heart of a busy city, the Bodhi-tree by the wayside 

is a place for devotion, where those who pass may find a few moments of peace.
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The offering of flowers is characteristic for the gentleness and simplicity of the 

Buddhist religion.

It is not the statue which is revered, but the great teacher which it represents. 

The statue merely serves the purpose of directing thoughts toward Buddha.

By his followers Buddha is not revered as a divinity but as a great human being 

who has found for himself and for others the way to salvation.

The birth, illumination and death of Buddha are celebrated every year during the 

Festival of Light. Weeks before the festival, old and young are already busy with 

the constructing of lanterns and transparencies.

When the night of the full moon comes, every Buddhist family lights its earthen 

lamps and lanterns and hangs them on the garden gates or the facade of the house 

in homage to Buddha.

Yet, despite all the splendor of its feasts and ceremonies, Buddhism is at bottom 

a simple and austere religion.

The Buddhist knows that all lights must in time go out, that all flowers must fade, 

and that it is also man’s fate to grow old and die: ”As these flowers fade, so 

will also my body disappear.”

For the Buddhist, death is but a transition in the unceasing rotation of being, 

from birth via death to rebirth.

Before the incineration of the dead, monks recite sacred texts in order to help 

the deceased attain a happy life, no matter where he may be reborn.

’’Every individual existence is but a drop in the river of life that flows without 

end.”

The Buddhist believes that animals are also included in this circle of rebirths. 

Thence grows the respect for all living creatures and the injunction against kill

ing any animal.

Buddha taught, that man himself determines his fate.

Only through himself can he be released from suffering, never by a superior or 

supernatural power.
In daily life, this severe doctrine is not always strictly observed.
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Man’s need for consolation and help frequently leads him to the wearing of amulets.

And to consult soothsayers.

Or he may even seek help from Hindu divinities.

He promises them sacrifices, if they fulfill his desires.

When someone falls ill, it is believed even today in some villages that he is posses

sed by evil spirits.

The devil-dancers are called to drive away the demons.

This custom goes back to pre-Buddhist times.

Yet, it is the goal of the true Buddhist to find, through the overcoming of all 

desire, release from earthly existence - in Nirvana. Nirvana is the final release 

from the circle of birth and death; it is the state of perpetual peace. 

Millions of Buddhists in Ceylon daily accept the five rules of Buddha.

They are not commandments but voluntary decisions
not to kill, 
not to steal, 
not to lie, 
to keep from intoxicants, 
from fornication and adultery.

He who follows the five rules is already on the road to salvation.

But there are many who accept for themselves the stricter 10 rules.

Some renounce the world entirely and become monks.

........... .’’May you be happy."

In the monastery, the novices are being prepared for induction into the monastic 
order.
The novice shows deference towards his teacher and serves the older monks.
The older monks instruct him in the fundaments of Buddhist teaching and in the rules 
of the order.
At the conclusion of the instructional period, the novice takes leave of his parents. 
He shows them deference.
"At the feet of my mother I bow reverently who, for ten moons, carried me in her 
body and nourished me."
On the day of his consecration, the novice is clad in festive garments and escorted 
in solemn procession to the monastery.
It is customary for relatives and friends of the novice to offer food as gift to 
the monks.
Now the novice receives consecration.
The higher monastic consecration he will receive when he attains the age of 21. 

He dedicates himself from here on to a life of poverty.
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The only possessions allowed him henceforth are his yellow garment, his shaving 
knife, a cloth for the filtration of water and a bowl for alms (food).

The monks go into the cities and villages to instruct the laymen in religious 

exercises and to preach the teachings of Buddha.

The chief task of the monk is, however, to strive for his own salvation through a 

life of meditation and self-discipline.

In the solitude of quiet contemplation he endeavours to conquer his passions and 
lead his spirit toward inward peace.

Thus he enters upon the eightfold path taught by Buddha. This comprises:
right recognition,

right thinking,

right speech, 

right action,

right livelihood,

right endeavor,

right consideration, 

right contemplation.

Hewn from one single rock, the figure of Buddha and his favorite disciple in 
Polonnaruwa represent the departure of Buddha two and a half thousand years ago.

Buddha spoke: "Come, Ananda, prepare a bed among the trees. I am tired and want to 
stretch out."

And the Sublime One spoke further: "It may be, Ananda, that ye will think: The 
word of the teaching is now without a master. We no longer have a 
master. Yet ye shall not look upon it thus. The teaching and the 
discipline which I have shown and made known unto you, they shall 
be your master after I have gone.

And for the last time the disciples heard his voice: "Well, then disciples, I 
admonish you: Dissolution indwell in all that is created. Strive 
unceasingly for your salvation."

Buddha left behind an immortal master: his teaching, acknowledged by many peoples

of Asia.



BUDDHISM IN CEYLON
(color -21 minutes)

Production; At the request of the Institute for Film and Picture, Munich, 1963 

Producer: Deutsche Condor - Film, Munich
I

Script: R. Siriwardena and Paul Zils

Direction: Paul Zils, Munich

Starting with the ceremonial phenomena of the Buddhist religion, the film is 

intended to lead to an understanding of the teaching of an important world reli

gion. It was shot in Ceylon, since the faith is preserved in the purest and 

most original form there.

The contents are divided into four parts:

1. The phenomena of Buddhist life (veneration of the Bodhi-tree, flower offer

ings, festival of lights, funereal celebration).

2. Lapses in the faith of the Buddhists (Soothsaying, call upon other religions 

for help, devil dancers).

3. Buddhist monasticism.

4. The goal of Buddhist belief (meditation).

These sections are separated by pictures from life in Ceylon: street scenes in 

Colombo, rice cultivation, fishing. The film is intended for instruction in 

geography (ages 16 and up) but may profitably be employed in other subject 

matters (religion, cultural anthropology).

Text of the Commentary

BUDDHISM IN CEYLON

This is no ordinary tree.

It is a sacred tree, for it grew from a twig of that Bodhi-tree, beneath which 

the Buddha had his illumination.

More than 2,000 years ago a shoot of the sacred tree came from India to Ceylon. 

In memory of Buddha’s illumination, every Bodhi-tree in Ceylon is revered.

Be it in a village or in the heart of a busy city, the Bodhi-tree by the wayside 

is a place for devotion, where those who pass may find a few moments of peace.
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The offering of flowers is characteristic for the gentleness and simplicity of the 

Buddhist religion.

It is not the statue which is revered, but the great teacher which it represents.

The statue merely serves the purpose of directing thoughts toward Buddha.

By his followers Buddha is not revered as a divinity but as a great human being 

who has found for himself and for others the way to salvation.

The birth, illumination and death of Buddha are celebrated every year during the 

Festival of Light. Weeks before the festival, old and young are already busy with 

the constructing of lanterns and transparencies.

When the night of the full moon comes, every Buddhist family lights its earthen 

lamps and lanterns and hangs them on the garden gates or the facade of the house 

in homage to Buddha.

Yet, despite all the splendor of its feasts and ceremonies, Buddhism is at bottom 

a simple and austere religion.

The Buddhist knows that all lights must in time go out, that all flowers must fade, 

and that it is also man’s fate to grow old and die: "As these flowers fade, so 

will also my body disappear."

For the Buddhist, death is but a transition in the unceasing rotation of being, 

from birth via death to rebirth.

Before the incineration of the dead, monks recite sacred texts in order to help 

the deceased attain a happy life, no matter where he may be reborn.

"Every individual existence is but a drop in the river of life that flows without 

end."

The Buddhist believes that animals are also included in this circle of rebirths. 

Thence grows the respect for all living creatures and the injunction against kill

ing any animal.

Buddha taught, that man himself determines his fate.

Only through himself can he be released from suffering, never by a superior or 

supernatural power.
In daily life, this severe doctrine is not always strictly observed.
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Man’s need for consolation and help frequently leads him to the wearing of amulets.

And to consult soothsayers.

Or he may even seek help from Hindu divinities.

He promises them sacrifices, if they fulfill his desires.

When someone falls ill, it is believed even today in some villages that he is posses

sed by evil spirits.

The devil-dancers are called to drive away the demons.

This custom goes back to pre-Buddhist times.

Yet, it is the goal of the true Buddhist to find, through the overcoming of all 

desire, release from earthly existence - in Nirvana. Nirvana is the final release 

from the circle of birth and death; it is the state of perpetual peace.

Millions of Buddhists in Ceylon daily accept the five rules of Buddha.

They are not commandments but voluntary decisions
not to kill,
not to steal,
not to lie,
to keep from intoxicants, 
from fornication and adultery.

He who follows the five rules is already on the road to salvation.

But there are many who accept for themselves the stricter 10 rules.

Some renounce the world entirely and become monks.

..... ......"May you be happy.”

In the monastery, the novices are being prepared for induction into the monastic 
order.

The novice shows deference towards his teacher and serves the older monks.
The older monks instruct him in the fundaments of Buddhist teaching and in the rules 
of the order.

At the conclusion of the instructional period, the novice takes leave of his parents. 
He shows them deference.
"At the feet of my mother I bow reverently who, for ten moons, carried me in her 
body and nourished me.”
On the day of his consecration, the novice is clad in festive garments and escorted 
in solemn procession to the monastery.
It is customary for relatives and friends of the novice to offer food as gift to 
the monks.
Now the novice receives consecration.
The higher monastic consecration he will receive when he attains the age of 21.

He dedicates himself from here on to a life of poverty.
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The only possessions allowed him henceforth are his yellow garment, his shaving 
knife, a cloth for the filtration of water and a bowl for alms (food).

The monks go into the cities and villages to instruct the laymen in religious

exercises and to preach the teachings of Buddha.

The chief task of the monk is, however, to strive for his own salvation through a

life of meditation and self-discipline.

In the solitude of quiet contemplation he endeavours to conquer his passions and 
lead his spirit toward inward peace.

Thus he enters upon the eightfold path taught by Buddha. This comprises: 
right recognition,

right thinking,

right speech,

right action,

right livelihood,

right endeavor,

right consideration,

right contemplation.

Hewn from one single rock, the figure of Buddha and his favorite disciple in 
Polonnaruwa represent the departure of Buddha two and a half thousand years ago.

Buddha spoke: "Come, Ananda, prepare a bed among the trees. I am tired and want to 
stretch out."

And the Sublime One spoke further: "It may be, Ananda, that ye will think: The 
word of the teaching is now without a master. 
master. Yet ye shall not look upon it thus, 
discipline which I have shown and made known unto you, they shall 
be your master after I have gone.

We no longer have a 
The teaching and the

And for the last time the disciples heard his voice: 
admonish you: Dissolution indwell in 
unceasingly for your salvation."

"Well, then disciples, I 
all that is created. Strive

Buddha left behind an immortal master: his teaching, acknowledged by many peoples

of Asia.
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G. Richard Welbon ON UNDERSTANDING
THE BUDDHIST
NIRVANA

Nearly forty years ago Th. Stcherbatsky commented woefully: 
‘"Although a hundred years have elapsed since the scientific study 
of Buddhism has been initiated in Europe, we are still in the dark 
about the fundamental teachings of this religion and its philosophy. 
Certainly no other religion has proved so refractory of clear 
formulation.” 1 He had in mind especially the vexing question of 
the meaning of the Buddhist nirvana. And one still encounters the 
substance of his remark in the observations of serious students of 
Buddhism. The present paper is, at least in part, an illustration of 
Stcherbatsky’s lament.

Through the following pages I offer a chronological over-view 
of debates and a summary of conclusions apropos of nirvana, 
particularly as that problem has been discussed by western Euro
peans since the early nineteenth century. Following thereon, I 
consider the etat de question and submit some of my own impres
sions and suggestions for future research. I am wholeheartedly 
convinced that the views of earlier scholars, far from being a matter 
of idle or mere antiquarian interest, have significant value for 
present-day researchers. The history of the attempts to solve any

1 Th. Stcherbatsky, The Conception of the Buddhist Nirvana (Leningrad: 
Publishing Office of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR, 1927), p. 1.
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particularly puzzling conception always has a number of benefits 
and among them not the least important is an aroused sensitivity 
to the excesses and one-sided interpretations which are the omni
present hazards in the quest for authentic answers.

ORIENTATIO

Before discussing the opinions of nineteenth- and twentieth
century Buddhist scholars, a few words must be directed to two 
matters of importance: An estimate of the place of nirvana in the 
Buddhist systems and the essential pre-nineteenth-centurv back
grounds to the inauguration of strict Buddhist studies in western 
Europe.

The following three paragraphs sketch an impression of Budd
hism. They do not pretend to be an encapsulation of all that is 
essential to Buddhist thought. Of necessity, this apercu is not true 
to Buddhism. Still, it is not false. And it has the advantage of 
bringing my subject into focus promptly.

According to the Buddhist texts a man’s lot in this life is 
characterized by sickness, suffering, and death. The leitmotiv is 
suffering (duhkha, dukkha).2 The Buddha is the compassionate 
physician, his pronouncements prescriptions. The Way of the 
Buddha is, in a manner of speaking, the way from disease to health. 
But of what does “health” in the Buddhist sense consist? It is, to 
be sure, deliverance (moksa, mokkha) from sickness, suffering, and 
death. It is described variously—in most instances as the posses
sion of a state or condition called nirvana (nibbdna).

As to suffering, the texts make it clear that it is linked to 
ignorance. Indeed one might almost equate ignorance and suffering; 
for in the Buddhist view the one is never found without the other. 
The ignorance is fundamentally ignorance of the constitution of 
the universe, and less formidably expressed, ignorance of the basic 
truth that there is no phenomenon which is permanent. Nothing 
abides. Impermanence, in the Buddhist view, inheres in all 
existence. Ignorant of that truth, his proclivities (habitual 
thirst—trsnd, tanhd—for objects and experiences) nurtured 
accordingly, a man lives out of harmony with his fellows and his 
■world. He suffers.

Nirvana is the absence, the destruction, of suffering. It involves 
the eradication of ignorance through the attainment of wisdom, 
this latter conceived classically in India not merely as intellection

“ VV hen terms aro cited, the Sanskrit and Pali forms will bo ^iven, respectivclv.
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but as operational and effective knowledge. Yet more specifically, 
more positively than the absence of debilities, what is nirvana? 
In theory it is the ultimate aspiration of all Buddhists, the 
summum bonum. What is its essential nature? What does attain
ment to it involve for the existence of the previously suffering 
individual? One of the oldest in the history of ideas, that question, 
in its various modes, has been debated furiously by Buddhists and 
non-Buddhists alike.

Now, western Europe did not discover Buddhism in the nine
teenth century. Yet the length of time during which her citizens 
were content with the fabulous reports, conjectures, and desul
tory descriptions which constituted the data available in 1800 is 
-omewhat surprising. The first reliable reports about Buddhism are 

K^bund in the work of the Franciscan Friar William of Rubrock, 
and they were based on his observations during the years 1253- 
55—nearly eighteen hundred years after the birth of the Buddha 

. Sakyamuni. Marco Polo in the thirteenth century also encountered 
Buddhism. However, information from such sources as their writ
ings was not at all informative doctrinally.

Until the late seventeenth century, when the great forces which 
blossomed in the 'western Europe of Dante and Michaelangelo 
began to bear ripe fruit, thrusting England and the continent into 
an age of technicalistic development unique in history, western 
Europeans encountered Buddhism for the most part as Christians 
intent on ridding the world of another idolatry. Christian and Bud
dhist met on more or less even—if competitive—terms. As non
Christians, Buddhists were ipso facto idolators, pagans, and must 
be converted. Generally, doctrinal investigation seemed meaning
less—a waste of time.

During the first harvest of the by-products of colonial expan
sions, western Europeans looked closer to the ideas behind the 
often bewildering fagades of Buddhist practice. Now, a sense of 
manifest destiny guiding their hands, they sought ways to docu
ment a swelling pride in their own accomplishments. Missionaries 
continued to meet Buddhists as unequal equals, religious foes, and 
to marvel increasingly at the similarities which Buddhist practices 
bore to certain rites of’the Roman church. But the age of Marco 
Polo and Dante had dissolved into the age of Locke, Bayle, and 
Diderot. Through the latter seventeenth and the entire eigh
teenth centuries emerged two factors which were to be monu
mentally important for Buddhist studies in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. Those were the veritable discovery of San-
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skrit and an attitude toward the content of Buddhism which was 
fostered by the Encyclopedists and dilletantes.

The Jesuit Father Robert de Nobili was perhaps the first 
western European to learn Sanskrit, and that would place its 
“discovery” in the first half of the seventeenth century. A fellow 
Jesuit, the German Heinrich Roth, who died in 1688, can be 
credited with the first Sanskrit grammar to be written in a western 
European language. It was never published. The first such gram
mar to appear in print was the work of Paulinus a Sancto Barthalo- 
maeo, published in 1790. In the decade previous, Sir William 
Jones and Charles Wilkins presented the first English translations 
of Sanskrit literature. Jones founded the Asiatic Society of Bengal 
in 1784, and western Europe’s scientific study of Indian languages, 
history, and traditions—Indology properly so-called—elates from 
its establishment.

While missionaries and colonial administrators were setting the 
foundations for scientific studies, many learned essayists were 
creating an image of Buddhism, based on second-hand reports 
(mostly from China), quite independent of any detailed research. 
Henri de Lubac, who presents a wealth of generally excellent 
bibliographical and critical material concerning Europe’s en
counters with Buddhism in his La Rencontre du bouddhisme et de 
VOccident, offers this summary of the prevailing Enlightenment 
attitude toward Buddhism:

Le bouddhisme apparait toujours simplement comme une “religion 
monstrueuse”, comme une “secte abominable”, fondee par un ’’fort 
mec-hant homme”. C’est une “peste”, une "gangrene”. Les philosophes 
et les hommes d’Etat chino is ont eu raison de la combat tre, non settle
ment comme une “ridicule doctrine”, mais “comme un monstre dans la 
morale et comme le renversement de la societe civile.3

3 Henri (hi Lub.ie, La iLnc-onti e. du Loudd/i itane et de I'Occident (Paris: Pavot. 
1952), pp. 89 90.

4 Oeuvres completes de Voltaire, Vol. XX: Lssai sur lea moeurs et Vesprit des 
■natioria (20 ed.; Paris: Baudouin Proves, 1827), p. 343 (See de Lubac, pp. 103--4).

Descriptions of Buddhism through the period emphasized that 
popular Buddhism was an extravagant idolatry which appealed 
to the credulity and superstitions of the people. Voltaire com
mented :

Ces sectes sent tolerees a la Chine pour 1’usage du vulgaire, comme des 
alimens grossiers faits pour le nourrir; tandis (pie les magistrate et les 
lettrcs, separes en tout du peuple, sc nourrissent d’une substance plus 
pure: il semble en eflct quo la populace ne merite pas une religion 
raisormable.4
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It was alleged that the guiding tenet of the Buddhist monks or 
adepts—their “purer substance”—was atheism. “Ils ont des senti- 
mens fort bizarres sur le neant,” wrote Pierre Bayle, “et un morale 
qui a beaucoup de conformite avec les visions de nos quietistes.”5 
The Buddhist elite sought not god, it was insisted, for they 
believed in none; but rather an apathetic condition which would 
shield them from the rigors of life. Several writers declared flatly 
that the real aim of the Buddhists was the destruction of their 
very existence. Seldom was the term nirvana mentioned; but at the 
close of the eighteenth century most of those Europeans to whom 
Buddhism (or designations considered equivalent to it) meant 
anything at all were ready to identify the goal of Buddhism as 
annihilation.

5 “Brachmanes,” Dictionnaire historique et critique de Pierre Bayle (Nouvelle 6d.; 
Paris: Desoer, 1820), IV, 94b.

, 6 “It must be added that he took on the -whole more pride in his skill with a
'—J shot-gun than in his Sanskrit” (Philip Woodruff [Philip Mason], The Men Who 

Ruled India, Vol. I: The Founders [London: St. Annes, 1953], p. 213). For specific 
biographical details see T. E. Colebrooke, A Life of H. T. Colebrooke, Vol. I of 
Id, T. Colebrooke: Miscellaneous Essays, cd. E. B. Cowell (3 vols; London: Trubner
& Co., 1873).

_ y Thus the nineteenth century inherited the basis for the scientific 
study of Buddhism—the effective discovery of Sanskrit—and the 
confirmed attitude about what Buddhism represented: Idolatry 
on the one hand and atheism, even nihilism, on the other.

THE FIRST GENERATION

The history of the nirvana controversy in Europe since 1800 
may be considered conveniently in five successive generations, 
briefly recounting the views of three scholars in each. Pride of 
place at the inauguration of scientific Buddhist studies—and 
throughout I use that terminology to refer to the study of Bud
dhism according to the texts—belongs to three men: Henry 
Thomas Colebrooke, Brian Houghton Hodgson, andKorosi Csoma 
Sandor [Alexander Csoma of Koros]. Theirs is the generation of 
flir* foimdors.

Henry Thomas Colebrooke went to India as a minor civil ser
vice employee in 1782 and returned to London more than thirty 
years later having become professor of Sanskrit and Hindu Law 
as well as a member of the Council of Greater India. Because he 
was taught Sanskrit in the traditional Indian mode, then a method 
still vital in India, Colebrooke acquired a mastery of the language 
which may well never again be attained by a non-Indian.6 In the
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1820’s before meetings of the newly formed Royal Asiatic Society 
in London, he delivered a series of lectures on the philosophy of 
the Hindus. The fifth of these was devoted to a study of so-called 
heretical systems, one of which was Buddhism. Through that 
lecture western Europeans received their first substantial informa
tion about Buddhist thought—although it must be noted that 
Colebrooke based his accounts entirely on non-Buddhist Sanskrit 
sources.

From Colebrooke Europeans learned that Buddhism, which had 
been confronted in a confusion of variant names and practices 
from Korea to Ceylon, was in fact a product of India. He stressed 
the ideas which Buddhism held in common with other Indian 
“sects.” Transmigration was a key belief, and, according to 
Colebrooke, the Buddhists “propose for the grand object to which 
men should aspire the attainment of a final happy state, from 
which there is no return.”7 8 Of the many terms used to describe 
the attainment of that goal, the Buddhists more often than the 
others employ the term nirvana, “profound calm.” One signi
fication of nirvana was isolated by Colebrooke from the aggregate 
of etymological analyses and customary usage.

7 II. T. Colebrooke, “On Indian Sectaries,” Miscellaneous Essays, II, p. 424.
8 Ibid., p. 425.

The notion which is attached to the word in the acceptation now 
under consideration, is that of perfect apathy. It is a condition of un
mixed tranquil happiness or ecstacy (ananda). A happy state of imper
turbable apathy is the ultimate bliss to which the Indian aspires: in this 
the Jaina, as well the Bauddha, concurs with the orthodox Vedanlin*

Colebrooke’s essays remained more or less authoritative during 
the greater part of the nineteenth century. They retain consider
able interest today. But though he temporarily quelled certain 
opinions regarding Buddhist nihilism, his own account left too 
many questions unanswered. Nirvana is not annihilation, he said. 
Still, the Buddhists were called nastikas—“atheists, or rather, 
disowners of another world”—by the Hindus. And, Colebrooke 
acknowledged, the Buddhists do not believe in an eternal soul: 
rather they believe only in the succession of thought attended witii 
individual consciousness abiding in the living human organism. 
Shortly, students pointed out that the thoughtless, apathetic 
state is evidently annihilation if one were to presuppose, as Cole
brooke asserted the Buddhists did, the absence of an eternally 
existent soul or self.
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Brian Houghton Hodgson has been credited by many as the 
true founder of the scientific study of Buddhism. It was he who 
provided western Europe with the first substantial collections of 
Buddhist Sanskrit texts. As Resident in Nepal, Hodgson procured 
1 hose collections which were to be the sources for the first detailed 
studies of Buddhist doctrines. His own Buddhist studies were 
hampered by his lack of proficiency in Sanskrit. But he was in the 
midst of a Buddhist country and believed that an adequate digest 
of the beliefs and practices of the people was essential to proper 
administration.

It is rather difficult to avoid the impression that it was Hodgson 
who provided the model for subsequent stereotypes of the Indian 
JJivil Service official. Doubtless that would not be historically 
Correct. Nevertheless, he was cast in a familiar mold. In regular 
and quite proper fashion he submitted a hundred questions to a 
local Buddhist sage and from the answers which he received and 
from his casual study of some texts he produced several essays on 
Buddhism. They are the first accounts of Buddhism by a western 
European based on study of primary materials. Indeed, apparently 
Hodgson was the first to speak of the system as “Buddhism.”

Hodgson himself had too practical a turn of mind to be intrigued 
by the subtleties of Buddhist thought. Never referring to nirvana 
by name he nonetheless joined Colebrooke, insisting that the 
Buddhists did not envision utter annihilation as their goal but 
rather “extreme attenuation.” Buddhist beliefs, he qualified, 
however, are pretty much a matter of school. Some shade to 
nihilist doctrines, explaining that even annihilation would be 
better than ceaseless migration from one existence to another.9

Alexander Csoma, Hodgson’s contemporary in the Himalayas, 
is the third important figure in this first generation of scientific 
buddhology. Scholar, explorer, pilgrim, Csoma devoted his adult 
life to a quest for the original home of the Hungarians—for the 
birthplace of the Huns. Pursuing this project, he journeyed, 
mostly on foot, from Transylvania to Tibet. In order to finance 
further investigations and gain entrance to the fabled libraries in 
Lhasa, he spent several years in Tibet studying the language and 
literature. He may be credited fairly with presenting western

9 Brian Houghton Hodgson, “Sketch of Buddhism, derived from the Bauddha 
| Scriptures of Nepal,” Essays on the Languages, Literature, and Religion of Nepal 
" and Tibet (London: Triibner & Co., 1874), p. 59, and sec p. 61. All eleven of 

Hodgson's papers on Buddhism are available in this volume together with com* 
prehensivo notes concerning the previous publication of each. For Hodgson’s 
biography see Sir William Wilson Hunter, Life of Brian Houghton Hodgson (Lon
don: John Murray, 1896).
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Europeans their first reliable accounts of the language and Bud
dhism of Tibet.10

The Sanskrit term nirvana apparently was unknown to Csoma. 
He translated its Tibetan equivalent, mya-nan-las’das-pa, as 
‘"deliverance from suffering.” That rendering seems still to be 
acceptable to Tibetanists. Csoma seems also to have understood 
something of the Buddhist notions of impermanence, but nowhere 
does he suggest that Buddhists sought total annihilation.11

This first generation of scientific Buddhist scholars introduced 
Europe to Buddhist thought. Through the efforts of Colebrooke, 
Hodgson, and Csoma materials and techniques were brought to 
light which would assist further, intensive investigations. The 
prevalent idea that the Buddhist nirvana meant the complete 
annihilation of human existence was countered by assertions that 
the Buddhists sought annihilation of suffering, not of existence. 
Hindu polemics and the traditions in Nepal and Tibet, however, 
represented Buddhism at some distance from its core of develop
ment. The second generation of Buddhist scholars penetrated 
much nearer to that core. Outstanding among these scholars were 
Eugene Burnouf and his students F. Max Muller and Jules Bar- 
thelemy Saint-Hilaire.

BURNOUF AND THE “CLASSIC” NIRVANA DEBATE
France’s brilliant indologist Eugene Burnouf dominated the 
Buddhist and Indic studies of the mid-nineteenth century. 
Publication of his Introduction a la histoire du buddhisms indien in 
1844 heralded the beginning not only of a second generation of 
Buddhist studies but of a new epoch.12 Based on seven years of 
careful study of Buddhist Sanskrit manuscripts which Hodgson had 
presented to the Asiatic Society of Paris, Burnouf’s Introduction

10 On Csoma’s life and works see Theodore Duka, Life and Works of Alexander 
de Koros (London: Triibner & Co., 1885); Sir William Wilson Hunter, "Csoma de 
Koros: A Pilgrim Scholar,” The Life and Teachings of Buddha (Calcutta: Susi’ 
Gupta, 1957; an article first, published in The Pioneer [Allahabad, HS5]); E. 
Denison Ross, “Korosi Csoma Sandor,” Korosi Csoma-Arc hivum (Budapest: 
Korosi Csoma-Tarsasag, 1932), II, 333-45; and Louis J. Nagy, “Tibetan Books and 
Manuscripts of Alexander Csoma do Kerbs in tho Library of the Hungarian 
Academy of Sciences,” Analecta Orientalia Memoriae: Alexandra Csoma de Kurds 
Dicata (Budapest: Academy, 1942), pp. 29-56. On Hippolytus Desiderei as a 
precursor to Csoma in Tibet, see de Lubac, pp. 135-37.

11 Alexander Csoma, Tibetan-English Dictionary (Calcutta: Asiatic Society of 
Bengal, 1834), pp. 134, 194; and Csoma, “Notices on the Different Systems of 
Buddhism,” in fiuka, pp. 195-98.

12 Eugene Burnouf, Introduction d la histoire de buddhisme indien (Paris: 
Maisormeuvo & Cie., 1844). Reference below is to the 1876 reprint which differs 
only in pagination and is prefaced by Jules Barthblemy Saint-Hilaire, “Notice 
sur les travaux de M. Eugene Burnouf.”
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made all previous efforts out of date. Immediately a classic, it has 
remained a touchstone for 120 years.

Burnouf carefully emphasized in the first pages of his work that 
he had consulted only one of the two primary Buddhist traditions: 
the Sanskrit. The tradition of Ceylon—Burnouf called it the 
southern tradition—was to have been discussed in a second volume. 
And Burnouf was eminently qualified to consider those texts, of 
course ; for it was he, in collaboration with Christian Lassen, who 
established a scholarly basis for Pali language studies.13 His death 
in 1852 came about before he could finish his study.

13 Eugene Burnouf and Christian Lassen, Essai sur la pali ou langue sacree de 
la presque 'ile au deld du Gauge (Paris: 1826).

14 Burnouf, Introduction. . ., pp. 16 -23, 463-64, 525-26.

Armed with Sanskrit texts and certain Tibetan translations, 
Burnouf questioned the meaning of the word nirvana and arrived 

• at conclusions more emphatically negative—though, by no means 
rigidly so—than his predecessors, Colebrooke and company. 
Nirvana is the most important of all the Buddhist terms, he de
clared, and it means deliverance, salvation. Following an etymo
logical examination he concluded that the deliverance was also an 
annihilation. But annihilation of what, he asked: Annihilation of 
the conditions relative to existence or existence itself? Etymology 
could not answer. The technical use of the term would be decisive.

Burnouf divided “theological systems” in India into theistic 
and atheistic. Both employ the term nirvana. In the former, 
nirvana means absorption into the Divine. In the latter, nirvana 
is evidently absorption into the void; that is to say, it is nothing
ness. In parlance, Burnouf observed, the root va in conjunction 
with the negative prefix nih means extinction (the extinction, for 
example, of a fire or lamp). And Burnouf stressed that it was to a 
fire which had been extinguished that the death of a Buddha, an 
enlightened one, was compared in the texts. Clearly, Burnouf said, 
extinction, not apathy, is the essence of meaning in everyday and 
general philosophical usage of the term nirvana. To all appear
ances, he added moderately, nirvana is absolute annihilation; for 
to deny the existence of a god into which one could be absorbed 
and evidently to deny also the persisting existence of a soul
entity which might be so assimilated apparently is to deny that 
salvation could be anything more than eternal dissolution.14

Lines of battle for a nirvana controversy were drawn firmly on 
ethe basis of Burnouf’s work—though quite apart from his own 

intentions. He had always qualified his negative interpretation
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by means of repeated confessions of his own ignorance and con
fusion in the face of the materials. Nirvana is never defined clearly , 
he insisted. We cannot attempt a precise definition prior to the 
study of the Pali tradition in Ceylon. But Burnouf’s own caution 
and reserve did not impress his readers so much as did his tentative 
conclusion that nirvana is extinction. Successors in Burnouf’s 
generation of Buddhist scholarship argued on both sides of the 
question as to nirvana’s meaning. Full and not always polite 
debate of classical dimensions began. But it was a dormant stage 
in Buddhist studies in which not Buddhism so much as Burnouf 
was the hermeneutical problem.15

Jules Barthelemy Saint-Hilaire was representative of those who 
declared that nirvana was the absolute nothing according to the 
Buddhists.16 And he spewed vitriol over the entire Buddhist 
edifice because of its negative goal. Max Muller took the other 
side in stages, arguing that nirvana was not annihilation. Rather, 
he said finally, it is some sort of continued existence in a state free 
from the debilities of unregenerate human life. It was Muller who 
directed attention back to the Buddhist source materials. But to 
what end? He entered the discussions having already made up 
his mind about what constituted a real religion and then harassed 
the Buddhist texts until they grudged a confirmation. Buddhism’s 
integrity as an historical phenomenon was violated more than 
once by his work, and the “aberrations” in its development were 
explained away.17 Still, Muller did consult some Pali language 
Buddhist materials, and his essay, “Buddhist Nihilism,” was 
delivered in 1869 at the threshold of a third generation of Buddhist 
studies. This generation was characterized by its concern for the 
Pali texts and led by Robert Caesar Childers, Thomas William 
Rhys Davids, and Hermann Oldenberg.

THE PALI ENTHUSIASTS

The rise of Pali Buddhist studies to the forefront as the dominant 
area of Buddhist research in the final quarter of the nineteenth

15 E.g. Jean Baptiste Francois Obry, Du nirvana bouddhique en reponse a 
M, Barthelemy Saint-Hilaire (Paris: Auguste Durand, 1863), and Philippe 
fidouard Foucaux, Doctrine des Bouddhistes sur le Nirvana (Paris: Benjamin 
Duprat, 1864).

16 Jules BarthMemy Saint-Hilaire, “Le nirvana bouddhique,” Seances et travaax 
de VAcademic des sciences morales et politiques de rinstitut Imperial de Erance, 2*‘ 
trimestre, 21e annee, 4e serie, t. Xe (Paris: Auguste Durand, 1862), pp. 321-41.

17 Friederieh Max Muller, “Buddhist Pilgrims” (1857), '‘The Meaning of 
Nirvana” (1857), “Buddhism” (1862), and “A Lecture on Buddhist Nihilism” 
(1869), Selected Essays on Language, Mythology, and Religion ('2. vols.: London: 
Longmans, Green, & Co., 1881), II, 234-79, 280-91, 160-223, and 292-312.
54-h.o.b. 309
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century is a phenomenon interesting and important enough in 
itself to warrant comment at this point. For centuries before 
1800 Buddhism had remained obscure, despite its extent, partly 
because of the diversity of its forms. Only in the nineteenth cen
tury was it unquestionably established that Buddhism had been 
fostered in India—something difficult to swallow in the face of the 
almost complete absence of a living tradition in India itself. 
Earlier encounters with the Buddhism of Japan, China, and Central 
Asia did not advance the knowledge of Buddhist thought in the 
first instance because of the attitudes and enterprises of the 
western European travelers. Another important reason was that 
the modes of Buddhism which were confronted w’ere often late 
hybrids which bore little direct relation to original—that is to say, 
Indian—Buddhism. Burnouf, who unlocked certain secrets of the 
Pali language as early as 1826, opened the way to the conclusions 
that the form of Buddhism preserved in Ceylon and in the Pali 
texts was the original Buddhism.

It would be difficult to explain adequately the events which 
conspired to make Europeans in the middle decades of the past 
century almost pathetically interested in origins. Certainly the 
rise of comparative disciplines such as comparative philology, 
comparative mythology, and the rest of the comparative-histori
cal undertakings which emerged generally as a consequence of the 
academic discovery of Sanskrit, combined fatefully with the new 
findings and theories in biology and geology. There grew a more 
pronounced interest in Buddhist origins as a part of the general 
interest in the origins of man, his environs, and his institutions. 
Pali Buddhism held out the promise of documenting some very 
early stages in the history of human thought as well as the begin
nings of Buddhism.

Pali Buddhism appeared also to be less fabulous than the 
varieties of Sanskrit and Tibetan Buddhism which had been 
studied first. Pali chronicles seemed at first sight to provide more 
certain information about Indian history. And Pali Buddhism 
definitely emphasized analysis and ethical practice more than the 
Sanskrit tradition. In an age of growing anti-metaphysical senti
ment and increased concern for practical ethics, an age of burgeon
ing Positivism, Pali Buddhism was particularly appealing. Perhaps 
it was also appalling to many students, but it was attractive none
theless in its unadorned phraseology and analytic temper.

The earliest, the purest, and the most rational Buddhism— 
that was the attitude toward the Pali tradition which spread with 
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the appearance of the first translations. Quite ignoring the myth 
and irrational aspects which were integral to that “southern” 
tradition, investigators seem to have rallied to its standard in 
great measure because it was the most “reasonable” of the varieties 
of Buddhism.

Many Europeans w’ere considerably relieved on reading Max 
Muller’s resolution of the question of the Buddhist nirvana in 
1869. He had declared that, while nirvana did indeed signify 
annihilation in some portions of the Pali Buddhist canon, in others 
it could not possibly mean anything other than a blissful and 
immortal state. Later Buddhist philosophers had distorted the 
Buddha’s original message, he said, and the Buddha is exculpated 
of the charge of materialism and nihilism. (Of course, one must 
keep in mind that Muller drew these conclusions from first-hand 
study of only one small, late Pali text: the Dhammapada.)

Muller’s readers had agreed for the most part that it was 
impossible to believe that such a large portion of mankind could 
follow a religion which promised salvation in the form of nihilism. 
Men want to Eve, to endure, they insisted. Barthelemy Saint- 
Hilaire had argued that Buddhism were merely the ultimate 
development of theories proceeding from the Indian preoccupation 
with the idea of transmigration (samsara). Even the idea of 
absorption into some indeterminate ultimate essence, he said, 
would be the effective annihilation of the individual. The Buddha 
was merely the boldest and most logical of the Indians who 
theorized from the presupposed samsara. Madame Clemence 
Royer, who translated the works of Darwin into French, observed 
even less charitably that the Buddhist idea of nirvana as annihila
tion was only the inevitable conclusion of prolonged metaphysical 
speculations. Speaking in the mid-1860’s in a colloquium at the 
Paris Anthropological Congress, she remarked caustically that the 
Indians had exhausted themselves with speculations and that 
the Buddhist idea of nirvana was the result of a mental collapse. 
And, she warned with pointed reference to the run of European 
philosophy from Kant to the recently deceased Schopenhauer, 
the same thing could happen in Europe.

On the one side, then, were those scholars and laymen who 
insisted that men could not possibly differ so much that a great 
number of them would actively seek out personal annihilation. On 
the other side was displayed a greater respect for the power of 
ideas in the course of history. Annihilation, insisted the latter, is 
a perfectly understandable goal given the cultural setting. The
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—the “law” of the necessary retribution or consequence which 
generates a new existence as the effect of actions performed in the 
present existence—that law is emasculated. At the death of a 
saint, one who has rid himself of lust, hatred, and stupidity, no 
new being is generated.

Rhys Davids first advanced this solution to the meaning of 
nirvana in 1877. He died in 1922 still confirmed in the belief that it 
was the only explanation. Prestigious scholars such as E. J. 
Thomas have agreed to the present day that he was correct.19 
The controversy had not terminated, however.

19 “It is unnecessary to discuss the view that Nirvana means the extinction of 
the individual. No such view has ever been supported from the texts, and there is 
abundant evidence as to its real meaning, the extinction of craving in this lite, as 
Rhys Davids always insisted” (E. J. Thomas, The Life of Buddha as Legend ana 
History [3d ed.; London: Routledge & Kogan. Paul, 1948], p. 187). See Rhys 
Davids’ views in, e.g., T. W. Rhys Davids, “On Nirvana, and on the Buddhist 
Doctrines of the ‘Groups,’ the Sanskaras, Karma and the ‘Paths,’” Contemporary 
Review, XXIX (1877), 249-70; and Rhys Davids and Stede, The Pali Text 
Society's Pali-English Dictionary (London: The Society, 1921-25).

20 Hermann Oldenberg, Buddha; His Life, his Doctrine, his Order, trans. 
William Hoey (London: Williams & Norgato, 1882), p. 269.

In 1881 Hermann Oldenberg declared that the entire discussion 
about nirvana was a botch, because the questions asked and re- 
asked were imprecise, not to say misleading.20 We have observed 
late developments in Buddhism, he said, and decided that the 
true meaning of nirvana must be gleaned from the oldest texts and 
not from a consensus of contemporary Buddhists. And we have 
set ourselves the problem of deciding whether the early Buddhist 
community understood by nirvana either supreme bliss or 
annihilation. At first sight that approach seemed cogent enough, 
and Oldenberg confessed that he undertook his own research 
doubting that a decision could be reached in favor of either side. 
His conclusion, however, was that the very question—whether 
nirvana is bliss or annihilation—was out of order; for the Bud
dhists were allowed to believe neither on the one side nor the 
other. The Buddha expressly refused to answer questions relative 
to the nature of nirvana and the existence or non-existence of the 
perfected saint after death.

On logical grounds, Oldenberg declared, mindful of the common
sense acceptation of what constitutes the “logical,” nirvana must 
mean annihilation. But then, he qualified hastily, we have no 
right to apply such a canon to Buddhist thought. As students of 
Buddhism, western Europeans were advised by Oldenberg to 
observe strictly—not to cross “t’s” or add up columns. Such 
observation rigorously carried out shows that the Buddhist writers
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whole thing was barbarous, of course, but not incomprehensible. 
Muller’s essay seemed to unite the two points of view by virtue of 
an emphasis on the historical stratification within the Pali Bud
dhist canon and on the declaration that the nihilistic conception 
of nirvana had been produced by philosophers, who always tend 
to muddy the waters in any culture.

Robert Caesar Childers, professor of Pali in the University 
College, London, and the first of the three spokesmen I have chosen 
from the third, “Pali” generation of Buddhist studies, demolished 
Muller’s arguments in 1871. In an important article18 he declared 
that closer study of the Pali canon showed that there were no 
inconsistencies among its parts. What appear at first glance to be 
two contradictory sets of discussions about nirvana turn out to be, 

K^on closer inspection, descriptions of one and the same condition as 
viewed from different time perspectives. The monk follows the 
precepts of the Buddha, Childers asserted, and finally assures 
himself of the permanent disintegration of the collective factors 
which constitute his being in this life. With this assurance, the 
monk has attained a condition of bliss which will inevitably—at 
his death—culminate in the real nirvana. Buddhists have called 
this preliminary state nirvana by way of anticipation and speak 
of it in ecstatic terms. Is nirvana bliss or annihilation? Childers 
announced proudly that it was both after a manner of speaking: 
First the one and, finally, permanently the other.

Thomas William Rhys Davids, Childers’ successor at the 
University of London, went one step further. The idea of imperm
anence is the fundamental notion among the Buddhists, he 
declared. And this is summarized in the so-called no-soul (andtman, 
anattd) doctrine. The Buddha insisted that there is nothing 
permanent in the make-up of the world or man. As a consequence, 
there is nothing which can in fact be annihilated. Nirvana is not, 
Rhys Davids said, capping the tendency of western European 
Pali specialists to ignore the metaphysics in Buddhism, a meta
physical notion at all. It has nothing whatsoever to do with post 
mortem existence or non-existence. It means annihilation: the 
annihilation of hatred, lust, and dull-wittedness here and now. 
When those hindrances are destroyed, the law of karman (Jcamma)

J 18 Robert Caesar Childers, “Notes on Dhammapada with Special Reference to 
th~ Question of Nirvana,” Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, N.S., V (1871), 
219 -30.1 have been unable to locate an earlier draft of this article, which appeared 
in Trubner's Review (July-October, 1870). See also R. C. Childers, “Nibbana,” 
A Dictionary of the Pali Language (London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Triibner, & Co., 
1872-75), pp. 265a-74b.
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“modified” the Buddhavacanam according to their own purposes 
where possible. Often a negative passage is juxtaposed to a positive 
one. The point is that the Buddha did not declare more than to 
forbid the question itself. The Buddhist is allowed to harbor hopes 
that nirvana is some sort of eternal and blissful existence or to face 
up to the demands of a strict dialectic and accept the idea of 
annihilation. Nirvana is certainly a deliverance which is completely 
attainable in this life (see Childers above). It is, however, an 
eschatological goal which is couched in negative terminology. No 
one is permitted to speak of it from an ontological standpoint.

By the late 1890’s, the third generation of Buddhist scholars 
having completed their creative work, western Europeans (and, 

I indeed, North Americans) were agreed in the main that the 
Authentic Buddhist nirvana meant the annihilation—sooner or 
later—of the individual. Rhys Davids’ interpretation was com
patible with that conclusion; for he had turned his back completely 
on the question concerning the post mortem condition of the per
fected ones. That, he had avowed with some disdain, is a mystery. 
Oldenberg’s presentation of a Socratic Buddha who refused to 
answer questions about the continued existence of the individual 
was ignored or, at best, not fully understood. Many took refuge in 
the observations of America’s Edward Washburn Hopkins. 
According to him, Rhys Davids’ interpretation was too simplis
tic.21 Still, he added pretentiously, the nirvana controversies can 
be solved quite easily. The Buddha probably believed that 
nirvana was annihilation; but he was shrewd enough to realize 
that to say so explicitly would be to limit severely the number of 
converts he could attract. So the Buddha said nothing one way or 
the other. And so various Buddhist schools have interpreted the 
silence in various ways. From Oldenberg’s emphasis on the fact 
of the Buddha’s silence Hopkins drew the conclusion that the 
Buddha had been a clever and somewhat unscrupulous business
man.

The Pali generation ot Buddhist studies did not end on the note 
sounded by Hopkins, viz., that the Buddha was a sort of con
niving robber baron in an eschatological marketplace. Rather, 
the close of the nineteenth century witnessed the commencement 
of a fourth generation of Buddhist studies. Its outstanding lusters 
'were Louis de La Vallee Poussin, Caroline Augusta Folejr Rhys

21 E. Washburn Hopkins, The Religions of India (“Handbooks on the History 
of Religions,” Vol. I [Boston : Ginn & Co., 1895), pp. 321-22,-.and Hopkins, Review 
of Buddhism: Its History and Literature by T. W. Rhys Davids [International 
Review of} Ethics, VII (January, 1897), 123-24.
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Davids [T. W. Rhys Davids’ wife], and Th. Stcherbatsky [Fedor 
Ippolitovich Scherbatskoi], each of whom represents a reaction to 
certain excesses of the Pali phase.

LA VALLEE POUSSIN AND THE CRITICAL GENERATION 
Louis de La Vallee Poussin’s long career was officially an
nounced in 1898 through the publication of his Bouddhisme^ 
fitudes et materiaux.™ Those Studies particularly shocked the Pali 
scholars. La Vallee Poussin declared that he intended to complete 
Burnouf’s Introduction, and that would involve placing the Pah 
materials in a proper perspective. The impression that the Pali 
texts represent original Buddhism must be corrected. The fact is, 
he declared and the Pali scholars winced, that the material in the 
Pali canon represents only one aspect of Buddhism.

Loin de nous donner la clef des origines du Bouddhisme et 1 intelli
gence de son evolution historique, l’examen du canon et des chroniques 
nalies nous renseigne seulenient sur une des sectes de 1 Egb.se meridionale, 
encore ces renseignements n’ont une valeur absolue que pour une 
epoque relativement tardive de l’histoire de cette Eglise Decree les 
destinees de la communaute, la constitution du Samgha.la form 
des Ecritures et la vie du Maitre d’apres des documents qui datent du 1 
ou du IVe siecle de notre ere, c’est une entreprise lllusoire.

In order to understand Buddhism, he went on, it is necessary 
to comprehend the matrix from which it has come: Hinduism 

broadly considered.
Le Bouddhisme est une des formes de l’Hindouisme, en tout point 

comparable aux religions populates ou savantes orgamsees sous 1 egide 
des Brahmanes, sous le patronage du Veda. .

Le Bouddhisme et le Brahmanisme ont produit des theories de la 
vie intellectuelle et pratique absolument analogues.-4

The third point in La Vallee Poussin’s program was outlined in 
his declaration that the thesis which maintained that original 
Buddhism was atheistic, philosophic, and nihilistic was com
pletely wrong. As for nirvana, it had been articulated the 
Buddhists in the sense of a strictly negative goal only after cen
turies of school speculations.

La Vallee Poussin’s estimate of the Buddhist nirvapa is organi
cally bound to his reiterated declaration that Buddhism musu be 
encountered as a religion and a spiritual discipline rather than as a

22 Louis <lc La Vallee Poussin, Bouddhisme: Etudes et materic.ux (London: 
Luzac &. Co., 1898).

23 Ibid., [). 3.
24 Ibid., p. 7.
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“philosophy”—this latter in the sense in which most Europeans 
and Americans understand it. The philosophical aspects of Bud
dhism are always subsidiary to its intention as a religious form. 
La Vallee Poussin’s purpose was not to depreciate philosophy. 
Rather it was to understand Buddhism factually and historically, 
and to piece together the origin and development of the multi
branched Buddhist institution. Briefly: La Vallee Poussin was a 
critical historian, a profession which does not command the 
unqualified praise of partisans. A proper understanding of his 
research principles, however, should provide a corrective to the 
facile and misleading pronouncements that his work is suspect 
because he was totally unsympathetic to Buddhism—that sup
posed antipathy being commonly linked in turn to La Vallee 
Poussin’s undeniably deep personal commitment to Roman 
Catholicism.25

The products of La Vallee Poussin’s Buddhist researches are 
many, varied, and, though the basis for much study today, often 
unacknowledged. Previous European scholars, he accused, were 
guilty of interpreting the Buddhist nirvana as well as other Bud
dhist doctrines by the means of artful interpolations. His own 
effort was grounded in the attempt to ascertain “vraisemblances 
historiques” wherever the data was not decisive and to label as 
such the conclusions arrived at in that manner. He was con
vinced that the Buddhist nirvana could be understood only sub
sequent to a tolerably complete knowledge of the history of the use 
of the term, both in Buddhist and non-Buddhist contexts.

That Buddhism is not to be seen apart from its Indian back
grounds was the undergirding principle of La Vallee Poussin’s 
research. His explanation of Buddhist origins may be recounted 
here briefly: Buddhism started as a type of yoga, not the classical

25 Paul Masson-Oursel comments on the lack of sympathy for Buddhism which 
“handicapped” La Vallee Poussin’s researches. See his “Necrologie: Louis de La 
Valh“’ Pnn^’n 1869-1938,” Journal astiatiqup, CCXXX (avril-juin, 1938), 287-90. 
In an interview with the Venerable Walpola Rahula (March 3, 1965), the distin
guished Sinhalese scholar expressed similar reservations. To a certain degree one 
must accept these comments, but not be carried off by them. See A. L. Basham, 
“Modern Historians of Ancient India,” Historians of India, Pakistan and Ceylon, 
ed. C. H. Phillips (London: Oxford University Press, 1961), pp. 274-75: “It- was 
as an authority on Buddhism that he was known among indologists until he wrote 
his three volumes in the well-known Histoire du Monde series. The first of the 
three, Indo-Europeens et Indo-Iraniens appeared in 1924 (second edition 1936), 
the second, L'Inde aux Temps des Mauryas, in 1930, and the third, Dynasties et 
Histoire de Vlnde in 1935. Together they form a complete political history of 
ancient India down to the coming of the Muslims, and of all the comprehensive 
studies of the subject hitherto produced in Europe they are the most up-to-date 
and scholarly, and the most useful to the present-day student.”
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Yoga of Patanjali, but a branch from that amorphous, proto- 
classical yoga whence the Yoga and Samkhya darsanas also came 
forth. Buddhism began as, and is essentially still, a discipline for 
release from the infirmities of the present life. Its peculiarities 
result from the personality, legend, and cult of the founder, the 
Buddha Sakyamuni. The doctrines of impermanence (anitya, 
anicca) are, La Vallee Poussin insisted, the rationalized and 
secularized responses to the thesis in the Buddha’s message: that 
man, in order to deliver himself from the evils of his present exis
tence, must not rely on—seek salvation through—anything in this 
life. Nothing less than total renunciation is the way to nirvana. 
The Buddha was silent as to the exact nature of nirvana; for it is 
in any case indescribable. The job at hand for the infirm is the 
discovery of and adherence to the way to health. And it is faith in 
the physician which enables a man to trust that such health is 
immeasurably better than disease.

The Buddha’s nirvana is no different from the goal of all yogins, 
according to La Vallee Poussin. It is an ecstatic state totally un
like the condition which characterizes the present, undisciplined 
existence. The Buddhists’ nirvana is unqualified deliverance. 
About that there is no question. The texts themselves are ambigu
ous, even contradictory. The monumental error in European 
scholarship was and is the attempt to delineate a Buddhist 
‘‘orthodoxy,” whereas none in fact exists.

This conclusion does not please those scholars who are prepared to 
turn primitive Buddhism into an orthodoxy. While we believe that the 
scriptural contradictions—Nirvana annihilation, Nirvana immortality, 
Nirvana a prohibited problem—are to be accepted as they are; while 
we believe that the true Buddhist state of mind is a happy syncretism, 
scholars of a more orthodox or less catholic temperament make a choice 
among the conflicting views; they deny, expressly or tacitly, the 
authenticity or the authority of the texts which support the view they 
have rejected.26

The historian’s task is not to construct a meaning of nirvana but 
to recover its meanings.

The grand old dame of Buddhist studies, Caroline Augusta 
Foley Rhys Davids, wrote many essays which reveal the impress 
of La Vallee Poussin’s influence, though often rather after the 
manner of being weird caricatures. During her husband’s lifetime, 
Mrs. Rhys Davids dutifully remained in the background, editing

26 Louis do La Vall6e Poussin, The Way to Nirvana: Sir Lectures on Ancient 
Buddhism as a Discipline of Salvation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1917), pp. 134-35.
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and translating Pali Buddhist texts. In the mid-1920’s, shortly 
after her husband’s death, Mrs. Rhys Davids, then sixty-five years 
old and perhaps better acquainted with Pali materials than any 
other living western European, offered a new theory concerning 
the authentic message of the Buddha. Until her death in 1942 she 
stated and restated ad nauseam a thesis directly in conflict with 
her husband’s views.

The Pali tradition, she said, which we have so long regarded as 
representing the pristine stage of Buddhism, is, in fact, the product 
of a monkish Buddhist church and sets forth the views of Bud
dhist recluses some five hundred years after the founder’s death. 
Nirvana does mean annihilation. And it is the goal of the Pah text 
monks. However, it is not the original goal of Buddhism. It is a 
perversion. Mrs. Rhys Davids declared that her own studies re
vealed the presence of certain passages in the Pali canon which 
represent “primitive” Buddhism. According to her, the original 
goal of Buddhism was the positive improvement of a man’s lot; 
for the Buddha-word was directed to all men, not only to the 
monastery.

That message was clearly from the first intended for the people, for 
him we call Everyman—alas! how much is that not forgotten! And that 
message took for granted that Everyman, in his religion, was bent on 
a quest: something that he needed, through which he could evolve into 
(Tndia said “become”) a More than he in his earth-life amounted to, a 
something that he sought to win. In a “folk-gospel” like that message, 
we should expect to find its quest something which was (1) the man 
seeking to attain, and finally attaining, his welfare as man, not welfare 
without the man; man must be in it; (2) a quest which is positive, not 
negative; (3) a quest which is not something as yet inconceivable by 
man, but is something which he can even now comprehend, or at least 
conceive. Nirvana is an end without the man in it. Nirvana is an end 
in negative terms. Nirvana is a word prejudging what is as yet incon
ceivable, let alone comprehensible. Hence I believe, without going- 
further, that nirvana cannot have been the quest and end set before 
man in the folkgospel which Buddhism appears to have been.27

Mrs. Rhys Davids’ theory was that the history of Buddhism 
show’s a steady negativistic trend which culminates in the accep
tance of nirvana as the sumrmum bonum. The first stage in this was 
an atheism which developed out of the Buddha’s own cautious 
agnosticism. Because in the spiritual environment of his time the 
Brahman-Atman identity was accepted, an identity of the world

27 (J. A. F. Rhys Davids, “A. Historical Aspect of Xirvana,’’ Indian Culture.. 
Vol. II, Xo. 3 (1936), as reprinted in Wayfarer's Words, II (London: Luzac & Co., 
1941), 643-44.
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principle and the animating individual principle in every man, the 
Buddha had not emphasized either the transcendent or the im
manent side. To have done so, Mrs. Rhys Davids asserted, would 
have been to cater to man’s proclivity to relax and bask in the 
assurance that he was one with the Highest. The Buddha interpreted 
the Brahman-Atman “equation” as an imperative rather than as 
a declarative. In the absence of emphasis there emerged the belief 
that both Brahman and Atman had been rejected by the Bud
dha. As a consequence of that, the rapid ascendence of nirvana— 
the negative term originally used only in the context of specific 
cathartic stages in spiritual training—was assured.

From Mrs. Rhys Davids’ often fanciful constructs precariously 
suspended from a priori substructures to the carefully ordered 
presentations of Stcherbatsky is a long stride indeed. The latter’s 
opposition to the conclusions which La Vallee Poussin (and Mrs. 
Rhys Davids in her own way) had reached was complete and 
unequivocal. According to Stcherbatsky, La Vallee Poussin had 
turned the Buddha into a magician and transformed Buddhism 
into an insipid mass of incoherencies wired together by mindless 
magical practices and superstitions. On the contrary, the Russian 
scholar maintained, the Buddha was a philosopher and the origins 
of Buddhism were speculative.

Between the Materialists who denied retribution and the Eternalists 
who imagined a return to a pure spiritual condition, Buddha took a 
middle course. It seems that he was deeply impressed by the contradic
tion of assuming an eternal, pure, spiritual principle which, for incom
prehensible reasons, must have been polluted by all the filth of mundane 
existence. He was thus led to a denial of every permanent principle. 
Matter and Mind appeared to him as split in an infinite process of 
evanescent elements (dharmas), the only ultimate realities, beside Space 
and Annihilation. He established a system of the most radical pluralism. 
That the essence and the starting point of Buddhism were speculative 
appears very early.28

Through three periods of the history of Buddhism—pluralism, 
relativistic monism, and idealism, respectively—a basic idea 
persisted.

Disregarding the pluralism, relativity, and ideality of the elements 
of existence, there are these elements themselves, the “elementariiiess' 
of’Existence, the denial of a pennaneiit substantial Ego, and the split
ting of it into separate elements—that is the central conception out oi 
which all of the subsequent diversity of doctrine developed.

Is there any other, fourth, kind of Buddhism2 Is there any simple

28 Stcherbatsky, The Conception of the LJmhlhi.st Xircunn, pp. 2-3.
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Buddhism without this complication of soul-denial and without a 
system of energies, scientifically constructed, interrelated and steering 
towards final quiescence? No, there is no such form!—except in the 
imagination of some European scholars.29

Salvation, according to Stcherbatsky the nirvana of the Bud
dhists, is annihilation; not, perhaps, annihilation of the elements, 
but certainly annihilation of the conventions which impose an 
identity on a given plurality of elements. A man, an individual, is 
no more than a name, a convenient description of an imper
manent collocation of elements. Nirvana is quiescence, the sup
pression of energy elements and their successive moments in 
aggregation under a convention or name. Such quiescence is 
annihilation.

CONTEMPORARIES

Ours is the fifth generation of scientific Buddhist scholarship, 
and the selection of three spokesmen is attended by certain risks 
of omission. I choose the estimates presented by Etienne Lamotte, 
Edward Conze, and Walpola Rahula; and I regret that space 
limitations will not allow a full consideration of valuable contri
butions made by Giuseppe Tucci, Paul Demieville, Erich Frau- 
waliner, T. R. V. Murti, Andre Bareau, etc.

It was Lamotte wTho, in an article prepared in 1932 with Jean 
Przyluski, concurred with his teacher La Vallee Poussin that the 
original intention of the word nirvana in Buddhism was not 
annihilation.

Si Fon cherche une traduction litterale, Nirvana ne peut etre rendu 
par “extinction.”

Nirvana derive de la racine va “souffler.” Il designe proprement un 
etat ou le souffle cesse de se mouvoir: cette notion doit avoir ete 
empruntee a la theorie du sommeil profond, telle qu’eile apparait dans 
les Upanisad. I/idee ancienne a ete effacee. par des speculations plus 
recentes. Mais le rapprochement avec l’Upanisad permet de restituer 
au mot sa valeur exacte et primitive.30

Lamotte has adopted a somewhat more cautious attitude since 
that statement. Nirvana, he writes in his Histoire du Bouddhisme 
indien (1958), has two faces: “It is (a) the suppression of desire, 
and (6) the end of sorrow or of existence.” Impassioned discus-

29 Stcherbatsky, “The Doctrine of the Buddha,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental 
Studies, VI (1930-32), 871-72.

30 Jean Przyluski and Etienne Lamotte, “Bouddhisme et Upanisad,” Bulletin de 
V ficole franpaise d'Extreme Orient, XXXII (1932), 154. See Mircea Eliade, Yoga: 
Immortality and Freedom, trans. Willard R. Trask (Bollingen Series, LVI [New 
York: Pantheon, 1958]), pp. 162-67, 396.
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sions concerning the precise nature of nirvana are perhaps as old 
as the first generation of the Buddha’s disciples.

Mais pour aborder cette discussion en connaissance de cause, il faut 
s’etre convaincu au prealable de limpersonnalite et de la vacuite de 
toutes les formes de 1’existence dont aucune n’est un Ego n appartient 
au Moi. Dans ces conditions, si dans l’ordre du devenir, ia souffrance et 
l’activite s’expliquent sans sujet ni agent, de meme dans l’ordre de 
l’absolu le Nirvana n’implique aucunement 1’existence du nirvane.31

31 Etienne Larnotte, L' Histoire du Bouddhisme indien des origmes ci I ere £aka 
(“Bibliotlicque du Musro’i," -13 [Louvain: 195S]), p. 45, and see pp. 67o-77.

32 Edward Conze, Buddhist Thought in India (London: George Allen & Unwin,
1962), p. 76. ,

33 Edward Conze, Buddhism: Its Essence and Development (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1951), p. 112.

Another master in the present generation is Edward Conze who 
carries the mantle of Stcherbatsky through his lucid discussions of 
abstruse corridors in the maze of Buddhist thought. Conze is even 
more sympathetic to the transcendental implications in the Bud
dhist thought systems, though this is sponsored in no small 
measure by his obvious dissatisfaction with the course of recent 
western European history and concomitant increases in both 
thoughtlessness and noise. The positive aspects of nirvana are 
Conze’s focus. 4‘Even the ‘extinction of individuality’ is not neces
sarily something ‘negative.’ ” According to Conze, the very plethora 
of negative-sowzd'mg epithets for nirvana may be the biggest 
stumbling block of all to proper understanding.

There are, of course, people who, confronted with this wealth of 
epithets, surmise that Nirvana is just nothing. They vail derive some 
comfort, from passages where Nirvana is called “Nothing-whatever,' as 

“Where is a no-thing {akihcanam), where naught is grasped 
(anadanam)

This is the Isle of No-beyond (andparam)
Nirvana do I call it, the utter extinction of ageing and dying.” 

Though this does not show that Nirvana is absolutely nothing, but 
only that it is nothing as far as the interest and experience of most 
people is concerned. And if one cannot say what a thing is, that does 
not make it into a nothing if the fault lies not in the thing, but in the 
words. No absolute distinction can, in any case, be drawn between 
“negative” and “positive” statements.32

“Ultimately,” Conze says elsewhere, “Nirvana is unthinkable 
and incomprehensible. It is only as a therapeutically valuable, 
though basically false, concept that, during certain phases of our 
spiritual progress, it can be of use to our thoughts, and enter into 
the practice of contemplation.”33 [italics mine.] Walpola Ilahula,
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who combines in his person the actualizaton of desiderata for 
competent scholarship along traditional and modem lines with that 
knowledge accessible only to a thoughtful and kindly practitioner 
of Buddhadharma, argues similarly. “Truth is. Nirvana is. The 
only thing you can do is to see it, to realize it.” 34

Reinforcing conclusions which Conze reaches, Rahula warns: 
Nirvana, is beyond logic and reasoning (atakkdvacara). However 

much we may engage, often as a vain intellectual pastime, in highly 
speculative discussions regarding Nirvana or Ultimate Truth or 
Reality, we shall never understand it that way.35

conclusion: is there an answer?
In a cursory outline, 150 years of opinions regarding nirvana 
have been sampled. It is worth underscoring a patent truth: Few7, 
if any, of those estimates is to be rejected categorically. Rather, 
it is the exclusivity and short-sightedness of many of them and the 
tendentious presentation of most which is to be cautioned against. 
No longer studying nirvana through the prism of any one of the 
particular Weltanschauungen displayed in the foregoing pages, we 
ma3’ be prejudiced as fatefully by our own Zeitgeist, And the 
complex question which remains involves the way in which the 
fruits of previous scholarship are to be utilized and the manner in 
which the gaps in a systematic account of the history and signi
ficance of nirvana are to be bridged.

That nirvana means “blowing out, extinction” as of a fire or the 
flame of a candle is to be subject to the following four qualifica
tions at least:

1. The term is frequently encountered in Indian thought systems 
other than Buddhism. Its first use in a religio-philosophical con
text doubtless precedes the employment by Buddhists. Annihila
tion or extinction is not at all the only signification of the word: 
for in philosophical and religious discourse the semantic nucleus 
shifts decisively to the result of extinction—namely, coolness and 
calm.36

2. Nirvana as the extinction of a flame (or the extinguishing a 
flame) is not the utter annihilation of that flame but the subsi
dence into an unmanifest (avyakta), that is, an unseen 
(adrsta, paroksa) state. The flame still exists though it is not per-

3i Walpola Raliula, What the Buddha Taught (New York: Grove Press, 1962), 
p. 40.

35 Ibid., p. 43.
38 See £mile Senart, “Nirvana,” Album-Kern. Opstellen Geschreven ter eere ran 

Dr. Id. Kern (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1903), pp. 101-4.
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ceived. Consequently, to blow out a candle, according to a 
dominant classical Sanskritic viewpoint, is not to destroy the light 
merely; rather it is to transform the mode of existence from 
visible to invisible.37

3. While it is true that the Sanskrit and Pali root vd does mean 
to blow as wind, it also means to blow as a person. That is, to blow 
outward, to breathe forth. For a “literal” translation of nirvana 
in the yogic context it is perhaps better to speak of a state in 
which the breath ceases to move; or in other words, as Lamotte 
and Przvluski suggest, a profound trance-like condition.

4. Finally, it cannot be ignored that Pali specialists are not 
convinced that the Pali equivalent of the Sanskrit nirvana—viz., 
nibbana—is derived from the root vd at all. Some are inclined to 
support a derivation from the root vr (Sanskrit equivalent) 
meaning “to cover, to encompass”: in this instance, “to cover over, 
to smother.”38

And Rahula cautions that in the Pali and in the Sanskrit 
Buddhist texts “what is compared to a flame or fire gone out is 
not Nirvana, but the ‘being5 composed of the ‘Five Aggregates’ 
who realized Nirvana. Nirvana is never compared to a fire or a 
lamp gone out.”39

With the philological qualifications reconciled or at least 
stratified, still, certain basic questions could be only partially 
resolved. One cannot insist any longer that nirvana for the Bud
dhists was ever so simple a matter as to be susceptible of compre
hension either as bliss or as annihilation. Much Buddhist text 
material is lost, perhaps, despite reconstructions from Tibetan and 
Chinese translations, irretrievably. The Pali Text Society per
formed monumental services to Buddhist studies, yet critical text 
editions are wanting. Conze has bemoaned the present state oi 
affairs in which “numerically speaking, perhaps 5 per cent of the 
Mahayana Sutras have so far been reliably edited and perhaps 
2 per cent intelligibly translated.” 40

Only further systematic explication of the various school 
systems will permit reasonable insight into the complexities oi 
the Buddhists’ understanding of ultimates. It is possible that a

37 Seo Louis Rc’nou and Jean Filliozat, L'Inde classiq-' (Paris: Lmprim.'rie 
Kationale, 1953), IT, 54-7— is; and Arthur Berriedalo Keith. “ 1 he Dorirme oi the 
Buddha,” BSOS, VI (1930-32), 396-98.

38 Pali Text Society Dictionary, p. 362a; and see “nibbuta,” p. 366a. For a 
clarification of the different ium between nirvana and parimrviina see E. J . 1 Lomas, 
“Nirvana and Parinirvana,” India Antigua (Leyden: IL J. Brill, 1947), pp. 2i?4-9o.

39 Rahula, pp. 41-2.
40 Conze, Buddhist Thought, p. 200.
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definitive history of the term nirvana, specifying its intentional 
boundaries at given periods and within particular texts and 
schools may be written. Perhaps it is even possible that the 
Buddha’s intention may be delineated to the satisfaction of Bud
dhists, scholars and laymen, though the persistence of learned 
debates in such fields as New Testament studies leads one to despair 
of the realization of such a program.

For those to whom Rudolf Otto’s ganz andere is an acceptable 
category, nirvana is a classic example.41 The doctrinal presump
tions of the various Buddhist schools cannot be totaled up, in any 
ev ent, so that one will attain to an idea of what nirvana must be. 
And a satisfying explanation cannot be extracted from texts 
which purported to discuss it directly. Conze suggests a third 
method:

Nirvana is obviously transcendental, and uncognizable by logical 
thought (which is constricting, to say the least of it). More helpful than 
anything else seems to me a well-known simile, “like a fire, when its 
fuel is burnt up, He became tranquil.” The custom of trying to ascertain 
the meaning of Nirvana by collecting and examining many disconnected 
quotations cannot yield good results. What must be done is to approach 
Nirvana by the road by which it ought to be approached, and to repro
duce in oneself the state of mind corresponding to the three “gatewavs 
to deliverance.”42

At that point, however, wre should be Buddhists ourselves 
(which may, of course, not be an intrinsically lamentable state of 
affairs), and being would subordinate understanding unto itself. 
I hold no high expectations that very many students will make 
such an effort in this "busy” world. But, then, it is possible that, 
as a consequence of the distresses of our times, more and more may 
turn to Buddhism s total discipline. Fortunately or unfortunately, 
from a scholar’s standpoint such an effort would be of little help; 
for the problem would then cease to be "what is nirvana?” and 
would become "how may I attain it?”.

Somadevabhatta, the conservative Kasmira brahmana who 
redacted the KcithcisciTitsdgdrcL in the twelfth century, was appar
ently aware of a nirvana problem. A non-Buddhist, he nonetheless 
tells (or repeats) a brief tale which is to the point of our own 
investigations.43

The Idea of the Holy (2d ed.; London: Oxford University Press, 
iJav), p. 39: ‘It is only conceptually that nirvana is a negation; it is felt in the 
consciousness as in the strongest degree positive.”

42 Conze, Buddhist Thought, pp. 76-7.
43 Somadevabhatta, Kaihdsaritsdgarah, ed. Pandit Durgaprasad and Ka&inath 

landurang Parab (4th ed.; Bombay: Nirnaya Sagar Press, 1930), pp. 117-18
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Thereupon the king said, “You did not see anything because your 
'mind was fixed on the oil before your eyes. With that same concentration 
you must contemplate the highest good. A man who is so concentrated 
that his outer senses [bahirvrtti] no longer function [nivrtla] will see 
[iksate] the truth [tattvam], and once he has seen the truth, he is no 
longer trapped by the net of karman. Thus I have taught you in brief 
the way to release.”45

45 Van Buitenen, p. 163 (KSS. XXVII. 48a-53; Durgaprasad and Parab, 
p. 118). . .
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In Taksasila, a city in northwestern India (now West Pakistan) 
whose population was predominantly Buddhist, under the wise 
rule of King Kalingadatta lived a Buddhist (saugata) merchant 
and his son. The younger man continually berated his father s 
adherence to Buddhism and abandonment of the Vedas. Despair
ing, the merchant resorted to the king for assistance. Having 
summoned the merchant’s son, the king accused him of high crimes 
and ordered that he be executed in two months, meantime to be 
entrusted to his father’s care.

The young man spent the ensuing period preoccupied with 
thoughts about his imminent death, unable to eat, drink, or sleep. 
At the appointed time the young man, pale and gaunt, reappeared 
before the king.

When the king saw the desperate state he was in, he asked, W hy 
have you grown so thin? Did I forbid you to eat?”

“I forgot myself in my terror,” said the merchant’s son. Could I 
think of food? From the moment I heard Your Majesty’s verdict, I 
have not stopped thinking, day after day, of the ever-approaching hour 
of death.”

“Yes,” said the king, “I used an artifice to teach you the fear of 
death. All creatures fear death as I have made you fear it. Now tell me, 
is there a greater faith than that which undertakes to save ail creatures 
from death? I have taught you a lesson for the sake of your religion and 
your salvation: for a wise man, fearing death will seek release. There
fore do not blame your father for following this faith.”* * * 44

(Tarahga XXVII, tttoka-S 10-54). I quote the English translation of J. A. B. vmi
Buitenen, “The Buddhist- King of Taxila,” Tales of Ancient India ^Chica^o:
University of Chicago Press, 1959), pp. 161-63.

44 Van Buitenen, pp. 162 63. (KSS. XXVII. 35 4ia; Durganrasad and I’arab, 
p. 118).

Intrigued, the young man requested further instruction, and 
the king consented. Some time later, during a festival, the king 
commanded that the merchant’s son carry a full bowl of oil 
through all the city precincts. The king warned that the young 
man would be slain immediately by a guard escort should one drop 
of oil be spilled. Having walked cautiously through the city, the 
young man returned to the king, the bowl still brimming with oil. 
The king inquired:

“Whom did you see today when you were walking through the town'
“In truth, my Lord, I have neither seen nor heard anything. All iny 

attention was given to the oil, and I tried to keep from spilling any ot it 
for fear the swords would strike.”
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FART II: BUDDHISM

Based on the article of March 7, 1955



This guide to Buddhism is the second of a series ori "The World’s Great Religions.” The open
ing questions deal with facts, the others are discussion questions — all are based on LIFE’S 
March 7 article on Buddhism. If you want to go further into the subject, a list of books on 
Buddhism follows the questions.

VOCABULARY. Familiarity with the meaning of these words will help you to discuss Buddhism, the 
second of ’’The World’s Great Religions.” You will find a definition of each one in the list on the right.

1. Amitabha

2. Nirvana

3. Stupa -™- — T

4. Hinayana

5. Gupta

6. Mara

2-

n

7. Mahayana J-

8. Bodhisattva

9. Shinto /T

10. Zen

11. Bodhi _____ L—

// •
T2. Asoka~-----  ------ ---------

13. Hsiian-Tsang

14. Arhat

15. Kuan Yin --------

(1) Shrine, also known as a pagoda, which houses relics or 
reminders of Buddha.

(2) Indian emperor who made Buddhism a state religion.

(3) One of the two great schools of Buddhist doctrine- 
popular in China, Japan, Tibet, Mongolia.

(4) The ultimate end of all aspiration, the state to which all 
Buddhists aspire.

(5) Sacred tree under which Buddha meditated for 49 days.

(6) Evil tempter of the world of passion, who tried to dissuade 
Buddha from pursuing his noble aims.

(7) Outstanding period of Indian art, greatly inspired by 
Buddhism.

(8) Chinese pilgrim who translated Buddhist literature 
extensively.

(9) Goddess of mercy.

(10) Ideal holy man who seeks enlightenment for himself 
alone.

(11) Compassionate god worshipped by northern Buddhists as 
a glorious redeemer.

(12) One of the two great schools of Buddhist doctrine- 
followed in Southern Asia.

(13) Comparatively austere form of Buddhism popular and 
influential in contemporary Japan.

(14) A national religious cult that competes with Buddhism in 
Japan.

(15) Ideal holy man who seeks the salvation of the whole 
human race.

THE BASIS AND BACKGROUND OF BUDDHISM

16. What is the given name of the man on whose teachings Buddhism is based? Where and approxi
mately when was he born? Into what social class was he born? In what city did he deliver his 
first sermon?



Vi 7. Buddhism must be viewed in the light of another religious tradition, the faith into which Buddha 
was born. What is that religion?

18. In what part of the world does Buddhism flourish primarily today? In what country did it originate?

/19. Approximately how far back in history can Buddhism be traced?

20. About how many Buddhists are there in the world today?

v 21. Buddhism is comparable to two other great international religions—what are they?

/ 22. Name the caves in India that are an aggregation of-Buddhist shrines and monastery halls, renowned 
for their magnificent frescoes and sculpture.

23. What is the literal meaning of the word ’'Buddha”?

Z 24. What is the universal Buddhist symbol of purity?

25. Does Buddhism have a central authority or head comparable to, for example, the Roman Catholic 
Church?

^26. Many images of Gautama Buddha show his right hand pointing earthward—what is this position 
supposed to symbolize? How would you account for the fact that images of Buddha often seem
impersonal, having little resemblance to a human being?

27. What are some Buddhist beliefs and practices that stem from the religions tradition into whichj^e^ ■
Buddha was born? What was his objection in general to the practices of that religion?-

v 28. What is the "Wheel of the Law”.^cfwhat do its eight spokes repre^ntto^fiuSSfets? ~

?9. What are the Four Noble Truths of Buddhism? What do they say to Buddhists about universal 

—e

30. Where is the Buddhist tNobls ~ >ld Path supposed tow lead ?JWhat are the eight ^branches

directions of the path? i

J. ((

31. Two recommendations of these eignt have been extendedZfo a practical code of conduct for devout
Buddhists known as the Five Precepts. What do these precepts admonish Buddhists to do or abstain 
from doing? >' .. . -

32. How do Bucldhists feel*about war? MoOie treatment of living things? About the kind of caste .

divisions Hindus observe?

J33. Does the Buddhist system of human conduct rely more heavily on the natural or on the super
natural?



34. How would you contrast the Buddhist concept of the self with that of the Hindus?

35. How do Buddhists believe it is possible to achieve release from the "Wheel of Rebirth”?

36.

37.

38.

What practice has made Buddhism to agreat extent a monastic religion? How would you describe 
the life of a typical Buddhist monk? ft

With some exceptions, what are the three essentials for a Buddhist monk? ce£4-<Uy
What is the name of the monastic form of Buddhism that flo^hSfn^Tibet? What is the position 

of monks in that country?

39.

40.

When Gautama Buddha is not worshipped as a mannr hyen as iiniqu< 
of Southern Asia), how do his followers think of him? /jb-
ft /

How do you account for the mass appeal of the Amitabha Buddha among northern Buddhists?

as among the Buddhists

How do the religious practices of the average Buddhist differ under this doctrine from those required 
by other forms of Buddhism? If the word 'philosophical” keynotes the original, austere form of 
Buddhism, what comparable word might characterize this form?

X- ■
BUDDHISM. A popular and inexpensive exposition, written by Christmas 
Humphreys, a Pelican book.

BUDDHISM, A RELIGION OF INFINITE COMPASSION. An anthology, pre
pared for beginners by Clarence H. Hamilton, of basic Buddhist texts, 
with an explanatory introduction by Mr. Hamilton. Liberal Arts Press.

BUDDHISM: ITS ESSENCE AND DEVELOPMENT. A description, by Edward 
Conze, of Buddhism as a whole, from its inception through its develop
ment into two great branches^A- publication-.of Philosophical Library. 

BUDDHIST TEXTS. New translations of fundamental Buddhist writings, the 
work of Edward Conze and others, published by Faber & Faber, London..

THE HISTORY OF BUDDHIST THOUGHT. A scholarly and dependable work 
on Buddhist history by Edward J. Thomas, a competent arid reliable 
authority on Buddhism. A Baines & Noble book.

THE LIFE OF BUDDHA AS LEGEND AND HISTORY. An excellent and analyt
ical: delineation of Buddha’s life, carefully distinguishing fact and myth. 
Also by Mr. Thomas, also published by Barnes & Noble.
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VIET NAM'S THICH TRI QUANG* 
Instead of peace, power.

of them are busy, issuing political

ing converts. at, the rate of 100,000 - 
families a'month,, has launched its own 
political party, which, says its chairman, . 
‘‘naturally aims at-ruling-the nation.. 
In Burma, , an attempt to set up a Bud- 
dhist .thearchy has led to chaos .and left-. " ?

- wing military dictatorship. . • v
Above all, it is -in South Viet-Nam 

that political Buddhism is making its . 
most vigorous, most open" attempt to .

- seize temporal power. Buddhism now 
may be as great a threat" to the’ embat- ’ ' , 
tied country as the Viet- "Cong—if not

• greater. Saigon has just- passed through 
a week of riots.-in which the believers ■’ 
in the reverence for' life tossed hand'

■ grenades from the sanctuary of Bud- -. 
dhist headquarters,- teen-agers suppos- ■

• edly raised in “the Middle Way” ganged
up on policemen, and disciples - of the. - - 
gentle Buddha pushed old people and - - , 
children as- human shields - ahead of 
demonstrators. ' ■ . . \ : - Y
■ Though it asserts the insignificance 
and .futility of the world, Buddhism has < 
been, powerfully active in the world 
before. It has known warriors- and-poli
ticians,, god-kings and bonzes who whis- - 
pered the advice of the pagoda into the 
obedient ears of the palace. Its variety 
is attested by the' countless images, of 
Buddha—smiling or somber, frail- .or - 
vigorous, regally'enthroned or easefully 
reclining. Yet nowhere, so far, has there „ ■- 
been enshrined-;an image of Buddha on 
the barricades, of the Enlightened One . 
with a-hand grenade. . -

Visual Aids. Buddhism’s strident, in- ' 
ner contradictions .-were on, display last . 
week in a great red, orange and blue 
tent pitched in the Deer Park of Sar- 

with' shaved heads have , abandoned " Parliament, requiring new elections that nath, India, where Buddha preached his 
• -Buddha’s command-to be still' and mo-- . are. sure to" be tumultuous. In Japan. *

. tionless and have plunged ; deep’ into ‘ 
politics. While most continue their usual "

.. . duties 
tures,

ASIA
Buddha on the Barricades

’ ' '(See.Cover] " ' ''
. As in the ocean’s midmost depth no •_ 

wave is born,
_ _ But all is still, so let the - monk be 

\ still, be ' -
Motionless, and Jiowhere should he 

swell. :
—The Sayings of Buddha - 

-At an hour'when a man can-first 
discern the shadows of the veins on the 
back of his hand, the monks -arise. The 
great temple drum, hanging from its - 
roughhewn log rack, summons the faith
ful to alms. Twisting a single saffron 

• . _ shift -round their bodies, the monks ’
move out into the quiet streets in single 
file, eyes to the ground, fingers clasped., 
beneath their silver begging bowls. In 
Laos, the bonzes form’ a silent silhouette 
against the ornate temple roofs of the 
royal capital of Luangprabang. In Bur
ma, they enter Rangoon framed against ’ . 
the great Shwe Dagon pagoda, its mas
sive gilded spire shimmering in the early 

- dawn/ Though the robes may be grey, 
in Formosa or black in Japan, in much 
of Asia-the day begins with this same

- silent march of the mendicants. Passing
- laymen place gifts of .food in the.

- bowls, humbly thanking the monks for 
thus- permitting the givers, to acquire 
ment. . - - 
r So has it been for most of the 2,508 
years since Buddha, - the Enlightened, "

more 
manifestoes, organizing riots,- and work
ing for the- downfall of governments. 
From the Indian Ocean to the Sea of 
Japan, from the Irrawaddy to Tonkin 
Bay, bonzes are causing political waves 
whose final * effect even they themselves' 
cannot -foresee.. but -'which are vitally 
affecting the' Western—and the Com
munist—role in the-fate of- Asia.

New Threat. In Ceylon, the tenuous, 
•left-wing coalition government has for . 

Jiook leave of his disciples. Yet through- weeks been at the capricious mercy of . 
out Asia today,, in- one of' the little- -the "Buddhist clergy; last week the Prime 
Remarked but momentous sea changes Minister, Mrs.'Sirimavo Bandaranaike, 

. Q^c^Sf modern times, the sandaled monks-, lost a vote of confidence and dissolved

Soka Gakkai, a newBuddhist sect claim- -

of meditating, reading the scrip
teaching and begging, more and ■

* With a' portrait of the first monk to immolate 
himself in protest against the Diem government.

first sermon 500 years before Christ. 
There some 150 Buddhist leaders from 
25 nations .gathered -for the .Seventh. 
World Fellowship of Buddhists. Begun 
in 1950 as a kind of informal, monk- \
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CHINESE MONKS AT CEREMONY IN PEKING 
Instead of enlightenment, illusions.



strained support—bf the proposed mul
tilateral force of 25 surface ships armed 
with Polaris missiles and manned by 
mixed crews from NATO nations. 
Where the French nuclear force !cur
rently swings a total punch of three 
megatons, the MLF. would carry 200. 
Though the U.S. would retain ultimate 
control of the' MLF’s nuclear trigger, 
participating nations would have more 
pull on it than under the French scheme. 
The French last week reiterated one of 
their many objections to MLF: it would 
start the Germans toward being a; nu- 

. clear power. But how .in the long ■; run - 
can Germany be kept- from wanting the.

- same nuclear status De Gaulle wants for 
France? The French have no answer.

Qualified Endorsement. The British 
think they have a partial answer. Prime 
Minister Harold Wilson proposes to 
broaden the scope of MLF to include 
land-based 'missiles, * three of -five British 
Polaris subs, and various aircraft. 
This sprawling scheme' would greatly 
dilute the German contribution.

Meeting in Paris, the Western Euro
pean Union * (composed of legislators 
from the six Common Market nations ' 
plus Britain) approved the Wilson plan

- by a vote of 37 to 9, with 15 absten
tions. This qualified endorsement j will 
give Wilson a somewhat stronger hand - 
to play in his talks this week with Presir 
dent Johnson. But having- just helped 
bail the British out of their financial

,crisis, Washington: is not. rushing to i buy 
the Wilson plan—or to force the Qer- 

- mans to buy.it. Speaking at Georgetown 
■ University", last, week, Johnson allowed 

as how “we shall never insist on una
nimity” .within the alliance, meaning, 
that the U.S. and West Germany would 
very probably go ahead/with MLF even 
if Britain and France stay out. '

GREAT BRITAIN !
The Crisis Continues \

Having barely survived a massive 
hemorrhage, the patient was still dan
gerously ill. But Prime Minister Harold- 
Wilson left the bedside of the British 
economy to fly to Washington fori his

- meeting with President Johnsdn: In the
first week after emergency treatment- 
was applied, through $3 billion in stand
by financing from eleven nations to 'halt 
a panicky run on'the -pound, Britain’s 
currency rallied on New. York ex
changes to a high of $2".7929, Burithat 
was still below its par strength of $2.80,' 
arid for the basic cause of the sickness 
—Britain’s longtime negative trade ibal-' 
ance—no cure was in sight. . .

In London, the Treasury announced 
that during November reserves dropped 
another $109.2 million, shrinking Brit
ain’s : international . bank balance' to 
$2,343,600,000, lowest in seven years. 
There w7ere whispers that even .these 

. figures hid the true diniensions of- the 
drain. Last week Britain drew another 
$1 billion in financing, this'time from 
the International Monetary Fund; to 

. pay off short-term loans that had been 
contracted earlier to -support the pound/
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London’s financial community (see. 
World Business) whis willing to con-, 
cede that Wilson had inherited many 
of. his troubles from the Tories. - But 
there'was also near-unanimous agree
ment that he had disastrously mishan
dled the situation.

Shared* Skepticism. From its closest 
neighbors, the patient continued to get 
little sympathy. At its annual meeting 
the Organization for Economic Cooper
ation and Development, a club of 20 

. Western industrial- nations and Japan, 
listened to Labor’s Chancellor of- the ___
Exchequer James Callaghan defend Brit- of England, .who had really saved the 
ain’s recovery measures as “adequate . situation by speedily arranging for the 
for the time.being.” Callaghan was Toy- standby funds. A Daily Mirror cartoon 
ally supported by U.S. Under Secretary ’ depicted one widespread, nonsensical 
of. State George Ball, but most Euro
pean countries ."bitterly attacked Brit
ain’s 15% surcharge on most imports.

Strongest blast came * from _ Belgian ence on social welfare programs de-
- ' - - • • . LONDON SUN 1

worth millions in hard cash, to protest 
against apartheid—a policy also in-., 
voked by the U.S., which perhaps can
better afford it. But Labor has riot

- curbed exports to Australia, whose re
strictive immigration laws are based on 
color, to say nothing of trade with the 
inhuman rulers of Communist China. - .

Oddly enough, though Wilson hadC 
just nearly wrecked the British econo- " 
my, in the eyes of many Britons he 
emerged as something of a hero. Few 
realized that it was not Wilson but 
Lord- Cromer, Governor of the' Bank 

- Strongest blast

view of the matter: it showed Wilson—— 
having bravely knocked out interna
tional “speculators.” As for his insist-

i

spite international economic opinion 
that Britain cannot afford them—a lot 
of Britons were telling themselves smug
ly that Harold' was just ruffling the 
feathers of a bunch of foreigners. : 

Stiffer Measures. Wilson did persuade 
his party to accept a six-month post
ponement of Labor’s promised hike of. 
old-age pensions. But if Labor- fails 

-to achieve increased productivity and 
more-competitive exports soon, he will 
probably have to decree, stiffer meas
ures, such as higher sales taxes. Al
ready, consumers were beginning to feel 
the effects of the government’s hike in 
Britain’s basic interest rate. Announced 
last week was a 1% increase in interest 
on new-car loans. -

The ultimate disaster would be' de- 
* valuation of the pound, which might 
" mean the end of the pound as the 

world’s, ,second reserve currency—not 
to mention the end of the Labor gow«s^. * 
erriment—and would produce internf 
tional monetary chaos -including grave 
damage to the dollar. Economists _ ate 
present don’t* think it will happen— 

of arms and aircraft _to South Africa, ‘ but it may, unless Britain faces reality.
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PRIME MINISTER,WILSON SHAVING WHILE READING 
The physician left the bedside.

Minister for. External Trade Maurice 
Brasseur, 1 who declared: “We are not 
convinced that the British have attacked z 
the real problem, which is the imbalance 
of their foreign trade., Others share our - 
skepticism.” What Britain’s trading part
ners, want, arriong other things, is more 
deflation to curb domestic spending! 
They feel.that,in effect, the British have 
been living: high on other people’s mon
ey—the world’s, sterling deposits with 
Britain. As one economist put. it5 the 
British must “tighten. their own' belts 
instead of somebody else’s”—even if it 
means “a little unemployment.” - 
. Question of Confidence. International 
confidence is riot helped by -some of the 

. figures . around Wilson,: notably “the 
Three Cs”—Minister of. Technology 
Frank Cousins, Minister of Housing 
Richard Crossman and Minister of 
Overseas Development. Barbara Castle 
—alLfar left-wirigers. Nor is confidence 
helped by Labor’s disturbing tendency 
to mix its uncertain economic measures 
and its contradictory morals. Wilsori’s 
government, for example, halted sales

opinion



. And with that, he goes off to bed 
midnight, when he rises again for modi- 

. tations on his mistakes of the day. Some 
exasperated Americans refer to Tri 
Quang as “the-Makarios of Viet Nam.” 1 ;

Princely Ascetic. Are Tri Quang arid 
the other Buddhist leaders naive or vil
lainous, or both? Are they merely in
consistent in the grand Vietnamese 

' fashion? Are they nationalists or Com
munist dupes? ' Whatever the answer,

Diem. It was this calculated grisly act of 
propaganda—and Diem’s harsh coun
termeasures—that eventually led the 
U.S. to withdraw support from Diem, 
permitting his overthrow and murder.- 
At the time, the West had great sympa
thy for South Viet Nam’s Buddhists/ 
Now the atmosphere is different. There 
is no longer even the shadow of a re
ligious issue. Around the charred object 
that is still, exhibited and venerated aS- • iiiLimoi... uupvo; . -vruaiuvvi. . mv aiiovvui, _ 
Quang Due’s heart has grown up a mili- much of it lies embedded in the myriad 

\.tant, devious, determined movement traditions of a great faith—noble, puz-
whose aim is power. . • zling to the West, durable yet widely .

Any suggestions, that they are ,trying decayed, and sharply challenged by the .
‘ ’ - modern world. -

The. diffuse spiritual legacy of Bud- 
. dha, haying survived the march and 

countermarch of conquerors' inAsia, y 
today commands- perhaps 300 million

- - - - . BALDEV—PIX

to help the Communists are indignantly 
’ rejected by the Buddhist leaders-. On the. 
contrary j they insist that they represent 
“the people,” while the^government does' 
not, hence that they are the only power

■

to-monk faith forum, this year’s meet
ing; often sounded more like a U.N. de
bate. Russia’s Venerable Lama Jamb al 

. Dirji G.omboeve—representing 500,000 
Soviet Buddhists living mostly in Asiatic . 
Russia—urged the conference to “cori- 
demn provocations against- the borders . 

^of Viet Nam, Cambodia" .and Laos.” 
\^Red China and its satellites, which bru

tally suppressed 'Buddhism but found 
plenty -of tame monks to collaborate 
with the regimes, decided to boycott the 
meeting, charging that it was dominated \ 
by the West.. Living evidence’ of Red 
suppression was the conference’s, guest 
of honor, the Dalai Lama, who . has 
been in exile in.India since Peking drove 
him from his Tibetan throne in 1959. 
With pointed indirection he only noted

- that, “although material progress is bet
ter, than a thousand .years ago,-men-, 
tai suffering still, exists or has gotten 

, worse:” Indonesian ' Delegate Willyse 
. Prachna Suriya was on hand to -equate 

-- Sukarno’s socialism with- the teachings 
of Buddha and to denounce the Malay
sians as imperialist 'stooges. The Ma
laysian delegates listened with- admir- . 
able dhyanaic self-restraint.

As for the South Vietnamese delega.- 
tion, it came armed with a statement 
describing the three years since the last 
fellowship meeting as “a terrible ordeal ■ IM 
unprecedented in the annals of our his- 

. .lory.” It supported this-with a barrage “ iBl 
of oil paintings- and photographs, plus jBl! 
a movie, A Message from' Viet Nam; - BWj| 
which’ was shown' after a Sarnath Ro-. ** 
tary Club tea. The -visual aids all docu-. •» 

Rented outrages suffered by the Buck |‘,E- ~ 
Sadrists in South Viet Nam', but somehow' 

■ '• managed to'avoid mentioning Commu- ' 
nism, the Viet Cong, the U.S. or 'the.ISM 
war. Said the. delegation: “The Unified ’ I|gB| 
Vietnamese Buddhist Congregation .sol- 
emnly declares before the world that it HBL 
avoids, all activities' which are oppor
tunist, discriminating and political.” • 

Less Than a week before that .state
ment, Buddhist Spokesman Thich Turn 

. Chau had flatly announced that the 
South Vietnamese government of Pre
mier Tran Van Huong “will-have to go.” 
Three days after the statement, a Bud
dhist communique- called the' Premier 
“stupid, a traitor, a fat, stubborn man 
without any policy.” In Saigon, Huong 
replied pluckily:. “If .the situation gets

1 out of hand, we'must'again use-force. , _ _ __________ T______ j7
.They simply.want to control the govern- it . is' atheistic/ I strongly believe' that . premises divine Authority nor promises .

. / ’ ment. The Viet Cong are also trying to ' ----- — ------------------ • „-r. . ----- •- '*••• — • . < • •
overthrow this government. We can’t al
low the Buddhist leaders to do this for _ __ ______

, them.” - - ’ mentis unpopular and always seems to bodian :water rites and the exorcism of
If the Buddhists. succeed, it will be ' do the wrong thing.”-He even asserts - devils in "Ceylon through a dance-to-. 

exhaustion;-Yet at the heart of it all is 
the escape^ from the. burdens of exist
ence as exemplified in the life of that / 
princely ascetic arid - saintly agnostic - 
Siddhartha Gautama.
' The Heaven of Delight. The son of a 

. Himalayan chieftain,, the future’ Bud
dha, “The Enlightened,” was raised as; a 
Hindu, and enjoyed such .palace1 amuse
ments, so legend, has it, as the perform-

in-South Viet Nam that can'truly op
pose the Communists. Thich Tri Quang,
■who. is emerging as South Viet Nam’s top
Buddhist leader—Americans, remember _ .__ ___  _____ ,

..•him .as the mpnk whc>; took refuge in .the _ - for everywhere Buddhism has. benignly '
U.S. embassy during the weeks preced-

- ing Diem’s overthrow—sounds as anti
Communist: as any American could
wish. Says he: “Like all. educated_Bud- x x > . —.
dh’ists, I don’t like Communism because hope of individual immortality,' neither

Communism can never win.” In the next fofgiveriess of sin.- Its diversity' of prac- - 
breath he adds:- “But I fear it is coming tice embraces everything from the. cool' > 
to. South Viet Nam because this govern- ’ conundrums of Zen in Japan to Cam-

’ ment is unpopular and always seems to

DALAI LAMA ADDRESSING BUDDHIST CONFERENCE AT SARNATH '
Along the Eightfold Path, contradictions. _

Viet Nam that can'truly op- faithful—it is typically Buddhist that es- 
. — timates range from 100 million to 500

million. Precisely what they are faithful 
to -is as diverse as the^cultures of Asia, ,

bent and become a part of-al! that it has 
met.'The ties that bind Buddhist monks' . 
and laymen are vague; for Buddhism 
has neither dogma nor. pope, offers’no.

them.”

the third South Viet Nam regime the that-the government and the" U.S. are. 
Buddhists have been instrumental in favoring negotiations with the Commu- 
dusting"“ln- just over a year with their . nists—the very thing he himself has 
peculiar “avoidance” of politics. - been accused of. \ ‘

:'Off +0 Bed.. It was. only 18 months ' 
ago that a 73-year-old Buddhist monk 
"amed Thich Quang Due. sat down in • with our policy.’ 

middle of a Saigon street and, 
drenched in' five, gallons - of ■ gasoline,

What Tri "Quang wants, he' says 
frankly, is any “government that agrees 

_.” But he offers no spe
cifics. Spreading his thin firigers, he 

. w , blandly asserts that “we never want any- 
c.almly set himself, afire with a cigarette thing, and to say that Buddhism wants ____ , __ -o_-_____ ,____ ______

' lighter to-dramatize Buddhist opposition "this or that is wrong.< We never sponsor . ance . of 40;000 dancing girls. /Wherf, 
to the regime of President Ngo Dinh .anybody.” ' . . Gautama came of age, 500 virgins were
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JAPAN—A HISTORY IN ART, BY BRADLEY’SMITH

if.

or infinity, of the world, as profitless ’ • 
speculation. But he took over from’ Hin
duism the concept of the endless cycle 
of life, in which a man might -be rein
carnated as anything from a noble ele-. 
phant to .a lowly spider—depending 

' upon the merit of his-previous. life’s
- deeds. As a kind of cultivated escapism 

for the individual who masters the drill/f

Westerners as Freudianisrri in reverse/a .
' . I ' Buddhism has been dismissed by some 

systematic elimination of the ego so that
- anxiety has no place to roost. Original- 

, ly, Buddhism was an otherworldly path 
leading each man:deeper into himself— 
and certainly not into the political arena. 

Brit in the intellectually promiscuous 
Asian world, the crystallirie- unity of • 
Buddha’s thought had scant chance of -

- ' escaping the taint of teinporal power. 
Buddhist - Constantine. Within 200 _ 

ture-that lasted 49 ;days, Enlightenment years after Buddha’s-death, historians .

dhism. When the Emperor Asoka, who - 
about ‘250. B.C. created an Indian Em
pire not surpassed in extent .until. the ■■ 
British conquests, felt a- surfeit of

he turned to’ the new religion and be
came Buddhism’s Constantine. He riot

VISION OF THE BURNING BUDDHA ’ 
Freudianism in reverse.-

presented to him: he chose The most - 
beautiful as his bride,-and soon she pre
sented him with a son. .With every Tux- / 
ur-y and favor, the young Crown.Prince 
Gautama had only to inherit his king-

- doiri to live happily ever after. But Gau-, 
tama, like ’ the., carpenter of Nazateth 
who was to appear 500 years later land

’ Buddha legend, was not what he-seemed. . provide food for his master, and, as only made Buddhism India’s state reh-.' 
’ According-to the rich Buddhist myth-

_ ology, Buddha rested in the -Heaven of ,---- -- — ------------- . .
Delight from his innumerable previous ' - the .Vietnamese monks were to borrow 

" ” 1 ~ ’ fc;- tL//c~’“ T-cccmps-r/cd r
by his favorite monks-and'nuns, Buddha .Taoist China in the Tst century A;D.,

and once scandalized his band by eating ‘ - danced happily into-the already crowded

was .captured, Gautama became the noted 18 different varieties of Bud-. 
Buddha, and Buddhism was born. ’ 11 ‘ " *Tn-- - -

He spent the rest of his life, some 45- 
years,' walking -from town to town, in, 
India jmp ar ting his vision. One of Bud
dha’s-sermons dealt with aTtarving man ' slaughter^ after killing 100,00'0 people, 

wxiv nuo w -vzv, j .__ who had long had a pet rabbit. The^
whose life offers'many parallels to^ the; rabbit jumped into a fire in order .to*

gion, but'his missionaries implanted the 
faithin-C.eylon, fanned .out through the. 
rest of Asia, even Africa and Europe.

By the time it reached Confucian arid

the'flames flared up, was transformed
into a vision • of the ‘ Buddha—a vision

for their' own purposes. Accompanied
____,...

was content to be fed by local admirers Buddhism’ had lost its’ austerity, and- • 
and once scandalized his band by eating ‘ - danced happily into-the already crowded 

. in the home of a" courtesan. His last ' Chinese religious pantheon as-a cheerful' 
-incarnation completed, at 80- Buddha ’ faith' promising a flowering thereafter.—-incarnation completed, at 80- Buddha 
lay down in a sala grove to die, passing ’ 
out- of the endless cycle of life into’ the

. The.'Five Rules. Buddha was the rare 
mystic able to chalk out clearly to oth- „ ..

- ers:.‘the signposts leading out of reality, guished in its birthplace as the Indian
in the forni of'easily remembered short- J J
hand formulas. The essence of his ethic 5 . . - , _
came down in- “Four- Noble Truths”: , stitute less than 1% of India’s popula-

• 1) Existence is suffering;. 2)‘ suffering tion, arid the faith is kept alive largely.' 
__ , _ ~ o____ o_ , x springs ..from desire- or-craving; .3) the ’ by; untouchable coriveyts fleeing the- 
peared in the. sky’, the deaf heard; and - cure for. suffering is extinction of desire;caste .system. But in .Tibet, -Buddhism- 

4) to achieve the desired, absence of.de- . evolved into a theocracy which lasted 
sire there' is an Eightfold Path.of con- 400 years; .'until-the Chinese drove the 
duct to- follow: right views, right .effort; - current Dalai Lama into exileJn 1959.

■ " - ' - • - • • • Two Chariots. For all the local va-1
-rieties of. the Buddhist lotus, -two di-

_ ology, Buddha rested in the -Heaven of 

reincarnations, both as men and as'ani-. 
mals such as rabbits and pigeons, Tn 
which he had perfected his character; 
presently he was approached by the.de
ities of the 10,000 world-systems of the. 
universe. “Now has the moment come/ 
O Blessrid One, for Thy Buddhaho’od,” 
they; advised him. Buddha assented;- 
picked out his .mother, and'approaching great nirvana. : 
her bed in the -guise of a white elephant, 
smote her with-his trunk and entered

; her womb. . • . . ; ; ,
‘ She carried.the fetus clearly outlined

in. her womb “like oil in a bowl.” The 
infant emerged into life from .her J side

- as Queen Maya stood, hoi ding to a sala
. tree, 'and- at his . birth a great light; ap-

111 L11VOJV J , L11V uvai X1VU.1U U.11V1 

the-dumb spoke,- and kings came from .z „ ___ __
afar to welcome'.him. At the age of sire there is an Eightfold Path.of con-

■ - 29, “having-seen the, wretchedness” of A-/*
, the.human,condition, Gautama cut his ’ right mindfulness,'right intentions,’right...' 

’ ties and set -out to; seek “the unborn • speech, right' conduct, right livelihood 
-.-and .supreme peace "of nirvana.” ; k '

. /The Tempter' For six years, of se- -
. * ,vere asceticism, Gautama fed on seeds,

grass, even dung. He wore; a hair shirt, 
lay- on .thorns, slept ariiong rotting 
corpses. Finally it dawned on "him that,

. - far from escaping from his body by
4 - torturing -it Tn .yogi fashion, he was in'

-- fact giving it more thari its-due. Taking 
a/seat, beneath the-Bodhi Tree (which , 
still- * grows, protected as ’a, shrine, in s .

' Buddh Gaya),- he resolved not to' move. a personal god or even a supreme being;
- until he had;attained Supreme Enlight- - there are no supernatural- powers that , . . .

ehment and had found the-key to liber- concern themselves .with the individual, * to -Buddha’s- narrow,, escapist but ardu- 
ate man-from hifnself. - T and in strict Buddhism one prays not-to oils path and came to- be known,-to-

-The demon, of’ivil;’Mara, came to anyone .in particular but^ merely .as an their , distaste;/as . the Hinayana,.
- tempt him'with visions' of all- the riches., exercise ^to purify-'the. mind; -In this . ‘lesser -chariot. They prefer the harm.

. and prestige of--the’world. But Gautama , sense, Buddliismjs atheistic. ' - Theravada, or “doctrine of the elders. ■
only sank-deeper-and deeper into medi-: Buddha .dismissed the ultimate philo- The. greater chariot, - or Mahayana,

? tation. Finally, in a_ great mystic < rap.- / sophical questionsf such us the finiteness branch attempted to enlarge and so-

. f : : " . ; " TIME, DECEMBER ‘

raitn promising a nowermg mereaner^. 
The Chinese took it to’Korea/and ijT A. 
the 6th century the Koreans took it to"-^ 
Japan, where in less .than 50 years it. 
became the state religion.

Flourishing abroad, Buddhism lan-- -

monks, grew- rich and.; corrupt under 
state patronage. Today, Buddhists con-

and right concentration. As a'definition : vergent traditions . are responsible for 
'--of rightness; ’Buddha merely .offered ’ the. stance-of Buddhism in Asia today.

“Five Moral ..Rules”; of'conduct: 1) Let ‘ The split- goes back/2,000 years, and - 
.not, one kill any living being; 2) let not 
one take .what Ts' not given to him;

- much -of the original quarrel is lost, in
...................    __ __ , the misty past, though apparently' it - / 

3) .let not one speak falsely; 4)’ let- not included some indelicate polemics, over- /
one drink intoxicating drinks; 5) -let whether a monk’s nocturnal emission..
not one be- unchaste. . constituted proof of an unredeemed

. . Basic Buddhism is.thus less a religion , lust. The main argument was really a -
than a -body .of; ethics. Buddhism recog- conflict that sooner . or-later afflicts- •

- nizes nothing even remotely resembling most religions: between the fundamen-
" ’ ' ’ ’ ; talists and the liberals. . ’ /.

The fundamentalist - Buddhists stuck /-

than a body .of; ethics. Buddhism recog-



cialize the Middle Way. Their Buddha Marxism' at home and neutralist abroad. Replies the King:; “We are all Buddhist^
became less the example who must be “Our equality principle isn’t from the and it, is. un-Buddhist to be vengeful
emulated, more the. savior who had French' Revolution or Karl Marx,” he because of a personal grudge.”
mystically improved the lot of all man- says, “but from the Buddha.” Though
kind. By giving nearly equal weight to . thisLs largely rhetoric, Sihanouk has so 
concern for others and to withdrawal cultivated his clergy that Cambodian , A
for the self, Mahayana provided a plat- monks have .voluntarily pitched into his for new values to form, Soka Gakkai 

rform for political engagement as ' public-works projects, and _ help build "
XjTheravada could not ' . - country roads, bridges, dig wells.

The Twofold Path. When the modern • Thailand. Probably nowhere .in Asia 
world broke into Asia during-the 19th is Buddhism a gentler, more pervasive 
century, Buddhism.resisted. In the.Box-, -force than in pro-Western Thailand., 
er Rebellion, Buddhist deities were re- . Though now- a constitutional monarch, 
lied on for help against the Christian, King Bhumibol is. still widely revered 
bullets. In Indo-China, Burma and else- as a Buddhist god-king. Everywhere 
where, Buddhism became identified monks are valued hot only as spiritual
with the nationalist .struggle against leaders but as astrologers and diviners,
colonial rule. - ... Some have even become management

When the great recessional of the consultants, called' on by businessmen . 
Western' colonial powers finally began, before major investment decisions. . ’

i the Buddhists awoke to find', themselves The < Thais tithe their annual income
in hew positions of leverage. Their pow-' in contributions to temple, building, and 
er stemmed from one source more than . Buddhist ceremonies—good Buddhism 
any other: the village pagoda, which- but a serious drawback To the govern- 
today remains what -it.. has been for ment’s efforts at- capital formation. Not 

long ago, Bangkok carried out a little- - 
publicized - roundup of leftist-oriented 
monks to prevent any/-Communist in
filtration of the clergy; But by and 
large, in peaceful, prosperous Thailand, 
the golden mean rules. Bangkok is still ' 
rocking from the Sarit scandal-—the

“1 • JAPAN. Amid the dizzyingchanges of 
industrialization, Buddhist laymen have 
seized. on . the , widespread yearning 

(Value-Creation Society). Staging great 
circuses with acrobats, brass bands and 
dancing girls, Soka Gakkai has recruit- . 
ed over 13 million adherents, largely 
.from Japan’s lower middle class - and 
urban-poor , discontents. Tightly regi
mented, from family squads on up, they 
must vote for The sect’s political candi- . 

\date as a religious duty..
/Leftist and reforming in political atti

tudes, intolerant in its religions fanati
cism (it considers itself - “True- Bud- 
dhism” and everything else heresy), So- 
ka Gakkai envisions^ first * turning Japan _ 
into a welfare state, then achieving eter
nal peace through spreading its gospel of . 
chikyu minzoku shugi, or one-nation- 

s on-earth. Since the Japanese . constitu
tion prohibits the exercise, of political 

- authority by any religion, Soka Gakkai 
insists—-unconvincingly—that the Clean 
Government Party started last month 
under the chairmanship of Soka Gakkai’s 
Koji Harashima. is a completely inde- 
pendent entity. C.G.P. is putting up. 32 

tough, able late Prime Minister ..is candidates for the 467-seat-lower house 
the more agitated, countries, the monks .

today remains what ■ it., has been for 
centuries—the center of rural "life., a 
place where laymen can go .to sleep off 
a hangover,, hide out from the police, 
or spend an undisturbed hour with their 
girl friends. The bonzes are school
masters, and doctors, as well as priests. 

This grass-roots power has taken a 
twofold—i‘f hot an. eightfold-path. In 

have used it as a. way into politics; in government funds—and King Bhumibol —all likely to.be elected,
the quieter lands, all of the lesser- has been-urged to strip. Sarit' posthu- • CEYLON. As an exception to the less
chariot persuasion’. they have used it mously. of his' title of field marshal. 1
to stay out of- politics, merely adding 
a conservative prop to support existing

/^institutions. • ' , .
LAOS.’ A Laotian bonze .is. likely to 

T . remind questioners that for a priest to’ 
1 talk politics violates one of the. 227 _ 

. Theravadan rules -of conduct. - The con
stitution stipulates that the King must

- be a “fervent Buddhist,” but fervor in 
happy-go-lucky Laos covers a multi- 
tude of careless religious enthusiasms. 
Perennial civil war has left Buddhist 
practice - virtually uninvolved, though 
near • the Luang temple, skilled, ciga:- 
rette-puffing monks cheerfully cast 
their Buddhas jn ’ brass melted down ? 
from . 37-mm. and- 105-mm, artillery 

-- cartridges.
Laotian soldiers wear Buddhist neck

laces into battle and often piously shoot , 
to miss, but it is considered highly bad 
form To wear the“ amulet into a bor- 

... dello. And though Vientiane’s whisky
tippling set often honors Buddha’s 
fourth rule more Ln spirits than in spirit, \ 
at least their chauffeurs use only the .

• softest tail feathers of a rooster to dust, * 
-the Mercedes—so as to avoid crushing .. . 
the least ant, who could well be some
body’s mother.- ; ‘ j ,
• CAMBODIA. One of the greatest kings’ 

. of early ‘Buddhism was Cambodia’s 
Jayavarman. VII; the builder, of Angkor

1 Wat. Today leftist Prince Sihanouk, as . . 
. Cambodia’s Chief of State and High 
T|^Jrotector of The Buddhist religion, as- -

^"siduously cultivates the god-king role. ' 
Following the Buddhist road of the.

■ middle, intones- Sihanouk, he means 
to be halfway between capitalism and

: - TIME, DECEMBER 11, 1964 . ' _ . . \

.charged with misappropriating vast and ten in the* upper house next spring.
‘ 1 —all likely to be elected.

political little-chariot tradition, Cey-
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tried To set up a grass-roots 'Buddhist-./" 
’ political .party, but .the Viet Cong got 1/ / 

control of it and used it. to -provoke'.- ;;/ 
riots. Apparently frightened,--Tri Quang - .
dissolved his Tocal councils, withdrew' 't ?*-' 

- . from Saigon to Hue', .the true spiritual- > ' 
center' of ‘Vietnamese'- Buddhism, where 
a Thousand ceremonies go on in a hun-. J 
dred temples and the -sun is obscured//p

Toy the smoke of millions .of- burning. *>-' 
joss sticks .Here-Tri lives .in a spare 
cell in the Tu Dam pagoda, receives •/;

-' crowds of awed visitors, plays chess, and S 
. ■ plots his moves against the government-. - ■

The Organizers. Tri Quang and the
-* other political'monks certainly do not’ - .

speak for all of South Vietnamese Bud- - ' '
" dtiisim Besides, though the monks dlaim < •

that 85%• -of .the1 Vietnamese, are Bud
dhists, tri fact the Vietnamese religion -- ’ ' 
is an .indiscriminate mixture of Bud-

■ Aak/aiK uA^DAcmAu iPAnikir ' dhism, Taoism, .Confucianism and ani- :
-SOKA.GAKKAI S HARASHIMA LEAD NG.SONGFEST . - Nevertheless> last._January. ali 14/ .

Through.ciixuSeSand clancingglrls,theonlxtruth. Buddhist sects in Viet Nam joined to, < : ?
tempted a socialist; forced.-march -into' gether in The Unified Vietnamese Bud-

Tri and Thich .Tam Chau, a tiny, affa-.. • 
ble rnonk- who. is. currently leading the 
Buddhist activists in Saigon and is -clear-

•the carefree. Burmese; raw with its zeal, - ly emerging as Tri’s riyal. The Two lead-

Vietnamese arriiy. and set up two- am- .

fron color for-his party’s ballots. He -'"the other for secular affairs', with plans 
won easily' and plunged Burma into a 
great Buddhist revival, zbut neglected 
the nation’s'affairs. ~ ‘ V - . A -

In 1962- General Ne Win and-the 
army took., over for the second time, 
and U Nu 'remains under house arrest. 
The wildly; socialist military regime has/

dhism, Taoism, .Confucianism and ani- / 
mism. Nevertheless, last-January all 14/ 

t , , , , Buddhist sects in Viet Nam joined to-.-•
; Ion’s clergy are fiip-deejp in politicking;; tempted a socialist; forced.-march into' gether in The Unified Vietnamese Bud- 

1 in the unstable' tight little .island, the- the modern world.’ Instead .tie1 ended dhist/Church, under the- leadership-of . •
Buddhists are/ the71 only - steady, if not; -;up/at' the'-‘brink of national chads, -and-. ’ 1 ■rT' ™
steadying, power. What began as a long' General N’e. Win. arid.the army took

. Buddhist ternperance campaign' in the over. The.’ ahny restored order but wore 
1940s' turned into a- drive to dust the ~\ _ _

/. British. In 1956 the monks formed apo- and inthel960 elections; U/Nu hit'the / ers.moved ;5.0 chaplains into the. South
* litical organization, helped sweep- Solo- comeback trail. He promised to make Vietnamese army and. set up two- am- 

rii'ori Bandaranaike; a. devout Buddhist. Buddhism the-state religion, .used Taf- bitious institutes, one- fob religious -and. 
and political middle-roader, into power - 47—

' as - Prime Minister. Ironically, three 
-years later he.- was assassinated byJan- 

/ • ' extremist Buddhist monk; and tiis pliirnp, 
matronly, widow replaced him. ■ , ‘ ’
; Mrs. Bandaranaike - created, a, shaky,"

*. far-left, coalition government whose ‘ev
ery-step had to have the.approval of’the -

- Buddhists "to -survive.. When the lady-,
•y r •• • - - ; ’

■ ‘ budget'by a “tree/t'ax’’ on the tapping of Buddhists -.could 'do. .better. Still, /the

. popular liquor-1 of .the- masses, the effective opposition. Recently; orange- .- ern .Xa Lqi pagoda—the mimeograph' 
-‘ - temperance-minded Buddhists took this
, as a slegalization of the drink and/or

ganized protest- demonstrations and
.prayer meetings. Hundreds of saffron---. the Buddhist leaders have'set a.Dec. 15 

robed * bhikkus . (monks) ' marched . meeting to air their differences. - '
through Colombo, ^threatened to bar The Provincials. Who are the faceless

■ Mrs. Bandaranaike .and her - ministers' but no longer self-effacing\monks be-
"from"Ceylon’s .temples unless They: re- hind Budd, h ism’s political offensive? ‘
'-signed/ .Mrs. Bandaranaike backed -.In many -ways'South Viet Nam’s-.
down, withdrew the toddy-tapping plan, Thich Tri QLiang, personifies the^ saffron 
even though it. Had already been -Jap-. politicians'; He entered -the Buddhist In
proved-by both houses of Parliament. stitute m Hue. when* -he was 13,. has.

-./ - The/next clash came--'over The Prime, traveled little,/speaks neither French
- Minister’s . scheme .to nationalize, ithe ' nor -English., Though -not. without per-,

country’s* large_st newspaper group. Odd- sonal. charm/arid even a. certain de- .
ly -enough, the Buddhists' gave her -the taclied charisma,-tie has the provincial’s

“"idea in their complaints-that the. papers distrust of all things Western, refuses.to' 
>i gave favored treatment-to Catholic riews ' meet with U.S' - Ambassador Maxwell •'

’ : and neglected Buddhist news.. But when Taylor- on the/ground that he is more 
'--/ The' tried, to’/follow1 through, - the Bud- - comfortable dealing with lesser officials. . - 

. - . dhists/’ fearing .control -of the/press .
■ wouldwork to -the. advantage -of The 
nation’s -leftists '-rather than their own, 
dug in their sandaled heels,-finally forced

, / a a no-confidence ’ vote in 'Parliament,"
. which The Primri Minister lost. j . K . .. .

. ® BURMA. The. most glaring failure: of - -rnunist,/but released him- within t ten, 
Buddhism in Asian politics-began when, *.

/-as . in Ceylon,.' the Buddhist clqrgy, peeled him of working for the Viet ® 
T sparked resistance To British rule.. With-' Cong, but could never'prove it. ; w , 

a , independence wonj Preririer ULNto at- ’ . During the Khanh regime, Tri Quang

to. organize families in rural: arqas into . • 
Communist-like’cells? / ” ... -

. South 'Viet Nam’s military, including /’*• 
General Khanh, last week announced 
their-backing'of the Huong government 
—a setback for the Buddhists. But at>

been -running the' >country‘ into the -.—a ramshackle 1 compound . that has 
Prime Minister tried to balance lthe; .’/-ground, but.,there is no'.evidence that been the Buddhist base ever sinceTay- 

f men, fed up/with, politicking, chased, 
coconut trees for toddy, the potent and. • Buddhists remain the governm'erit’s only- the political monks out of Saigon’s mocl- 
popular liquor- of .the- masses ...................... * ’

—a setback for the Buddhists. But at>^ -
- Tam. Chau’s1 Buddhist- secular - institute^ >

1 •-----------^1--^ -

'arid yellow-robed monks stormed' and - machines 'arid-'rumor mills-were 'still- 
wrecked, the printing plant of a/pro- -grinding away against-Huong.- • 
government- newspaper. - Ne Win - and.- 1 There is. no'evidence that a'Buddhist-

PETER SCHMED---- PIX

sonal. charm/arid even a. certain de- .

distrust of all things Western, refuses .to'

Taylor-on the/ground that he is more

•The son of' a farmer, in-what ds now
- North-Viet Nani; he went to . Hanoi, in . 

his- 20s, taught and- edited a Buddhist:
. magazine, helped1 found the Vietnamese ? 
Boy Scouts, fin 1948, -the French ar
rested. Tri on,charges' of being a; Com-'

. days. tThe Diem government, also sus-

' EXORC ISM J N CEYLON
Beneath the Bodhi Tree, room for al! truths.
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- • war against the Viet Cong. There is a ■ from the. pagodas. ’Elsewhere, the U.S. -

stiffen Asia’s weak national identities by 
backing Buddhism. In -Laos, for exam--, 
pie, USIS has distributed Buddhist flags." 

-* I't, will take more than flags to make 
the Buddhists a force., for stability in 
Asia. Their faith, their training, their 

_______ _ sense that history is irrelevant offer lit- 
dhists to some extent. Besides, illusions ' tie “guidance for .them in-the. world into 
—-Cl____________________ in- / which, the" monks have blinkingly
filtration. Tri Quang is - 'guilty' of the; emerged. They find' themselves fin bat- - 

that he and his fellow Buddhists could - volunteered,’ which in many cases- they.'
* have little interest in resolving? ' ' ’ -

. ■ Modern industrial'' society is based ; 
not only on materialism but, moro im-' r 
portant, on individualism; both’concepts .

. . __ ______ _ __ _ cut'against'the ? very- grain/of Buddhist;'
oh farms. In North Viet‘Nam, where,-' . philosophy./ Modern Buddhist-thinkers

-'Z''- /;
>C-
” zC^k,'/s\:

c;/;/ 
,'/■. zzzj

'h/' $££'$4??

' V H , h , s'" S" “ ' *

controlled government would press the’' not earned -Washington any gratitude’

great deal of evidence that instead -it

to bring-about the “neutralization” ‘of.
South Viet Nam.’ U.S. officials fend-to 

^^^accept Tri Quangos assertions that he is 
/^^not a Communist or working with them.

Still, -there can'be little doubt that the. 
Communists- have -.infiltrated the Bud-- 

may -well be more dangerous- than 'in- • 
filtration. Tri Quang is- 'guilty of the; 
classic, fatal error: he. seems to believe' ties' for 'which they'would never have 
f ............... ' "
“handle” the Communists. ; • 

in the.Heartland. Yet the lesson of
- ; Buddhism’s fate under Communism is -. 

plain to see, In North Korea, the monks 
were. simply put to work; in factories ‘ of 

oddly enough,' Buddhism officially re-; 
mains the state religion,"the. Commu
nists have killed Buddhism with. “kind
ness” by installing puppet monks' to ‘ 
back the government. But with 6,000" 
pagodas, North Viet.Nam now has only 
4,000 monks? Says one recent-resident:' 
“They don’t even bother to light incense 
in the temples any more.” ' - - 

Peking’s brutality in suppressing the 
Buddhist revolt in Tibet in 1959 out
raged the world. Monks ' were shot,

; forced to sole their worn boots with 
■sacred Buddhist- texts/ induced to' take' 
.opiates.- Members of a-strict male celi
bate order .were locked up with prosti-.

_tutes imported for the occasion.. Some 
/ f the. younger monks gave w.ay and 
'S^fen 'committed suicide in shame. z ~' 

In the - heartland -of China itselfj 
Buddhism fares not too badly—on the 
surface. Ancient shrines have been re
furbished. A few sample- monasteries ; 
and nunneries^ while shorn of their 
lands, are meticulously maintained to 
.impress and soothe foreign' Buddhists. ~ „ 
But Peking has killed the living faith: of/- - - - - ' ’ . REBEL SIMBAS ON _........
half a million .-monks in China-in 1949,. the dogs began feeding.on corpses. J - 
it is estimated that barely a. few thou- ‘ - \ ‘ ,• '
sand survive... . . . have tried to show that Buddhism is like. could recall his own particular nuitin- -

More Fla9s. Despite the an- science in its objective detachment; but female, but the most hellish- of nights “
. tics of the Buddhists in-.South Viet Nam' : it lacks the empirical spirit/To most Was that recounted ;by.the 76-whites '

and elsewhere, fit would be a grave er- Buddhists, Communism and'capitalist held captive by the rebels, in'the eastern
’ an^ the. West to-con- alike' seem* peculiarly .Western fixations ' Congo, tin-mining town of jBunia/b ' , -

elude that a-great and ancient faith' is on accumulating'thing's. The: best of - ; Furious on Hemp. Jmprisdned' for /
necessarily prey tQ Communism. 'When ? the riioriks realize - there is a more im- five weeks in the local-hotel, the hos- >

• it comes to an ultimate choice Kthe. ma- portant distinction to be made: between^ * tages' included 21- .Catholic priests' and '
of Buddhist leaders still know that freedom and-its absence. But preoccu- brothers, 17 nuns,' and a British ac-.

Btrddhism . is _-incompatible with the pied .with- defending their own little/sec- ’/ countant. who was- considered (an Anieri-: ,
gospel. - tarian and provincial barricades,-it- is a can'spy because- fie owned a' pair of

- Pro~. estern, devoutly choice that they have’tended to evade. ', binoculars.’ On the night of Nov. -16r *
• - P ™ist Foreign Minister Thariat Kho-. Though few"of the monks will admit,it, . .more than a week before . the,/joint 

man .says. Buddhism offers man the there is no-doubt that many of-them - • U:S-.-Belgian rescue mission began,/the ’**
- opportunity to .think.beyond material- secretly believe'it is’ an Unnecessary.' Simbas.puffed,themselves into a-fifty on -
-ism—beyond fish„ arffi rice—and Coni--- choice, -that, the Buddhists can tame * bamboo pipeloads of Indian hemp. Then '
munism does not.” Even at the pink end' . Communism, can provide the spiritual they dragged thie nuns out of thediotel, ,
or the spectrum, Cambodia’s Prince Si- . complement/for Marxist materialism. forced them to strip, and made’them'
hanouk, drifting ever closer toward Red' The view shows,-as nothing else, that? “dance” by-shooting at-their feet. Then '

,~as admitted that Communism- the monks in many ways are still .living- the Simbas took their pleasure. ;■// . -
a °e end °f Buddhism in his ' dangerously-in the cloister. And as an, <- ..Some nuns were merely'beaten:up■ . -

- • _ , ' -- ancient Mahayana* text puts-it: - .with bottles or gun butts, and one Was
~ /Ihe U.S. would like nothing better When you are .inside your room; en- slugged with a telephone; which the’ 

than to back a strong and - independ- ’ - closed .by.walls,-' . • .Simbas apparently considered bad dawa.
niovement. But helping the - . You- do not know 'what takes place . (magic). Three were raped. One nun, 

Buddhists overthrow Diem certainly has . outside, - w • Sister Maria Therese, 36, resisted, arid; a'

TIME, DECEMBER. 11/1964 . W. ' . '/ ' ’ + ' ' / ' ' / . - -’r

•THE CONGO 
X1V/1J.JL L11V. pagUUCld. JLviaC W11UJL u, me tJ.O. ~ ,

•has made modest,- tentative attempts'to- La Nuit Infernale - \ _ ,/ , / , _
would try-to negotiate with. .the' Reds' ■ stiffen Asia’s weak national identities by / - The Belgian ’ paratroopers had gone - 

back home Io .a triumphant welcome, , • - 
but they had prob ably " left too soon. -• 
Behind them, the Congo kept sliding' 

.back into Stone Age savagery.. * V /
‘A pair of fescue columns of the Con

golese government army ’ led. by - white - 
-officers pushed-'deep into rebel territory. 

• Their - aim:;to save as many as- possible 
of the 1,100 white, hostages' sfill held' ' 

“by the 'savage rebel fighters known as , 
/Simbas (lions'). By week’s end-"they had ; ., 
“ rescued 600; .-whites;—Belgian nuns and 

priests,'Greek shopkeepers and restaura- 
Meurs,’ British i and = American mission- 

aries. From nearly every man, - woman- ■ 
>ahd. child saved cahie another numhiig ’ 
’ tale of' terror, .torture or/ death-. Each

■ LECHEVALIER—CORAL V '

SPREE
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-Siniba shattered both her kneecaps with .. tant. winging to. /Johannesburg.;to/.hire
- a “precisely .aimed rifle, shot: “It. was* T50 more; white .soldiers. TshombQhim- 

" night/’ recalled a surviving nun. “She- self flew;* off To Paris, where?1 he pleaded 
was losing much blood, and the Simbas ~ unsuccessfully for. jassistance, from A
wouldri’tlet us near her.-She died early Charles de,Gaulle.' Said. Tshombe: “We maiss meeting on a former minefield,:

andT activity. Right-wing, and left-wing . 
" . Deputies came to^blows7while ..Papan-

- dreou lit a cigarette and sat back, seeffi-77 j]
. -z ingly safe in the.middle./But the after-

The Meaning of an Explosion math of the explosion implied a differ- ;. ? 7_
Under one name or another,-Greek. ent meaning: under-Papandreou s cen- 7 

rightists and leftists have^long fought : ter- government, The Communists .have 7 : 
each -other. But in .1942 two mutually- - enjoyed, an ominous revival in Greece, y - ■ \ .
suspicious Greek, guerrilla detachments ' 
—one made up of E.D.E.S. nationalists

_ __  __ ______  „ _ -and the other of.E.L.A.S. Communists 
truck,Three/were killed; on th'e spot. The —joined forces long enough to give pro- I . . ,

'................................. ; tective cover to. a British demolition x . Before .’the Sino-Soviet - split .became. •
team' that blew up a railway bridge at. x ‘ _ ....... . ‘ ’
Gorgopotamos, 130 miles from Athens, sort of ventriloquist’s dummy.-Albania’s 7 
thus halting supplies intended for trans- fiercely anti-Khrushchey rulers said all 
shipment to Rommel’s Afrika Korps in, the nasty things about Moscow that the- 
Libya. In reprisal, 14 Greek hostages Chinese obviously wanted to say them- ~

Leftist Deputies _ charged; That /’the 
mine had been freshly placed by rightist' 
terrorists. '. The rightists replied/by. cen- > 
'suring PapandreouTor 1) permitting" a,

in the morning after lying alone on the . are. lost children struggling through the and 2) failing to ourb Red organization 
. f street for many.hours.” The Sirnbas then dark.”-. : ‘ 'A?nnd Wt-wmo
7 - locked their prisoners back in the hotel, 

, 7 where most were ultimately rescued.
Back, to the Cadavers. Before they.

.-fled, the Simbas took/revenge; on four, 
priests who had tried to* protect the nuns 
and : incurred further rebel wrath by 
continuing to celebrate Mass and sing-

7 ing hymns—more bad daw a as far: as 
; 7:the* Simbas were' concerned. When the

' - priests tried to' escape 'from a rebel 
.........................................~ ‘ '

■; ; fourth, survived by playing dead; but was 
/; driven mad by the experience. Carried 

/ ihto Leopoldville last week in a plane-
7 /load of survivors, he kept muttering:

“I must go back to join the cadavers.”
And indeed there were -plenty left

COMMUNISTS
Independent Dummy

public, Peking'used little-Albania as: a . / 

fiercely anti-Khrushchev rulers said alL . 
the nasty things about Moscow that the-

; selves. Since Nikita Khrushchev’s ouster’ ; 
. - 1 • amid signs of a Russian-Chinese thaw,,

the Communist world:2—and its obsery-
- ers in the West—have wondered wheth- . 

er the Albanian line might soften. Last . .
- . .-week came the answer: not a-,bit.
; - " Pravda and Izvestia printed friendly
. - articles about Albania, and.the Soviet

- Union'dispatched fraternal .greetings An 
the occasion'of the 20 th anniversary'of. 
the “liberation” of Albania from Axis ”

2 occupation. It was wasted effort. ;A1- • 
. ' ’ bania flexed- its puny muscles with an ' .

• 85-minute parade through Tirana’s nor-
? mally trafficless, streets, and the military 

display included a few rockets, prob-^^ 
ably donated by Red* China. Albanian^ J . 
Party Boss Enver Hoxha ranted-his way 
through a three-hour speech hailing the ;

: removal of Khrushchev but blasting the • :
' new Soviet leadership; for its failure to'

. ’ rehabilitate Stalin, who, said-Hoxha, was - ' :
- a’ great Marxist-Leninist even though, 

“he may have committed some small 
errors.” Hoxha. sheered that the new. * /

* Soviet leaders “would like--to' have us- ?.
Albanians go to- Moscow and. bow be- .. - 
fore them because-we are a small coun- » . 
try while they represent a big country. - 
They are .much mistaken.” :

On hand were delegates from pro- j 
Chinese splinter parties in Western Eu- 7. 7 
rope and Peking-controlled Communist 717.

rea, Indonesia, Japan and,/of. all-places, 
New Zealand. Rumania-and Cuba alsb'/

CROWD GATHERING BELOW GORGOPOTAMOS BRIDGE BEFORE BLAST
; - The middl^was a minefield too.

> behind. In Stanleyville, where the .Con
golese government army was " barely 

. _ holding. oh in -the face of rebel snipers
/ and raiding.parties, only the- road to the 

•' airport had been cleared of corpses. 
/;/ Tnthe city, dogs were seen. feeding’on 

rotting bodies. A typhoid epidemic 
= ' : erupted among5the-city’s 220,000 Con- 
‘ i 7 golese, with only one doctor left.- Snipers 

kept up sporadic fire "against"all planes 
7 landing or taking off from Stanleyville’s 

‘ jungle-encircled. jet strip, and ~ after - a

- were executed by the Italian occupation 
forces.? Ever since, Communists and 

-rightists hdve argued about whose guer
rillas .deserved the greater glory at the. 
bridge and in-the war generally.

. The Gorgopotamos bridge was re
built with Marshall Plan funds, and last 
week busses and trains brought 10,000 
leftists to the site to commemorate -the . . . _
22nd anniversary of the explosion: Also parties in Nprth Viet Nam,/North Ko
on hand was ra. rightist delegation from 
E.D.E.S., as well as government officials 

Belgian International Air Service DC-4 and. army officers. After a Te_ Deurn - sent delegates, indicating an interest. . , 
crashed, on takeoff,, killing seven, civilian . Mass, much of the crowd began- to sing mg .degree of independence, from Mos- ;

■ - ■ • - - - * .. Communist' guerrilla songs and, shout cow. None of the other,, normally pro-• \ 7 aircraft were banned from landing."-At
~ the same time, help. for the rebels, ac-

" - cording to some reports, was filtering in 
from. the Sudan,. where’ “President”

defense minister-, Gaston Soumialpt, 
were holed .up in Khartoum. . . -

; . With Stanleyville in tenuous govern-
7 f ment 1 control -and 500 hostages- still
7 . .scattered throughout a rebel-held reach 

of bush almost- as large .as France,
’ ' Premier .Moise Tshombe clearly needed 

more help. Major Mike Hoare, com- ,
mahder of the mercenaries fighting for • ously at least one mine,-a U.S. Army

7 : \ the?Congo government, sent- his adj u- model M2A3, had been overlooked.

ing .degree of independence from Mos-

' the,matter of Albania. Peking’s People’s 
Daily declared that the “comradeship in _ 

"arms” between China and Albania “is 
deep as the Adriatic and as sublime. a.
the Himalayas.”The Himalayas are sub- < - 
lime, all right,' but the Adriatic Sea, 
which washes the shores- of Albania,' is - •. 
notorious for.its shallowness. ‘ / ; / *

TIME, DECEMBER 1L ,1964./ -

Communist slogans. Suddenly there was ' Moscow parties attended. Peking mean- 
a violent explosion near, the . bridge, while rejected another Moscow invita- 
Screarning “Fascists!” and ' “Killers!” tion'for' a . meeting of the. worldwide

' But even thie somber Chinese seemed
' Christophe Gbenye and his wild-eyed the crowd scattered; leaving behind 13 - Communist movement; . ’J ' ’

. - . n . dead and’51 wounded. ' But even the somber Chinese seemed,
The explosion reverberated inside ;: to be displaying a sense , of humor in ; 

Parliament, where Premier George Pa-/, 
pandreou. admitted that the .memorial 
site had- been a minefield during the 
1947-49 civil war with the Greek Com
munists. The field had been cleared by 
the Greek army 15 years ago,-but obvi-
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3. History of Buddhism 10,
4. Scripture of Buddhism 11.
5. Art and Culture 12.
6. Zen Buddhisn 13.
7. Jodo Buddhisn 14.

Christian (X) Religion
Non-Christian Religion 
Comparative Study & Religion 
Philosophy and Psychology 
Oriental Culture
Reference Books
Yeung Readers

1. BIBLIOGRAPHY

Bl BIBLIOGRAPHY ON JAPANESE DUDDITISII
B2 PALI-ENGLISH DICTIONARY
133 A POPULAR BUDDHIST DICTIONARY
B4 A SANSKRIT-ENGLISH DICTIONARY
B5 DICTIONARY OF PALI PROPER NAIIES
B6 GUIDE THROUGH THE ADHIDHARHA PITAKA
B7 BUDDHIST DICTIONARY

CIID
d

Humphreys 
Her. i er 
Malalasokera 
Nyanatiloka 
Nyanatiloka

2. LIJb.TD TEACHING OF BUDDHA

LI
L2
Lo
L4
L5
L6
L7
L8
L9
LIO 
Lil
L12
L13
L14
L15 
LI 6
L17
L18 
LI 9
L20

L21
L22

The Gospel of Love
The Story of the Buddha
Buddha's Words of Wisdom (2) 
The Buddha's Philes ophy 
On the Eightfold Path
Interpreter of Buddhism 
The Lifht of Asia
The Supreme Science of the Buddha
Jataka Tales (2) 
The Buddhist Conception of Spirits
The Life of Gotana the Buddha 
Buddhist Legends (Parts 1-3)
The Teachings of the Compassionate Buddha 
Karma, A Story of Buddhist Ethics
The Teachings of Buddha 
Buddhist Meditation
The Buddha’s Law Among the Birds
Gotana the Buddha
The Doctrine of Awakening
The Buddha and His Path to Self-Enlight
enment
Buddhism
Psychological Attitude of Early Buddhist 
Philosophy

Albers
A. All
Allen
Allen
Appleton
Arnold
Arnold
Baptist
Beswick
Bimala
Drews ter 
Burlingame 
Burtt
Cams
Chida
Conze
Conze
C o omar a s wany
J. Evola 
Fussel

Gard
Govinda

-Continued-
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L23 Buddhism
L24 The Life of Buddha
L25 Siddhartha
L26 The Creed of Buddha
L27 Ton Jataka Stories
L28 Concentration and Meditation
L29 The Lay of Action
L30 Thus Have I Heard
L31 Talk On I
L32 The Life and Teachings of Buddha
L33 The Bay of the Buddha ■
L34 Buddha Dhanma
L35 Buddhist Meditation
L36 Gautama, the Story of Lord Buddha
L37 The Central Philosophy of Buddhism
L38 Fundamentals of Buddhism
L39 The ’Jord of the Buddha
L40 The Lord of the Buddha (Revised)
L41 Jataka Stories
L42 Buddha and Buddhism
L43 Sayings of Buddha
L44 That the Buddha Taught
L45 The Secret of Meditation
L46 Crossing the Stream
L47 Buddhist Psychology of Perception
L48 The Jewel Ornament of Liberation
L49 Short Talks on Buddhism
L50 A Young People’s Life of the Buddha
LSI The-Way of Mindfulness,
L52 Life's Highest Blessings
L53 The Central Conception of Buddhism
L54 The Life- of the Buddha
L55 Jx Manual of Buddhism
L5S Buddhism in a Nutshell
L57 The Life of Buddha as Legend and History
L58 The Quest of Enlightenment
L59 Tho Road to Nirvana

'LOO Hind Unshaken
L61 Some Sayings of the Buddha
L62 The Teachings of Buddha

Hamilton
Harold
Hesse
Holmes
Horner
Humphreys
Humphreys
Humphreys
Humphreys'
Horosi
Lad
Lail
Lounsbery
Hasani '
Hurt!
Nyanatiloka
Nyanatiloka
Nyanatiloka
Pali Text Society 
Percheron
Peter Pauper Press
Rahula
Ricker
S anghar aks hi t a
Surthachandra
Sgam
Shinkaku
Silacara
Soma
Soni
S t c he rb a t s ky
Thai Temple
Thera
Thera
Thomas
Thomas
Thomas
Halters 
’Joodward
Y.B.A. of Japan

3. HISTORY OF BUDDHISM

2500 Years of Buddhism
Buddhism and the Buddhist Movement Today 
A Short History of Buddhism
Buddhism
Buddhism
The Path
The Path
A Survey
Buddhism
The History of Buddhist Thought
Tho Tibetan Rook ■■ f Croat Lil:oration
The Hay and the Mountain

(3), Its Essence and Development

of
of
of
and the Buddhist Movement Today

Buddhism 
the Buddha 
Buddhism.

Bap at

Conze
Conze
Humphreys
Lanka
Horgan
S anghar ak s h i t a 
Buddhist Society 
Thomas
Jvans-’.'ortz
Pallis 

-^Continued-



1113 Early History of Buddhism in Ceylon
1114 Ancient Buddhism in Japan
1115 Early Buddhist Honachism
III3 Japanese Buddhism
III? Buddhism in Kashmir and Ladakh
1110 The Religions of Tibet
1119 Japanese 'Buddhism
11'20 History of Buddhism in Ceylon
1121 Buddhist India
1122 Mahayana Buddhism'
1123 Stories of Buddhist India
1124 The Buddhism of Tibet and Lamaism
1125 The Essentials of Buddhist Philosophy
II2G Thai Buddhism, its Rites and .Activities
1127 History of Japanese Buddhism
1123 As oka
J.I29 Buddhism and Race Question

4. SCRIPTURES OP BUDDHISM

Adikaram
De Visser
Sutt
Eliot
Ganhar
Hoffmann
Ishii
Rahula
Rhys-Davids
Suzuki, B.
Thera
Waddell .
Takakusu
Wells '
Hanayama
Hacphail
Malalasokera

51
52
53
54
55
SG
57
58
59
510
511
512
513
514
515
SIC
517
518
519

Sarvastivada Literature
The Dhammapada
The Sutra of 42 Sections
Buddhist Scriptures
Selected Sayings from the Perfection of
Tho Prajnaparamita Literature
The Tibetan Book of tho Great Liberation 
The Sutra of Wei Lang
Guide Through the Abhidhamma-Pitaka 

Banerjee 
Bhadragaka 
Chu 
Conze 

Wisdom Conze 
Conze 
Evans-Hontz 
Humphreys 
Mahathera

'Sacred Books of the East
Abhidhamma Studies
Tho Diamond Sutra
Buddhist Logic (Vols 1 and 2) 
Studies in ^ankavatara Sutra 
The Lankavatara Sutra
A T'ranual of kchidhamma
The Dhammapada
Buddhi sm in Tr an s1a t i on
The Voice of Silence

Muller
Nyanatiloka
Price
Stcherbatsky
Suzturi
Suzuki
Thera
Thera
Warren
Theos ophical.

5. ART PHD CULTURE (BUDDHIST)

Al Art of Par Lands
xi.2 The Gods of Northern Buddhism
A3 The Evolution of the Buddha Image
A4 Masterwork of Japanese Art
A5 The Indian Buddhist Iconography
AG Land of a Thousand Buddhas
A7 Himalayan Pilgrimage

6. ZEN BUDDHISM

Forman
Getty
Rowland Jr.
Terry
Bhattacharyya 
Bernard
Snellgrove

Z1 Japan and Zen
Z2 The Supreme Doctrine (2)
Z3 The Zen Teaching of Huang Po

Amos 
Benoit 
Blofold

-Continued-



Z4 ' Zon in English Literature and Oriental Classics Blyth
Z5 Anthology of Zen
Z6 Zon and American Thought
Z7 History, of Zen Buddhism
ZB Zen and Zen Classics
Z9 The Goose is Out
Z10 Zen Showed Ho the hay
Zll Zen in the xirt of Archery ■
Z12 Zen Buddhism
Z13 Zen Comes 'dost
Z14 xi First Zen Reader
Z15 Living Zen
ZIG Zen for the West
Z17 Zen Flesh Zen Bones
Z18 Zen and Buddhism
Z19 The Irone Flute
Z20 The Blue Cliff Records
Z21 An Introduction to Zen Buddhism
Z22 Essays in Zen Buddhism
Z23 Manual of'Zen Buddhism
Z24 Studies in Zen
Z25 The Essence of Buddhism
Z2G The Zen Doctrine of No-IIind
Z27 Zen and Japanese Buddhism
Z28 Zen and Japanese Culture
Z29 Zen Buddhism
Z30 Zen Buddhism and Psychoanalysis
Z31 Toehold on Zon
Z32 Beat Zen Square Zon and Zen
Z33’ The Spirits of Zen
Z34 The Way of Zen
Z35 The Supreme Identity

Briggs
Arne s 
Dumaulin 
Bly th ' 
Gabb 
Hayakawa 
Ilerrigel 
Humphreys 
Humphreys 
Logget 
Linssen 
Ogata 
Reps 
Senzaki 
Senzaki 
Shaxv 
Suzuki 
Suzuki 
Suzuki 
Suzuki 
Suzuki 
Suzuki 
Suzuki 
Suzuki 
Suzuki 
Suzuki 
Swann 
Watts 
Watts 
Watts 
Watts

7. JODO BUDDHISM

JI
J2
J3
J4
J5
JG
J7

Ilonen, the Buddhist Saint Coates
An Outline of the Trippie Sutra of Shin Buddhism Fujimoto
Naturalness Kanamatsu
Ami da
Shinran and His Religion of Pure Faith 
Dynamic Buddha and Static Buddha
The Priest and His Disciple

Lubec
Nakai 
Yamaguchi 
Kurata

8. CHRISTIANITY

XI The Imitation of Christ Kempis
X2

9. NON-C~~RISTIxiN RELIGION

N1 An Introduction into Lamaism
N2 Mahatma Letters

Anuruddha
Barker

-Continued'
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NS ■ The Bhagavad Gita
N4 India's Quest for Reality
Ng .The Song of God Bhagavad Gita
NG Tho Brahma- Sutra
N7 Indian Thought and Its Development
^8 Yoga
N9 Myths and Symbols in Indian Art and Civil®
N10 Tho Religion of Java
Nil Saying of Mohammed

.10. COMPARATIVE STUDY IND RELIGION

Edgerton
Jackson
Prabhavananda
R adhakr i s hnan
Schweitzer
Uood
Ziixier
Goortz
Peter Pauper Co.

Cl
C2
C3
C4
C5
CG
C7
C8
C9
CIO
Cll
C12
CIS
C14
CIS
CIG

The Portable World Bible
Religion and Culture 
Glimpses of World Religions
The Varieties of Religious Experience 
Modern Trends in World Religions 
Religion in the Soviet Union
The Meaning of Religion
The World's Great Religions
Truth is One
The Religions of Man
The Religion of Han
Sociology of Religion
Comparative Study of Religion 
Comparative Religion
Japanese Buddhism and Christianity
A Comparative Study of Buddhism and Chris 
tianity
Comparative Religion

Ballou
Daws on
Jaico Pub.
J ane s
Kitagawa
Kolarz
Kristonson
Life Magazine
Forman
Smith
Tagore
Wach
Lach
Bouqud t
Callaway
l.Iasutani

C17
C18 Eastern Religions and Western Thought
C19 '
C20
C21
C22
C23
C24
C25
C2G
C27
C28
C29

The Meanings of Life in Hinduism and Buddhism 
Essay in East and West
Patterns in Comparative Religion 
Philosophy and Culture
Religions of America
The East and the West
Mysticism
Buddhism and Christianity 
The Meeting of East and West 
Religion in -Primitive Society 
The Religion of Divine Wisdom

11. PHILOSOPHY RND PSYCHOLOGY

Parringder
Radhakr is hnan 

.Ross
Moore
Ellade
Moore
Rosten
Gulick
Suzuki
Von Glasenapp 
Northrop 
II opbock
Van Straelon

Pl Dale Carnegie's Scrapnook
P2 Outlines of Indian Philosophy
?3 Tho Essentials of Indian Philosophy
P4 Reason and Existence
P5 Psychology and Religion
PG Introduction to Religious Philosophy
P7 The Path of Purification
P8 Study of Good
P9 Intelligibility and tho Philosophy
F10 Existentialism and Religious Belief
Pll Tho Transcendence of tho Ego
P12 Nature3 Man and Woman
P12 Psychotherapy East and West

Carnegie
Iliriyanna 
Hiriyanna 
Jaspers 
Jung 
MacGregor 
Nanamoli 
Nishid'a 
Nishida 
Roberts 
Sartre 
Watts
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P13
'P14
F15
PIG

01
02
03
04
05 
00 
C7 
08 
09
010
Oil
012
013
014
015
01G 
017 
018 
019 
020 
021 
022 
023
024
025 
02 G
027
028
029
030
031
032
033
034
035
03 G

R1
R2

R3
R4
R5 
RG

The I Ching or Book of Changes
The Secret of the Golden Flower 
Philosophies of India
Asia through Asian Eyes

Wilhelm
Wilhelm
Zimmer
Dhingra

12. ORIENTAL CULTURE

Hell Screen and Other Stories
Japanese Humour
Religions ih. Japan
Exploring the Japanese Ways of Life
Forn and Space of Japanese Architecture 
History of Japan
The Cheerful Heart
xi Japanese Iliscollany
The Poetry of Wakayama Bokusui
The Poetry of Ishikawa Takuboku
The Poetry of Yosano Akiko
Japan, A Short Cultural History
Japanese Etiquette
Kappa
Old Talcs of Japan
Senryu
Tales Grotesquo and Curious
The Arts of Japan
Japanese Proverbs
Botchan
Kokoro
The Miracle of the August 0’bon
The Heike Story
A History of_Modern Japan ’ -
Japanese Children’s Stories
Our Japanese Playmates
A Treasury of Japanese Flower Arrangement 

Treasurer of Japanese Literature
Sources of Indian Tradition
Sources of Chinese Tradition
Sources of Japanese Tradition
Dew Drops on a Lotus Leaf
Painting in the Far East
Concrete Universality of the Japanese Way 
Shinto Influence on Japanese Life
QU *1 C)

13. REFERENCE BOOKS

The World Book Encyclopaedia (20 Volumes) 
Conducting Workshops and Institutes

C onf er one e s That Work
How To Lead Discussions
Planning Bettor Programs 
Supervision and Consultation

Aleut agawa
Bly th 
ilunc e
Akimoto
Cravor Jr.
Ionaga
Gray
Iloarn
Honda
Honda
Honda
Sansom
ITalcajina
Aleut agawa
Yasuda
Bly th 
Akutagawa 
Hunsterberg 
Okada
Natsume
Natsume
Tokyo AFWL
Yoshileawa
Sterry
Sakude
Nugent
Ishimoto
Watanabe
Columbia Univ. 
Columbia Univ. 
Columbia Univ. 
Fischer 
Binyon
Fujisawa
Fujisawa
Ono

Adult Educa^ 
tion Ass.
AEn of USA
AEA of USA

of USA* TH 
■lAImi of USA

Continued-



R7 'Training Group Leaders
R8 Understanding How Groups Work
R9 Your Child Steps Out
RIO How to work with Teen-Ago Groups
Rll Rules of Order Revised
R12 The Golden Treasury of Natural History
R13 Walt Disney’s Worlds of Nature
R14 The Epic of Ilan
R15 A Handbook of Church Public Relations
R1G Church Use of Audio-Visuals

AEA of USA 
AEtx of USA 
Bley ' 
Roberts 
Robert 
Parker 
Platt 
Canby 
Stoody 
Tower

14. YOUNG READERS

Y1 Buddhist Stories for Children
Y2 Our Life of Nonbutsu
Y3 Buddhist Sunday School Gathas
Y4 Tho Teachings of Buddha (Cartoon)
Y5 The Wajun
YG English Service Form
Y7 Sanbutsu
Y8 Sermon for Young People

Y9 x’x Buddhist Student's Manual
Y10 The Buddha and Ills Teachings (3)
Yll English Service Book
Y12 Buddhist Sunday School Lessons
,Y13 A Program of Studios for Buddhist Sunday 

Schools
Y14 Our Buddhist Reader
Y15 'Origami (Fuji Book)
Y16 Origami (Sakura)
Y17 Let's Hake Presents
Y18 Creating with Paper
Y19 How Play for the Preschool Child
Y20 838 Ways to Amuse a Child
Y21 Grafts for Fun
Y22 Origami (Penguin Book)
Y23 10/ Crafts for Kids
Y24 Let's Hake Doll Furniture
Y25 Beautiful Japanese Songs

ro/m a
PUii

BCA
BCA
Chi da
Hawaii Jodo
Hawaii Jodo
Hawaii Soto 
Honpa Ilon- 
gariji 
Humphreys 
Hunt.
Calif. Jodo 
Sunangalo 
Toronto Bud.

Tri-State Bud 
Asahi Origami 
Asahi Origami 
Hautzig 
Johnson
Johnson
Johnson
Perry
Toto Co.
Wardwell
Mercer
Taguehi

15. MISCELLANEOUS

Lil A Boy of Old Hawaii
M2 Mystery of the Hawaiian Hills
1.13 Crown Prince attends the Coronation of
1.14 Germany
1.15 Greek
TIG Arab World
1.17 Russia.
1.18 Tropical Africa
1.19 Tho Golden Book of America
LUO Fragments of Hawaiian History
I.I11 The American Riddle Book

Curtis
Warner

Queen Elizabeth
Life Magazine
Life magazine
Life Magazine
Life Ragazine
Life Magazine 
Shapiro 
Papa Ii 
Withers



JODO MISSION EYOKU LIBRARY

Book List
2. Japanese Section

KI
IS
K3
K4
K5
I£6
K7
K8
K9
K10
Kll
K12
K13
K14
K15
K16
K17
K18
K19
ISO Bukkyo Dowa Zenshu (12)-.
K21 ” -----
K22
K23
K24
K25
K26
K27
K28
K29
K30
K31
K32
K33

Shikeishu I.Ionogatari ® •
Ilotoke o Tsugu Ilito
Ilotoke no Ilakken m
Ilyakusetsu Ilyakuwa
Bukkyo Iliyu llonogatari
Bukkyo Innen Llonogatari
Chuin Howashu ' -4 Al
Ilonen to Shinran A •
Jinsei no Kangaekata A
Itsuwa 365 Niehl i
Gendai Jinsei Ilyakuwa A
Gendai Howashu (3)
Kyoka Diyo 4
Tanpen Howashu (2)
Ilonen
Nippon Bukkyo Shis oshi Kenkyu
Nippon no Shinko Shukyo -0 W 44
An Historian's Approach to Religion (Tn.) 
Bukkyo Koji lion o gat ar i 44 J#; %&■

~ ~ ......... "

Kagawa Toyohiko Zenshu (15 j* AAAhA 
Kokuyaku Daizokyo (48)
Jodo-shu Kyogaku Taikei 
Dukkyo Da inenkan (1961) 
L’aga Ilans eiki 
Nippon no Ilyakunen 
E de riiru Ilonen Shonin 
Yojo no Ilikari 
Jido Hyakka Daijiten (26)

Fuji! 
Fu jin ami 
Fujinar.il 
Kayahara
Kawasaki 
Kawasaki
Koyama 
Llasutani 
llurakami
Nishimoto 
Nonomura 
Otani Press 
Otani Press 
Otani Press 
Tamura 
Tamura
Takaki
Toynbee 
Yoshida 
Daihorin 
Kirisuto
Toho Shoin 
Jodo Shuten 
Bukkyo Nen. 
Koike 
Llainichi 
Taisho Univ, 
Jodo Illss ion 
Tamagawa
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PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Department of Religion

FINAL EXAMINATION Spring 1966
Religion 314

1. According to Zen traditions, the 5th Zen patriarch announced that 
anyone who could demonstrate his understanding of Zen teachings in 
the form of a poem would be selected as his successor.

Shen-hsiu, the most learned monk of the school submitted the 
following poem:

"The body is the tree of enlightenment,
And the mind is like a bright mirror stand,
Always cleanse them diligently,
And not let dust fall on them."

Hui-neng, an illiterate rice pounder in the monastery, submitted 
the following:

“Enlightenment is not a tree to begin with,
Nor is the mind a mirror stand,
Since originally there was nothing,
Whereon could the dust fall?"

The 5th patriarch selected Hui-neng as his successor.
According to your understanding of Zen, why do you suppose the 5th 
patriarch selected Hui-neng over Shen-hsiu on the basis of their 
poems?

2. Mahayana Buddhism as it existed in India, Tibet, China, and Japan, 
exhibited a fundamental unity in beliefs and practices. At the 
same time, there was also marked diversity within the religion as 
it developed among the Tibetans, Chinese, and Japanese.
Write an essay on this central theme of unity and diversity within 
Mahayana Buddhism.

Answer both questions.
"I pledge my honor as a gentleman 
that, during this examination, I 
have neither given nor received 
assistance."
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Melinda, Greek King 

North India 

ca. 568-480 B. C.

ca. 568-480 B. C.

SAKYAMUNI 
(Shaka) and 
His Disciples

Prince Gautama

Siddhartha

THE HISTORICAL 

BUDDHA

KING ASOKA

ca. 202 B. C.

THE LINEAGE 
in 1936 and

Thirty Different Schools

INDIA

Until about 
1000 A. D.

Modern Revival

MAHAYANA

Greater Vehicle

Salvation by 
knowledge, faith or 

meditation

Hinayana, Lesser Vehicle, or Theravada (Way of the Elders) 

(salvation by knowledge) (Sakyamuni sole object of reverence)

Ceylon Burma Thailand Cambodia

INDIGENOUS ELEMENTS CONTRIBUTED

Animistic Mythology etc.

Butsu-do

({Ail)

San-lun Hfra
ca. 408, KumSrajTva (I) 
Provisional Mahayana 

Est. 569-618

LU #
ca.410, Buddhayasas (I)
Hinayana

Est. 595-667 by Tao-hsUan (C)

Cheng-shih
ca. 408, Kumarajiva (I)
Hinayana <v

Fa-hsiang
Ji 
'u

645, Hsuan-tsang (C) C o
Provisional Mahayana o 

w

Ching-t’u
3 <u 
S

352, Samghavarman (I) jy
'o

Est. 333-418 by Hui-yiian (C) 3

Mahayana
3

T’ien-t’ai Xp
3 o Cj

401, Kumarajiva (I)
Est. 575 by Chin-k’ai (C) 3

Cv
Mahayana cn 

*Q

Chu-she IM# H
563, Paramartha (I) 3

Est. 645 by Hsuan-tsang (C) 3 <L>
Hinayana

Hua-yen
418, Buddhabadra (I)
Est. ca. 640 by Tu Fa-shun (C)
Mahayana

Ch’an W
520, Bodhidharma (I)
Northern School: ca. 700,

Hsien-hsiu (C)
Southern School: ca. 700,

Hui-neng (C)
Mahayana

Chen-yen MW
719, Vajrabodhi (I)
Mahayana (Tantrayana)

KOREAN

General

Doctrines

P e k c h e
384 ’•

K o r y 5

372

South Central Asia ;

Tantric Buddhism 

Tibet, Nepal, etc.

ca. 1280-1368

OF BUDDHISM, A chart prepared by Geo. H. Kerr 
revised according to Bukkyo Nenkan (Yearbook
of 1961 by the International Institute for the 

' ‘ 1967.
of Buddhism) 
Study of Religions, Tokyo,
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JL A

i- e

Way of the
Buddha

JAPAN 538 A. D.

Prince Shotoku

d. 621

San r on
625

Ekan (K)
Prov. Mahayana

Jojitsu
SO 625

— Ekan Sit (K)
o Hinayana

-a
-J

co
cS Hosso
u 654

Dosho MRS (J)
Prov. Mahayana

SJ

Kusha
658

>: Chitsu (J) and

co Chidatsu (J)
Hinayana

4)

Ritsu $£
754

Ganjin (Q
O. R. Roshana 
Mahayana

Kegon
736

DSsen (C)
0. R. Roshana 
Mahayana For Japanese sects are given the name, the usually accepted 

date of foundation where ascertainable, the name of the 
founder, his nationality, initialed, the central object of 
reverence (O.R.) and the number of subsects today.





EXAM QUESTIONSg CHRISTIANITY* ISLAM

1. Explain Jesus’ teachings on: a) Kingdom of God b) Will of God (lectures)

2. What is the Resurrection all about? (lectures)

3* What is Gnosticism? And why was the Church challenged by the Gnostic ideas?

How was the meaning of Jesus Christ (life* deaths resurrection) understood and 
interpreted by: a) St* Paul b) John of the Fourth Gospel

5. The second century presented four major issues of decision to the newly formed
Christian Church. Describe each of the four major issues.

6. Describe the Monastic Movement: its essential features* meaning and significance
for the Christian faith,

7. Describe the various dogmas attributed to Mary* the mother of Jesus,

8. ^How is Christ understood in the Nicene Creed?

9. Explain St, Augustine’s point of view on:
a) the objectivity of the Church’s sacraments
b) original sin and predestination
c) City of God

10. Explain the following thinkers view on the relation of grace and free will:
Augustine* Thomas Aquinas* Martin Luther* John Calvin.

11. Explain the Roman Catholic and Protestant view of the Eucharist.

12. What was the significance of the protest and reform movements of the Middle Ages

13. Describe the significance of:
a) Joachim of Fiore
b) Defensor Pacis of Marsiglio of Padua.

14. Explain the role of Martin Luther and John Calvin in furthering the Reformation
Movment.

ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM

1. Describe the significant events in the life of Muhammad.

2. What is the Qur’an? Explain

3. Explain the theological position of:
a) Mu’tazilah
b) Al-Ash’ari

4. What is basic about Islamic Law? Explain

5. Describe al-Ashafi’i role in def-ining the roots of Islamic law.

6a Describe the Five Pillars of Islam.

7. a) Describe the Sufis* b) their system of thought c) their significance in
Islamic faith.

8. State the basic differences between the Shi’ah and the Sunnis.

9. State the basic contributions of the following men to Islamic faith:
a) ’Abd al-Wahhab
b) Shah Waliyullah
c) ’Abduh



BUDDHISM - Rel 150 (Evening)

Cx^_(^±
---- ' LIFE OF GAUTAMA THE BUDDHA

fl ^"~^‘ ■- "t" f J
1. Before his birth (Jataka Tales) - c '
2. Birth in Lumbini (563 or 560 BC)

a) Siddhartha Gautama of SAkya
3. Youth, Marriage (Son, Rahula)
4. Legend of Four Passing Sights
5. Six Years of Search for Enlightenment
6. Mara, the Tempter
7. Enlightenment under Bodhi-tree- -
8. Sermon in Deer Park
9. Sangha
10. 40 years of missin
11. Last days; death (480 BC)

BUDDHA THE MAN

1. As thinker
2. As compassionate being

HIS TITLES

1. Sakyamuni
2. Tathagata

NATURE OF HIS MESSAGE

1. Directed to indivduals
2. Paradoxical

NATURE OF HIS METHOD

1. Empirical - ty-
2. Pragmatic
3. Meditative

TEACHINGS:

1. Karma and Dependent Origination
2. Samsara (rebirth)
3. Three Signs of Being

a) Impermanence (anicca)
b) No self (anatta)
c) Suffering (dukkha)

4. The Four Noble Truths -0
5. Two cardinal virtues:

a) Love (metta)
b) Compassin (karuna)

6. Nirvana



-2- Buddhism

WHAT IS NEW IN BUDDHISM?

1. Buddha’s imposing personality
2. Buddha’s way is coximplete and radical
3. His conscious mission
4. His doctrine of no-self.

THE TWO SCHOOLS OF BUDDHISM

1. Theravada
2. Mahayana

MAHAYANA -- BASIC DOCTRI KES

1. ’’All things are Void, empty" (Sunyata)
2. Eternal Buddha

a) Doctrine of Three Bodies
b) We are the Buddha now

3. Nirvana (Buddhahood)
4. Bodhisattva
5. Universal salvation

JAPANESE BUDDHISM

1. The Pure Land Sects
a) Jodo and Shinstai

2. Zen
3. Rationalist Sects

a) Tendai
4. The Mystery or True Word Sects

a) Shingon
5. Socio-political Sect

a) Nichiren





-

■ " ■ BUDDHISM ■. ' ’

•. 1. Religion of Courage and,Campdsion. . ■ ■ ..
a. Message is a summon to courage—"come and see"

1" :^e -‘a7@ confronted with, actuality of our personal situation 
-7 Message singles reaeh of us from .crowd, ffiends, gods., 
in- Floods..its searching light into intimately private

, ■ depths of livds.. : ’ ; \ ■ ■ . ; -
iv-We see ourselves ,as helpless victims of host of hostile 

; . . - ■ forces.. „■ ;■■■: ■
=captive to ignorance, lust, passion.

v-No benevolent dieties; do not have immorta1 soul.

b. Yet Gompassion^J1• ..... ' ■ ■■

2. No private intp of Message. .

a. Intp must square with facts.
b. Message becomes authoritative only when I have personally examined

facts of existence for myself. ' •

3. "Come and See" not as
a. finished creed, dogma. Not call to receive something
b. It is a call to search; call to discovery.-

4. Buddhism is courageous affirmation of self? . . '
a,. Calls us to be our. own friends,.

i— Make of oursleves what we.can through courageous inquiry 
and e xperimentation.

GAUTAMA THE BUDDHA (563t480 ,BC) : . ?..
Buddhism begins with man — "What kind of being are you?"

2. Combined in high degree—tow qualities: . . -
. . . Thinker .and Franciscan love. . : .

3* Teachings: . , •••„ - ■ ■ .• •- •?.: ' ■
. a. Karma & Rebirth '

b. Three chracterisfeics of Being:
1- Impermance ii- No soul iii- Suffering.

Dependent origination: nothing exists independently. AU 
phenomena are effects which result from complex of causes.

No soul: - • ~ ,
a. Heresy of separateness. 

b..How belief in permanent soul causes suffering:
-need for gods, heaven, hell, etc.

Eightfold Path: ' •
1. Based on assumption that every man responsible for perpetuataa

his own.misery; creating own happiness.
2. No need of priest; temple, gods.'
3. Path in terms of action demanded:.

1) Know and acknowledge truth.
Gne’s J^ind on doing the truth that one honestly know 

xJx a-Essential nature of all action is mental® 
b-So discipline mind

3) Speak the truth
4) Do the.truth that one knows



'' 5)
6)

2. T lk
a*
b.

Earn one’s living by- doing the .truth. -- : ■ . ' .
Discipline -oneself in' : spedal-;.ac-ts: of. t’rut’h-sereking.

: i- int inspection./ - - . ■ / : ; ■
’ - .Not- gratitude- to ’ someone'; hut"' gratitude for __

Contemplate the whole -truth - . ' 1 :< ". '/ C J
. a.Not -fragmentation of truth; -but organic view.
Sust ain-the "one-pointed-hess -of mind” in all states ■ :

■ ..of consciousnessi '---/ ' '•
.- a-Singleness of mind toward elimination of desires. .

and .compassion* ; • -• .= ■; --•

of.paradox of wOdorn and love/-(compassion) : •• ’ ' ' -.
In wisdom, he sees no person ■ ; . .- . ... - ..
In compassi n, ■ he is resolved-to-‘save theiiu-7 . ' -

7)
a)

: Nirvana
1. An event. Not point of return to Brahman/-- 

i-. Ife it novel consequenceof liberation.

MAHAYANA BUDDISHM1

1. Eternal Buddha. (Ultimate Reality)
a. Mani fest' it self in • thred ways::

i- Historical —e^g. Gautama 
. ii- Bodhisattva. ■ ' ' • - -

iii-As Ultimate..-. - •
- b. We are potential. Buddha now.

i-Have Buddha-nature. in ,usv<

2. Nirvana changes meaning: J . ' .... • ./ ■.. -
a. Buddhahood is man’s pro par ^ehd> : .

. b. Nirvana is the Dharmakaya; -the; one-rhalti y / the deepest. 
. . nature, of each one of us i - . \ . . .. .. / . '

c. We are inNirvana already«> " .

■'O

3* Emptiness
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LIFE OF GAUTAMA THE BUDDHA (563-483 B.C.)

BIRTH
560 B.C. in northern India1. Born 563 or 560 B.C. in northern India

2. Personal name: Siddhartha
Family name: Gautama (Sankrit), Gotama (Pali)

YOUTH
~”1. Marriage to Yasodhara, at 16; Had son, Rahula

2. Time of discontent, deep probing
3. Legend of the Four Passing Sights

-old man, sick man, dead map, holy man
4. The Great Renunciation

QUEST FOR ENLIGHTENMENT
1. Tried the two most advocated roads to enlightenment:

a) studied under two great sages for one year
b) tried rigors of asceticism for 5 years

2. Sat under Bodhi-tree - he was 35 years of age

MINISTRY OF 45 YEARS
1. The first sermon "Deer Park Sermon”
2. His first converts - the five ascetics
3. The "Great Commission"
4. The Establishment of the Sangha (Order)

-NQ£-GREB&==Wr METHOD OF ANALYSIS - THREg-64^^g^RigTtGS:

THREE SIGNS OF BEING

2. I^is^ragmatic, intensely practical
line

TEACHINGS OF GAUTAMA
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1. Impeijhanence (anicca)
2. No-self (anatta)
3. Suffering (dukkha)

A. Impermanence
1. All existence is in a state of permanent change

B. No-Self
1. If nothing permanent, then, nothing in man is permanent
2. What is this thing we call '’self”?

a) It is composite of constantly changing states of
qualities called skandhas (five in number) 
-body 
-feelings 
-perceptions 
-impuleses
-acts of consciousness

b) It is union of these that constitutes the nI"
3. Importance of this idea of anatta

C. Suffering
1. How belief in permanent self causes suffering

The Four Noble Truths:
1. To exist is to suffer
2. Cause of suffering is desire (tanha)
3. Suffering can be ended
4. By practicing the Eightfold Path

First two steps called higher wisdom:
-right understadning
-right purpose

Next three steps called: ethical discipline
-right speech
-right vocation
-right conduct

Next three steps called: mental discipline
-right effort
-right concentration
-right meditation

1. Love (metta)
2, Compassion (karuna)



LIFE OF GAUTAMA THE BUDDHA

1. Search (3 stages^
2. Enlightenment *
3. Mara with last temptation
4. Disciples
5. Public Ministry:

a) vernacular
b) democratic
c) Sangha

6. Death

Buddha as rebel and liberator

Method: 1. Empirical 2. Pragmatic

Three Signs of Being:
1. Anicca -impermanence
2. Anatta- non-self
3. Dukkha - suffering

Four Noble Truths’.concerning suffering
1. as universal fact
2. has a cause: Tanka —
3. can be overcome
4. via eightfold path

EIGHTFOLD PATH
1. Higher wisdom (prajna)

-understanding
-purpose

2. Ethical disciplema - sila
-speech 
-conduct
-vocation

3 3. Mental discipline: samadhi
-effort
-mindfulness — /

K -meditation

metta-love
ka runa-compa s s inn 
mudita-joy 
upekkha-equa nimi ty

FOUR^STATE OF CONSCIOUSNESS OR MIND
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LIFE OF GAUTAMA THE BUDDHA
fa '

(563-483 B.C.)

BIRTH
1.
2.

or 560 B.C. in northern India, 
name: Siddhartha

YOUTH
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Born 563
Personal
Family name: Gautama (Sankrit), Gotama (Pali)

Marriage to Yasodhara, at 16; Had son, Rahula 
Time of discontent, deep probing
Legend of the Four Passing Sights

-old man, sick man, dead map, holy man
The Great Renunciation
Like Jesus, Gautama was tempted

■LZ-

QUEST FOR ENLIGHTENMENT
1. Tried the two most advocated roads to enlightenment:

a) studied under two great sages for one year
b) tried rigors of asceticism for 5 years

2. Sat under Bodhi-tree - he was 35 years of age

THE ENLIGHTENMENT
1. Temptation of Mara
2. The Enlightenment
3. Last temptation of Mara

MINISTRY OF 45 YEARS
1. The first sermon "Deer Park Sermon”
2. His first converts - the five ascetics
3. The "Great Commission"
4. The Establishment of the Sangha (Order)

HIS DEATH
1. Illness and death
2. His farewell address

THE NATURE OF HIS METHOD

NOT CREED, BUT METHOD OF ANALYSIS - THREE CHARACTERISTICS:

1. It is empirical
2. It is pragmatic, intensely practical
3. It is contemplative, mental discipline

TEACHINGS OF GAUTAMA

THREE SIGNS OF BEING
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1. Impernanence (anicca)
2. No-self (anatta)
3. Suffering (dukkha)

A. Impermanence
1. All existence is in a state of permanent change

B. No-Self
1. If nothing permanent, then, nothing in man is permanent
2. What is this thing we call ’’self”?

a) It is composite of constantly changing states of
qualities called skandhas (five in number) 
-body 
-feelings 
-perceptions 
-impuleses
-acts of consciousness

b) It is union of these that constitutes the ”1”
3. Importance of this idea of anatta

C. Suffering
1, How belief in permanent self causes suffering

The Four Noble Truths:
1. To exist is to suffer
2. Cause of suffering is desire (tanha)
3. Suffering can be ended
4. By practicing the Eightfold Path

First two steps called higher wisdom:
-right understadning
-right purpose

Next three steps called: ethical discipline
-right speech
-right vocation
-right conduct

Next three steps called: mental discipline
-right effort
-right concentration
-right meditation

Two Cardinal Virtues: love and compassion
1. Love (metta)
2. Compassion (karuna)

NIRVANA
1. What is Nirvana?

a) An event - a new experience of great liberation



1. Buddhism begins with a man..

2. In his later years.whe n- India had bepome elec trio with. his message

and kings themselves were bowing before him, people came to him 

even as they, were to come to- Jesus asking'what he was.

a. Hew many people have provoked this question: not "Who are you?"

with respect to name, origin, or ancestry, but

you?"

What order of being do you belong to?

b. Not Caesar, certainly,. Not Napoleon., nor even Socrates.

3. Whe n puzzlement to the Buddha himself,

c.

the answer he gave provided a handle for his entire message

"Are you a god?** they a sked "No” ■
^5 • ’’-An angel?"

'6. Buddha answered,- "I am awake"

No. "A saint?" No, Then.what are you?

a.

b »

His answer became his title, for this is what Buddha means. 
(fa

In the Sanskrit root budh denotes both to wake up and to Know.
du

ow.

c. Buddha, then,, means the "Enlightened One** or the "Awakened One”.

i- While the rest of the world was. wrapped in the womb of

sleep, one man roused himself.

• ii- Bufl'dhism begins with a man who shook off. the daze, the

doze, the dream-like inchoateness of ordinary awareness, 

ill- It begins with the man who woke up .



r.
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.. Abovj^Sll the Digha Nikaya.

s words."

HISTORICAL RECORDS OF BUgfiHA'S WORDS

There is no c

1. Document conti
compendious Pali canon"

.s is the

!•



Robinson, Buddhist Religion, 13 4-

GAUTAMA: HISTORY AND MYTH

e
LIFE-COMPOSED 500 YEARS AFTER HIS DEATH

1. Extant versions of complete life of Buddha were all composed 
500 or more years after his death.

1. They draw on much earlier xakaxak material from canonical
Sutras (discourses) and Vinaya (discipline)

2. Except for sporadic incidents, they tell legendary account
of his earlier life, a fabric of myth and literary invention.

NO OBJECTIVE LIFE OF GAUTAMA

1. QueSfe for objective Gautama like that of historical Jesus
is foredoomed to a measure of failure.

2. Reports of early communities is all we have.

a) Though ksxx Sangha created image of Gautama,
b) He created community; hence impressed upibn it his

personality.



Hopkins, -7-The Hindu Relg Tradition, 53

T? ' ■ ’ BACKGROUND TO RISE OF BUDDHISM

FAILURE OF VEDIC RELIGION TO MEET. POPULAR NEEDS

/. 6th century BC period of. great change. in Indian life.

/ 1. Persian Empire founded by.Cyrus., the Great qstablihhed 
a province in "wes t ern. India in latter- part of 
6th century.'

This set stage.-for cultural influences fromfrrst Persia 
and then Greeks.

9 /- 2-_-"Poti±TcaL“-'a7Hd-~ec;x2riQmic developemtns, in Ganges-Jumna
Valley brought forth an urban, cl/ture inNorth India,

3. Increased trade and political expansion likked these 
two centers and carried their - influenc es southward into 
areas outside earler Aryan orbit.

J New relgious movements took root in midst of these 
changes, challenging the Brahmanical tradition.

&
FAILURE OF VEDIC RELIGION TO MEET -POPULAR NEEDS

1. Sacrifical rituals provided no release from samsara.

The way-of release taught in Upanishads was not 
to most people^ • .. . : : ■. •

available

1 Times ^required, inont rastj a tmea'ns.. of salvation both more 
certain,

-and more accessible to all those who sought escape from 
worldly distress and endless rebirth.

NEW MOVEMENTS TO MEET DEMANDS OF 6th CENTURY



-B-(Hopkins, 53)

^Most of these..were, unencumbered by elaborate textual or doctrinal 
traditions.

Their teachings , put primary emphasis on personal__training
in a method or program of salvation available to anyone 
willing to learn it. .

gFo/rHey. stressed, personal effort and practice,.
4 ^not theoretical speculation '

proof fif their validity was founded in personal experience, 
.-•rnot textaul authority-.or logical argument.

Their doctrines and explanations centered on experiences of 
served, as ^grngles of what others 
effort...

' 'fl Such messages ;had great,, appeal 
■ II wha t they „ mus t wOl t o . be . sa ved.

in an axious age when men asked

r - JAIN, AJIVAKA AND BUDDHIST MOVEMENTS A

Most of these systems died with death of founder or his 
immedia te..disciples. y • .

But three of. them?: Jain, Ajivaka, Buddhist mvments, survie

a) .Gautama Siddhartha, the Buddha (ca 563-483„BC)
b) Mahavira, founder of Jain movt (ca 5.40-468 BC)
c) Gosa la Maskariputra, head of Ajivakas and foremrer

disciple of Mahavira .• • ■ :

All three were contemporaries;
-all three were active in and around expanding kingdom of Magadha 

in eastern-Ganges Valley., locus , of greatest polical and 
economic change in 6th century. .

TBBK CONCRETE FOE®

Ferment of 6th century broke thru in concrete form in movements 
founded by these three men. r

1. Each was in its own way a solution to crisis of.times: 
-the need for a way of life that would 
of endless rebirth.

K

avoid the pains y

2. All were successful interms of influence
3. In beginnig, much of success was result:

and popular support, 
of rejection Of sacrifice 

oriented Bedie ritual system; appeal to direct pesonal exp.
J



-)fes Buddha -h -

BIRTH OF 'GAUTAMA THE BUDDHA .. j? jt

_ ....

in northern India r.

a) In Lumbini, near Nepal-Indian border
b) About 100 miles from Benares . C’

,2. Per'sonal name: Siddhartha •?

a

4.

5.

Gautama (Sankrit) Gotama. (Pali). / // /

a) Gautama is name of his community (gotra)

Father’s name: Suddhodana, Mother1s name: ■Maya.. " > J
Thus Gautam^ the Buddha is son,of a noble family.

Hehee They ikKKdxk were members the iSakya odtaft.
•••

a) Sakya state was a small aristocratic republic governed 
by a raja.

b) This raja was under the King of Kosala

5. There were 4 great kingdoms of Northern India at time of Gautama

Father a raja (not a king) -- a sort of feudal lord (like Medeival Age)

SAKYAS

1.
•• ■ / ‘ ....

Sakyas were a ksattiya (warrior) tribe inhabiting a border 
district just below Himalayan foothills. .

2. For some unknown reason, they used the brahman clan name 
Gautama (descendent of the sage Gotama).

3. The future Buddha's father, Suddhodana, was a prince of 
Kapilavastu.

SAKYAMUNI (_Sage of the Sakyas)

1. Sakyamnuni was born in about 560 BC.

2. Buddhists celebrate his nativity on full moon of Vaisakha 
(April-May), the fourth month in Indian calendar.



TRADITION HAS THIS BIRTH. STORY -.

He was immaculately conceived when his mothr, Maya 
dreamed that a white, elephant entered her body..

When her time, was.. approaching, she retired to wooded
garden of Lumbini,. near Kapilavastu, where, 
standing with herupstretched 
of a. tree,, she gave birth to

1.

2.

righthand on branch 
bodhisattva (future Buddha)

3. Newborn child stood up, st r ode 
that this washis last birth, 

. for enlightenment.- .

seven paces, . and declared 
that he was destined

l..Asita;, an. aged rishi, came., examined the marks oil
. the infant,. and prophesied that he would become a Buddha.

. They called the boy Siddhartha, "He who has achived
. .. his goa 1.". . . . : .

1. Seven days afer giving birth, Maya died.

2. Suddhodana married her sister Prajapati, who brought up
. the yo.ung 'bodhisattva.



1. When Siddhartha was born, his father summoned fortune- 
.tellers to findout what future held for his heir.

'2? All agreed that this was no unsual child.

3. His career, whowever, was crossed with one basic amorguity.

a) If he remained with ■the'world, he would unify India
and becmmer her greater conquer or ~--wr Universal King.

b) If, on other hand, he forsook the world, he would
become a world redeemer.

4. Faced with this option, his father determined to steer
his son into the former destiny.

a0 No effort was spared to keep the prince’s mind attached 
to the world.



GOTAMA--AS A YOUNG MAN

AS A YOUNG MAN, HE SEEMED TO HAVE EVERYTHING:

-a model wife who bore him a beautiful son
-as heir to his father’s throne, he was destined 

for power and prestige.

DESPITE ALL THIS, THERE SETTLED OVER HIM IN HIS TWENTIES 
a discontent.

FOUR PASSING SIGHTS

Many things we take for granted; among them: 
-sickness, old age, death.

1. What if you didn't take them for granted?

2. Instead, you took them seriously
-looked into their significance 
-said to yourself, I, too, will one day--die.

3. If you do this: trhese common experiences will
acquire power to upset you.

a) Impossible to live as you did before

4. You will want to seek a new way of living.

"If I must someday die, what can I do to satisfy my desire to live?

He saw his fours: sight: a sage, a wise man.

1. Now, he knew what he had to do:
-leave the householder stage and enter the forest-dweller stage

2. In doing so, he rejected power,
-he rejected idea of becoming king.

CF--JESUS--he, too, rejected idea of being earthly king.

BECAME FOREST-DWELLER AT AGE 29.
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45. The Talmud is:
1) a voluminous collection of rabbinic laws intended to interpret the original 

Torah.
2) a voluminous collection devoted chiefly to the study of unwritten law.
3) the collection of writings found in the Old Testament.
4) a sixtypthree volume work containing the descriptions and definitions in detail 
of evry aspect of orthodox Jewish belief and practice.

46. The most important text to Judaism is:
1) the writings of the prophets
2) the wisdom literature
3) the Torah
4) the Talmud

47. It became the authoritative code of Jewish law and the primary text of study for 
all later periods:
1) Halakah 2) Mishnah 3) Aggadah 4) Talmud

48. It is the classical kabbalistic work and assumed a position alongside the Bible 
and the Talmud as a basic religious text of the people and maintained this position 
for three hundred years.
1) Mishnah 2) Gemara 3) Zohar 4) Zobra

49. He was commissioned by God to announce: "Now therefore, if you will obey my voice 
and keep my covenant, you shall be my own possession among all peoples."
1) Maimonides 2) Saadia 3) Abraham 4) Moses

50. From the Talmud, he extracted "Thirteen Cardinal Principles", which became almost 
a theological creed to later Judaism.
1) Moses Maimonides 2) Saadia Gaon 3) Rabbi Akiba 4) Judah Halevi

51. Those powerful religious leaders who opposed the secularizing idolatrous tendencies 
of kingship and called upon Israel to return to the covenant and to its God were 
called the
1) rabbis ~2J~mystics 3) prophets 4) apocalyptics

52. The distinctive religous creation of Judaism is the which has sustained
the order and given the form to Jewish life, a life consfantly~threatened by the 
many disruptive and disintegrative forces inherent in the situation of exile.
1) aggadah 2) halakah 3) synagogue 4) rabbis

53. The following statement best expresses the belief called the
"We hope for^the day when the .worldgsill be'-peafected under the dominion of the 
Almighty and all mankind will learn to revere thy Name; when all the wicked of the 
earth will be drawn in penitence to Thee."
1) messianic age 2) prophetic age 3) apocalpytic age

54. The Lurianic school of mystics reinterpreted the traditional concepts of exile 
and redemption in the following manner:
1) the task of the Jew was to fulfill the commandments, engage in study and devotion 

to prayer.
2) The exile was viewed as a time of terrible suffering and penance which the Jews 
had to endure in order to atone for the sin of forgetting God’s law and will.

3) The task of the Jewish people was to suffer in humility and with patience.
4) Man was a necessary agent "in the process of reuniting God with himself and in
. healing the rift in creation. Through his actions he either hastened or delayed 
redempition.



K’

- - Buddha ’--5^- _

.....7 ............................. ...

' - Y£ARS • 0F QUEST: -FOR ENLIGHTENEMENT

A
Accounts differ as to how’he spent those y f years; ;

1 Seems to have moved through three steps

a) First, studied under two. Hindu masters
-Jl< j %

b) Join band of ascetics

c) Practice meditation

STUDIED UNDER TWO OF FOREMOST -HINDU MASTERS . : ' ■ . ...

'Two masters were: Alar a Kalama and Uddaka Ramputta..1.

2. Unfortunately, our knowledge about these two men is saanty.

3. It appears that they had

o a) A-fixed system to -impart \ - . .."

" b) Their students lived in religious discipline (vinaya)

c) " as members of an order.

' 4.; Note that Buddha lat.er developed his religion .along these 
' - ■ ' lines: . .........?

-dharma (holy law) 
-discipline (vinaya) - 
-order or communiy (sangha)

But in time, he condluded that he had learned all these 
yogis could teach him. '

.' Bautama picked their midds for the wisdom in their vast 
tradition. - - - • - ~



JOINED A BAND 0E ASCETICS

1. His next steps was to join.a band., of ascetics and give their way
a full try.

2. A man of enormous will power, he outdid his companions in every
austerity they'proposed..-- . . <-• . -

a) Lived on seeds, grass . ; ..

b) Gradually he reduced his food to a grain of rice each day.

Sai He tells us:

"I thought, what if now I set my teeth, press my tongue to my 
palate, and restrain, crush and burn out my mind with my 
mind. I did so. .. And sweat flowed, from a my arm-pits. ..

t ■ ’’ ■■ ■ ‘ S’ ' .

Then I thought, what if I now practee > trance without breath
ing. So I restrained breathing in and out from mouth and nos. 
Just as if a strong man were to. crush one’s- head withthe 
point of a Word,’ even so did vilent winds disturb my head..

Then I thought, what if I were to take food only in small 
amounts, as much as my hplowed palm would -ho Id., juices of j 
beans, vetches, chick-peas, or pulse.’. .My body became extremely 
lean.. The mark of my seat was like a camel’s foot-print 
through the little food. The bones of my spine, a when bent 
and x straightened, were like a row. of spindles throughthe 
little food. And as, in a deep well, the deep, low-lying 
sparkling of the. waters.is seen, so in my eye-sockets was; 
seen the deep, lowy-lying sparkling of my eyes through the 
little food. And as a bitter gourd, cut off raw, is cracked 
and withered through rain and sun, so was the skin of my head 
withered through the little food. When I thoughtI would touch 
the s skin of my stomach 1 actually took hold of my spine.

When I thought I would ease'myself I thereupon fellprone[ 
through the little food. To relieve my body I stroked my 
limbs with my hand, and IxdxdxKK as I did so, the decayed hairs 
fell from my body through the little food.11

3. Extreme asceticism not only made him weak physically, but caused 
spiritual unrest.

4. This way of life--had failed him.

“This way of mortification has utterly failed. My body cannot 
support my intellect. I will eat and drink and strengthen it."



ROLLO MAY, IN LOVE AND WILL

In crisis of suffering, man will endure pain and 
anxiety involved in digging out the deep roots of 
their problems.
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55. He was that great Jewish philosopher of the Islamic period who sought to justify 
the beliefs and practices of his tradition in the rational philosophic language 
which would be understood by exponents of challenging beliefs.
1) Saadia Gaon 2) Rabbi ben Zakkai 3) Rabbi Akiba 4) Baal Shem Tov

56. is the name given to a profound personal relationship between man and 
God in which man achieves a real experience of the relation--a vision or union with 
God in this life.
1) rationalism 2) messianism 3) eschatology 4) mysticism

57. The Jewish ritual year is founded upon the , the weekly sanctification
of Creation.
1) Sabbath 2) Passover 3) Yom Kippur 4) siddur

58. _____ recalls the miraculous redemption from Egypt when Yahweh revealed himself
to the people in the mighty acts of Exodus, personally leading them out of the house 
of bondage into freedom.
1) Sabbath 2) Passover 3) Rosh Hashanah 4) Shavuot

59. is the Day of Atonement when each Jew is judged by God and his destiny 
for the coming year determined.
1) Rosh Hashanah 2) Sukkot 3) Yom Kippur 4) Shavuot

60. The following statement identifies one of the three grups within modern Judaism: 
It aceepts as binding only the moral laws of the Bible and stresses the ethical 
missionand teachings of Judaism.
1) Orthodox 2) Conservative 3) Reform

ESSAY EXAMINATION

You must answer these two questions:
1. Describe the covenant relation entered into between Yahweh and his people.
2. Explain Confucius and Lao-tzu views on:

a) man
b) the role of government

Answer any one of the following:
3. Describe the essential characteristics of Jewish mysticism, e.g. Hasidism
3. Confucian ideas of self-cultivation
3. the Chinese cosmology
3.The basic stance of Orthodox, Conservative and Reform Judaism

PLEASE HAND IN BOTH ANSWER AND QUESTION SHEETS. MAHALO’



GOTAMA -- FOREST-DWELLER STAGE, A FAILURE

7 YEARS OF FAILURE

1. Enlightenment came only when failure was evident to
him.

2. And when it came, it consisted of insight into failure.

a) insight turned failure into success

b) By understanding why withdrawal failed to lead to
wisdom and peace,
-he attained wisdom and peace.
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45. The Talmud is:
1) a voluminous collection of rabbinic laws intended to interpret the original 

Torah.
2) a voluminous collection devoted chiefly to the study of unwritten law.
3) the collection of writings found in the Old Testament.
4) a sixtypthree volume work containing the descriptions and definitions in detail 
of evry aspect of orthodox Jewish belief and practice.

46. The most important text to Judaism is:
1) the writings of the prophets
2) the wisdom literature
3) the Torah
4) the Talmud

47. It became the authoritative code of Jewish law and the primary text of study for 
all later periods:
1) Halakah 2) Mishnah 3) Aggadah 4) Talmud

48. It is the classical kabbalistic work and assumed a position alongside the Bible 
and the Talmud as a basic religious text of the people and maintained this position 
for three hundred years.
1) Mishnah 2) Gemara 3) Zohar 4) Zobra

49. He was commissioned by God to announce: "Now therefore, if you will obey my voice 
and keep my covenant, you shall be my own possession among all peoples."
1) Maimonides 2) Saadia 3) Abraham 4) Moses

50. From the Talmud, he extracted "Thirteen Cardinal Principles", which became almost 
a theological creed to later Judaism.
1) Moses Maimonides 2) Saadia Gaon 3) Rabbi Akiba 4) Judah Halevi

51. Those powerful religious leaders who opposed the secularizing idolatrous tendencies 
of kingship and called upon Israel to return to the covenant and to its God were 
called the
1) rabbis 2) mystics 3) prophets 4) apocalyptics

52. The distinctive religous creation of Judaism is the which has sustained
the order and given the form to Jewish life, a life constantly threatened by the 
many disruptive and disintegrative forces inherent in the situation of exile.
1) aggadah 2) halakah 3) synagogue 4) rabbis

53. The following statement best expresses the belief called the
"We hope for the day when the worldgsill beTpesfected under thF^cmIhion~of“the 
Almighty and all mankind will learn to revere thy Name; when all the wicked of the 
earth will be drawn in penitence to Thee."
1) messianic age 2) prophetic age 3) apocalpytic age

54. The Lurianic school of mystics reinterpreted the traditional concepts of exile 
and redemption in the following manner:
1) the task of the Jew was to fulfill the commandments, engage in study and devotion 

to prayer.
2) The exile was viewed as a time of terrible suffering and penance which the Jews 
had to endure in order to atone for the sin of forgetting God's law and will.

3) The task of the Jewish people was to suffef in humility and with patience.
4) Man was a necessary agent in the process of reuniting God with himself and in 
healing the rift in creation. Through his actions he either hastened or delayed 
redempition.



GOING INTO WILDERNESS

HINDUISM

After stages of student, householder, then forest-dweller.

GAUTAMA THE BUDDHA

Spent 6 years in "wilderness"

MOSES

Moses left Egypt and went to desert, nbt to stay there forever 
but to find the transforming space in which to change 
himself and return to history to create a new nation.

JESUS

Spent 40 days-nights in desert.
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33. It believes that an man is an alien here and is lost and out of touch with his 
original home.

34. Their emphasis upon worship made their institutions centers for the development
of liturgy and their concern for work made them pioneers in agricultural development.

35. It states a belief in one God in three divine persons and in one essence and 
three ' 'subsistences''.

36. What it actually did was to provide a tighter formulation of Catholic doctrine 
and to increase the significance of strict and proper belief as the criterion 
of orthodoxy.

IDENTIFY: Augustine (1), Thomas Aquinas (2), Martin Luther (3), John Calvin (4), 
Joachim of Fiore (5)

37. He developed his thinking from Manichaeism to skepticism to Neo-Platonism to 
Christianity in which he saw the Whle of reality from the supremacy and centrality 
of God in human experience.

38. He began the movement known as Reformation when in 1517 he protested against the 
sale of indulgence.

39. He made the great intellectual revolution of shifting Christian theology from 
a Platonic to an Aristotelian basis.

40. He wrote three chief works in which he put forth the idea that the history of 
the world was divided into three periods: Age ofthe Father, that of the Son, 
and of the Holy Spirit.

41. He was the father of ascetic Protestantism which advocated a strict ascetic 
mode of life characterized by a high degree of self-control.

************************************
ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM

42. In the Islamic doctrine of the after-life:
1) every person will ultimately be redeemed.
2) every person has a day of reckoning
3) every person will receive forgiveness through the power of Muhammad
4) only the non-believer will have a day of reckoning

43. The Ummah is:
1) a special community set apart from the rest of society
2) a special priesthood called the imams.
3) the congregation of Allah
4) a brotherhood of man based on the fatherhood of God

44. Orthodox Muslims regard the Qu'ran as:
1) the original revelation of the Prophet
2) the work of the Pophet alone, not that of commentaries and others.
3) the book whose every letter was directly dictated by angel Gabriel
4) the final and infallible revelation of God's will.



Dunne, Way of all earth, 166

FIRST INTIMATION OF WAY

1. First inflation of way came to him when he was at end of 
his effort to be an ascetic.

2. He rememberea moment of peace inhis past life,
-a moment when he was sitting in cool shade of a rose
apple tree, meditating while his father was plowing 
the adjoining field.

"Is this,' he asked himself, "the way to wisdom?" 
and "why am I afraid of that state of ease, that ease 
which is apart from sensual desires and ill condtions?" 
--Majjhima-nikaya, I, 242ff. tr. by F.L. Woodward, Some 
Sayings of the Buddha, Oxford Univ Press, 1960, pp. 24f.

It was then that he arose, took some nourishment, found 
the "bo" tree 

and sat down beneath it to attain his enlightenment.

The famous scene under bo tree was evidenly a re-enactment 
of earlier scene under rose-apple tree.

To obtain concrete idea of hisw way of wisdom, it seems, 
one could recall and re-enact some such moment of peace 
inone’s own past life.

3. It would have to be amoment inwhichone was atpeace with 
oneself and wlththe world.

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ROSE-DAPPLE TREE AND BO-TREE

1. Rose-apple: under it, Gotama ambitions were quieted, suspended.

2. Bo-tree: they were renounced.

^Thoughts of seriously giving up one’s ambitions is terrifying
\ It becomes possible to contemplate proposect only whenone

\ sondiers peace one has expericned in moments of quiet.
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• --g.... . advocated by Confucius was not restricted merely to the acquisition of
information, but included the wisdom which recognized the limits of one’s knowledge, 
i) jen 2) shu 3) hsueh 4) li 5) hsiao

18. He advocated a utilitarian, utopian principle of universal or indiscriminate love 
as the ultimate solution to human problems.
1) Lao-tzu 2) Mencius 3) Hsun-tzu 4) Confucius 5) Mo-ti

19. The starting point of _________ ^thought was the Confucian assumption that to be
a hum an being means to~6e a social being and that the principles of social behavior 
are rooted in human nature.
1) Lao-tzu 2) Mencius 3) Chuang-tzu 4) Mo-ti

20. The concept covered the whole range of human activities from the performance
of religious rituals, to dress, personal manners, and decorum within the family.
1) jen 2) shu 3) hsiao 4) hsueh 5) li

21. Within the Confucian tradition itself, the philosopher took issue
directly with Mencius thesis of the goodness of man. Instead he declared that 
man s basic nature was evil, while such goodness as he possessed was acquired. 
1) Hsun-tzu 2) Mo-ti 3) Lao-tzu 4) Chuang-tzu

suggests that without a deep sense of obligation toward one’s parents 
who made his existence possible, an individual could not be trusted to have the 
necessary sense of obligation toward other members of society.
1) jen 3) shu 3) li 4) hsiao 5) hsueh

23. He represents Neo“Confucianism which can be termed a "rediscovery" of Confucian 
ideals, though tailored to fit .a new social situation.
1) Chuang-tzu ‘ 2) Chu Hsi ' 3) Mo-ti 4) Mencius 5) Hsun-tzu

24. He presented a radical solution to the problem of human existence by advocating 
emancipation from the world instead of reforming it.
1) Chuang-tzu 2) Chu Hsi 3) Mo-ti 4) Mencius 5) Hsun-tzu

25. It is a compact, poetical work of eighty-one sections; it has had wide influence 
in (hinse history, providing perspective and guidance for individuals in distubed 
times.
1) Analects 2) Mencius 3) Great Learnig 4) Tao-te-ching

2b. Although all schools of Chinese thgght had their respective Tao, for the 
school it refers to the process of Nature and the cosmos and to the underlying ~~ 
reality embracing all existence.
1) Taoist 2) Confucianist 3) Mohists 4) Legalists

27. Hie concept best describes the following lines: "Tao invariably takes
no action, and yet there is nothing left undone."
1) jen 2) li 3) te 4) shu 5) wu-wei

28. A Neo-Taoist philosophy, the following statement best expresses the_____
point of view: "I take the whole universe as my house and my own roonT^s-my~^Ianiing. 
Why, then, do you enter here into my trousers'5"
1) Seven Sages of the Pineapple Field 2) Seven^Sages of the Bamboo Grove
3) Seven Sages 4) Seven Samurai . 5) Jade Emperor



.WENT THROUGH THREE COGNITION IN 3 WATCHES OF THE NIGHT

1. During first watchof the night (evening), he acquired the 
M first cognition.

-that of his own previous existences one by one, seeing 
them just as they had been,.

2. During second watch (midnight) he acquired the divine eye 
(the fifth superknowledge and second cognition):

-with which he surveyed the decease and rebirth of 
living beings everywhere.

The whole universe, it is said, appeared to him as 
in a mirror.

He saw that good deeds lead to a happy rebirth and evil 
deeds to a miserable next life.

3. During third watch (late night), he acquired the third 
cognition (the sixth superknowledge):

-that of the extinction of the outflows.

a) He gained piercing insight into the meaning of
. existence,
* ’ -and the way of deliverance from the transitoriness 

of finite world.

b) Everything was made clear to him:

-what is
-why it is
-how beings are caught up in blind lust for life 
-what sufferin is, whenceit comes, how it can be 

overcome.

As the Sutra says:
"In me emancipated arose knowledge of my emanicipation. 
I realized that rebirth has been destroyed, the holy 
life has been lived, the job has been done, there is 
nothing after this."

THE NEW DAY DAWNED ON GAUTAMA, NOW THE BUDDHA. He was 36 years of age.
-----  ,, , ;      „ , N



BUDDHISM CAME INTO EXISTENCE AS A RESULT OF EXPERIENCE, AN INSIGHT

o
Buddhism came into being as a result of experience, ingight.

And conviction Which is held to be true because of its own 
intrinsic value.

/ Buddhism had its ogi'gjjgLjJELXhj^pggifcive^erspnal experience

BACKGROUND MATERIAL

Failure of Vedic relgion to meet popular needs, 
-sacrifical rituals provided no release from samsara.

NOW A NEW MOVEMENT

1. Emphasis on personal experience and training.
-NOT theoretical speculatinn
-NOT sacrifical rituals
-NOT textual authority or logical arguments

2. Such personal experiencing served as EXAMLPLES
as MODEL of what others could do.

o



GOTAMA --49 DAYS AT BODHI TREE

The bliss of this vast experience kept the Buddha rooted 
to spot for seven entire days.

1. And 8th day, he tried to rise, but was lost again in bliss.

2. For a total of 49 jtsa. days, he was deep in rapture.

a) Spent 49 days in neighborhood of Bodhi-tree.
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37. With the Temple of Jerusalem in ruins and the people of Israel in exile, two
key religious elements were devised around which Jewish community life was ordered:
1) a new temple and the rabbi
2) the Talmud and the Torah
3) the synagogue and the Torah
4) the Talmud and the synagogue

38. The pertinent feature of the covenant made between Yahweh and Moses is expressed in:
1) If the people kept the covenant, they would become God’s special ’'possession" 
whose vocation was to order its entire life according to God’s demands.

2) From God’s many peoples he singles out one people for privilege.
3) "I will put my law within you and will wirte it on your hearts"
4) The covenant was to be made between Yahweh and the redeemed individuals.

39. Both Christianity and Judaism share the faith in one God, but Christianity approaches 
God through Christ, while Judaism approaches God through:
1) Moses 2) Torah 3) Abraham 4) Talmud 5) Pentateuch

40. Which of the following terms refers to the revelation of the future climax of 
all history where evil reaches its height and God intervenes and ushers in an age 
of goodness and love:
1) Zohar 2) Midrash 3) apocalypse 4) mysticism

41. Scripture is important in Judaism because:
1) it contains rich poetry and ritual material.
2) great moral teachings are contained in it.
3) it is important to remember the events in the history of God’s experience with 

Israel.
4) prophecy of the future is contained in it.

42. In the Judeo-Christian tradition, to what does the term apocalypse refer?
1) a future age when man’s sins will carry him to the brink of destruction, where 
he will be beyond the help of God.

2) the age of the great Flood when man was all but destroyed for his sins.
3) the future time when the Messiah will descend to earth and usher in the kingdom 

of God on earth.
4) a vision of the climax of present history as revealed in bizarre symbols to 

apocalpytic seers.

43. The biblical view of history is best expressed in:
1) man seeks meaning in history by way of mystical ascent.
2) history is the arena of God’s purposive activity: God is the Lord of history.
3) man soars above the recurring cycles of history by fixing his mind upon the 
unchanging absolutes.

4) history is unique and particular, though it participates in the circular 
process of nature.

44. The most distincitve feature of the Jewish people is:
1) their sense of history
2) their theology
3) their culture
4) their racial charactristics



Friedman, Touchstone, 102 -1- (Gautama)

GAUTAMA AND MARA THE TEMPTER

When G utmama attained enlightenment, Mara the TEmpter tried to 
get hili to enter immediately into Nirvana—cessation of exixstence.

But he resisted the temptation and returned to the world 
”to turn the wheel of the doctrine1’
and to found the order, Sangha.
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18. The became the keystone of the Christian faith, the guarantee
that Jesus was of Gode

1) cross 2) God 3) resurrection 4) person
19. The Gospel of John views Christ as:

1. a latter-day Jewish prophet
2. the king of the Jews
3. the promised Messiah of Judaism--a new revelation from God to man
4. Logos, the cosmic intermediary between God and man.

20. The emphasis upon worship made their monasteries centers for the
development of liturgy and for the development of the Christian culture of the 
early Middle Ages in which liturgy was a central element.

1) Benedictines 2) Apologists 3) Trinitarians 4) Montanists
21. The doctrine of Original Sin is expressed in the following:

1. while the human race is damaged by the Sin of Adam, man is not completely sinful 
in all of his human acts.

2. the sin of Adam is transmitted to oncoming generation by heredity through the 
sexual act.

3. the sin of Adam is the Original Sin.
4. to sin is to be very original.

IDENTIFY: 1) Essenes 2) Zealots 3) Pharisees 4) Sadducees __ /
22. They placed great emphasis upon obedience to the law, but they also looked forward

to a fulfillment of Israel's sacred destiny and believed in the resurrection 
of the dead.

23. They held their position as priests by hereditary right and were often wealthy.
They practiced a kind of cooperation and compromise with the Roman power.

24. They withdrew from the common life of the Jewish people and set up monastic
communities taking the radical view of rejecting the evil and darkness of 
ordinary existence.

IDENTIFY: 1) Gospel of Matthew 2) Gospel of John 3) Gospel of Mark 4)Paul s letters
25. written about 70 A.D.
26. written about 85 A.D. in . ..27. he retold story to a new generation which lived and thought within the Hellenistic

world.
IDENTIFY: 1) Acts of the Apostle 2) Docetism 3) Defensor Pads 4) City of God

5) Gnosticism
28. It held that Christ did not really become man, did not really assume human nature,

but only maintained the apperance of so doing.
29. It examined the relationship of Christianity to the world and set forth for the

first time a Christian philosophy of history.
30. It believes that man is an alien here and is lost and out of touch with his

original home.31. It presents a proposal for a radical disestablishment of the Church and placing
it under the civil rule of the state.

IDENTIFY: 1) Roman Catholic understanding of the Eucharist
2) Reformation understanding of the Eucharist

32. In this sacrament Christ is not offered up to his Father, nor any real sacrifice
made at all...but only a commemoration.

L) True 2) False
33. The early Christian community proclaimed that there is a broken continuity between

Israel and this newly established people of God.
34. The early Christian believed that to the extent.that the rule of Satan was being

overcome the rule of God was already making itself evident in their midst.



—^^Buddhism

bd4. i.

1. Mara was waiting for him, with one last temptation.

2

a) Who could be Expected to understand truth as profound as 
that that Buddha had laid hold off?

b) How could speech-defying revelation be translated into words?

c) How could visions that shattered definition be rendered 
in terms of ”yes" and ”no".

3. So Mara presented the Buddha with a new temptation

the experience of Enlightenement to himself?not keep

with others?b) Why share it

a) Why

of Mara’s temptation.subtletyNote the

brought ffom earthly attachment.

Did this mean, then, that the Buddha himself was to be free from 
concern forthose who had not received enlightenment?

4. Was this experience to be one that removed him from all sensiti
vity to anguishing problems which had first motivated his 
struggle and search?

The answer to this question gives us one of the most significant 
clues to the character of Buddhism,

and the dynamic of its mesage to men. -

The man who sought his own salvation and found it in an experience 
of enlightenment--now became the Compassionate Buddha.

a) He sought to serve his brothers as their teacher and their 
guide.

2. The Buddha’s unierstanding of the relevance of his experience for 
all mankind thus became a foremost happening in human history.



TWO UNIVERSAL FACT OF~ BUDDHTSM' EMERGED- FROM' "HIS STANDING UP"

First; Compassion.

1. For 40 years, he himself the fruits of his own
experience in ordef -that' he-might share1 it with L ■ 
others. • ' ' ■

1. Buddhism has become a missionary religion 
* -with a mission to all men; - ~

2. He understood the- fact and whyss-of suffering and
wanted to help people overcomingiit.

Second: univesaal mission to-alL'iiien.

• 3



Robinson, Budhist religion, 16

III.- MEDITATION

When, he-’realized that this' severe-mortification hid.not work
to give him sublime knowledge and insight,, v ' •

-he tried to think of another way.

He remebered the incident when he sat auneder a shady tree while his 
father was plowing.

1. His mind had happened on a dispassionate equilibrium
-and he had entered the first trance, a pleasant and zestful 
state.

£ ■

2. Perhaps this pointed to a fruitful method.

3. But Us body was too weak and lean, he realized, to gain this
blissful exaltation.

LEGEND SAYS THAT GAUTAMA THEN SAT UNDER ANOTHER SACRED TREE

1. A woman named Sxjaka Sujata had vowed a yearly offering to
this tree if she obtained a son.

2. The wish was fulfilled, and she prepared as offering a fine
bowl of rice milk.

3. Her maid came upon the bodhisattva sitting there, mistook
him for the spirit of the tree, and reported the apparition 
to her mistress, who came and presented the food to Gautama,

4. The Pali Sutra says simply that Gautama took solid food,
rice, and yogurt.

5. The five mendicants then left him in dusgust, saying hat he
had given up striving and was living in abundance.

HEALTHY BODY NECESSARY FOR PURUIT OF WISDOM

1. It dawned on him that there was no hing wrong with being happy.

2. He went on to reocgonize that a healthy body is necessary
for the pursuit of wisdom.

3. In so doing he turned toward enlightenment, and took the first
step on the Middle Way.



When he broke his fast hev afirmed, in the-act that person i|s 
both body/spirit. i

•. He is an organic entity in which bothj physical and psfychic 
factors participate. , . !



Dunne, Way of earth, 30

GOTAMA

BLISS BY A METHOD OF TRIAL AND ERRORWAY TOHE FOUND HIS OWN

luxury and found it unsatisfactoryofHe tried way

asceticism, no good.ofHe tried way

Finally, 
middle

through insight into his failure, discoverd a 
way between luxury and asceticism.

- BLISS BY WAY OF TRIAL/ERROR

MIDDLE WAf

learn from
mistakes and not attept to find

Enter immediately upon middle way.

This is what his disciples tried to do.

are not that helpful.however,His descriptions of the way,

the Eightfold Path.He called it

The inevitable

So with Jesus--but in poor circumstances.

For our purposes an exp of childhood/youth is siffucient.

eliminating causes of their 
bliss.

-and by discovering znd 
failure to lead man to

no way of finding out except by trial/error, 
of luxury/asceticism

4. Maybe there is 
by tring way

thng one wuld tink of doing would be to
bliss along way of

First 
his 
luxyry/asceticism.

id life of an adventurer but simplyWay of luxury for Gotama was 
childhood and youth in well-do-circmstances.

question is: what is right view, etc, etc.

EXPERIENCE OF CHILDHOOD/YOUTH

\

Problem is not to gain complete exp of all ins/outs of 
self-(indulgence, to live life an adventurer like Casanova, 
-but to examne exp we already have to point where it becomes 
clear to us why young man like Gotama/Jesus went into desert.

3.
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33. It believes that an man is an alien here and is lost and out of touch with his 
original home.

34. Their emphasis upon worship made their institutions centers for the development
of liturgy and their concern for work made them pioneers in agricultural development.

35. It states a belief in one God in three divine persons and in one essence and 
three "subsistencies".

36. What it actually did was to provide a tighter formulation of Catholic doctrine 
and to increase the significance of strict and proper belief as the criterion 
of orthodoxy.

IDENTIFY: Augustin^(dr)v-4hems^Gpiinas---(2), ifertinHbuthe-r- (3),_JolmJ2alviiL_(4)-,—

37. He developed his thinking from Manichaeism to skepticism to Neo-Platonism to 
Christianity in which he saw the whle of reality from the supremacy and centrality 
of God in human experience.

38. He began the movement known as Reformation when in 1517 he protested against the 
sale of indulgence.

39. He made the great intellectual revolution of shifting Christian theology from 
a Platonic to an Aristotelian basis.

40. He wrote three chief works in which he put forth the idea that the history of 
the world was divided into three periods: Age ofthe Father, that of the Son, 
and of the Holy Spirit.

41. He was the father of ascetic Protestantism which advocated a strict ascetic 
mode of life characterized by a high degree of self-control.

************************************
ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM

42. In the Islamic doctrine of the after-life:
1) every person will ultimately be redeemed.
2) every person has a day of reckoning
3) every person will receive forgiveness through the power of Muhammad
4) only the non-believer will have, a day of reckoning . .

43. The Ummah is:
1) a special community set apart from the rest of society
2) a special priesthood called the imams.
3) the congregation of Allah
4) a brotherhood of man based on the fatherhood of God

44. Orthodox Muslims regard the Qu’ran as:
1) the original revelation of the Prophet
2) the work of the Pophet alone, not that of commentaries and others.
3) the book whose every letter was directly dictated by angel Gabriel
4) the final and infallible revelation of God's will.



Dunne, Way of all earth, x -4- (prefae)

2. Experinces of Gotama's life are not uncommon: 
-a life in world, then a withdrawal into wilderness, 
-then a return among men,

■ -* R • ■ *
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11. pre second century was a most significant one in Christian history for essentially 

it was the time when: 7
1) the church began to experience a rapid expnsion.

JnZ CJUrCJ began j° °Yerc°Jpe the severe persecution conducted under imperial Rome, 
ii S JUrCJ PUt order?nto lts belie£s int0 its internal organization.
4) the church began to develop theological sophistication.

12 Gnosticism threatened to distort and transform the meaning of Christian 
from within. The church responded to this challegen by:
1) establishing the canon of the New Testament.
2) developing the Apostles' Creed.
3) developing its ecclesiastical institution
4) all of the above 

faith

13. Ilie catholic belief that the church is the Mystial Body of Christ means that:
1) man finds his salvation through the Church
2) the Church is the earthly extension of Christ
3) union with God and the doing of his will is found in the church
4) all of the above 

14JesusSyare^tC gOSpels’ the Primary sources of information concerning the life of

1) Romans, Colossians, Luke
2) Luke, Hebrews, Isaiah
3) Mark, Matthew, Luke
4) Peter, Paul, Mary

15. Easter was not only a begining of a new age, 
a victory over
1) sin 2) ignorance 3) illusion

not nly a victory over death, but

4) temporal life
16*i?t^kPaUJ’ 31x1 Martin Luther eld in common the one basic idea expresed in*

1) the church is a centralized teaching office and an objective sacramental system. 
J . e^e are basically seven sacraments and two main articles of faith summarized 

in love of God and love of neighbor as thyself.
3) salvation is the work of grace and it is neither deserved nor earned by man: 

it is God;s free gift
4) man was himself responsible for both initiating and achieving his own salvation.

17. pie idea of purgatory is expressed in the following:
1) some kind of intermediate state after death in which souls exist
2) some kind of intermeidate state after death in which souls exist and can be helped. 
oj life after death m which suls exist but cannot be helped.
4) eternal damnation

18. "Thou art my beloved Son; with thee I am well pleased." The voice of God was heard 
saying this at the occasion of:
1) Jesus' crucifixion.
2) Jesus' temptation
3) Jesus' baptism
4) when Jesus prayed in the garden of Gethsemane

19. Jesus' view of love:
1) was the spontaneous affirmation of one's selfhood
2) was an attitude ofthe heart towards one's neighbor
3) referred to mercy as without justice or judgment
4) did not draw on the tradition in the Toahh.
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THE FIVE CONVERTED

THE FIVE BHIKSUS WELCOMED THE DISCOURSE

1. And during it, one of them, Kaundinya, acquired the pure
Dharma-eye and saw thqt whatever is subject to arising is 
subject to cessation.

2. Then the Buddha declared, "Kaundinya has caught on."
J "Kaundinya has caught on."

3. Kaundinya asked the Buddha for full ordination, which he
received with She simple formula:

"Come, bhiksu, the Dharma is well proclaimed. Walk the 
holy course to the perfect termination of suffering."

4. Thus he became the first member of the Orddr of Monks.

1. The other four mendicants took turns begging alms for the group
-and listening to the Buddha's instruction.

2. Very soon all four attained the Dharma-eye and received
admission tothe Order. '

DISCOURSE ON THE FIVE SKANDHAS

1. The Buddha then preached a discourse onthe five skandhas,
-briefly mentioned earlier under the First Truth.

2. Form, feeling, conception, dispositions and consciusness
are each devoid of self (Atman)

3. They are impermanent and so are subject to suffering.

4. Recognizing this, the saintly disciple overcomes infatuation
for the five skandhas and goes to liberation.

5. Hearing this exposition, the five monks were freed from the
outflows and thus became arhants.
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GAUTAMA-: THE FIRST SERMON ?

©
Having decided to proclaim his doctrne, Gautama, moved by filial 
piety, thought first of telling his two former teachers.

1. But a deity informed' him that both had died-recently.

Then, he thought of the five mendicants who had shared his austerities

1. With his divine eye, 
Benares, so he set

On the
eyes

road, Gautama
and radiant complexion and asked about his religion

met an ascetic who remarked on his clear

2.

3.

4.

5.

.Buddha declared.that he.was a Victor.

-that he had no equal in the world of gods and men, 
-that he had become omniscient
-had reached nirvana.

Ascetic answered in one word which means either "it may be 
so" or "let it be so", shook his head, andxxi walked 
away on another road.

This curious encounter seems like his'tbrical fact rather 
than pious invention.

Gautama's first proclamation of his Buddhahood was rot heeded.

CONVERSION OF THE FIVE

1. He walked by stages to Benares, about 130 miles from Gaya.

2. Four miles north of the city, in the Deer 
-the five ascetics saw him coming,

Park at Sarnath,

-and resolved not to show more than She 
the backslider who had taken to the easy life.

minimum courtesy to

But his charisma was too strong for them, and against 
their own resolve they salubdd him, 
-took his bowl and robe
-prepared his seat
-and gave him implements with which to wash his feet.

THE IMPACT OF HIS SPIRITUAL PRESENCE PRECEDED ANY WORD.

3.
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And he told them not to doso, since he wasn now a i |
Ta thaga ta , .an arhant ya perf ec t ly enlighte;ned one.

He declared that he had atained the ijnniortal,
“tha t he. was going to teach Dharma, , j
•and that if they practiced as he taught they would quickly, 
realize if for themselves.

The five 
attained

were dubious, saying that one who quit.. striving could: not 
the superhuman Dharma. y

have

1. The Buddha denied that he had given up striving, 
-and reasserted his claim. y

2. Eventually they admitted that, he 
in this way before, .

had never spoken
7 ’ i - y

to

' i

them

-and agreed to listen willngly and rdeeptively.:



Way

THE MIDDLE WAY

-mortification - self-torture (painful, useless)

’’There are two extremes, 0 Almsmen, which he who has given up 
the world ought to avoid. What are those two extremes? A 
life given, tp Measures, devoted to pleasures and lusts; this 
is degrading, sensual, vulgar, ignoble and profitless.

And a life given to mortifications; this is painful, ignoble 
and profitless.

By avoiding these two extremes the Tathagata (Truthfinder) 
has gained the knowledge of the Middle Path which leads to 
insight, which leads to wisdom, which d conduces to calm, to 
knowledge, to Enlightenement, to Nirvana.”

THE TATHAGATA HASAVOIDED THESE EXTREMES

And so had discovered the Middle Way which leads to enlightenment 
and Nirvana.

1. This Middle Way is the Holy Eightfold Path.

THE FOUR HOLY TRUTHS

The Buddha then declared the Four Holy Truths.
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. „ COMMENTARY SN THE' FIRST SERMON

HE INSISTED ON HIS OWN STATUS

It is noteworthy that Gautama proclaimed and inissted on his own 
status.

1. He used two-terms current among the ascetic Knifes sects:
: -Victor and Tathagata ("he who has gone thus, or he who has

reached what is really so")

1. Those who earlier heard him make this claim were unconvinced.

Gautama was unable to convince the stranger whom he met on 
the road.

2. And eventually prevailed with his old friends by appealing to
their knowledge of his responsible character.

HIS MOTIVE FOR PROCLAIMING, HIS OWN STATUS '

Gautama's apparent motive in self-proclamation was not vanity, 
-but was to prepare the listner to receive the doctrine.

1. He did not proceed to instruct the five mendicants until they 
acknolwedged his authority 
-and were disposed to assent.

2. His style in the first sermon, as in many later discourses, 
was didactic rather than demonstrative.

3. He elaborated his points but did not attempt to prove them.

4. The chief guarantee of their truth is that they are the testimony 
of an Enlightened One.

5. It is assumed that men with keen faculties will find them 
self-evident.

6. The tone is earnest and exalted, free from sentimentality.

7. Gautama's manifest desire to convince his hearers never shakes 
his gravity.
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FIRST STEP ON PATH: FAITH IN BUDD1A AS REVERLER OF DHARMA

Faith in Buddha as revealer of Dharma

1. Faith is not a substitute forkhowledge *
4)ut is the seed which grows into confirmatory realization.

2. It is willingness to take statements provisionally on tlrust,
-confidence in the integrity of a witness 
-and determination'to pracitee accordihg b instructions.

3. It is not a mental state of boiling zeal,
-but rather of serenity and lucidity.

Sariputra, one of the great disciples, explained that the ' 
confidence with which he ■ procaHmed1 the Doctrine came,

-not from his own superknowledge but from the faith inspired 
in him as he heard Gautama teach.

OBJECTS OF FAETH HOLY PERSONS

Objects of faith are not credal statements (faith is not belief) . 
'-but holy persons (Buddha and Sangha) '
-and the Truth (Dharma), of which their statements are 

expresions.
i
i

just

Faith transforms the persons
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PUBLIC1 MINISTRY AND DEATH

1. In beginning, the only prerequisite for admission was 
the pabbajja ("going forth" or "leaving")

1. He had 45 years of’very .successful ministry. .

Secondly: he invited al

• 1. No man was restricted by his birth;

enlightenment.

2. No man was forbidden because of his occupation.

3. His was the "democratic way. .

4. He was radical in addressing allmen.

a) What had been possible for a few, became possible for
• " all.- . . : . • . ■ ■ _

b) What had appened in small groups, of- forest hermits was
now attempted in open -- in cities, countryside, 
among men . everywhere. :

5. Thus, anew existential reality took form:
the life of vast throngs of mendicant monks.

ThirdlY: he founded and organized the Buddhist order--the Snag Sangha.

1. He founded a community, of men arid women who accepted the cor
porate life as the best path for salvation.

2; There■were'four groups: monks, nuns, laymen and laywomen-- 
these constituted the Buddhist community.

• ■ ■ . ' »•■■■. ■ ■ .......... _ ; .

1. Should be noted that the formation of a. mendicant order 
was not a new creation, of Buddhism. r

a) There had been other grups of ascetics and mendieants 
throughout long history of India.

Admission into monastic order: ;



r
1. In Buddhism, the "going fnr.th", meant/more than traditional 

Brahmanic practice of leaving hone for i a hornless life.;

) In Hinduism, this going forth was the last two stages 
of life--hermit and holy man stages.

b)

XMXkXEX,

J.. '

1.

1.

c)
h

d)

So for the* Hindu, if he fulfilled the stages, of life, 
he would, in fact, fulfill the requirements of hijs 
caste.' . :

And in this case, -Tecieve the Dharma (the cosmic 
sanction) of his faith.

in Buddhism, the "going forth" meant a radicalNow, _
rejection of the caste system as understood within 

' Hindu faith. - <"• ; <

i.e. Buddha rejecged the metaphysial-sbcial baisis 
of the Hindu holy community.

This does not mean, however, that Budha was a great social 
reformer, who fought against the evils of the caste-ridden 
Indian society. . , . :7. : L

a) There is no indication that Buddha tried to fight against 
« the caste system as such. ; ;

What he made clear Was that the.metaphysical^socio-polij:ical 
system, important though they may be for practical operation 
of human society, *

do not provide the path for man’s ultimate liberation

meant: that those who went. forth were, no longer subject 
caste restrictions within Buddhist monastic order,

■ : . •_ p . .1

MISSIONARY W(BIK

1. Buddha urged his mendicant brethren to undertake missionary 
work. . ' -■ . I

J
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1.

"Go forth, mendcant brothers, upon journeys for the help of“the 
many, for the well-being of the-many, out of compassion for the 
world, for the sake of, for the help of, for the well-being of 
spirits and men./'

Note: the new factor: the c onsc ious miss ion.

Buddha was convinced that.he had found a path of.life which 
was. impo.rtait for one’s salvation.

a) It was a light that should reach out into the world 
and shine everywhere. ■

As a consequence of this conscious mission, Buiihism became 
a world religion.

a) It is a world religion not because it embraces within its
fold diverse national groups. ■

b) But more basically: because it hodls that the fundamental
meaning of life and world cannot be derived from the 
experience of any one group of people or culture.

-and this meaning of life can be applied universally, 
regardless of time, place, or culture.

Thus from the very start, Buddha's founding of the monastic 
community meantj two things^

A path of salvation for the individual; a highly democratic ic 
order. -

A means of propagating the doctrine by journeyings 
through the world.

ORDINATION OF MONKS

After period of instruction, according to ancient ordination 
rite ascribdd to Buddha, the aspirant was to repeat three 
times the Three Refuge formula:

. "I ak take refuge in the Buddha; I take refuge in the Dharma, 
I take refuge inthe Sangha.”

NOte: symbol of entrance into Buddhist order is not recital of 
a creed, but performance of an act.



PHYSICAL ASPECT OF MONASTIC COMMUNITY

1 It underwent many stages even during-Budha’s lifetime

2 In beginning, monks had no buildings.-

2.

a) They lived in foreSts, in valleys,
in grpyes. of trees>

in mountain caves,

began to stay together either in caves or in some resthouses
during raining season.

As number of members increased, the monastic orders wee
compelled to secure buidings of their own.

Once the resident quarters were established, the Community
became a monastic-centered community.

a( It replaced the earlier idea of 
both mendicants and laity.

Sangha that embraced

as

%

Egalitarian ideal of primitive Buddjism to monastic I
ideal of Theravada Buddhism.

the goal, 
shifted the emphasis to "perfection" as goa\

a) To latter monks, the path was important, but Only
as a means.

f 
!

3

4

r ■
b) The goal was to attain arahatship.

HIS MOVEMENT met with widespread success even inihis own liftime

1. And within a hundred years of his death,.hes way of salvation 
was one of the most powerful religious;forces in.Iridia
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i^indescriable^ BUddha implies the recognition that the Unconditioned Reality

IDENTIFY: le Stupas
5,’ Lotus < 

It means the absence < 
ignorance®

of 
of

2. Shunyata 
the True Law 
craving and involves

3. Nirvana 4® Amitabha

the extinction of hatred, lust, (j r

Ruler of the Western Paradi se*

If there is any term 
views about Reality.

used for Reality, it is the Void which is the disavowal of all

IDENTIFY? le Dharmakaya 2® Bodhisattvas: - —- -- -—3. Madhyamika
F T*3 People who formed a common life free from the
clothing so that they could concentrate on Arhatship.

vfewr^V^D61^3 311 lanSuaSe ar?d reason, then only by the repudiation 
views can Reality appear®

4® Sangha 
cares of food

5. Jizo
and

of all

It is the cosmic body, the essential nature of the Buddha and one with the Absolute.

They are compassionate beings who out of love for suffering humanity minister to them.

IDENTIFY® 1® Shinran 2« Dogen 3®lUBLuiM. i. btimran 2. Dogen 3. Nichiren 4. Prince Shotoku
Promised to save men from all forms of calamity and to grant them health, 
and security in life. ’

5. Kannon 
wealth,

Insisting on the supremacy of the Lotus Sutra over all other 
he demanded that the government establish it as the national 
of all other forms of Buddhism.

teachings of 
religion to the exclusion

Buddhism,

ne^ff1C1Zed 311 forras of Buddhism, including those, advocating the repetition of 
by hit own^ffort.eXPreSS^°nS °f eg°1Sm throu§h attemPting to achieve salvation

***********
IDENTIFY: 1. Rissho Koseikai 2. Dogen 3. Honen 4. Soka Gakkai 5 Saicho 
Buddhist SC^°01 WS the rejection of manifold practices of
B ^d?N cradltlon/nd Lhe selection of the single practice of recitation
Buddha's name as the only means of salvation. of Amida

He was the founder of Soto Zen and he asserted that Buddhism was superior 
and refused to associate, with the government. to the state

It provides for the satisfaction of 
benefits which the devotee receives 
Daimoku.

individual needs through the emphasis on----- the
from the concentrated practice of reciting the

* *
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HIS.LAST DAYS
Cause of death: severe dysentery, caused by food poisoing.

1. The memory of Buddha’s death and the period preceding it has been
preserved.

2. The date of his death, 480 BC, is regarded as certain.

3. H.’s last wandering is described in detail.

4..At first he tried to get the better of his painful illness .and cling 
to his life.

5. But thenk he put his will behind him: "Three months hence the 
PerfetfeE One will enter into Nirvana."

6. Journeying onward, he casts a last glance back at the beloved 
city of Vesali.

7, As they enter a little wood, he gives his last instructions: 
"Make me a bed between two twin trees, my head to the north. 
I am tired, Ananda."

And he lay down as a lion lying down to rest.

When one of his disciples wept, he said:

:Not so, Ananda. Do not mourn, do not lament. Have I not gaught 
you that it is in the very nature of all tings near and deat to 
us to pass away? How then, Ananda, since whatever is broght into 
being contains witin itself the inherent necessity of dissolu
tion, how can it be that such a being should not be dissolved?"

9. Disciples believe that withBuddha's death the word will have lost 
its master.

"Think not so. The doctrine and the order that I have taught 
you, they will be your master when I am gone. The Perfect One 
thinks not that it is he who shuould lead the brotherhood...I am 
now grown old, my journey is drawing to its close, I am turning 
eighty years of age. Therefore, 0 Anada, be ye lamps unto 
yourselves. Rely on yourselves. Hold fast to the truth as a 
lamp. Seek salvation alone in the truth."

His lafetwords were: "All accomplishment is transient. Strive 
unremittingly."
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1

1

is one of the great

2

gbelgjof human history. o.

~ BUDDHA -.AS ■■ A. REBEL

He refused to attribute mystical, occult and sacred power 
to the Vedas
-to Brahmin pries thgodr.; ; , ; ;
-to caste system on~wh'ich people of his native India rested 

their hopes for a better future..

iscovered in his own life-and-death, sutbborn struggle
• wikh that the instituional rligion. of his day was founded 

upon an illusion.

a) Illusion :that spiritual problems could be solved with 
a Holy Book, Sacred Ritual, or a concept of the divine.

To reserve sacred power to such things.semed to Buddha 
spiritually irrelvant.

O -UjEUffillED.
Z r ba s ec

1. And thus gave the religious quest an entirely new orientation.

1. He held that n@concept (God, soul, etc) can alter the 
concrete circumstances in ^hich man's life was immersed.

Individuals had to undergo some kind of inner^wren^^^^ 
-they had to do something to alter their "TrTdTvi^^aT”^ 

character and commitment and .change the flow and 
direction of their lives.

To this extent, the Buddha belongs to a small company of men who 
have torn the halo from orgnized religion.

' . 1j But he did more than just brush aside religious
and pretension. .

illusion

HE BELONGS to a more exclusive group of 
was not enough to expose.error

tort
" Ra ther, 
salvation in mere~pa

knew

humanmust be asked

I.
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1

He probed the root causes of religih's romanticism
-by discovering why the on^y kind of worhsip men would
accept was a system that left them firmly rooted in their 1 
miserable"conditions. - !•

B-RATIONAL VITAITIES AND COMPULSIONS -

He revealed-that certain sub-rational vitalities and 
compulsions were stronger by far that; the most powerful 
psiritual drives, 

2

-especially when these have become institutionalized;

And he insisted that nothing could be done to improve either 
- present or " future of1 individual-^socieityJ .

-until these compulsive vitalities were loosened and 
voercome. ■ . '

1. Men loved their gods.

2. But they loved ’ their own c ompulsi ons mor e

HE IS A REBEL because he sought to discover why man’s highest ; 
aspirations served only to reinforce and entrench his boncige.
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II. BUHHA WAS LIBERATOR

HE CALLED FOR A PROFOUND REVOLUTION IN THE ORDERING OF LIFE

l.What  he was saying:
-that entire superstructure of society is unsound, 

-it is actually in conflict with reality.

2. Not because, society is based upon social class.

3. But because it rests firmly upon wants, hungers, drives,
and these drives rule over us and drive us unrelentingly 
without our knowing.

SOCIETY IS SICK AND SUFFERING

1. We are all participating in social practices and seeking 
social goals whch have their origin in wants and hungers 
that rule over us without our knowing.

a) who among us knows why he wants what he wants,
-or, for that matter, who even knows what he really 
wants?

b) who knows what makes him behave as he dees?

THE SPRINGS OF HUMAN BEHAVIOUR LIE BEHEATH THE LEVEL OF CONSCIOUS 
AWARENESS

1. And these unconscious drives are the foundation of all 
social organization.

1. We have the kind of oscial order we have beca use of DRIVES
that lie deep with us.

2. And these drives rule over our behaviour.

3. We shape and mould little children ax so that they will
have the same drives that move us all.

4. And having these drives, w.11 act socially in ways that 
support the social institutions which are but social 
expression of these unconscious drives.
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GAUTAMA AS. A YOUNG MAN 

A
Literature of Buddhism 

which he led as a
gives something concerning life of luxuyy 
young man.

"Night and day a white parasol was held over me so that I 
should hot be touchdd by cold or heat,-by dust or weeds or 
dew." •

1. He had..three palaces and fortify thouousand dancing girls 
at his disposal.

2.He rode forth in a golden chariot and everywhere he went, 
he saw only youth, beauty and wealth.

a) He rejoiced in .it and i'nthe warmth of the welcome 
andxthe people gave him.

MARRIAGE TO YASODHARA- 

In a contest with other

When time comes for him 
demanded that Gautama

to marry, the father-in-law, 
prove himself worthy of his daughter.

men, he easily won the games:

-writing, mathemtatics, physical prowess.

3. At 16, he married

4. Had a son, called

As a young man, he seemed to have everything

-A model wife who bore him a beautiful son

-As heir to his father's throne, he was destined for power and 
prestige.

Despite all this, there settled over him in his twenties, 
a discontent.

n The backgrounds of his discontent is embedeed in legend of 
The Four Passing Sights.
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BACKGROUNDXOR\FOTR^S^§^i^ffi-g^—r "
1. Wh§p<§i^^^tha was born,/his father sumt^xiad^fo^tune- 

ndout whalf fubu^e^lfeTd for his ljpi‘r.
.. ,/ ..f

was no unsualZchild.
/ ■ -. - :7 ' > -- - ;

j

v^s crossed with One .basic ambiguity.3. His career, whowevecs,

wor^^Uiejffiuld

a) If he remained//i fh^fli^wor Id, he would unify India 
and becmmer'/

b) If, orf^otherJaand, he for
Jwlcome a/iijorld redeemer.^

/ :
4. Fabeid with Xhis/option, his fatl 

hi’s„ son.intoTthe former destiny.
/ - ■ ■

a $ N6 eff s spate^^ttfseep the
! to th^world.^^’"
I

?4.s mind attached

I
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GAUTAMA: THE GREAT RENUNCIATION \

Legend:, tells ihat ;Ga.utamai, secluded by his overprotective father 
from every hint of sorrow and suffering,

-made a series of. forbidden?and secret journeys -outside the 
gates of his family.palace. '

~ And: there he saw. three unhappy sights which forever altered 
his destiny. . ■.

First trip: saw a decrepit old man

1. Shocked, he ,asked .his charioteer about the man’s condition.

' .2. JCharioteef.ideclared: t;ha:t such: is Lhe destiny . of all men.

3. Prince turned back to the palace and brooded in melancholy, 
■ -taking no relish; in the ga.ity<.and ..pleasure ^around him.

Second ride: he saw his first diseased man.

1. And ref lected that people- are foolish to. remain gay under the 
constant threat of disease.

~ Third trip: he saw his first corpse.

1. Was stricken with dismay, and marveled that men could forget 
the fear of death and live heedlessly.

ROLLO M®. In crisis of 
involved in digging 
and Will.

suffering, man will endure pain and anxiety 
out the deep roots of their problems. Love

The brooding prince rode out again.

1. Observed the peasants plowing, and, was moved to grief at 
the suffering of men and oxen.

-and even at the slaughter of worms and insects by the plow.

0 3.

He sat under 
some peace

He meditated

a tree, entered 
of mind.

on the truth of

the first trance, and found

suffering.

After a while he saw a religious mendicant (holy mna) 
-and made up his mind to heave the household life.

2.

4.
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LEAVING HIS FAMILY AND’HOME . J

1. Legend poignantly describes how in the depth of night, 
the prince took a last.look a- ’his:wife and-infant son,

-mounted his horse, and rode out of the sleepingcity, 
accompanied by his charioteer.

-2. He dismounted, sent his charioteer back; with his ornaments 
and a message, j

-then cut off his hair and exchanged clothes with a passing 
hunter. ■ • . ?s ■. .. •. >

"He went out from his household life into the homeless st^te" 
Expression’"went ‘Out”--means ■: detachemeht from world j

■ - ' ■ j

KERNEL OF THIS EPISODE. <THE GREAT RENUNCIATION J IS CONEL ICT BETWEEN 
" 1""......

1. Far from.encouraging h-is son ot . become p monk, his father
did everything in his power to prevent him. '

2. And at each point, Siddhartha recgonized his duty and expressed
strong affection toward his father. •. . ■
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THE EVENT WAS OF CO; TMPORT

1. All created things filled the morning air with their 
rejoicings.

2. The earth quaked six ways with wonder.

3. Ten thousand galaxies shuddered in awe.

4. As lotuses bloomed on every tree, turning the entire
universe into "a bouguet of flowers sent whirling through 
the air”

The bliss of this vast experience kept the Buddha rooted to the spot 
for seven entire days.

1. On the eighth day, he tried to rise, but was lost again in
bliss.

2. For a total of forty-nine days, he was deep in rapture.

He spent 49 days in the nieghbrhood of the Bodhi Tree.

THE FIRST BUDDHISTS

1. Then two merchants en route from Orissa passed close by,
and were advised by the spirit of a dead relative that 
they should go and make offerings to the new Buddha whowas 
sitting at the foot of a certain tree.

2. They offered honey cakes and sugar cane and "took refugxe"
in the Buddha and his Dharma,

3. And thus becomng the first Buddhists and the first lay devotees
in the world.

1. Note that Guatama did not preach Dharma to the two men,
-but merely received their reverence and offerings.

2. Worship of holy men is nonsectarian and does rot involve
subscribing to man's ideas. •

3. Buddhist lay cult is here shown developing naturally out of
pre-Buddhist practices.



Just then, say the Buddhist Scriptures,, in a passage 
scored to all followers of Gautama,

"a lamp of scented oil was burning. On the bed strewn 
with heaps of jessamine and other flowers-, the mother 
of Rahula was sleeping, with her hand on her son's head. 
The Bodhisattwa, standing with his foot on the 
threshold, looked, and thought, "If I move aside the 
Queen’s hand and take my son, the Queen will awake, and 
this will be an obstacle to my going. When I have become 
a Buddha I will come back and see him." And he 
descended from the palace."
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■OTAMA--THE FOUR PASSING SIGHTS

THINGS WE TAKE FOR GRANTED

1. Wk Many facts in a man’s exp which he will ordinarily
dismiss as mere ’’coincidences"
-such as persons he happens to meet, course wh ch evets 
happen to take in his life, words which whpappen to be 

spoken to him, etc, etc.

2. Also: facts of life, e.g. aegular occurrences in all human
life: e.g. birth, death, youth, etc.

He takes the regular occurences in stride because the 
very fact that they occur regularly seems to him to imply 
that tey sould not change the normal paceof hislife.

WHAT IF WE DON'T TAKE THEM FOR GRANTED

What if a man have difficulty taking in strice the facts vihich 
regularly occur in human livds.

E.g. man is confortned with fact that men grow old, take 
sick and die,

-and these things will happen to him also.

1. If he finds signficance in what hpapens to him, he is 
likely to look for signficance also in these facts of his 
life.

2. He is not likely to be satisfed withthought that old age,
sickness, death are tings which happm toeverybody.

3. Instead ff taking them in stride he is likely to let these
propsects change normal paceofhis life.

a) He will not be able to continue his life as before 
like man who never gives such things a second thought.

WE CAN IMAGINE SOMETHING LIKE THIS HAPPENING TO GOTAMA.

1. He decided to leave home and enter forest: sight of sick man, 
old man, dead man.

WE CAN VERIFY EXPERIENCE FOR OURSELVES

1. Mere sightof sick/old/dead man is not enuf.
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20. The doctime of Original Sin is expressed in the following:
1) the sin of Adam is transmitted to oncoming generation by heredity through 

the sexual act.
2) while the human race is damaged by the sin of Adam, man is not completely sinful 

in all of his human acts.
3) the sin of Adam is the Original Sin
34) to sin is to be very original

21. The early Christian community felt:
1) they were a radical break with older Jewish tradition
2) that God had always absolute control over the world.
3) the Church exemplified the New Kingdom of God
4) that they needed no faith to support this position in the world.

22. The Cathlic doctrine of predestination is expressed in the following:
1) that some persons are foreordained by divine decree to eternal salvation
2) that some persons are foreordained by divine decree to eternal damnation
3) that some persons are foreordained by the church to eternal salvation and

damnation
4) that some persons are foreordained to eternal salvation

IDENTIFY: the Catholic (1), and the Reformation (2) understanding of the Eucharist:
23. The bread and wine are changed into the substance of Christ while the accidents 
of bread and wine remain and are present to our sense perception

24. The Eucharist celebration reenacts the sacrifical death of Christ upon the cross-- 
his offering of himself as the sacred victim of his Father for the redeption of men.

25. In the sacrament both the bread and wine and the body and blood of Christ coexist-- 
"the bread and wine are really bread and wine and the true flesh and blood of 
Christ is in them”.

26. In this sacrament Christ is not offered up to his Father, nor any real sacrifice 
made at all...but only a conmemoration.

IDENTIFY: Acts of the Apostle (1), the City of God (2), Kerygma (3), Defensor Pacis (4), 
Docetism (5).

27. It examined the relationship of Christianity to the world and set forth for the 
first time a Christian philosophy of history.

28. It presents a proposal for a radical disestablishment of the Church and placing 
it under the civil rule of the state.

29. It has often been called the first church history because it gives us a picture 
of the young Christian community in he Apostolic Age.

30. An announcement, a proclamation

31. It held that Christ did not really become man, did not really assume human nature, 
but only maintained the appearance of so doing.

IDENTIFY: Council of Trent (1), Gnosticism (2), Monasticism (3), Benedictines (4), 
Nicene Creed (5).

32. It represented the attempt to live in harmony with the highest and strictest ideals 
of a religious tradition, to assert those ideals, and to form an ideal community
of believers.
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WE CAN VERIFY EXPERIENCE FOR OUSERLVES

1. Mere sight of sick/old/agK dead man is not efiuf.

2. Rather, must make them siginficiant facts--which willacuqire
power to upset us.

3. Prospect of sickness/old age/death will make it impossible to
contineu living as befreoe
-and will make it seem necessary to enter upon a new way.
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Name
(last name first) " .. “ ~'

December 22, 1972

1. Within the 
which held 
1) Orphism

Greco-Roman world a religious phenomenon known as 
the world in which man found himself to be radically evil.

2) Gnosticism 3) Epicureanism 4) Stoicism

appeared

2. The Middle Ages combined the Biblical tradition with:
1) Plato 2) Aristotle 3) Catholicism 4) Augustine

3. Among the early Christians, the person who is second to Jesus himself, in his 
influence upon Christianity and its development was:
1) Paul 2) John 3) Peter 4) Augustine

The—, became the keystone of the Christian faith, the guarantee that Jesus 
was of God. 6
1) cross 2) God 3) person 4) resurrection

5. Christianity was the product of Jewish hopes.
1) prophetic 2) messianic 3)"religious’ 4) revolutionary

6. Jesus taught that:
1) religion and ethics are inseparble, the former being the inner allegiance of 

the human heart, the latter being the conduct that such allegiance manifests.
2) tne primary religious reality is justice for all and the brotherhood of man.
3) one must first serve his feelow man, his ''brother", then serve God.
4) religion and ethics are separable--religion coming first, then ethics.

7. Which of the following is most true concerning the teachings 6f Jesus:
1) his primary teaching was the ethical worship of God in the Christian Church.
2) he reinterpreted the "last supper" to symbolize his own body and blood through 

which he believed God was making a new covenant with mankind.
3) the primary concern of Jesus was to prove God's existence and only secondarily 

to show what man's relationship to that God should be.
4) the doing of God's will can be summed up inthe single word "justice".

8. The theme of the teaching of Jesus is:
1) the kingdom, or the reign of God.
2) about himself and his own claims.
3) "Repent, for the kingdom of Satan isabout to fall".
4) about his service to the kingdom of God.

9. The Gospel of John views Christ as:
1) the king of the Jews
2) Logos, the cosmic intermediary between God and man
3) he promised Messiah of Judaism--a new revelation from God to man
4) a latter-day Jewish prophet

10. The early Christian community:

1) were good Jews in all respects except one: they believed that Jesus was the Messiah. 
J the crucifixion of Christ certified to the Christian community that the living 
spirit of Christ was an ever-preent reality.

3) there were little or no differences of opinion in theChristian comuni ty.
4) were good people seeking to spread "a bit of sunshine" all over the place.



THE IMPERMANENCE OF.THIS LIFE,

He abandoned his worldly life when he realized the fact that 
all existences and phenomena of this world are but temporal 
and ipermanent.

-that all those who are born have to die

-and all that which exists will become extinghished.

When he realized, this, he felt 
happiness were temporal

that all worldly pleasures and

-and he could not continue his life as the prince.

Therefore, he became a wnaderer seeking truth in order to find 
the real happiness which must not be temporal for hisemself 
and others.

a



HE WAS THEN 29 YEARS OF AGE '

fiae narrative runs: "As a young man in the bloom of his youth 
in the first flush of life, the ascetic Gautma left his home 
and went into homelessness. Though his aprents did not wish 
it, though they shed tears and wept, the ascetic Gautama had 
his^fhir and his beard shorn off and put on yellow garments."

FOUR STAGES OF LIFE:

1. His leaving home behind to undertake this quest -- was not
at all unusual.

a) It was quite a common practice.

2. Describe: first student stage; then householder; then hermit.

MARA, THE TEMPTER

1. Like Jesus, Gautama was tempted.

2. Mara, the Buddhist temper, appears more than once, in the
various sources.

3. Mara promised him that on seventh day, he would became 
ruler over four great isalands and two hundred small 
ones, if he would not leave.

SIX YEARS OF SEAARGH.

Then began the six years of quest for enlightenement.



Zimmer, Philosophies of India, 158

OCHRE-COLORED GARMENT

1. The ochre-colored garment is tradtionally the barb of the crimnal 
ejected from society and condemned to death.

2. The monks donned this disgraceful raiment as a sign that they
too were dead to the social hierarchy.

3. Tey had beeen handed over to death and were beyond the boundries
of life.

4. They had stepped away fromthe worlds limitations, 
-out of all the bondages of belonging to someting.
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to

GOTAMA--WHY

tdid you go out 
des, speaking

Dunne, Way of all earth, 32

Wexcould ask

his bare 
like without

tivey
see.

ut man who ordina
c

so en

oing out into 
humanity anderi 
external aids.

AYOF ASCETICISM?

!

multi
into 
to

fsee? Jesus asked

ame qustion of 9^s,/s Umself and Gotama.

If one were 
life would b 
to follow

as coincidence 
life too.

S/ill this doesn't 

 

WOULU go out i
11 us po 
erness t

1. Perhaps e would go 
find fn common fac

a)

life as signficanct, one's 
uld bear going out in desert

/'

ed indivudla fdcts of life 
impoverishing his outer

/
/
with rich inner life

ardly bear

ut to see 
ts of lif

ignficance he could
old age, death.

tries it,Actually exp of thinking, fastind, wating if one 
does not bring kind of sihgt one would hope for.

2. Meditation, it is true, brings peace of mind, but meditation 
on teachings of others is not same as personal insight.

Try, eg. read books containg entire worldview, e.g. 
Aquinas, Summa Ttwlogiae; Spinoza, Ethics; Hegel, 

Phenomenlogy.

1. Thru them, one exp a great peace of mind, lifitng 
one out of moods of depressin, loneliness, etc.

2. One can gain great visions.

Yet it is not YOUR vision--but Aquinas, Spinoza, Hegels.
What one has i6 at best a vicarious exp of another man's 
vision.
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45. The least correct answer concerning the attribute of Allah:
1) he is all-powerful
2) he is material
3) he is One
4) he is unified pesonal will

46. The hijrah (flgght) occurred in the year:
1) 262 A.D. 2) 520 A.D. 3) 762 A.D. 4) 622 A.D.

47. The first and most important thing about the shari-ah is the fact:
1) its authority is derived from the consent of the highest rulers.
2) that it is human law at its best
3) that it is divine law only for those who are capable of fulfilling it
4) that God has decreed a way of life for men, and this devree is the sole and

determinative norm

48. Muhammad is called the "seal of the Prophet" because:
1) he is the last and greatest of all the prophets
2) he is uniquely endowed with great religious insights
3) he is perfect in his moral character
4) he is uniquely related to Allah by virtue of his superior qualities of character

50. Which of the following statements is false concerning the Five Pillars of Islam?
1) the second pillar is prayer
2) the fourth pilar is almsgiving
3) the third pillar is fasting during the sacred month of Ramadan
4) the fifth pilar is pilgrimage to Jerusalem

IDENTIFY: as Sunnis (1), as Shi’ah (2)
51. Man cannot will anything of himself; it is Allah who causes what happens in 

and through man.
52. Holds that Muhammad was a prophet, but more, he had come to earth from a state 

of pre-existence as a divine being.
53. Allah is just and therefore allows men freedom to choose between right and wrong.
54. Muhammad is only a prophet.

IDENTIFY: al-Ash’ari (1), al-Shafi (2), al-Ghazali (3), al-Afghani (4), Muhammad 'Abduh (5) 
srrnr Ts one of the towering individulas of modem Islamc history, an indefatigable 

worker for the liberation of Muslims from European dominance, who traveled 
extensilvey throughout the Islamic world and Europe preaching the need for Islamic 
unity and the requirement of a revived Islam as the key to renewed Muslim strength.

56. One of the great Islamic modernists who procaimed that Islam is the very origin 
and inspiration of science, even of the science of Westerners, who had made their 
first steps in its directionunder the influence and tutelage of Arab thinkers from 
classical Islamic times.

57. He is credited with reconciling Sufism with traditionalist Islam
58. He more than any other is responsible for the acceptance of kalam (theology)among 

traditionalist Muslims. His writings were primrily defensive, to ward off the 
attacks of those who questioned certain aspects of traditional Islam.

59. Through an extensive series of writings in which he analyzed and disucssed the 
rival opinions of jurists he worked out a concise and clear theory of the sources 
or roots of Islamic law.

TRUE (1) or FALSE (2)
60. The year 622 A.D. is the year from which the Muslims date their calendar.
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GOTAMA--WHY HE WAS DISSATISFIED WITH HI

This may have been kind of exp which led Gotama to be dissastidfed 
with teachers he encountered inforest.

1. He atta ched timself first to a teacher named Alara Kalama
and then to one named Uddaka Ramaputta.

2. He seems not to have disagreed with their teachings,
but only to have been dissatisifed with degree of parsona 
insight which he attainted under them.

3. So he gave up following teachings of othes and decided to
go his own way.

HE TRIED ASCETICISM
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33. It believes that mm man is an alien here and is lost and out of touch with his 
original home.

34. Their emphasis upon worship made their institutions centers for the development
of liturgy and their concern for work made them pioneers in agricultural development.

35. It states a belief in one God in three divine persons and in one essence and 
three "subsistencies".

36. What it actually did was to provide a tighter formulation of Catholic doctrine 
and to increase the significance of strict and proper belief as the criterion 
of orthodoxy.

IDENTIFY: Augustine (1), Thomas Aquinas (2), Martin Luther (3), John Calvin (4), 
Joachim of Fiore (5)

37. He developed his thinking from Manichaeism to skepticism to Neo-Platonism to 
Christianity in which he saw the whle of reality from the supremacy and centrality 
of God in human experience.

38. He began the movement known as Reformation when in 1517 he protested against the 
sale of indulgence.

39. He made the great intellectual revolution of shifting Christian theology from 
a Platonic to an Aristotelian basis.

40. He wrote three chief works in which he put forth the idea that the history of 
the world was divided into three periods: Age ofthe Father, that of the Son, 
and of the Holy Spirit.

41. He was the father of ascetic Protestantism which advocated a strict ascetic 
mode of life characterized by a high degree of self-control.

************************************
ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM

42. In the Islamic doctrine of the after-life:
1) every person will ultimately be redeemed.
2) every person has a day of reckoning
3) every person will receive forgiveness through the power of Muhammad
4) only the non-believer will have a day of reckoning

43. The Ummah is:
1) a special community set apart from the rest of society
2) a special priesthood called the imams.
3) the congregation of Allah
4) a brotherhood of man based on the fatherhood of God

44. Orthodox Muslims regard the Qu’ran as:
1) the original revelation of the Prophet
2) the work of the Pophet alone, not that of commentaries and others.
3) the book whose every letter was directly dictated by angel Gabriel
4) the final and infallible revelation of God's will.
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k
GAUTAMA: TEMPTATION BY MARA ■ -

ACCORDING TO LEGEND:

1. He sat under the Bodhi Tree, facing east", and resolved not 
to arise until he attained enlightenment.

"Even if my skin should parch, even if my hand should 
-wither, even if my bones should crumble into dust, until 
I have attained supreme knowledge I shall not move from 
this seat," he said ina solemn voice, and crossed his legs

Mara the Evil -One wa alarmed .at t^he props epee t of Bodhisattva's 
victory, . . ■ =

-and came to assail him with an army of fearful demons.

The Bodhisattva was protected, though, by his,accumulated 
-merit and his friendly love. ?

•2. After failing to shake him, the hosts of demons fled in 
defeat. ,

Mara then invoked his own merit so as to convert it into magic 
power and overthrow the Bodhisattva.

1. But Gautama invoked his own superior merit, amassed thru 
many previous lives.

2. Mara called on his retinue to witness his merit.

3. Sakyamuni, having no ohter witness onhis side, touched 
right hand (pose often shown in 
called Mother Earth to testify to

the earth his his 
Buddhist art) and 
his merit.

4. The earth quaked in 
witness."

response, thundering: "I bear you

Then Mara, having failed with intimidation and compulsion, turned 
to temptation.

He sent his three daughters, Discontent, Delight and 
Desire, to seduce the future Buddha.

Who remained as impervious to lust as he had to fear

As sun set, Mara and his hosts gave up and withdrew.



r
(Robinson, 17)

THIS TEMPTATION EPISODE IS QUITE A LATE ADDITION AND ENTIRELY MYTHI6AL

1. The myth, though, is a suitale expression of an experience 
common to most contemplat-ivds. - >

1. When seeker is•commit ted, this conjures up demons of fear 
from unconscious.

2. All the habit-hardened dispositions protest against their
coming destruction. . :

3. But good habits sustain the seeker's resolve.

4. The waves of fear pass, and’ doubts arise as to' whe her the
candidate is really equal to the challenge.

5. If he possesses genuine self-confidence, the douts are vanquished

6. The last peril is of course the risiest and the deadliest.

7. Perfect love may east 'our fear,-but it- all • too easily
changes into libido.
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THE ENLIGHTENMENT

Robinson, Buddhist Religion, 17

GOING THROUGH THE FOUR STAGES OF TRANCE (HXXK DHYANA)

h On night of the full moon, he ascended the four stages of
trance.

1. Frist trance is produced by detaching from sense
objects and calming the passions.

£) it is marked by zest and ease, and thinking in 
it is discursive, focusing and gazing at the 
mental images as they pass.

2. Second taance is nondiscursive.

a) There is one-pointedness of mind, serene, faith, 
zest, and ease.

3. Third trance is dispassionate rather than zestful;
-it is mindful and conscious, with a feling of bliss 
in the body.

4. Fourth trance is free from opposites such as pleasure
and pain, elation and depression.

a) It is pure awareness and equanimity.

All Of the trances are characterized by concentration and 
accurate cogniton. ’

1. The insight they facilitate is not theoretical 
knowledge but direct perception.

They lead to the six "superknowledges"

1. magic powers (such as levitation and walking on water)
2. divine ear s
3. knowledge of others' minds
4. memory of one's former lives
5. divine eye
6. and extinction of the "outflow®", namly sensual desire,

desire for coming to be, and igonorance.

The first 5 are mundane, while 6th is realized only by perfected 
saint.
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. INTERPRETATION OF THE ENLIGHTENENT

WH^T ACTUALLY HAPPENED ON THE NIGHT OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT '

1. The oldest account is. stylized and: exhibits typical mythic 
featurses.

2. It purports to be autobiograhical, and the claim may be
substantially true. ' < 7

3. There is dignity, economy and .sobriety in the account.

1. Later doctrine elaborates the idea of-”the silence of the
saints”.

And holds that nirvana Is indescribable.

2. But nowhere does the early Canon say tba t the content of
the Enlightenment is nonintellectual, 
-or that it is inexpressible. f.

1. Rather, the Enlightenment consisted of. the. ^discovery of
communicable ideas.

2. It is described as realization in trance of specific
destinities of all living beings

-and of the general principles.governing these destinies.

THE FIRST COGNITION

1. It is memory of one' s own former lives...

2. It is a shamanic power, documented even among the Amerindians.

SECOND COGNITION

1. Perception of living beings everywhere dying and being
reborn.

2. This is likewise a variety of shamanic power, unobstructed
cosmic vision--widely attested in archaic culturds.



(Robinson, 19)

1. It evidently involves seeing the past and future, as well
as the present, condition of others.

2. Specifically Buddhist feature is. correlating-good deeds
with happy births
-and bad deeds with miserable ones. . ...........

THIRD COGNITION

1. Is a philosophcial theory (Greek theoria, "a seeing, a
vision, a contemplation).

2. It is presented not as fruits of speculation but as a direct
perception,
-like the first tow cognitions. .

3. The universils that Gautama saw were simply the aggregats
of observableparticulars.

SUMARY:

1. Content of enlightenent is thus two- thirds shamanism ethic all
transformed,

2. And one-third philosophy.

NOCTURNAL WATCHES AND DAYBREAK.....  . .

1. May be mythic but not necessarily fictitious.

2. Sat rapt in thought all night and has seen his solution
in a flood of light as hiw whole being quickened to the 
new day.

3. The light is not just a figure of speech, but a physical
experience of overhwelming radiance. -



Great Philosophers, 34

1. His preaching begins in Benares, where he attracts his first
disciples.

P* ' '
2. He was to live for another forty-yyears, wandering, teaching in

vast territories of northeasern India.

3. Spiritually, nothing new happened in him.

4. The core of his sermons was a finished doctrine;

he varied an identical theme.

5. SiSKSEqfKsnkiy, He taught in lectures, stories, parables, maxims.

6. We hear of dialogues, of countless senes and sitations, of
conversions.

7. He preachednot in Sanskrit, but in the vernacular.

8. He thought in concrete images, but he made use of concepts taken
over from Hindu philosophy.



Friedman, Touchstone, 105 -compassionate Buddha

COMPASSIONATE BUDDHA

1. Compassionate Buddha always 
situation,

-to the pragmatic problem 
we help ourselves escape

remained close to the concrete

at hand, @”How can I help or how can 
fromsuffering?”

This closeness to the concrete is renwewed in paradoxical form 
in Zen.
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35. The early Christian community was convinced that it was not enough to check
Satan’s activities* Satan himself must be defeated. To achieve this, Jesus 
had to die as the decisive factor that would bring in the rule of God.

36. The central and decisive fact of Jesus was the sense of present immediacy of God.
37. According to Jesus, entrance into'the Kingdom of God must be the supreme object

of man’s striving. For it, man must be ready for any sacrifice--man must be 
ready even to hate his own parents,

38. Unlike the Jews of his day, Jesus rejected the Torah as revealing Godfs will.
39. According to Jesus, the thing that constitutes the readiness for God’s rule, is

the fulfillment of God’s will.
40. Jesus was viewed by his own age as a great exorcist. His power to cast out

demons was central to his ministry.
41. The Gospels are primarily interested in giving a historical account of the life

of Jesus.
42. For Jesus, the Kingdom of God was at hand| at hand in such a way as to be already

effectively operative in the moment.
43. According to Jesus, what is important for the Christian person, is not obsession

with his own personal life, but, with doing what God is doing in the world.
44. Jesus pointed to what God is doing in the world--healing, liberating, etc.

And in what God is doing, God places judgment on all values, ideologies.
45. According to the New Testament, the death of Jesus is viewed as a sacrifice that

removes the barrier of sin between man and God.

ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM

46. The word ’’Islam” means:
1. to believe in the will of God
2. to act according to the will of God
3. to submit to the will of God

47. (pick out the least correct answer). The essential features of the Call to Prayer
(said five times a day) are:

1. the call is an invitation in which Islam summons itself to its fiath and practice.
2. it is a call to prayer
3. the call begins with ”1 testify” or ”1 bear witness”
4. it is a call to meditation

48. In the Islamic doctrine of the after-life:
1. every person will ultimately be redeemed
2. every person will receive forgiveness through the power of Muhammad
3. every person has a day of reckoning
4. only the non-believer will have a day of reckoning

49. The Ummah is:
1. a special community set apart from the rest of society/
2. a special priesthood called the Imams.
3. the congregation of Allah.
4. a brotherhood of man based on the fatherhood of God.

50. Orthodox Muslims regard the Qu* 1 2 3 4ran as:
1. the original revelation of the Prophet.
2. the work of the Prophet alone, not that of commentaries and others.
3. the book whose every letter was directly dictated by angel Gabriel
4. the final and infallible revelation of God’s will.



Dunne, Way of earth, 29 -5- (chap 2)

HE WALKED ALONE

1. Remarkable thng about Gotama was that he walked alone,
without a friend, even without a God.

2. Without a friend, thoughhe was very ready to share with
others every ting he had disocvered

3. Without a God, though he seems to have enjoyed an inward
bliss like that of a man at peace with God

1. He would not allow anyone to call him "friend" (8)
-he had many disciples and admirers, but not deep intimacy.

2. No personal God mn his teaching, although Nirvana as he
described it has many of attributes of God,
-but no God to whm one could pray and whose compansionship 

one could enjoy in life.

Gotama’s way presuspposes
1. It is the simlest

less than anyoter great religion, 
and starkest way of all.

MAKES IT VERY

It adds an 
invovled.

HELPFUL FOR PURPOSES OF EXPERTEMENT

element of control -- no divine/human

Other religions promise man attainment of bliss 
assume that he will walk with God along the way

comradeship

but they 
to it.

can learn from Gotama’s way whether a man can attain 
bliss who walks alone.
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Name ,Pi-0 yp
(last name first) ~~~~~ ~~~ " ~~

1. Within the 
which held 
1) Orphism

Greco-Roman world a religious phenomenon known as appeared
the world in which man found himself to be radically evil.

2) Gnosticism 3) Epicureanism 4) Stoicism

2. The Middle Ages combined the Biblical tradition with:
1) Plato 2) Aristotle 3) Catholicism 4) Augustine

3. Among the early Christians, the person who is second to Jesus himself, in his 
influence upon Christianity and its development was:
1) Paul 2) John 3) Peter 4) Augustine

4- The became the keystone of the Christian faith, the guarantee that Jesus
was of God.
1) cross 2) God 3) person 4) resurrection

5. Christianity was the product of Jewish hopes.
1) prophetic 2) messianic 3)~reTigious 4) revolutionary

6. Jesus taught that:
1) religion and ethics are inseparble, the former being the inner allegiance of 

the human heart, the latter being the conduct that such allegiance manifests.
2) the primary religious reality is justice for all and the brotherhood of man.
3) one must first serve his feelow man, his "brother”, then serve God.
4) religion and ethics are separable--religion coming first, then ethics.

7. Which of the following is most true concerning the teachings 6f Jesus:
1) his primary teaching was the ethical worship of God in the Christian Church.
2) he reinterpreted the "last supper" to symbolize his own body and blood through 

which he believed God was making a new covenant with mankind.
3) the primary concern of Jesus was to prove God’s existence and only secondarily 

to show what man’s relationship to that God should be.
4) the doing of God's will can be summed up inthe single word "justice”.

8. The theme of the teaching of Jesus is:
1) the kingdom, or the reign of God.
2) about himself and his own claims.
3) "Repent, for the kingdom of Satan isabout to fall”.
4) about his service to the kingdom of God.

9. The Gospel of John views Christ as:
1) the king of the Jews
2) Logos, the cosmic intermediary between God and man
3) The promised Messiah of Judaism--a new revelation from God to man
4) a latter-day Jewish prophet

10. The early Christian community:

1) were good Jews in all respects except one: they believed that Jesus was the Messiah.
2) the crucifixion of Christ certified to the Christian community that the living 

spirit of Christ was an ever-preent reality.
3) there were little or no differences of opinion in theChristian camunity.
4) were good people seeking to spread "a bit of sunshine” all over the place.



Dunne, Way of all the earth, 28 -2- (chap 2)

GOTAMA -- LIFE

1. At 2^ he renunced luxury and

2.

becme an ascetic, y 

discovered a way to bliss,After 7 years of seaching he
-a way midway between luxury and asceticism.

3. Moved by compassion he spent remnder of his life, over 40 
years, sharing his discovery withothers.

ygrrhaps rM-s—nnnld bp a guiding image for a man:

lit LHUO U X. X. J.1 VI LUX. UU 1. V VV CT J, ,

^_Th&n- he-^ms-fe—sprend res L..u~£~ dTi"S'~llf e„ sharing ■ ins-Lght- -■w±-bhe-bhers^____

LIFE OF JESUS

1. Jesus life has this same siple structure, only greatly telescoped,

-instead of 7 years in wilderness, only 40 days 
-instead iff 40 years public ministry, about 1 year/3.
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33. It believes that m man is an alien here and is lost and out of touch with his 
original home.

34. Their emphasis upon worship made their institutions centers for the development
of liturgy and their concern for work made them pioneers in agricultural development.

35. It states a belief in one God in three divine persons and in one essence and 
three "subsistencies".

36. What it actually did was to provide a tighter formulation of Catholic doctrine 
and to increase the significance of strict and proper belief as the criterion 
of orthodoxy.

IDENTIFY: Augustine (1), Thomas Aquinas (2), Martin Luther (3), John Calvin (4), 
Joachim of Fiore (5)

37. He developed his thinking from Manichaeism to skepticism to Neo-Platonism to 
Christianity in which he saw the whle of reality from the supremacy and centrality 
of God in human experience.

38. He began the movement known as Reformation when in 1517 he protested against the 
sale of indulgence.

39. He made the great intellectual revolution of shifting Christian theology from 
a Platonic to an Aristotelian basis.

40. He wrote three chief works in which he put forth the idea that the history of 
the world was divided into three periods: Age ofthe Father, that of the Son, 
and of the Holy Spirit.

41. He was the father of ascetic Protestantism which advocated a strict ascetic 
mode of life characterized by a high degree of self-control.

ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM

42. In the Islamic doctrine of the after-life:
1) every person will ultimately be redeemed.
2) every person has a day of reckoning
3) every person will receive forgiveness through the power of Muhammad
4) only the non-believer will have a day of reckoning

43. The Itanah is:
1) a special community set apart from the rest of society
2) a special priesthood called the imams.
3) the congregation of Allah
4) a brotherhood of man based on the fatherhood of God

44. Orthodox Muslims regard the Qu’ran as:
1) the original revelation of the Prophet
2) the work of the Pophet alone, not that of commentaries and others.
3) the book whose every letter was directly dictated by angel Gabriel
4) the final and infallible revelation of God's will.



Dunne, Way of all earth, 34 -12- (chap 2)

GOTAMA- BCETICISM

The first thZng he tried onhis own initiative waj to engage in 
most severe austerities and fasting.

1. Apparently he believed that his body was holding his mind 
back and that he must win a complete victory of mind 
over body berore he could attain iaisight.

EFFECT OF BODILY DEPRIVATION

1. Effect of bodily deprivation is to create wild fantasies 
of ufulfillment and generally of opp site of whtever one 
believes in and is pursuing.

One can verify from exp.

2. Jeusus went into desert to be tempted by Satan.

3. Gotama went into forest to be tempted by Mara.

4. Most lurid desription of these fantasies is probalby that
of Flaubert in his Temptation of St. Anthony.

-Flabuert has Anthony tempted in his desert solide first 
by memories, esp. of a girl who attracted him and 
a young discpie who abandoned him

-then by fiery imaginings of possessing power and doing 
violence and being seduced

-then by doubts about his faith and his ideals of martyrdom 
and the hermitic life

-then by imaginary conversations with great heresiarchs 
expounding alternaties to his own faith, discouraging 
visions of martyrs who do no want to die, supersttitius 
women bebauching at tombs

-then uncomfortable visions of other gods and other saviors 
who pardoy his God andhis Savior, the death of the 
gods preluding death of God

-then initaion by devil himslf into scientifc view of 
universe and impersonal charcterof God insuch a view

-then finally a vidsion of death and lust, chimera and 
sphinkx, and whole menageies of monsters which give 
him a kind of pantehistic feeling of being one with 
all matter and life.
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20. The doctime of Original Sin is expressed in the following:
1) the sin of Adam is transmitted to oncoming generation by heredity through 

the sexual act.
2) while the human race is damaged by the sin of Adam, man is not completely sinful 

in all of his human acts.
3) the sin of Adam is the Original Sin
34) to sin is to be very original

21. The early Christian community felt:
1) they were a radical break with older Jewish tradition
2) that God had always absolute control over the world.
3) the Church exemplified the New Kingdom of God
4) that they needed no faith to support this position in the world.

22. The Cathlic doctrine of predestination is expressed in the following:
1) that some persons are foreordained by divine decree to eternal salvation
2) that some persons are foreordained by divine decree to eternal damnation
3) that some persons are foreordained by the church to eternal salvation and

damnation
4) that some persons are foreordained to eternal salvation

IDENTIFY: the Catholic (1), and the Reformation (2) understanding of the Eucharist: 
ZTTThe bread and wine are changed into the substance of Christ while the accidents 
of bread and wine remain and are present to our sense perception

24. The Eucharist celebration reenacts the sacrifical death of Christ upon the cross-- 
his offering of himself as the sacred victim of his Father for the redeption of men.

25. In the sacrament both the bread and wine and the body and blood of Christ coexist-- 
"the bread and wine are really bread and wine and the true flesh and blood of 
Christ is in them".

26. In this sacrament Christ is not offered up to his Father, nor any real sacrifice 
made at all...but only a commemoration.

IDENTIFY: Acts of the Apostle (1), the City of God (2), Kerygma (3), Defensor Pacis (4), 
Docetism (5).

27. It examined the relationship of Christianity to the world and set forth for the 
first time a Christian philosophy of history.

28. It presents a proposal for a radical disestablishment of the Church and placing 
it under the civil rule of the state.

29. It has often been called the first church history because it gives us a picture 
of the young Christian community in tie Apostolic Age.

30. An announcement, a proclamation

31. It held that Christ did not really become man, did not really assume human nature, 
but only maintained the appearance of so doing.

IDENTIFY: Council of Trent (1), Gnosticism (2), Monasticism (3), Benedictines (4), 
Nicene Creed (5).

32. It represented the attempt to live in harmony with the highest and strictest ideals 
of a religious tradition, to assert those ideals, and to form an ideal community
of believers.
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GOTAMA_-- continue on WAY OF ASCETICISM

Fantasy seems to have balancing effect bothon way of luxury and 
way of asceticism.

WAY OF LUXURY

1. Eating, drinking and making merry along way of luxury tends 
to be balaced by grim fantasies of sikness/old age, death.

e.g. "eat, drink and be merry, for tomorrow we die"

WAY OF ASCETICISM

Thinking, fasting, waiting along wayof asceticism tends to be 
balanced by wild fantasies of sex and violence, doubt and 
despair as in temptations of Anthony, Gxkama^xdfcxsxxx

-or of dread and fascination as in temptations of Gotama

-or of satiation, presumpiton, and power as in teptations of Jeuss.

Each kind of fantasy points towards a whole man, not part man

1. To learn what he realy is a man would have to put together 
what he is doing with what he is imagining.

APPROACHING WHOLENESS FRM SIDE OF LUXUYRY

1. Approaching wholeness fr.m side of luxry, he has problmm of
putting together individual and common facts of life.

2. If he considrs ind. facts ofhis life fortunate, luxury will
consists for him in taking advantage ofhis good fortu ne.

3. If he considers them unfortura te, it will const in making
up for his bad forune.

T.H. White, who considered himself very unfortunate in parents 
and upbriinging, advises that when one is feeling unhppay the 
thing to do is to learn something.

1. The many things ta he himself learned in courseof his 
life--arcehry, flying, etc, etc--were a measureof 
his own great unhappiness.

ONE THNG that a man can lern only by fitting together his ind lot 
with common lot.
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11. The second century was a most significant one in Christian history for essentially 

it was the time when:
1) the church began to experience a rapid expnsion.
2) the church began to overcome the severe persecution conducted under imperial Rome. 
^) the church put order into its beliefs and into its internal organization.
4) the church began to develop theological sophistication.

12. Gnosticism threatened to distort and transform the meaning of Christian faith 
from within. The church responded to this challegen by:
1) establishing the canon of the New Testament.
2) developing the Apostles' Creed.
3) developing its ecclesiastical institution
4) all of the above

-3. The catholic belief that the church is the Mystial Body of Christ means that:
1) man finds his salvation through the Church
2) the Church is the earthly extension of Christ
3) union with God and the doing of his will is found in the church
4) all of the above

14. The synopitc gospels, the primary sources of information concerning the life of 
Jesus, are:
1) Romans, Colossians, Luke
2) Luke, Hebrews, Isaiah
3) Mark, Matthew, Luke
4) Peter, Paul, Mary

15. Easter was not only a begining of a new age, not nly a victory over death, but 
a victory over

sin 2) ignorance 3) illusion 4) temporal life

■*■6 'i Augustine and Martin Luther eld in common the one basic idea expresed in:
1) the church is a centralized teaching office and an objective sacramental system.
2) there are basically seven sacraments and two main articles of faith summarized 
m love of God and love of neighbor as thyself.

3) salvation is the work of grace and it is neither deserved nor earned by man; 
it is God;s free gift

4) man was himself responsible for both initiating and achieving his own salvation.

17. The idea of purgatory is expressed in the following:
1) some kind of intermediate state after death in which souls exist
2) some kind of intermeidate state after death in which souls exist and can be helped.
3) life after death in which suls exist but cannot be helped.
4) eternal damnation

18. Thou art my beloved Son; with thee I am well pleased." The voice of God was heard 
saying this at the occasion of:
1) Jesus' crucifixion.
2) Jesus’ temptation
3) Jesus' baptism
4) when Jesus prayed in the garden of Gethsemane

19. Jesus' view of love:
1) was the spontaneous affirmation of one’s selfhood
2) was an attitude ofthe heart towards one’s neighbor
3) referred to mercy as without justice or judgment
4) did not draw on the tradition in the Toahh.



Dunne, W y of all earth, 35 -14- (chap 2)

It is his heart's desire and hispersonal destiny.

1. As long as he compares hi slot aonly with ind lot of tothter
perons, it iwll tend to appear fortunte or unforunate.

2. If he compares it with common lot of mankknd, it will no
longer seem fortunte or unforturaste but simply individual.

a) It will appear as something bgond good/evil foture.

APPRAOHING WHOLENESS FBDM OTHER SIDE, THAT OF ASCETICISM

Approaching whleness from side of asceticism, he has problem 
of putting together mind andbo^y.

1. Mind is cultivated at expense of body along way of asceticism,
and yet works of mind in this condition tend to lack 
originality.

2. A^ same time deprived body gives rise to wild orgies of
imagiation.

Perhpas solution is to apply one's mind to one's temptations 
and make them the material of insight.

1. By attaiing insight into images thrown up in his tempta
tions and then acting upon that insight, a man might 
redemy both his mental and his boidly difficiutles 
with one strke.

THE TWO APPROACHES TO WHOLENESS,
a) uniting individual and common facts of life
b) uniting mind and body
seem to converge upon a single point, the concreteness of i 
man.

1. This appears to hve been point which Gotama re ched when 
he atained his enlihtenment.

He comprhended both:
-common facts of life which drove him into forests 
-and temptations which he experienced in forest.

Whatever it was that he found, sitting under bo tree, it 
filled him with lifelong assurance and confidence.

Gave him inner resource that he could walk alone thru life.
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Name ________
(.last name first)

1. Within the 
which held 
1) Orphism

Greco-Roman world a religious phenomenon known as 
the world in which man found himself to be radically evil.

2) Gnosticism 3) Epicureanism 4) Stoicism
appeared

2. The Middle Ages combined the Biblical tradition with:
1) Plato 2) Aristotle 3) Catholicism 4) Augustine

3. Among the early Christians, the person who is second to Jesus himself, in his 
influence upon Christianity and its development was:
1) Paul 2) John 3) Peter 4) Augustine

4’ 1116__ , , became the keystone of the Christian faith, the guarantee that Jesus
was of God. 6
1) cross 2) God 3) person 4) resurrection

5. Christianity was the product of Jewish hopes.
1) prophetic 2) messianic 3)~reTigioiis 4) revolutionary

6. Jesus taught that:
1) religion and ethics are inseparble, the former being the inner allegiance of 

the human heart, the latter being the conduct that such allegiance manifests.
ZJ the primary religious reality is justice for all and the brotherhood of man.
3J one must first serve his feelow man, his "brother", then serve God. 
4j religion and ethics are separable--religion coming first, then ethics.

7. Which of the following is most true concerning the teachings 6f Jesus:
1) his primary teaching was the ethical worship of God in the Christian Church.
) he reinterpreted the "last supper" to symbolize his own body and blood through 
which he believed God was making a new covenant with mankind.

J the primary concern of Jesus was to prove God's existence and only secondarily 
to show what man's relationship to that God should be.

4) the doing of God's will can be summed up inthe single word "justice".

8. The theme of the teaching of Jesus is:
1) the kingdom, or the reign of God.
2) about himself and his own claims.
3) "Repent, for the kingdom of Satan isabout to fall".
4) about his service to the kingdom of God.

9. The Gospel of John views Christ as:
1) the king of the Jews
2) Logos, the cosmic intermediary between God and man
3) he promised Messiah of Judaism--a new revelation from God to man
4) a latter-day Jewish prophet

10. The early Christian community:

1) were good Jews in all respects except one: they believed that Jesus was the Messiah. 
J the crucifixion of Christ certified to the Christian community that the living 
spirit of Christ was an ever-preent reality.

3) there were little or no differences of opinion in theChristian coinunity.
4) were good people seeking to spread "a bit of sunshine" all over the place.



Dunne, Way of all the earth, 38 -17- (chap 2)

FOURTH CONFIDENCE: MIDDLE WAY LEADS TO LIBERATION

Fourth confidence was that the way 
would lead adnyone who followed it

he taught, the middle way, 
to perfect destruction of misery.

1. He was confident of tis because this is where it led him.

2. What he was not confident of was his ability to communicate his 
own insight to others.

3. After attaining his enlightenment he debated seriously whether 
or not he should try to teach his way to others.

/

"Must I preach to others now what I have so hardly won?" (18)

1. There was good reason for doubt if what we have said is conrrec,t 
that mean between extremes is concrete.

2. For if mean is concrete, each man has to find his own middle way.

3. If mean were abstract, then it could be adequaltey descriged
in a general doctirine intended for any and everyman.

4. If it is concrete, then best oneman can do for another is help
him find his own way between luxry/acsticism.

5. This is what Gotama eneded up doing.

6. Decsion to do this, though lauchned him upon a way which was 
less solitary than the way he had traveled till then.
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20. The doctirne of Original Sin is expressed in the following:
1) the sin of Adam is transmitted to oncoming generation by heredity through 

the sexual act.
2) while the human race is damaged by the sin of Adam, man is not completely sinful 

in all of his human acts.
3) the sin of Adam is the Original Sin
34) to sin is to be very original

21. The early Christian community felt:
1) they were a radical break with older Jewish tradition
2) that God had always absolute control over the world.
3) the Church exemplified the New Kingdom of God
4) that they needed no faith to support this position in the world.

22. The Cathlic doctrine of predestination is expressed in the following:
1) that some persons are foreordained by divine decree to eternal salvation
2) that some persons are foreordained by divine decree to eternal damnation
3) that some persons are foreordained by the church to eternal salvation and

damnation
4) that some persons are foreordained to eternal salvation

IDENTIFY: the Catholic (1), and the Reformation (2) understanding of the Eucharist:
23. The bread and wine are changed into the substance of Christ while the accidents 
of bread and wine remain and are present to our sense perception

24. The Eucharist celebration reenacts the sacrifical death of Christ upon the cross-- 
his offering of himself as the sacred victim of his Father for the redeption of men.

25. In the sacrament both the bread and wine and the body and blood of Christ coexist-- 
"the bread and wine are really bread and wine and the true flesh and blood of 
Christ is in them".

26. In this sacrament Christ is not offered up to his Father, nor any real sacrifice 
made at all...but only a commemoration.

IDENTIFY: Acts of the Apostle the City of God (2), Kerygma ,(3) > Defensor Pacis 
Docetism £3).

27. It examined the relationship of Christianity to the world and set forth for the 
first time a Christian philosophy of history.

28. It presents a proposal for a radical disestablishment of the Church and placing 
it under the civil rule of the state.

29. It has often been called the first church history because it gives us a picture 
of the young Christian community in tie Apostolic Age.

30. An announcement, a proclamation

31. It held that Christ did not really become man, did not really assume human nature, 
but only maintained the appearance of so doing.

IDENTIFY: Council of Trent (1), Gnosticism (2), Monasticism (3), Benedictines (4), 
~~T7Tdene Creed (5) .
32. It represented the attempt to live in harmony with the highest and strictest ideals 

of a religious tradition, to assert those ideals, and to form an ideal community
of believers.



Dunne, Way of all earth, 46 -26- (chap 2)

LIFEFOUR STAGES OF LIFE --INfGOTAMA’

FOUR STAGES:
student, household,er forewst-dweler, sage.

GO TAMA

1. Gotama left his young wife and child, when he was 29.

2. Becme a forest-dweller when stil a young man, instead of
waiting until he was a seasoned householder.

3. He came back again as a sage when he was only 36.

So he had 40 yeas to communicte his wisdom to others.

PROBLEM AT EACH STAGE OF LIFE:
is to go over from purusit of certainty to pursuit of understanding.

IN CHILDHOOD:

1. Here, the problem lies on level of here and now.

2. Fear of dark has to do with uncerainty of immeidate 
situs tion

-child’s wonder about unkown, etc--is seeking to under
stand the immeidate realities of his life.

IN YOUTH:
1. Problem lies on level of life onsidoed as a

whole with a past and a future.

2. Adolescent's insecurity is an uncertainty about lis
future, a lack of confidence in his past

3. Youth becomes adventure when he gives up tring to make
sureof his luture/past, and tries instead tn live by 
insight.

IN MANHOOD:
Problem lies on levll which reaches beyond self to other 
persons.

1. His cares are for himself and toehrs.
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Name
(last name first)

1. Within the 
which held 
1) Orphism

Greco-Roman world a religious phenomenon known as 
the world in which man found himself to be radically evil.

2) Gnosticism 3) Epicureanism 4) Stoicism

appeared

2. The Middle Ages combined the Biblical tradition with:
1) Plato 2) Aristotle 3) Catholicism 4) Augustine

3. Among the early Christians, the person who is second to Jesus himself, in his 
influence upon Christianity and its development was:
1) Paul 2) John 3) Peter 4) Augustine

The became the keystone of the Christian faith, the guarantee that Jesus
was of God.
1) cross 2) God 3) person 4) resurrection

5. Christianity was the product of Jewish hopes.
1) prophetic 2) messianic 3) religious 4) revolutionary

6. Jesus taught that:
1) religion and ethics are inseparble, the former being the inner allegiance of 

the human heart, the latter being the conduct that such allegiance manifests.
2) the primary religious reality is justice for all and the brotherhood of man.
3) one must first serve his feelow man, his "brother”, then serve God.
4) religion and ethics are separable--religion coming first, then ethics.

7. Which of the following is most true concerning the teachings 6f Jesus:
1) his primary teaching was the ethical worship of God in the Christian Church.
2) he reinterpreted the "last supper" to symbolize his own body and blood through 

which he believed God was making a new covenant with mankind.
3) the primary concern of Jesus was to prove God’s existence and only secondarily 

to show what man’s relationship to that God should be.
4) the doing of God’s will can be summed up inthe single word "justice".

8. The theme of the teaching of Jesus is:
1) the kingdom, or the reign of God.
2) about himself and his own claims.
3) "Repent, for the kingdom of Satan isabout to fall".
4) about his service to the kingdom of God.

9. The Gospel of John views Christ as:
1) the king of the Jews
2) Logos, the cosmic intermediary between God and man
3) the promised Messiah of Judaism--a new revelation from God to man
4) a latter-day Jewish prophet

10. The early Christian community:

1) were good Jews in all respects except one: they believed that Jesus was the Messiah.
2) the crucifixion of Christ certified to the Christian community that the living 

spirit of Christ was an ever-preent reality.
3) there were little or no differences of opinion in theChristian comunity.
4) were good people seeking to spread "a bit of sunshine" all over the, place.



Dunne Way of all earth, 47 -2®- (chap 2)

GOTAMA - FOREST-DWELLER STAGE

At this stage, person let's go of his children; allow them to 
live their own lives.

(GOTAMA

1. He reached stage of forest-dweller early.
-may have developed inner life prematurely 
-outgorwn his domestic relationships.

2. His search, nevertheless, has many qualities of youthful ques

a) anticipa ted events of later life in youthful manner

-e.g. sharn of insight (stage of sage) --hedid it 
in youthful manner, like houeholder instructing his 
sons.

3. Extaroderinary about him--attained fullness of insight
in middle oflife.
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33. It believes that » man is an alien here and is lost and out of touch with his 
original home.

34. Their emphasis upon worship made their institutions centers for the development
of liturgy and their concern for work made them pioneers in agricultural development.

35. It states a belief in one God in three divine persons and in one essence and 
three "subsistences".

36. What it actually did was to provide a tighter formulation of Catholic doctrine 
and to increase the significance of strict and proper belief as the criterion 
of orthodoxy.

IDENTIFY: Augustine (1), Thomas Aquinas (2), Martin Luther (3), John Calvin (4), 
Joachim of Fiore (5)

37. He developed his thinking from Manichaeism to skepticism to Neo-Platonism to 
Christianity in which he saw the whle of reality from the supremacy and centrality 
of God in human experience.

38. He began the movement known as Reformation when in 1517 he protested against the 
sale of indulgence.

39. He made the great intellectual revolution of shifting Christian theology from 
a Platonic to an Aristotelian basis.

40. He wrote three chief works in which he put forth the idea that the history of 
the world was divided into three periods: Age ofthe Father, that of the Son, 
and of the Holy Spirit.

41. He was the father of ascetic Protestantism which advocated a strict ascetic 
mode of life characterized by a high degree of self-control.

************************************
ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM ISLAM

42. In the Islamic doctrine of the after-life:
1) every person will ultimately be redeemed.
2) every person has a day of reckoning
3) every person will receive forgiveness through the power of Muhammad
4) only the non-believer will have a day of reckoning

43. The Ummah is:
1) a special community set apart from the rest of society
2) a special priesthood called the imams.
3) the congregation of Allah
4) a brotherhood of man based on the fatherhood of God

44. Orthodox Muslims regard the Qu’ran as:
1) the original revelation of the Prophet
2) the work of the Pophet alone, not that of commentaries and others.
3) the book whose every letter was directly dictated by angel Gabriel
4) the final and infallible revelation of God’s will.



Dunne, Way of earth, 51 -31- (chap 2)

GOTAMA_SUFFERING

1. His exp of compassion--a sympatheitc exp of suffering which human 
persons undergo.

2. Compassionate man, by fact that his in sympathy wih sufferings
of others is not enclosed in hell of private suffering.

This is what enables him to map that hell.

3. If he were enclosed withi it, he would be unable to see its
limits and describe its boundaries.

4. Where his wisdom fails is in attempt to udnderstand suffering 
that comes to him afterhe has risen to compaasion/forgiveness.

e.g. Jesus: "my god, my god..."
He is enclosed in wordfi of his suffering and cannot see 
its limits or desdri>e;its boundaries.

HOW GOTAMA GAINED INSIGHT INTO SUFFERING?

1. By recalling all his prvious exitences.

a) This was way of Indian with its idea of reincaranation

b) Tradition:
-first call his previous lives
-then recall former epochs of history
-then finally discover truth about suffering, its 
origins, ending, way to end it. |

We in West can’t recall previous lives; but we can compare 
our lives with lives of other times and people.

Dunne: this is method of "passing over" into other lives.
1. It is a method of entering sympathetically into 

another person's autobiographical standpoint, 
seeing the whole wold anew as that person sees it, 
and then coming back enriched to ne's own standpoint 
and to a new understanding of one's own life.

2. Technique of passing over is based on process of 
eliciting inages from one's feelings, attaing 
insight into images, and turning insight into 
a guide of life.

3. What one does in passing over is try to enter 
sympatheically into feelings of another person 
becme rceptive to images hich give expression 
to his feelngs, attain inishht into those images,
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45. The least correct answer concerning the attribute of Allah:
1) he is all-powerful
2) he is material
3) he is One
4) he is unified pesonal will

46. The hijrah (flgght) occurred in the year:
1) 262 A.D. 2) 520 A.D. 3) 762 A.D. 4) 622 A.D.

47. The first and most important thing about the shari-ah is the fact:
1) its authority is derived from the consent of the highest rulers.
2) that it is human law at its best
3) that it is divine law only for those who are capable of fulfilling it
4) that God has decreed a way of life for men, and this devree is the sole and

determinative norm

48. Muhammad is called the "seal of the Prophet" because:
1) he is the last and greatest of all the prophets
2) he is uniquely endowed with great religious insights
3) he is perfect in his moral character
4) he is uniquely related to Allah by virtue of his superior qualities of character

50. Which of the following statements is false concerning the Five Pillars of Islam?
1) the second pillar is prayer
2) the fourth pilar is almsgiving
3) the third pillar is fasting during the sacred month of Ramadan
4) the fifth pilar is pilgrimage to Jerusalem

IDENTIFY: as Sunnis (1), as Shi'ah (2)
51. Man cannot will anything of himself; it is Allah who causes what happens in 

and through man.
52. Holds that Muhammad was a prophet, but more, he had come to earth from a state 

of pre-existence as a divine being.
53. Allah is just and therefore allows men freedom to choose between right and wrong.
54. Muhammad is only a prophet.

IDENTIFY: al-Ash’ari (1), al-Shafi (2), al-Ghazali (3), al-Afghani (4), Muhammad ’Abduh (5) 
55T He Ts one of the towering individulas of modern Islamc history, an indefatigable 

worker for the liberation of Mislims from European dominance, who traveled 
extensilvey throughout the Islamic world and Europe preaching the need for Islamic 
unity and the requirement of a revived Islam as the key to renewed Muslim strength.

56. One of the great Islamic modernists who procaimed that Islam is the very origin 
and inspiration of science, even of the science of Westerners, who had made their 
first steps in its directionunder the influence and tutelage of Arab thinkers from 
classical Islamic times.

57. He is credited with reconciling Sufism with traditionalist Islam
58. He more than any other is responsible for the acceptnace of kalam (theology)among 

traditionalist Muslims. His writings were primrily defensive, to ward off the 
attacks of those who questioned certain aspects of traditional Islam.

59. Through an extensive series of writings in which he analyzed and disucssed the 
rival opinions of jurists he worked out a concise and clear theory of the sources 
or roots of Islamic law.

TRUE (1) or FALSE (2)
60. The year 622 A.D. is the year from which the Muslims date their calendar.



Dunne, Way of all earth, 165 -1- (chap 6)

GOTAMA

2. This wateenuf to make him realize in effect that death is the
only vi\ptor. /

3. Then he saw\an ascetic. X
-this was enuf to make him think there was an alternative 

to conquering fortune,/

1. He left his father?^palace and withdrew into forest to seek 
enlightenment.

1. Malraux telis/the storyxtwice in hss Anti-MemoKirs, discusses 
it with Nehru, dwelling\esp. on the sentence "Prince, that is 
what is called a dead mark" (12)

2. He speakof Gotama as "this figure who touches so lightly upon

1. Torching lightly upon history--means\ life really is somehow

2/ This is why he brews so many dreams; ’ x
1 -he shows how life can be made indepndent of time.

1. Accoring to storyof his enlightenment, the withdrawal was not
enough.

2. It was infact a failure; he spent seven fruitless years inthe
forest.

3. Enlightenment came only when the failure was evident to him,
-and when it came, it consistef of insight into failure.

a) Insight turned failure into success.
b) by understanding why withdrawal failed to lead to wisdom

and peace, he attained wisdom and peace.

J
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29. He is regarded as the father of the gods in Taoist lore* His palace is in the 
constellation above the North Pole where all the powers of Nature which influence 
earth are concentrated.
1) Golden Emperor 2) Silver Emperor 3) Bronze Bnperor 4) Jade Emperor

30. Of the Four Books, it is the most reliable source available for studying Confucius'
thought. . 7 &
1) Analects 2) Mencius 3) Great Learning 4) Doctrine of the Mean

ON JUDAISM

31. The unity of the Israelite tribes was based upon:
1) the covenant of the people with Moses
2) the Ten Commandments
3) the covenant with Yahweh
4) the teachings of the prophets

32. The supreme achievement of Jewish thought concerning God is expressed in:
1) When Israel was a child, I loved him and out of Egypt I called my son.
2) "Hear, 0 Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord is one".
3) "You only have I known of all the families of the earth; therefore, will 
punish you for all your iniquities."

4) Then God said, "Let us make man in our image, after our likeness."

33. With the covenant:
1) commitment and vocation were placed at the heart of Israel's religious 
experiences.

2) God's primary requirement was that man transcend society and his fellowmen to 
communion with Him.

3) the Jews were set free from bondage in Egypt.
4) all the Jews, once and for all, rejected the agricultural deities called baals.

34. The meaning of the Ex odus is best expressed in:
1) it was a historical divide which turned a people into a nation.
2) it was the time when the Hebrews escaped from the Egyptians with the help of 
Moses.

3) it was an episode in which God disclosed himself to the Hebrews and liberated 
them from the power of the Egyptians.

4) it was an episode in which this people became overwhelmingly aware of God's 
demand that they becomes a "kingdom of priests and a holy nation."

35. The Hebraic point of view is best expressed in:
1) God intervenes from another relam of reality other than the historical realm.
2) Religion is man's search for God.
3) God is to be found within the limitations of the world of change and struggle.
4) man's temporal existence is an illusion.

36. The Hebraic view of God is most fully expressed in:
1) God reveals himself first and foremost in what he says.
2) God reveals himself first and foremost in what he does.
3) The God of the Jews possessed those traits which, in greater or lesser degree, 
characterized the Gods of their neighbors.

4) "in the beginning God..."



all knowledge.

' BUDDHISM — Buddahood (Zimmer), p. l|71ff

. KNOWLEDGE VS-. ENLIGHTENMENT

But he does not take them too seriously.

A conversation of the Buddha, recorded among the ’’Long Dialogues” 
enumerates an extended, list of practical and theoretical displines by 
which people master xx various skills or seek understanding.

■ All. are described and then dismissed without criticism, but with 
the formula:

„’’Such knowledge and opinions, if thoroughly mastered, will lead 
inevitably to certain ends and produce certain results in one’s .

. ‘ life. The Enlightened One is aware of all these possible consequences 
and also of what lies behind them. But he does not attach much" 
importance to this knowledge. For within himself he fosters another 
knowledge—the. knowledge of cessation, of the discontinuance of 
worldly existence,, of utter repose by emanicpation. He has perfect 
insight into- the manner of the ’springing into existence of our 
sensations and feelings, --and into the manner of their vanihsing 
again with all their sweetness and bitterness, and into the way of 
escape from them altogether, and into the amnner -in which, by 
hon-attachment to them thru right' knowledge of their character, 
he. has himself won release from their spell.” (quoted by Zimmer, 
Philosophies of India, p. l|70)« •

In all knowledge, one lives by process of indiviuduation.

I.e. by process of distinctions--subject-object, etc.

therapy is to bring this process 

to a fire burning.

contact with outer world.

The treatment is the extinction (nirvana) of the fire.

And the Buddha is the one no longer kindled or enflamed.

Buddha is far from having dissolved into non-being. '

. It is not He who is extinct but the.life illusion--the passions, 
■ desires, and normal dynamisms of psyche.



The Buddha realizes himself to be void of characteristics that don 
stitute an individual subject®

Thus released from karma/ he reposes beyondifate®

"What other people behold when they look upon his physical presence is 
a sort of mirage®

For he is intrinsically." devoid of the attributes that they 
Venerate® L

’ j
Buddhist art has attempted to render this paradoxical exp of the 
Enlightened One in certaincurious works of sculpture, which represent 
the scene of the temptation of the Buddha®, (see Zimmer,-p. U72)

1® The fierce hosts of Kama^ara, the tempter, assail the Buddha

a: They brandish weapons, fling uprooted trees and prodigious - 
rocks against him, and attempt by every means to break the 
calm of his meditation® , ■ L

b: By threats they strive to arouse in him some fear of death, 
a wish to bing to the perishable frweeof

2® Simultaneously, the ehaami of life--’in guise of 
is displayed beofre him®

They try to provoke the least stir of a will 
Buddha®

divine women,

to enjoy from

3® But both temptations fail®

The powers work in vain to discover in his nature some flaw

They fail, because the Buddha was vanished from-the sphere 
of the currents of life®

a: In the works of sculpture, this state of the ”one who 
cannot be reached any more” is expressed by emitting the 

. Buddha-image from the composition® ;

Agdd the turmoil of the hosts, the holy seat beneath the 
Bo Tree is empty; the Buddha is not to be seen.

xxj.e: w-vpxrarea one \term contrived by Ananda K. Goomaraswamv, literal 
rendering of nir (de) vana (spirated), or "blown out”) is never j depicted 
tnru visilbe or Langible features in the early Buddhist monumentsI

- For anything tangible or visible would amount to a description. *
of him

He would then be 
under influences

endowed with attributes which would come 
of karma.



-3“ (knowledge vs. enlightment — Zismer)

To depict his presence? what art does:
Show footprints on the ground or a slight hollowing of the cushion 
betray his presence. -

But no visible trait.
For visible iaits are signs of ordinary beings and reveal 
their karma.1



(BuddhM^

BUDDHISM

Introduction from Life9s Article on Buddhism ■

"From the island, of Ceylon to the isaldns of ^apan, and throughout 

large sections of the Asian mainland, hundreds of millions of 

people—perhaps as many as 500 million—believe in a gentle and 

peaceable religion called Buddhism. Many Westernthinkers, who have 

come to know its yellow~robed monks and have investigated the vast 

libraries of their quiet monasteries, consider it one of the 

noblest edifices of thought ever created by the human spirit. It 

is, as a whole, one of the most rational of the world9s great 

religions, for the system of hjtman conduct that it preaches relies 

very little on the supernatural.

" "In its history, which stretches back for 2,500 years, . '

Buddhism has been one of the greatest civilizing forces the Far 

East has ever known, stimulating art and contributing profound 

ideas to the great Tang Dynasty culture of China in the Seventh to 

Tenth Centuries, A.D. and bringing civilization to Japan. Today 

it is the state religion ofBurma, Thailand, Tibet, Cambodia and 

Laos, the dominant religion of' Ceylon and a faith to which, vast . 
numbers of Chinese and Japanese turn for spiritual purpose. With 

Christianity and Islam, Buddhism, is one of the three great 

international religions of the world."

Buddhism has produced nothing short of a civilization:

A literature and art, an ethic and philosophy, as well as ’
political and religious ins titions.



Hopkins, Hindu Relg tradition, 55

....... LIFE OF GAUTAMA THE. BUDDHA . . . .. ■

DETAILS'OF-HIS EARLY LIFE WAS-UNCERTAAIN. .

1. According to later Buddist. account s, his given name..was :
Siddhartha

2. His family or clan name.':. -Gautama?..: _ .. . ,

3. His father was a chief of Sakyas, a small tribe of the 
Himalayan foothills north of Magadha.

o

1. He led a sheltered and pampered. e.xistnce ;for the first
29 yearsof his life.

2. When he became awre for first 2time, of suffering caused by:
-sickness, old age and death,

-he left his wife and.:infant -son and sht out to find a 
solution to this suffering.

1. He tried two different'systems of phiIsohy and mediation.

2. And then Spent sevral yeras as an.ascetic punishing his
body wi h fasting, trances, retention of breath, and expohere 
to elements.

3. None of these solutions was adequate, since noe led to "aversion,
absence of passion, cessation, tranquility,: higher knowledge 
and nivrana." <

4-. He-decided finally So try a system ofhis own. that emphasized 
control of mental states
-instead of bodily punishment.

bodhi
4. He Jjegan to meditate under a tree; tradition called "bohi tree"

6. Controlling his sense, he passed thru progressively ddeeper
stages of concentration.

7. He reached a state of concetnration in which his mind was
completely undistrubed

8. And was then able to remember details of his own past lives
and see the effects of actions on passing away and rebirth 
of b eings.



(Hopkins, 56)

Finally, directing his mind'to cental problem of transmigration,
-he discovers basic causes of bondage:-

sensual desire., .desire for existence, and ignoraq.ce.. J

1. These, he realized, can be understood in their true nature 
and eliminated. ;

2. With their eliminatio cbmes cessation «of:suffering,, sorrjow, and 
transcien y that characterize the world. ;

NIRVANA

1

- i

The insight gained thru meditation removed the causes ojf his 
■continuing -bebirth.- -■ : 3 .. !

2. Knowing his own past karma, seeing how it birught about 
maintained the cahin of his existence^

.... ■ . --

-and reocgnizing the essential ignorance that cuased 
to preserve that chain, .. -

-he became at last enligh ened and free

3. Knowledge andd light replaed ignorance and darkness.

4. Now, he was the Buddha , the. enlightened' one.

1. His experience set him against both: i
-the sacrifical Vedic■tradilion j
-and radical asceticism practiced by Jains, and Ajiva^as.

2. His was a Middle Way of discipline, meditation and kiowledge 
' -leading to an awareness of transience of all.existence.

o



r.Kashyap, "Origin-Expansion of Buddhism" - ..>3- 
in Morgan, Path of Buddha, 3

GAUTAMA THE BUDDHA

: .BEFORE. HIS BIRTH AS GAUTAMA- .

The term Buddha means An Enlightened One.

This Enlightenment reached via ^practice of ten great sprlritual

Perfections in numberless births during incomprehensible 

length of time

Buddha is not a person but rather a personality evolved through

the accumulation of psiritualxjualities

,.HAs- humqnity is evident--he is a true friend, a 

a guide for mankind

Buddha is a way-finder, a discoverer of Path of

will will free man from samsara.

philos opher,

Deliverance

There have been many Buddhas in past and many more will follow in

future

As needs for liberation remain, Buddhas will reappear

SHE BUDDHA BEFORE HE APPEARED IN GAUTAMA

1., Aeons .Lnpast, in previous existence Gautama .was an ascetic 

calle:d zSumedha... -.• = .?

2. Then he met the Buddha of that age, Buddha.-Dipankara --then..

he. had urge to. become a Buddha.-

a. Read the Jataka Tales, .collection of stories ;about birth 

and previous exist enc e of Gautama

His feelings then ar.e de.sorib.ed in. a verse from. The Story

. of Sumedha - (seen .in introduction, to Jataka Tales)



There is, there must be_,..,.an. escapep. .
Impossible there'should, not., be; -
I will make the search and seek the way, 
Which fromsuffaring finds release.

(Warren, Bud dhi.sn. in- Transla tion, p. 5 Y

It was his all-embracing compassion that made Sumedha abhndan3.

his personal release.

4. He made a vow to~th‘e"Budd£a“Dipankara.

a. That vow was a pledge to fulfill the' ten Perfections 

required of a Bodhisattva. I

5. The ten Perfections (Paramis) are:

-Liberality, Morality, Renunciation, Wisdom, Energy,

Forbearance, Truthfulness, Resolution, Good Will, and 

Equanimity.

Career of one who aspires to become a Buddha is a hard and

painful one and takes aeons to perfect.;

One goes thru numberless series of births—sometimes a s

a god, sometimes as a person, sometimes as animal

And so our future. Buddha was born for last t^iwe as Siddhattha

Got ma.



r- A _Braden, Jesus Compared, p.17

t BIRTH OF GAUTAMA

Gautama came "into the world in fulfillment’ d£ a prophecy of Ms coming.

1. According, to one account, .Gautama in a previous birth decided to

become a Buddha.

2 . He was .then born into one of the heavens, when 1® remained until his

t

earthly birth, tn his last human axis tepee.

3. The gods announce that a new,Buddha is to come.

4. He thereupon makes five investigations as to t^me, con tinent, c ountry,

family, mother, and descends to earth and is born.in Kapilavatthu 

to Queen Maya.

He came into a5 world in a miraculous way, without benefit cf human

fa ther.

6 As told in the

At the tin® of

Nidanakatha, it runs something like this :

a certain festival, .Queen Maya, having been prepared

for seven daySj delebra.ted the festival without intoxicants and

.with garlands and perfumes. .

a...Having ceremonially bathed, given alms, and properly adoradd

herself, she took the uposatha vows, entered her bedchamber, 

8.

lay down alone, and had a marvelous dream.

Four .great kings lifted her bed and transported it to the Himalayas

and placed it beneath a. vast s.al tree. .

a. Their, queens took her to a sacred lake and bathed.her to remove .

.. human stain, dressed her in heavenly raiment, anointed her

with perfun® s .and bedecked he r wit h flowers

n 9

b. In a golden mansion they prepared a divine bed with the head 

toward the east, and laid her.on it. .

New the Boddhisatta, or Buddha-to-be, took the form of a white

elephant, and approached the. mansion where she lay , from the north.

a. In.his trunk, he held a white lotus flower.
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Xr V

b. Trumpeting, he entered,- cirnle dr-three times around his mother’s 

bed.,.-.struck her right side, and appeared to enter her womb.
".................. _ " . £>

The text day the queen awoke and told her husband the dream. ' ■

He at once called sixty “four brahhins and asked "them the 4®®nin§'2l «

C

2.

Of

b

b.

the dr earn*

To which they repiadd; nSo not be afraid, 

conceived a’male0, and thou shalt have a

If he dwells in a house, he will become" a 

monarch;

he will become a Buddha/

Son.

king, a universal* .

if he leaves this hou.se and goes forth into'the world

a remover in the world5 of the vwil

5

the lfeme

of ignorance.” ■.

Then a" great earthquake followed, an d t h i r ty - two ot her si gn 3 a jppea are d 

heralding the occurrence of something very unusual. “ ,

a. The blind had’their sight re sotted/ the deaf heard,

walked, and fell the fifes of all the'hells were extinguished. .

Ten months the queen carried her precious burden. ■

a. According to some legends, the Buddha could be seen within his

mother’s womb, and he e ven preache d from thence, very 

effectively. ................

b. When the time of her delivery appro ached,/she asked the k 

that she be allowed" to go to the tome of her “family, i

c. He made ready the road", adorned it with trees and flowers/ 

flags" and banners, and she set out, borne by a thousand 

courtiers in a golden palanquin with h huge retinue following

h'/ her. ’ “ '.'I ' ■ ' ... '.'f “ ' .// ' '/ 7,

4. At the Lumbini gardens, which were oh the road, she asked’to stop.

a. The company entered the grove", and she paused at' the foot of
/■ ‘ —it

I ’

3.

ing

a great "sal tree/ ' - " ’ " - ’ ' ‘ ' “7 ' - '

b."A branch reached" down, and she took it in her hand.

.. u



-Birth of Buddha, Braden

c: As she did so, the birth throes began.

As told by -Sir Edwin Arnold . in the Light, of Asia, which

. follows one of the legendary account st

The conscious tree bent down its' boughs to make
‘ J ? A bower about Queen Maya ’ s -maj est y, s

- And earth put forth a thousand sudden flowers
To spread a-couch, while, ready-for the bath, 
The rock, hard by, gave out a limpid stream

- Of crystal flow ?-' So brought she forth her child, 
Pangless—*he having on his perfect form 
The -marks, -thrity and two of blessed birth.

1. Queen Maya lived only seven days after his birth, and he was reared 

by his mother’s sister, Mahaprajapati.

2. Buddha, like lesus, is recognized soon after birth by elder religious

figures as of unusual significance and destihed to have a great 

influence upon- humanity. ■ ,. ■

At the birth o f Buddha,, the great sage Asita , meditating.in the

. .Himalayas, - beheld many wonders. ; : ; -:r .

a:- According to legend, he rose up. like ■ a royal swan and flew

. ..to Kapilavat.thu and came to. the house of -the -king,.

b: Invited to enter,, he asked to see .the- child,-and observing 

that he bore the thirty-two marks of, a- great man and the 

eighty minor marks, he cried:

’’Marvelous verily’is this person that has appeared in the 

world

c: Then, circling about the child and contemplating his person, 

he exclaimeds ’’If he dwells in a house, he will become a 

king, a universal monarch..but if he goes forth from a house- 

to a houseless life, he will become a- Tathagatha, loudly 

proclaimed, a fully enlightened Buddha”,, and looking upon the 

child, he wept.



fXs. ■„. ' " ■ . . . :v \ . ■ f——
**Why do yoiiweep? Is there misfortune-for the

1. To which Asita replied: ”1 weep not for the

' ' there' will be ho misfortune

. • <
X ''' • • /-■ A .

boy?**

la d, tai for him 
c ' I

, but I weep for myself.. .This 

boy will iwithout doubt attain complete enlight ene dment, 

and, having done^so, will take countless beings across) the 

oo ean o f transmits ti on . to,,the other -sid a and estatlsibh 

them^in the immortal state. But'we shall, no t see that) 

^Buddha-jewel. &ence, 0 king, _I .weep.. ..for I’shall not) be

able to reverence him.**

c

Brom Morgan, Path to Buddha, 5

As was vogue inthose days, on sixth 

- • astrological -experts called to

1. Ttey prophesied

monarch or Buddha.

da-y 'af ter birth Brahman

child ’destined to become" eiher a universal

2.They predicted if child witnessed four- ei gnsf-e#—M r?

old age, sickness, death, or a reeluse =» he'would ren 

life of royal pomp and exchange it for 11 fe'of homeles

ounce

s monk

r

- £

C

<• •:



THE TEMPEER

Gautama resolves to meditate beneath a certain Bodhi tree 
until he finds enlghtenment.

1. But Mara, the Evil One, challenges the Buddha in an
attempt to break his meditative calm.

2. He first assumes the form of Kama (pleasre) and employs
supereme distraction by sending three beautiful 
goddesses with their retinues to dance about the sage, 
to caress him, and to provoke desire and temptation.

3. But they fail to arouse this remarkale sage.

1. Then Kama changes his tactics; he becomes Mara, the
Evil One.

2. He sends hordes of demons, hurls winds and rain, sand and
flaming Etixk rocks, live coals and boiling mud at. seated 
GAutama.

3. But the sage betrays no feeling for self-preservation;
he does not flinch, does not stir.

4. The demonic hordes and their weapons are eepelled by his
virtuous serenity.

5. Immune to pleasure, he is also dead to fear.

6. He has extinguished all his passion, attained Buddhahood,
reached enlightenment.



Jaspers, Grat Philosphers, 33
. / •«■ ’ ' ■■■'' I /?:

GREAT AWAKENING

o Is insi

Neither worldly pleasure nor ascetic mortification of the flesh 
is the right way of life. ■

a) The former is ignoble; the latter is rich in suffering,

b) And neither leads to the goal.

It is the pa th o f s alva tion.

.Path of Salvation:

1.It starts from belief, not yet illumined by understanding, 
that all existence is suffering.

2. And that the essential is redemption from suffering.

3. Then, byway of decision to live righteosuly in word and
deed, the Path leads to immersion in various degrees of 
medition

4. And through meditation to knowledge of what was already present 
in the initial faith:

the truthof suffering. .

5. It is only at the end that one attains clear knwledge of the
Path one has rtraveled, Englightenement.

6. This Enlightenment is step fromendless coming-into-being and
passlng-away to eternity, from worldly existence to Nirvana.



HIS TEACHINGS - DIFFICULT

His teachings more recondite and difficult to understand 
than any other teachings of spiritual leaders.

1. Buddha’s first reaction to hixR Enlightenment was that
it was too obscure to be taught.

2. His first reaction was that they would not understand.

3. This conviction was initially so strong that friends,
and even the god, Brahma, appealed to Gautama to 
consider that at least a few would understand.g



THE BUDDHIST COMMUNITY: THE,. SANGHA ;. (PaliSamoha (Sankrit)

THE SANGHA .

1. E.l. Thomas once stated that Buddhist movement .began . ..

"not with a body of doctrine/-but with formation of a society- 

found by certain rules”. ' - 7 - ... .7 ■

. a.Buddha did not intend to hold a series of .mass, meetings; .. . . .

. . ■ for purpose of general spiritual'edification. .

b^ He. founded a community of men and women/who accepted' ' -7 

the corporate life as best path for salvation. ■■/ 

i-Thus "to begin by analyzing the .doctrine without first 

examining the Community - and the cirucums.tances? in whidi ..

■ 7 it. originated would be likely to lead to quite .

arbitrary, results.” « • - • .

2. Formation of. a'mendicatn order was not a new creation of -

Buddhism. .• ■ ' ' '■ - ; ■ ■ ;

a. There had been other grups of ascetics and. ernndicants

throughout long history of India. ■ . . ■ .

3. The term samgha was not-specif ically a religious term, originally.

a. Literally:, it means a herd .or as.scoaition or a group

■ r - of people■ living together f orvsdme :purpose. 77 7"7“-7”

■ 4. It was during the’^aurya-period (ca...322-185 BO) that.the . 7 . - 

term Samgha came to be accepted as an officila designation .7 

of the Buddhist community. : ’ - . ' - 7. . 7./.

5. Before that time, a number of other terms seem to have been ' . . 

used.. .• ' . ‘ '■ "' ' ' ■ ■ .

a. Buddha called his disciples "my people". -77 , .

b. Another term/ savaka (hearer,-disciple) ': ■ . .- -. . '

; 7 8- referring both to monastics and laity. •

li- later this term used: strictly for those who have. ■ 
realized one. of eight stages of holiness... . .



z

1.. Significantly.,. both Buddhi.sm and Jainism often used the term

ariya-savaka (noble disciples), referring to pious laity.

There is every indication that Buddha regarded the monastic life 

as the normative path in Buddhist Community.

W 1. Nevertheless, early Buddhism took it for granted that the 

r four grouse;, monks (bhikkhu), nuns (bhikkhuni)laymen

I (upasaka) and laywomen (upasika)—const ituted the Buddhist

I Community.

9

2. At first, there was no necessity to adopt an official name 

for the Buddhist Community. .

■ a. Non~Buddhists called Buddhists Sakyaputta or Bodha-Bauddha 

(followers or members of Sakya or Buddha).

b. Some of monastic groups called themselves variously:

bhikkhugana, bhikkhusamgha, or isisamgha (congregation 

of monks).,-

c. By time the. geeneral term Samgha was accepted as .officail

name of Community, it came to bd used frequently 

as a synnonym for monastic order because of strong 

monastic emphasis of that period.

But it should be remembered that the

and intention referred to whole

1. Embracing both monastiss and

term Samgha in its origin 

of Buddhist Community.

the laity.



ADMISSION INTO MONASTIC ORDER.

1® In beginning, the only rerequisite f or admission was ;th®' .

pabbajja ("going forth” or ’’leaving"). '

2. And. after a period of instruction the aspiratnt was permitted.. ' 

to take ordination vows® ' \ - • =. ’ . .

Very early in history of Buddhism these two.steps became united 

for all practical purposes. " .. . .

THE PABBAJJA (going forth) . - . . ' ;. ..I-

, 1. In .Buddhism it; meant more than traditional. Brahmanic ■-practice...

. of leaving home f„or .a homeless life®. • .: . ’•_••• ... ■ • . ’ ■

a. In Hinduism, this, going forth was. last stage:.pff.Stages....f.

of life. ....

. b. Further this? stage of life derved from and sanctioned.- .'< •

. . ..■■■.■ ..--by cosmic dharma®.. . . :

■2; The; Buddhist going forth was ;h radical rejection of .Brahmanic

. notion of equating the cosmic dharma-and the-.particular 

dharma ofone4s given caste and stage of life. '

The background to the above statement : . < . - . . .

In Hinduism-the complex social-system of '-caste's'-and . 

stages of life was divinely ordained by dharma, the _ 

cosmic moral law. . 1 . . ' . . ' . . •, ?. .■ ■

‘ While, metaphysically speaking,. dharma transcended .:

: the empirical^wcrld, practically it was taken..for .

". granted that . ‘correct manner of apprehending the

cosmic dharma .was to follow partinulaf laws (dhaffla ) 

of one’s’given caste and cf given stage of life.



1. According to Buddha, dharma could not be apprehended by observing

the external religious principles and practices. .■ ■ ~

2. Instead, the Buddhist held that cosmic dharma was fully relized

by Buddha * s Enlightenemdnfer.

a. And that the sad-dharma ^Holy.Law) was integrally related, 

not to caste and stage of life, but to Samgha.,

3. Hence- the threefold affirmations: ”1take^refuge in Buddha, Dharma,

"Thus Buddha and Buddhism have to be understood, nOt so. much. as. a. 

revolt against the corruption and ritualism of Brahmanism, but 

more basically as a' rejection of the metaphysico-social basis 

of the Hindu holy community.” p.169 - -

In turn, Buddhism was repudiated by Hinduism, ’’not because of its 

peculiar, deviating doctrine, -but by virtue cf its having a 

different dharma, which excluded conformity. • Hindusim sensed 

that Buddhism discarded one of its two indispensable foundations— 

its social- conception of religion as a common dharma.”—Kraemer, 

’’The Chritian Message ina Non-Christidn world, pp. 173-174•

BUDDHA AND CASTE SYSTEM , . ' . . . .

1. This does not mean, however, that Buddha was a great social

reformer

a.Who fought against the. oils of caste-ridden Indian 

society. . '

2. There is no indication that Buddha tried to fight against the

caste system as such, or any other traditional sociopolitical 

institution for that matter. ..



■ Sm^ha. (Kitagawa,.Religions of East,-. 170). ■ .

1. What he-made, clear was that-sociopolitical.; system,-important 

though’they, may be./•£dr practical operation of human- society-^ \ 

do not provided the path for man*suitimate liberation. .

The corollary to this- principle: ■. . • . - i . .

' that those who renounced the world were no longer subject to 

caste restrictions within Buddhist; monastic order. '

PHYSICAL ASPECT 0? MONASTIC COMMUNITY '. - . - : ' ' ■ ■- / .

1. It underwent many stages evn during Buddha’s lifetime. ' .'-

1. In beginning monks had no buildings. - 1. . .

a. They lived in forests, in valleys, in mountain caves,. ..

in cemeteries, or in groves of trees. ■■

■ 2.. Gradually,, for practical considerations,, the mendicatns began, 

to stay together either in ca-ves : or in.some resthouses . 

during raining season.

3. As number of members increased, . the monastic orders were. . ■

compelled to secure’ buildings of their own.

a. Settled resident quarters called vihara.

Once vihara were established, the -Community bebmae a ■ ' ’ ’

monastic-centered community. :. ' . . . . .

. a. It replaced earlier idea.of Samgha that embraced both ?■

. ; mendicants and laity. . . . . . . :

’ Pgr9' we find transition from:.. ' ’ 1 -.- -

egalitarian ideal of primitive Buddhism to monastic’

ideal of Theravada Buddhsim. . . .’ •/ ’ ;

Also, in contrast to;earlier emphasis on the ’’Path*? as

. the goal, shifted the emphasis to ’’perfection”, as goal. .

i- To them, path was important but only as a means;!.
ii- .Gdal was to attain Arahatship.



■Whe whole-Community was to exist for monastic community, which

in turn was to exist for spiritual elite. / . - " - .



/'■ Kitagawa,. Religions of East, 16.0/

..THE SANGHA

O RAPID EXPANSION OF COMMUNITY. INEVITABLY CAUSED . SOME PROBLEMS \ ’-/

1. At first, those who gathered- around Buddha were known ; ,

as his ’’disciples”. . / ■ ■ .. .

a. They were seekers, interested only in attainment of . /

Nirvana. ' - • • ’ ' ' / - ' ■

/ b. But not all of them were capable of sharing life with /. 

others in close quarters. . - '.

- i- A certain amount of personality conflict was-

unavoidable. : .

2. The, situation became more complicated, as the-Community 

accumulated worldly properties.' .

©
3- Change of atmosphere within order: ■ ■-/ :

' a. Reflected in accounts, that monastic.discipline, was/ ./ 

violated by some $.onks

b. And that Buddha’s authority was resisted by others./;-

Most hearthhaatkingss ■ ; . /■ ■ . - - . - /. j

schism caused by his own cousin, Deyadatta, "who aspired- ;
- - V' . - ... ■ ’ ’ ' ‘ -

for. position of leadership, displacing. Buddha.
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Ashby, History,Future of —(chap 4) Buddhism
Relg Thought.. .85

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF BUDDHA

1. In approachrig a discussion of Buddhism, it is eesential that 
we remind ourselves of two things: 

a) The historic nature of its initial beginnigs

b) The relationshp of this historic event to subsequent Buddhist 
understanding of the religion.

HISTORIC BUDDHA

1. Buddhism differs from Hindusim in its consciousness of an 
historic eent and an historic person.

1. Westerns, with their emphasis upon history, place Hindusism
and Budhism together as religions whch place no real 
emphasis upon history. .

2. It is true that both the eastern religions do have a different
conception of hisotyr

a) And that this difference is of great signficance for 
their philsophical expressions.

3. But, we must not overlook the central importance of the
person and the experiences of the historic Buddha?- 
Siddharta Gautama.

1. Non-Buddhists are all too eager to point to the degree
to which the historic Buddha is overshadowed by the supra- 
mundane Buddhas (Amida) centralto much of the developed 
faiths.

2. They are forgetful that because of its historic beginnings
in an historic person, Buddhism has an appreciation of 
human history which gives that history a meanig and a 
content eaily overlooked.o



r Morgan t Fath of Buddha,

‘ ■ .■

“"Gautama as a child

A 1« Is child he once saved a swan from his cruel 

who had shot it down.

cou s in Devada t ta

2. The swm fell fluttering at his feet when he '

He lifted frightened creature and tenderly

and rubbed some healing hervs on wound

was playing.

pulled out the arrow

3. The bird lost its fear and became quite tame.
Gautama

4. After a time when the prince was' going to release the bird,

Devadatta demanded it and was promptly refused. Then in the 

full, hearing of the court there ensued a lively debate as to 

who should feet the killer, the ki ler or the savior. His 

superior pleading, i t is said, won the hearts of all.



. BUDDHISM —(Durant)
«/ .’■ . • 7 ' . -

nDecadanoew of popular and, intellectual Hinduism.

1. See page 30 (mimeographed sheet)—- dfge of Sutra

2. Conditions of relgitai similar to those of age of the
Brahmanas. - . ,

at-Same. sacrficies, same rites and ceremonies.

bi Same belief in a host of gods.

ct More rigorous insistence on caste and the four stages 
of man. . . ■ ■

Movement oS heretics. Age of amazingly free thought, and a thousand 
experiments in_philosophy. -■ . '

±. Sceptics, nihilists, sophists-, atheists, materialists.

Held .all kinds of-unorthodox views. „ - . ’

1. Despised all priests, doubted all gods.

2. Others would neither admit nor deny life after death.

3. That the Vedas were the.work of conceited fools.

When Buddha grew to manhood, he found halls,, streets and woods 
of northern India ringing with philosophic disputation, mostly of 
an atheistic and materialistic .trend.

Large class of traveling Sophists — the Paribbajakaor 
Wanderers, sought pupils.

Some taught logic as art of proving anything; others 
everything.

Not much has come down to us fromthese sceptics, etc.

What has preserved has come down thru the diatribes of their 
enemies. ' :

Consequence of this heretical movementz

1. It weakened hold of Brahmans on mind of India.

2. Left in Hindu society a vacuum which almost compelled the
growth of a new religion. .



Causes?

Difficult to determine. ,.L

1. Dissatisfaction of Kshatriya warrior caste. J
Their reaction against sacerdotal ceremonialism land 

7 ~ theology' of-Brahmin caste. ' ' ;

w • * ■ !
2. Perhaps material progress contributed. - '-7 ,

3. Intellectual deaay of old religion.

This period produced:

Mahavira (Jainism); Buddha in India

Lao-tze and Confucius in China.

and-II Isaiah•in Judea.

Pre-Socratic philosophers in Greede.



: -15-.Buddha

1. Nearly half a century followed during which Buddha trudged the

dusty paths of India until Ihis‘hair was white, step infirm, 

and body naught but a burst drum, preaching the ego-shattering, 

lifepredeeming ^Id^i-r-^of^tats message.

2. He founded an order of monks,

'“Challenged the deadness of Brahmin society,

-and accepted in return the resentment, queries, and bewilderment 

yis words provoked.

3. His daily routine was staggering. -

a: In addition to training monks, eorreeintng breaches of 

discipline, and generally directing the affairs of the 

Order, he maintained an interminable schedule of public 

preaching and private counseling, advising the perplexed, 

encounraging the faithful and comforting the distressed.

4. Underlying his response to these pressures, and enabling him to

stand up under them was a pattern which Toynbee has Bound basic

. to creativity in all history, the pattern of "withdraw and return".

5., Buddha withdrew for six years, then returned for forty-five.

6. But each year was similarly divided; nine months inthe world, the

rainy season sepnt in retreat with his monks.

7. His daily cycle too was patterned to this mold; his public hours

were long, but three times a day he withdrew that through medita

tion hemight resotre his center of gravity to its sacred inner 

pivot.

8. After an arduous ministry of forty~five years, at the age of eighty

and around the year 430 B.C. Buddha died upon eating at tire home ! 

of Gunda the smith some poisioned mushrooms that had gotten into - 

a dish by accident,

9- Even oh his deathbed his mind moved towards others.



•16
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1. In the m dst of his pain it occurred to him that Cunda might feel

responsible for his death.

2, His last command, therefore, was that his companions 

that of all the meals he had eaten during his life 

out as exceptional blessings.

a: one was the meal whose strength had enabled
J

; : ,t- .--- I . .

tell Cunjda

only, two stood

him
:' 1 —

enlightenment under the Bo tree;

b: The other was that which was opening final ga tes

to Nirvana.

His last words
i

"Now then, 0 monks, I address,, you

compound things. Strive with earnestness. Work out your o

salvation with diligence.”

■ 1.

V? - .. .

]'■

u

U.

k;

i



...... . ... BUDDHA -SPIRITUAL HEIR.Off YOGA

In a real sense, Buddha-was. a spiritual heir-of Yoga. ' -

1. He. expected his-followers hot: simply, ,t,o understand’ his gospel.

2. But to-resize liberation experimentally. -

1. Buddha himself underwent a mystical experience under Bodhi

'tree'. : ' ■ '■(

2. And. he gave -personal instruction to his disciples fes in.

the art of meditation. ’ ...

Buddha was a child of the Indian spiritual tradition.

But his gospel had a universal message.



Jaspers, Great Philosophers

MONASTIC COMMUNITIES

1. His immense historical influence rests very largely on the monastic
communities he founded.

2. The disciples left am am home and occupation and farm* 1 y.

3. They wnadered far and wide, in poverty and chastity, tonsured
and clad in yellow monks' robes.

4. They lived by begging.

1. From the very start the communities had their rules and regulations, 
their leaders and discipline.

4. They were joined for periods of time by lay companions, including 
kings, wealthy merchangs, nobles, famous courtesans.

3. All kh were generous with their gifts.

1. As it spread, this monaticism met with resistance.

"The,people grew restive: The ascetic Gautama has come to brhg 
chldlessness, to bring widowhood, the end of the generations. 
Many noble youths are turning to the ascetic Gautama to live in 
holiness."

2. When the throngs of omonks appeared, the people mocked them:

"Here they come the baldheads. Here they come, mawkishly hanging 
their heds in meditativeness; yes indeed, they are as meditative 
as a cat lying in wait for a house."

3. Buti for Buddha it was matter of principle to offer no resistance.

"I fight not with the world, ye monks. The world fights with me. 
He who proclaims the truth, ye monks, fights with no one in the 
world."

1. Buddha met with reissitance:

For he rejected sacrifices of Vedic religion and authority of Veda 
themselves.



Kitagawa, Religions of East, 159 - 

. HIS EARLIEST DLSCIPLIES ■

1 e

2 .

FOUND ADHERENTS AMONG WEALTHY MERCANTILE FAMILIES - :

A-c'ertain youth,.called Yasa, joined Buddha’s gf©up. / ■

Yasa’.s father j a guild master of '■ Benares., ■ became: fir .'st lay 

disciple • • ■ .■ ' : . ' ' •' ■. "■ '/ •_

His mother and former wife became laywoman disciples. .■ 3

Four of Yas a ’, s. friends., later, followed by $0 more of them, . '.

■joined Buddha’s group too. - : . .. ' ' ' .-

s soon as the little band of monks came, into eixstenoe, Buddha : ;

urged his mendicant brethren to undertake missionary work:

"Go forth, mendicant brothers, upon journeys.for the help- 
of . the many , for the well-being of the many, 'out of omphssion 
for the world, for the sake of, for the help, of, for the well
being of spirits and.men." . . .. . . -

This missionary commission was followed by Buddha’s instruction 

regarding "ordination” of new monks. . .-

1. According to ancient ordination ;rlte ascribed, to Buddhas

■ the aspiraih was to repeat three, times the Three Refuge e 

formula: ' - ' I

refuge in the Buddha;"I take 
T take
I take

<^77. 
i.

refuge in the Sangha..”

HIS MISSIONARY WORK WAS QUITE SUCCESSFUL FROM BEGINNING - , ' ., -/ '

.1. Conspicuous success of work was ^largely-due to personality, 

of Buddha'and his penetrating sermons. .' ' • - :

2. Two able Brahmans, ■■ Sariputt a and1 Moggallana, were converted

and played eminent roles in development of. the order. ,



/ 1. On occasion of Buddha’s visit to -his native place

a. His family, including his own son, embraced Buddhism.

1. .Increasingly,. Buddha shouldered grater responsibility of 

instruction and administration of growing Community.

1. Able disciples were added:

a. Anuruddha, Ananda, Upali the barber, fend Buddha’s

oounsin, Devadatta.. ’

7L _ LK



Burrt and Smith Buddha, the Man

0

BUDDHA THE MAN

Buddha seems to have, combined inhigh degree two 3q.au li ties that are 

rarely found .together and each of which is rarely exemplified

'■ in high degree. . . •: .. \ . C.. ■■

He had a cool head and a. warm heart, a blend whoh. shielded him from 

sentimentality on.the. one hand'and indifference on.the other.

AS’-A THINKER v ‘ ' .... . : f

'.1‘. He was .a .t hinker, of unexeclled philosophic: power.

- 2. His-.was one of the giant intellects of human hi Story , exhibiting

a keenness of. analaytic -understanding .that- has rarely been equaled.

3. He probed through the virtues and the deceptions of the philosophic 

thought of his day,

•adopting it’where it seemed- to him- cl early-;sound 

.-and-abandoning orJ radically /revising it:_.when .-he. s.aw that

‘it was missing the-true and the good:..

4. Every problem that came his way was automatically subjected to the 

cold, analytical glare of his intellect.

a: First it would be dissected into its component parts,

b: After whch these would be reassembled in logical, architectonic . 

order withtheir meaning and import laid bare.

c: He was a master of dialogue and dialectic, and calmly confident.

he remarksble fact, however, was- the way this objective, critical- 

component. of his. character, was balanced by a Franciscan tenderness 

so strong, as to have caused his message to be :subtitled "a religion 

of infinite compassion.”



1. He was a man of rich and responsive human sympathy, of unfailing 

paitence, strength, and gentleness and goodwill.

2U In him, the springs of-.tenderness gushed'abundant. .

3.-’Intent -to draw^ from all the.-.arrows of sorrow, :he gave, to .each 

his sympathy, his enlightenment, and that. strange, power' of soul 

which, even when he did not speak a word, gripped the hearts 

-of his."v£sitors-:andf-Ieft them, transformed. tu 7 • ,7..

33'. No matter how far an individual bad f allen or ' been, r.eje cted by 

society, he received from the Buddha an irreducible response of 

respect arising fromthe. simple fact that he was a fellow creature. 

Thus many-an-outcasts and derelict: finding ..himself for the. first

. < 1 ' time-understood and-accepted found, his slef-respe ct're turning 

. -and-was restored -to -the;- human /community

Notwithstanding! his own7 obj edtivity toward himself;, there was constant

- pressure during his lifeti/n/e.~to turn him into a god.

1. He rebuffed fell these, categorically, insisting that he was

human in every respect

2. He made no attempt to conceal his temptations and weaknesses 

—how difficult it had been feo attain enlightenment 

—— how narrow the margin by which he had wonthrough 

—how fallible he still remained.

\\yOnee-.he saw a; monk' very-will, unattended -a.nd covered wi th. his own., 
'filth, utterly abandoned by his fellow monks because of the unpleasant 

. .nature of-, his. illness. . He himself. at tended the'monk, washing- and 
nursing him until he was well. Later he called the monks together

. and taught , them, "He who attends' the sick, attends me .-n .(Mahavagga) 
From Morgan, Path of the Buddha, 20.



r -
Smith, p.89

HIS TITLES

Ho description of Buddha ever satisifed his disciples completely.

1. After words had done their best, there remained in their master

the essence of myst ery —unplubmad depths which their language 

could not express because their thought could not fathom

2. What they could understand they revered and loved, but there

was. more than they could hope to exhaust.

To the end he remained half light, half shadow, defying 

complete intelligibility.

3. They called him Sakyamuni, ®silent sage (muni) of the Sakya

clan—syiabol of something beyond what cuhld be said and thought.

4. They called him Tathaga ta, the ’’Thus-Come”, the ’’Truth-winner” 

the ’’Perfectly Enlightened One”—-for he alone thoroughly 

knows and sees, face to face, this universe.

’’Deep is the Tathaga ta, unmeasurable, difficult to under st tand, 

even.like the ocean.®

,w



Jaspers, Great Philosophers:, 43: -What is New in Buddha?

. .WHAT IS NEW .IN. BUDDHA? ,

NOTHING PARTICULARLY NEW

There1, was -ridthing-.particularly new in; Buddha. ; s doctrines , 
forms of thought, conceptions,.oractions. .

a) E.g. forest hermits

2. Idea ;of redemption by knowledge.already a living 
part of .Hinduism. - ■"<1

3. Buddha".took over old conceptions of cosmos, the ages 
of the world, and world of gods.

Whole of Buddhist doctrine appears to be perfection of Hinduism.

* Category of ’’New” as standard of value is peculiar to modern Western 
world. . .. . ■ -

1. While nothing "new", yet this category may be: applied to Buddha.

t ■FIRST:. BUDDHA'S IMPOSING PERSONALITY. .
' . . ...... Il l ■■. ■i|imillillWWlW7WWWlllHMaCTffairSWBEai»EM^

1. Through legends we can feel powerful presence of historical man.

a) He acts, he feels, he cries; he has humour, compassion, etc.

b) He shows men what they should do.

c) He knows the power of silence.

2. His life was molded by an intense effort of the will.

a) But this will is not to cnquer and shape the woidd.

b) But a will to conquer oneself.-- declining to be a prisoner
either of oneself or of his worldly tasks.

"To master the pride of defiant selfhood, that in truth 
is the highest bliss."



I
- 2 - ( Ja s.pers ,: 44 )

1;.,, So. perfect is.;his .self--conquest, thgt .all sign of. effort vanishes.

a) Here is nobility, serenity and infinite gentleness of 
his manner. : . T.V , \ .. .. ..

2
2. He never concerns himself ..with personal-lives- and individual 

secrets?'of-men.. ..■•

3. He ihas- htecome impersonal^; :. i ' ..

4. He vanishes as an individual amid the uncounted multitudes of
his peers. ... . . . ’ ■

- ’^Without house.and home, my spirit removed .from the world/ 
I walk beyond all ties .with meh.'1: <. n:

5. He: is unknowable:. "Buddha,; he who walks? through infinity, 
leaving.no trace: How might you know him?"

>-t V -i. . .. ■'•Jl .< A «!.•<:. ..

The kabsence of all characteristic features is a part of our picture 
of Buddha’s pesonality.

1; He is without unique individuality.

2. He appears as a type, not as Ta personality.

3. Over aginst him stand other types, the wided, the unbelievers, 
the sophists.

4. Here, paradoxically, "is., a pesonality which owes its . influence 
to the extinction of all individual traits.

a) Negation of the self is a basinc principle of Buddha's 
truth. ■ : .. . : ■'

leaving.no


Jaspers, Great Philosohers, 44 =3- What is new in Buddha?

SECOND: BUDDHA IS COMPLETE AND, RADICAL IN WHAT HE DID

Another new feature is that Buddha did wholly and radically what 
before had been done only partly.

1. He turned away from tradition - e..g. from caste system.

2. He did not oppose the gods.

a) He acknowledged them as ralities, but he reduced them 
to unimportance.

1. He was radical inaddressing all men.

a) What had been possible for a few became possible for 
everyone. ■ .

b) What had happened in small groups of forest hermits
Was now attempted in open, in cities, countryside, 
among men at large.

c) A new existential reality took form: the life of vast
throngs of mendicant monks:

i- These monks fulfilled the doctrine by a life of 
poverty, chastity, homelessness and unworldliness.

2. Actually most of the monks came of two hgjgher castes.

a) Buddha himself was of noble origin.

b) Buddhism was an aristocratic religion ■

i- And this it remained insofar as only men of a certain 
intellectaul rank can understand it.

3. But the revelation is addressed to all who possess the vocation 
for it.

4. Thus for first time inhistory, the idea of humanity, of a 
religion for tfhe whole world, became a reality.

a) What in India had been carefully guarded secret of a 
privileged few became a truth to be divulged to all.



Jaspers, Great Philosophers, 45 -4- What is new in Buddha?

THIRD NEW FACTOR: THE-CONSCIOUS MISSION

Another new facotor: the conscious mission.
1. Convinced that anyone canunderstand enuf about universe to knOw

his relation to it.
2. And such knowledge is important for one's salvation.
JL. And because it knows itself to be a light that should reach 

out into world and shine everyhere.

Thus from very start Buddha foundeda monastic community:

It is two things at once:

1. A path of salvation for the individual—

2. And a means of propoagatng the doctrine by journeyings
through the world.

A consequence of this conscious mission:

Buddhism became a world religion.

1. x^x A world religion not because it embraces within its fold
diverse national groups.

2. But more basically: because it holds that the fundamental
meaning of life and world cannot be derived from the 
experience of any one group of people or culture.

a) Here, we discover a way of life which can be appled 
universally, regardles of time, place or culture.



Z Conze, Buddhism, 15

BUDDHISM AS A PHILOSOPHY

Philosophy, as w© understand it, is a ereation of the Greeks®

1. It is unknown to Buddhist tradition.

a. Buddhists would regard philosophy—as inquiry i± into 

reality—for mere prupose of knowing more about it— 

a waste of time®

a. Any philosophy in works of Buddhist, authors quite 

incidental.
n ’

3. in ample vocabulary of Buddhism we find no word to correspondh
to our term "philosophy"

When we turn to Mahayana Thought—we call it philosophy.

l.Was Mahayana a product of inability of Indian mind to rest

content with Buddha’s "nbble silence"?

a. Thus indulging in its urge for "abstract metaphysical

speculations?"

This view is misleading:

1. Vast body of Mahayana doctrine arose not so much to

satis if y int©tietoutlai curiosity.

As to deal with practical psychological problems

encountered in following Buddh’a way®

Mahayana’s.. consist ent aim: ■

To bring about the experience of liberation,

Not to construct a philosophical system.

Philosophy is of value merely insofar as it helps men to 

attain the aim of release.



£ Buddha

7His f ollowers, had, began to deify him,- All. this despite his challenge
to “them to 'doubt him and to think‘for themselves'. ’

Now, says'one of the'last Dialogues, 5 ' il
"the venerable Sariputta came to "the: place where the Exalted One was, 
and having saluted him,, took his seat, respectfully at his side, and said:

"I-oxd., such faith hayp.I?in the. Exalted One that methinks there never 
■teas''has'been, nor will there be, nor is 'there now, ariy other, whether 
Wanderer or Brahman, who is greater and wis,er than the Exalted One., 
as regards the higher Wisdom." * ■ "

"Grand and bold are the words of thy mouth, Sariputta" (answered the 
Master); "verily, thou hast burst forth into a song of.ecstasy. Of 
course, then, thou hast known all the Exalted Ones of the past,... 
comprehending their minds with yours, and aware what their conduct was, 
what their wisdom,... .and what the emancipation theyattained to?"" ' ■

' "Not "so/0 Lord"." ' " '' ■ -' - ' ;

"Of course, then, thou hast’perceived" all the Exalted Ones of the future, 
.. .comprehending, their whole minds.with yours?". . .

"Not so, 0 Lord.” . .

But, at least, then,. 0 Sar.iptutta, thou knowes.t me,-...and hast penetrated 
my mind?" - • ■ j t ■ ■

. 1"Not even that, 0 Lord." ; • w
"You see, then,Sariputta, that you know not the hearts of the Able, 
Awakened Ones of thepast and of the .future.. Why, therefore, are your 
words so grand and bold? Why do you burst forth into such a song of 
ecstasy?" - ...

**********
AND TO ANANDA HE taught his greatest, and noblest lesson:

J^'And whosover, Ananda, either now or after .I am dead, shall be a lamp 
unto themselves, and’a refuge unto themsleves, shall betake themselves 
to-no external refuge, but, holding fast to the. Truth as their lamp, 
...shall not look for refuge to any $ne besides themselves-pitx is they., 

who shall reach the very topmost height! But they must be anxj mis 
to learn."
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Buddha had a s en se of humor.

When a simpleton abused him, helistened in-silence’. When, the/ 

. , • • man has finished, Buddha asked him.: ’’Son, if a mandeclined 

accept a present made to him, to whom would.;it belong?” .

‘ The- man answered: ”To him Who offered i't.”

"W'son”, "said'Buddha/, ”1 /decline to accept your

£

.t©

abtfe e, 'and
? ■ - ■ •

request you to keep it for youself .** w
•i ■/

HIS MISSION.

1. Buddha’s saikar entire life was saturated with the woncrictipn
C "•- ' *

that

i u < t

u

. he had a cosmic mission to perform. s

2. Immeidately after his enlightenment he saw'in his mind’s eye

”souls whose eyes were scarcely dimmed by dust' and 'souls whose 

eyes-were* sorely dimmed by dust” , J the whole'World'of humanity, 

milling, lost, desperately inneed of help and guidance..

2. He had no alternative ta but to agree with his followers that he 

had been ’’born into'the world." for the good of the .many, for . the 

happiness of the many, for the advantage, the goodk the happiness

of gods and men, out of compassionfor the world.”

3. His acceptance of th! s mission wi thout regard for personal cost

won him India’s heart as well as her'mind.
•J

Q

T

"v
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ery

3
superhuman power.

He refused to allow

for

1.

2.

a religion devoid of t h e supernatural.

Tag and forecastingof divination, soo

.6. Supl atural,

-30=' Buddha

solutions that

t

He condemns

as low arts.

could

ay around with any form of

*u?al amounted- to looking

TOile- he worshiped no. deites, he was no t an atheist.

l.-For he did not deny the existence of gods

2. He belittled their importance and

n . 3. They wre finite; subject to death

did not respect them.

and rebirth,!

a: He considered them luckier than ..men, but did not 

consider them ultimately blessed or immortal.

4. He considered that gods, had more-di fficulty escaping

the wheel of rebirth.

a: Bor they are surrounded by pleasure and thus forget

the necessity ,for liberation.

b: Thus are bound to the wheel. -

4. Because he knew so well the.weakness of the gods, he 

was called, the teacher of gods and. men .

Then did. Buddha^ never believed

1. Answer may be: he did

in the Ultimate--Brahman?

a de ep ly re 1 igi ous man.In that, he was

2. But he was different from the In Hindus in th at he had a

stronger will to refuse to give names and shapes to the

Ultimate.
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2.

1

was also

For even the word Brahman was too much

Whether I

reserv

religion with a

labored

-wi thout 
-without 
-without 
-without 
-wi t hout 
-without

a 
ritd 
theoll 
trad it i 
grace 
super n at

After hi s d

vengean ce

But/as’long as he was its leaddJ

th; all 'the"accouterments of-religion which Buddha

himse so carefully to-ex^ude came tumbling into his

s appra coh

irical.

ue st ion*.

or^truth

imsjelfi-”-3 know

a: Never’ has

■2

exp er

scientific

'7

nee was final but it was aimSd at uncovering 

on sh * that brd er * exi s bene e.

/
7

- /
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. THE f‘MONASTIC.ORDER '

If the Buddh'a teachings are as-revolutionary as this, why are they 
found only in cultures where social revolution is almost totally 
unknwn except as an importation fromfcXKk the West/

1. How could the teachings of one -iof great rebels .of histo ry 
issue in a monastic order and, leave, the rest of society 
unaltered? . , . •. -■

Is the monastic order, as Mrs. Rhys Davids contended,,, an 
aberration that "cramped his outlook"
-by "chucking overboard" his deeper emphasis upon "beco ming".

Is the stagnation of so many Asiatic peoples, ...mainly due 
to the monastic principle of Buddhims? :

1. In one sense, the Sangha is a living testimonial to correctness
of Buddha's anlaysis of man's compulsive desires

-and their entrenched social organization.

2. Had his teachings revolutionized Indian patterns of culture,
-we would have evidence that Gautama exaggerated the force 
of those subrational vitalieis upon which men rear their 
indivi la and social patterns of life.

3. If men could change their ethos by deliberate choice
directed in a social revolution,

-it would mean that they were not actually bound by their 
unconscious compulsive drives;

In one sense, therefore, the very existence of monastic order 
is lving evidence of validity of his argument that 
human life tends to bind itself to tanha.

1. And deliverance can be a chived only by one individual 
ata time, and in solitary struggle.



Buddha insisted that patterns ;of social existnce are rooted in 
tanha,

. -and this tanha: is stronger- than devortion to the divine. o

So long as. this, kind -of society is: the only one man .knows, 
-no other way was possible than to?, institutionalize,as 

a monastic order, 1
-the efforts of iniviudual men and women to be free.

This- is precisely the basis upon which, the monastic orddr . 
developed. . .

1. It has been successful in providing conditions where such 
individual struggles could be carried on.

fl 2. Note: the Buddhist Sangha is the ^jj^gg^unbro^gp.
11 institutional continuity in human history.



Morgan, P&th of Buddha, 372

THE SANGHA

NO CENTRAL AUTHORITY

1, In both Therawda and Mahayna, Buddhist community has never 

been organized around a central authority which o ould

- - decree doctrines or practices which must be observed by

all followers,

2S Buddhist followers have been comparatively individualistc

. and unwilling to submit to a rigid outer authoirity.

3-. Agreement aa to doctrines to be held and practices to be 

followed has been reached by discussion within community, 

guided by scriptures accepteda as basis for faith.

NO GREAT SECTS, EXCEPT IN JAPAN

1. In Theravada counties, there is great unity, althogh there

are sever al sects. '

2. In Tibet, although there are several sects, great unity.,

3. In China, in past had rather marked sectarian differences,

but now blended into one general form of Mahayana Buddhism.

4. Only,in Japan, marked sectarian differences.



OUTLINE: BUDDHA AS REBEL/LIBERATOR

I. WGT THINGS HE DID.AS REBEL:
1. He EXPOSED the pretensions of organized religion
2. He QUESTIONED why we hold on to these pretensions of religion.

II. AS LIBERATOR, ne called for profound revolution in ordering of life.
1. Society is sick/suffering - w?
2-—-n-f- human b c ha-vlo-r—1-ie—ben^aE-h-le-vel. of conscious— 

awa-r-erress
> Need of method: analysis and meditation to overcome sickness

Read: Nolan :Buddha as liberator”

OUTLINE: METHOD OF ANALYSIS AND MEDITATION

1. Messange not about Gautama, but his method (analysis and meditatmon)

2. Explore inner spaces (mind)
a) Pervasive aspect of mind:

-natually, easily, consistently tends to reveal inner 
dispositions, tendenies, values of person

-It can lead, educate person if its guidance is understood 
and followed.

hS Person must become inter to under inner.

Inner cannot be violated by our manipulations.
-it will live and express itself whether..........

We have ample guidance to become what we essentially are. 
1. If we miss nature, has warnings

What Buddhism is essentially: 
not an intp of life 
not-'system of beliefs, dEoctrines

BUT, FUNDAMENTALLY, A WAY, PATH, A METHOD of dealing of suffering.

OUTLINE: TWO THINGS ABOUT METHOD
1. It is empirical
2. It is pragmatic
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42. Renouncing all attachment to the fruits of actions, ever content, independent—
I such a person even if engaged in action, does not do anything whatever."
43. "The Brahman's .existence is well known, because it is the Self of all; everyone

2, -.realizes the existence of the Self, for none says, 'I am not'...And the Self is 
the Brahman." . ; .

44. On Me fix your mind; become My devotee, My worshiper; render homage unto Me.
Thus having attached yourself to Me, with Me as your goal, you shall come to Me."

45. The fastening of the mind at a point in the body is concentration. Contemplation
J is knowledge'being solely-engrossed there.’ Th!at itself becomes absorption when 

as if void of itself, it is wholly of the form of the contemplated."

THE MODERN PERIOD
IDENTIFY: (1) Brahma Samaj . (2)--Arya: Samaj (3) Vivekananda (4) Radhakrishnan (5) Gandhi
46. He organized the Ramakrishna Mission and attempted to make room for social concern

and the dignity of the individual. c.......... . '
47. He popularized the concept of satyagrapha—a struggle against unjust law or regime

5 through non-cooperation and civil disobedience! ‘ ■
48. In its varied history, it has been strongly theistic; it has rejected polytheism, 

| the worship of images', and sacrifice of animals; it has advocated ' the abolition
sa^l9 child marriage, and polygamy.

49. Its founder established the movement as a universal religion open to anyone, 
regardless of caste or nationality. He held to the infallibility of the Vedas 
and used the slogan "back to the Vedas."

50. A professional philosopher.and a defender of Hinduism, he was also concerned with 
■x showing that the Hindujsm he defended was relevant, to social and international

problems. ' " ' " ' ‘

GENERAL QUESTIONS ~ ; -

51. To the person-who wants pleasure, Hinduism says in effect:
1. Don t go after it since it will eventually fail to satisfy you
2. Pleasure isn t all one wants, therefore suppress the desire for it

-OX: Gq. .After it, don’t suppress this desirer >- • . t 7,

52. According to Hinduism, what men really desires iss
(?) moksha 2O dharma 3® kama 4O veda

53« (1) maya (2) dharma (3) yogas samadhi
When the mind is so deeply absorbed in the object of contemplation that it loses the 
distinction between the subject and the object—it is called the state of
■vr .. . .. ; :

54d (1) unremovable (J) removable {3^ impossible to overcome
/According to Hinduism, ignorance, a great limitation of human life, is

. 55o The least correct statement iss
lo We are like a lion cub who, having become Lost frm his mother at birth, grows 

up by accident among sheep and takes to grazing and bleating like them, assuming 
- that -he too is a sheep®

2® We are .Like.^a Ipver^xho, .dreaming, searches the world in despair for his beloved, 
oblivious to the: fact that she is -lying at his side-.

(3) We are like a king who, falling victim to amnesia, wanders his kingdom in tatters, 
announcing to people who he really is--a king!



Smith, Exp of God, 177 — I - -X- (chap 6)

BUDDHISM (in its nontheistic form)

NEED

1. ignorance, feefe. boundlessness of desire

2. Need is for a way of overcoming tanha and subjecting 
it to discipline.

DELIVERER/ (WISDOM, COMPASSTOEQ

1. Buddha as deliverer offers illumination he has gained.

2. He teahhes: nature of tanha

3. He guides us through a PATH to end it.

4. But more: He is model of COMPASSION

Hence: he combines wisdom and compassion.

ESSENTIAL TECHNIQUE OF LIBERATION:
-to encourage the student to explore his false premises consitently 
to the end.

As Lao-tzu: h is not to gain something, but to let go.



1- <(Nolan Jacobson, Buddhism, 
The Religion of Analysis, 23

I. BUDDHA AS A REBEL

o TWO THINGS HE DID AS A REBEL: .

He questioned why we hold onto these pretensions 
of religion.

He wondered why our human drives are so powerful, that 
organized religion could not alter them.

/

He discovered that these drives were loved with a love 
greater than love of God,

-especially when organized into a socially acceptable 
religion.



HE CREATED METHOD OF ANALYSIS AND MEDITATION

1. Created a method for analyzing all emotions, bonds and 
worldly ak distractions until they loosed the prisoner.

1
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56. According to Hinduism:
1. What man wants most, that, he must work for and perhaps in his next birth

achieve it
2. What man wants most, he must worlj: for it and he will achieve it if he fulfills

his dharma
(3\ What man wants most, that he can have, for it is his already

57. The Hindu tradition:
1. admits only the absolute Brahman

(2^ admit of different levels of Gods from Absolute to small spirits
3. look at God as an instrument to gain human ends
4. stresses that there is nothing greater than a personal God

HERMAN HESSE, SIDDHARTHA. (1) True (2)False

58. Siddhartha goes with Govinda to hear the teachings pf Gautama the Buddha.
Siddhartha remains with the great teacher, but Govinda perceives that everyone 
must seek out his own path®

59. Through his rebellious son who succeeds in getting away from the two senile old 
boatmen, Siddhartha learns what he had not been able to learn in his 20 years of

| worldliness: to love another, and to lose himself in another person to such an extent 
as to forget himself®

60. Siddhartha is healed of wound that his love for his son has caused him, when he
. learns to listen to all the thousand voices of the river at once, without binding

his soul to anyone particular voice®

* * * * * k k k k k k k k k k k ^PLEASE hand in both sheets * * * * * k k k k k k k

j'SSAY QUESTIONS --Do either the essay questions or the Multiple-choice® Don’t go both®

1® Explain fully the system of religious thought represented by Shankara® If it helps 
follow the book s outline? (70 points)
a) Metaphysical qustions
b) Psychological questions
cX Epistemological questions $ .
d);liberation and ethics

Choose- one only? (15 points)
2. Describe the essential characteristics of the Bhakti Yoga, Karma Yoga and Raja Yoga.

2. Describe briefly, the nature of the following Vedic literature: Rig-Veda
Brahmanas$ Upanishadse ’

3. Describe the basic position and contribution of We ®f:.the' following movements
and persons? (10 points)
-Brahma Samaj
“Arya Samaj
“Vivekananda
“So Radhakrishnan
“Vishishtadvaita

PLEASE HAND IN BOTH—THE QUESTION AND ANSWER SHEETS
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BUDDHA AS LIBERATOR

"The Buddha is like Hume in wanting to set man free from his own 
irrational attempts to build metaphysical scaffolding as a vantage 
point for perceiving the nature and destiny of almost everything 
about wich man has ever had a persisting question.

"He is like Nietzsche in seing the sad plight of human power shackled 
by the guilt-ridden resentment of the weak.

"He is like Marx and Engels in wanting to liberate man from the 
myths under whose mysticfication he is pining away.

"The Buddha is like John Stuart Mill in seeing that the most powerful 
bonds that enslave man are not tyrants sitting astride great thrones 
but those subtle peruaasiohs that rule the inner man dnd strip 
him of his integrity and independence.

"The Buddh is like Freud, too, in wanting to free the creative 
forces deep in human personality froti the compulsive, authoritarian 
controls of an ego or super-eg© in which every urge to happiness 
is distorted, suppressed, and denied. .

"He is like Wittgenstein in wishing to alert man to the 'mystification' 
of the human intellect by language."

n
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STUDY SUPERIROR SPECIMENS

-1- (chap 1)

STUDY SUPEIROR SPECIMENS FOR STUDYING BEST CAPABILTY THAT HUMAN SPECIES >
has -

e.g. self-actualizing people are better cognizers/perceivess.
-true even at sensory level itself--e.g. differentiate r 1

mnjcx many hues of colors, etc. J. i

If I ask the question, ”of what are human beings capable"?
I put the question to this smalll anc selected supreior group 
rather than to whole of popula tion.

1. If we want to answer 
grow,
-pick out ones who

??•'

questionhow tall can human species*-

are already tallest and study them.. s.

2. If: how 
-then 
they

being can run,fast a human „ .
collect Olympic gold med^.l winners and see how well 
can do. • . " • ’

>

3. If: spiritual growth, value growth, then study our most mor^'l 
ethcal, or saintly people.

WE HAVE SOLD HUMAN NATURE SHORT

1. The highest possibliies of human nature have practically, 
always been underrated.

■' A

■.? ■?

> - -i

2. When studying 
to consider

saints, etc, temptation too often has been 
them not human but supernaturally endowdd.

healthiest people are good specimen as chooser for whole species

1. These helthiest poeple are advances scouts, or more sensitive* - 
perceivers, to tell us less sensitive 
wd value.

ones what is is that' ■?

2. And what they like is what hugaan beings will come to

a) Agiettolf? Is h©et?i "what th© superlei? 
thinks is god<^,that is what is really good,”

like.
■4

man

, I'
b) what grat human beings value are what I will eventually , 

agree with, what I will come to value. r •t

w-..|

o
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, 1 -'r

... -

I take superior people who are also superi r perceivers not only 
of facts but of values, and then using their choies of ultimate 
values as possibly the ultimate values for whole species. '4



Gilkey, Naming whirlwind, 433 5k/
SUPERIOR SPECIMEN

WHERE DO THESE ULTIMACY, SACRED -- APPEAR?

In exceptionally creative individuals.

1. Via these creative persons, new attitudes to reality
appear.

2. In such persons these attidues are generated on that
relatively inchoate but weightier k level of exp

-where creative sself as contingent and fragmentary confronts 
existential problems of its being in world.

-and seeks to make sense, order and meaning out of its position 
there.

1. And they arise because that person has experieredd an 
illumination,

-a sudden apprehnsion or seeing which brings reality and 
order into chaos of life.

OUR PROBLEM;

1. Men are faced with a confusing mass of events in which they
are involved.
-an infinity of facts which they must understand- 
-with decisions whch they must make.

2. Thus they are forced, alnne or in concert, to undertake
necessary task of ynifying this chaos into ordered coherence.

a) For without some uhfcK unity, coherence and meaning to this 
intial confusion,
-individial xistence wold not be humanly bearable 
-and man could neither thunk nor act.

I, Meti ran find (his intelligibility only if some illumination, 
-some insight with regard to questins of reaLity and 

order are given to them

2. And in response, if they determine in some deeply volitcnal 
act, some profound "Yes" to awareness 
-and to hold to some principle of order.

Er



Gilkey, Naming whirlwind, 436 -2- (superior specimen)

CONCERNING LUMINOUS EXPERIENCE -- ILLUMINATION

1. For some this illuminating exp has been in: 
-community of science
-in ethical exp
-in social or political sjapericne
-in religious exp in some relg comunity.

1. In each area of experience, the basic questions of each
are answered

2. And so our fundamenal qonvictions about characger of reality
and about its intelligibility take their 
start.

a) And so receive their ultimate form.

SO WE START WITH EXPERIENCE

So thought should begin with point where the sacred has been 
known,

-with the direct experience of an answer
-with the concrete reception of revelation of ultimacy 

and so with its appropriate symbols.



nolan Jacobson, Buddhism, 25 -6- *chap 1)

SUMMARY: BUDDHA AsFlIBERATOR

UNIQUENESS OF BUDDHA AS ONE OF GREAT REBELS OF HISTORY RESTS UPON 
SEVERAL CONSIDEARIONS: iminmiiniwuij’wwuMmf iri,<rniiii’'iiTBimMnjM^iriWii—iflWii>umiiliiiMi ww iwi wn ■■■WMwrMmiifcWffrofr

FIRST: he exposed the pretensions of sacred ceremony and 
myth.

SECOND: He identified those human drives which were too 
powerful to be dislodged and altered by any 
theology or pattern of worship

-THIRD: He discoered that these compulsive desires were loved 
witha love greter than loed of God,

-especially when organzed into a socially acceptable religion.

FOURTH: The method he developed for analysing all emotions, 
bonds and worldly distractions until they loosed the 
prisoner .
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